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We are proud and delighted to be writing this third edition as we have realized our aim of creating a reliable resource written for our colleagues, students, new and experienced professionals in the field of systemic and family therapy and allied fields such as psychology, social work, nursing, consultancy and education, to mention a few. In this third edition we aim to enable readers to continue to keep up to date.

There is already a rich oral and literary tradition in systemic and family therapy, so this book is part story, part chronicle: story, because we describe a series of events and intend to interest and even amuse the reader with our personal descriptions of the complex field of systemic and family therapy, a fascinating variety of ideas and practice which has emerged in the past 60 years. To the extent that these pages reflect our perspectives, we can defer to modernist, postmodernist and constructionist views and, with tongue in cheek, say this book is fictitious. Equally, we claim that this book is our attempt to chronicle and record the people, ideas, practices and socio-political cultural contexts that have contributed to the field in the second half of the twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first century. We want this third edition of the book to celebrate 60 years of development in the field and provide for readers on all five continents a useful guide that is both coherent and resourceful. Our wish is that this book, above all, be a user-friendly account that preserves important knowledge and memories of events and facts in a fascinating and developing field of inquiry and practice, and is a reference book for readers spanning the history of the field in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.

The organization of the book reflects our attempt to offer readers a story, a chronicle and a reference book. We have divided the 60-plus years of history into a first phase, second phase, third phase, and the twenty-first century, and can thus locate and track people, ideas and practices as they evolve out of modernism, through postmodernism and constructivism to constructionism. We also wanted to acknowledge the overlap of people and ideas, and the way in which contributions to the field from certain individuals vary in all three phases.

The first phase covers the 1950s to the mid-1970s with some references to the intellectual climate of the 1940s which permitted the pioneering work of the following
two decades to develop. This phase of systemic and family therapy is comfortably modernist.

The second phase covers the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s. The early part of the phase is characterized by the development of many different models, some of which we describe, and as postmodernism begins to influence the field we describe the emergence of second-order cybernetics and the links in systemic and family therapy theory and practice with constructivism.

The third phase covers the period from the mid-1980s to 2000 and looks at the shift from constructivism to social constructionism as the main theoretical framework for the field.

In this third edition we suggest a fourth phase called here the twenty-first century, characterized both by a greater integration between different approaches to family therapy and other models of psychotherapy. The growing influence of systemic ideas and family therapy has meant more contact with practitioners from related disciplines, both in the role of fellow clinician, and as ‘expert’ in systemic ideas. In addition, there has been an extension of ‘systemic thinking’ seen in the application of systemic ideas to various contexts and service providers, such as institutions and organizations. Family therapists too, at the same time as they are seeing their ideas more widely accepted, are themselves opening up to incorporate ideas from related disciplines into their practice.

We offer this schema because we are sympathetic to the amount of painkillers trainees need to take in order to assuage the migraines they develop as they attempt to follow overviews of family therapy schools – structural, strategic, solution-focused, Milan, post-Milan, narrative, postmodern, feminist, post-feminist and so on! We hope to show there are important practical, ethical, moral and political issues attached to the differences emerging in what we call the first, second and third phases of development in the field. Once we recognize these more clearly we can also start to integrate them. As Bateson (1972) suggested, recognition of difference is the key to understanding. Likewise, we agree with George Kelly (1955) that awareness of difference places ideas at contrasting ends of a continuum – this he called a construct. But this does not necessarily imply rejecting either position, rather that an idea only makes sense in contrast to another idea.

In our proposed three phases we suggest that there are core themes or constructs along which the approaches lie. For example, the approaches differ in terms of whether difficulties are seen to result predominantly from family dynamics as opposed to societal factors, whether there is an assumption of ‘normality’ as opposed to an emphasis on diversity or whether family members are seen as self-determined as opposed to constrained by their experiences.

As trainers we know the richness of the field can often be perplexing to both novices and experienced practitioners and teachers alike, so we have included with each of the three phases a series of skill guides congruent with the application of ideas and practices we describe in each phase of development in the field. We have also attempted to contextualize each developmental phase by our descriptions of the cultural landscape out of which ideas grew. Finally, in an attempt to distinguish the chronology from the lenses we, as authors, use, we have a section in each chapter called ‘Commentary’, where we offer the reader our more personal reflections.
With each phase there is a story to tell so we have attempted a more factual summary early in Chapters 1, 2 and 3. To help make sense of each highly productive phase in the development of systemic and family therapy, we have also included a useful list at the end of these chapters chronicling key people, texts and events of each phase. Recognizing our bias in the choice of texts, we want to repeat that this book can only be our view of the landscape that is systemic and family therapy, but we have tried to offset the effects of our prejudices by pointing the reader to many recognized seminal texts and reference books with which we cannot compete.

Wishing to write a text from the British perspective, we became clearer about the particular contribution of British therapists to this field over the past 60 years. While few distinct ‘models’ of family therapy have emerged from Britain, a veritable host of creative applications and adaptations of the core systemic ideas and practices have emerged to influence health and welfare services in Britain as well as abroad. The third edition therefore includes additional chapters reflecting more up-to-date examples of creative applications that are practical demonstrations of the usefulness of systemic theory and practice, and the commitment of practitioners to innovative multidisciplinary practice in health and welfare professions as well as a chapter on working with a two-person system, with couples.

We offer this book much in the way that as therapists we offer our clients ideas, trusting some will fit and be useful or, if not, will at least serve to clarify the questions you have to ask about this field. If you find this book to be like a guidebook we will be well pleased. Clearly, in many ways, the whole book consists of the authors’ reflections; while we do not dispute this, we also hope that this book offers a useful and usable description of the landscape and territory known as systemic and family therapy, which will give readers confidence as they pursue their own enquiries in this field. We are convinced that key players and contributors to the field of systemic and family therapy also contribute in a major way to the understanding of, and wider debates about, psychotherapy. Just as human beings we cannot not communicate, so as systemic practitioners we cannot not pay attention to the various levels of context included in the drama of the psychotherapeutic encounter between clients and therapists. We are therefore uniquely placed in the community of psychotherapists to contribute to discussion about both the micro and macro aspects of therapeutic processes.
We’re into the 3rd edition now, which is surely testament to the continuing usefulness of this text and the recent substantive additions qualify it for the term ‘handbook’.

I want to thank our authors, Rudi and Ros, for producing this third edition. They are both writers and therapists of stature in our professional communities. They hold a longstanding commitment to developing and promoting systemic thinking and practice with individuals, couples, families, teams and organisations. They offer consistent support for pragmatic approaches to therapy and consultation that remains highly relevant for training, and of use to all communities and their respective intervention and support services.

So, what’s new in this 3rd edition? I am very pleased to welcome the addition of a chapter on working with couples, often sadly neglected by some systemic services and training programmes. Hopefully, this clear and helpful chapter will inspire more trainers and practitioners to include couples therapy in their thinking and practice.

And of course, old friends remain with us, such as their erudite commentary on the phasic development of systemic thinking, approaches to systemic formulation, the role of emotions in relationship integrity, the integration of research and evaluation into practice, and their refreshing overview of twenty-first century development – conversations across the boundaries of models – all carefully updated and annotated. And not least, their version of crystal ball gazing for our collective futures!

It is clear to me we can rely on Rudi and Ros to produce highly readable and accessible material, of use to trainers, trainees and practitioners alike. This is no mean feat in a field as complex and developed as ours. I trust this text will continue to find its place on our bookshelves, well thumbed, well read and loved.

Arlene Vétere
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Introduction

Family life in the West on the one hand has typically been seen as private, as a ‘haven’ – yet at the same time there have been repeated attempts to explore, intervene in, direct, discipline and educate families. There have been attempts to correct the morals of the so-called ‘feckless’ or ‘irresponsible’ families, to see single-parent families as ‘welfare scroungers’ and so on. Aside from such overt attempts at shaping family life and conduct, there is a proliferation of more covert and insidious influences, such as images in magazines, television and films about what is desirable and acceptable – from interior decor to children’s education and sexual practices.

These images and stereotypes have spread further to embrace not just families but also the activities of professionals in the business of bringing about change in families. Systemic and family therapy, like other therapies, has changed and developed to acknowledge that a consideration of people’s understandings and how these are related to the culture in which they live is vital. There is a growing overlap between the various models developed since the 1950s, the psychological frameworks that professionals employ, and ‘ordinary’ people’s knowledge. Most people these days have powerful ideas and expectations about what therapy will be like as well as their own explanations about what is wrong and what should change.

In this introductory chapter we will consider some voices from people who have experienced systemic and family therapy and from the therapists who have worked with them. How do people experience this process called systemic and family therapy? Is it really experienced as helpful? Do they feel that something has been done to them? How does it change their relationships with each other? Is there some kind of magical experience that means severe problems can change and disappear?

Experiences of systemic and family therapy

A family’s view

What follows is an interview with the Taylor family, at the end of the last of five one-hour family therapy sessions, which suggests some answers to the questions above. Present were Mr and Mrs Taylor and their daughter Barbara (aged 17). The parents
had separated prior to Barbara developing a severe eating disorder (anorexia). She had been an in-patient in an eating disorder unit and had taken part in family therapy towards the end of her stay in the unit.

Interviewer: What were your expectations of what this [family therapy] would be like?

Mrs Taylor: ...We thought it would be pretty stilted for a start and wooden and difficult to talk, and horrible long silences while everyone was staring at their feet and hoping that someone would say something and a wish not to expose the personal things, sort of . . .

Mr Taylor: Being analysed I think . . .

Mrs Taylor: Yes, wanting to curl up and hide everything rather than wanting to properly talk about it, that’s my view before we came.

Mr Taylor: Mine was we don’t need this. But we’ve got to go because we have been asked. I’ve softened about that since because we’ve got on well.

Interviewer: What about you Barbara?

Barbara: I thought it was a really bad idea. I thought it was going to be awful, I just wasn’t going to say anything at all. Being put on the spot and made to say things that you didn’t really want to . . .

Interviewer: How has the therapy been different to your expectations?

Mrs Taylor: I thought it was much easier to talk. I was much more relaxed, I was quite surprised and impressed about how easy it was to talk. We all talked, particularly Harry [Mr Taylor], he doesn’t like talking. I’ve been impressed how my family, we’ve all talked together, talked about things much easier than at home, possibly because you’re the adjudicator and perhaps triggered off questions that would have been difficult to get round to in a sensible way in a more intense claustrophobic atmosphere at home when we are getting wound up about talking about things.

Interviewer: Barbara?

Barbara: [laughing] I don’t know, Mum sort of said it all. Yes, its been a lot easier here I think.

Interviewer: [to Mr Taylor] How’s it been different to what your expectations were?

Mr Taylor: I didn’t feel that you were analysing us. It just felt like a discussion which felt like a relief I suppose . . .

The extract suggests that the Taylor family held a variety of powerful expectations regarding what the experience family therapy was going to be like. Some of these seem to resonate with general conceptions of therapy based on the popular views of psychoanalytic therapies, for example, that the experience would be emotionally painful and embarrassing.

The family go on to discuss what they found particularly helpful and unhelpful during the course of their therapy:

Interviewer: If you were to put your finger on it what would you say would be the most useful part of what you experienced? And the other side of it, what was the least useful?
Mrs Taylor: I thought what was most useful was hearing Barbara talking about things . . . to hear what was going on in her head . . . can’t think of anything that was not useful . . .

Barbara: Yeah, getting my point of view across rather than getting into an argument.

Mrs Taylor: I thought these cameras and the two-way mirror would be a bit off-putting but in fact it hasn’t bothered me at all . . .

Interviewer: Could you focus on anything that strikes you as a turning-point or a critical moment in the sessions?

Mrs Taylor: Yeah I can, when Barbara first put her point of view . . .

Mr Taylor: She criticized us [laughter].

Mrs Taylor: Yeah and it’s the first time I got an insight into what she was thinking, and it was a big surprise because she was talking in front of you . . .

Barbara: What was I saying? I can’t remember.

Mr Taylor: You were saying that I was making you nervous, talking about your eating, not eating enough . . .

Mrs Taylor: A particular example of how . . .

Mr Taylor: That’s right I’d done something . . .

Mrs Taylor: Focusing on something we had a go at her about.

Interviewer: It was about not having milk in her cereal?

Barbara: It was because you [Mr Taylor] had only full-fat milk and I watered it down and you said something like . . .

Mr Taylor: A sarcastic comment . . .

Barbara: Yeah . . .

Mrs Taylor: And I’d given you an evil look . . .

Interviewer: Do you have a main memory [of the sessions] Barbara?

Barbara: I suppose it was that as well because I was thinking about that a lot and I wasn’t going to say anything but perhaps it made me angry in some ways . . . it felt good, I said what I meant . . .

Mrs Taylor: We had to listen to you and take you seriously.

Barbara: Yeah I thought you would say I was being stupid or something . . .

Mr Taylor: It’s pretty rare that you criticize us.

Mrs Taylor: No it’s not, you do me . . .

Barbara: Yeah, I do it quite a lot.

Mrs Taylor: More and more . . . [laughter]

For the Taylor family the initial prospect of family therapy was clearly quite threatening and anxiety provoking.

Two therapists’ views

For therapists, too, the experience of working with a family embraces a variety of expectations and feelings ranging from apprehension to excitement, competence and impotence at the prospect of being able to assist with what at times appear to be insurmountable mountains of distress. The following is one therapist’s description of his experience of family therapy:
The first meeting with a family is often tinged with a sense of apprehension similar in some ways to other important personal meetings. In some ways it reminds me of the dual feelings of anticipation and apprehension of going to a party or meeting a new group of students, where I will meet strangers who I may in time become close to, or even good friends with. Your thoughts turn over questions, will we get on? Will we be able to connect? Will I be competent? My feelings also tend to alternate between a pressure that I should be an ‘expert’ and need to take charge, to make things happen, and alternatively an attempt to reassure myself that it is not my role to do that, things don’t work that way.

I still feel an enduring enthusiasm and excitement about meeting families and a sense of privilege of being allowed into their personal world. Even after 16 years of working with families I find myself being surprised at the diversity, complexity and uniqueness of the ways they live their lives. I think of families through a metaphor of a snowflake – every snowflake has some structures and elements in common in terms of its physical properties but each also has a unique structure. Working with families I am looking for the patterns that they share but also for the creativity and uniqueness.

Perhaps one of the overriding impressions I have about family therapy is that I anticipate that early on I may feel engulfed, confused, overwhelmed and sometimes even despairing that I can help to ease the anger, frustration, pain and suffering they are typically in. However, I now have an expectation that eventually a sense of connection and empathy emerges when I start to gain an insight into how family members see things; their beliefs, understandings, hopes and dreams. From this I then start to be able to understand why they are acting as they are – how these beliefs shape their dynamics and patterns. I can then start to see their actions in a more positive and sympathetic light. I think families start to pick this up and together, between us, a sense of optimism starts to take over. Usually this also includes an ability . . . to start to joke and tease each other . . . to play with different ways of looking at things. I think it’s rare that from this point of connection . . . things don’t usually develop positively. When this starts to happen for me it’s one of the most positive and worthwhile experiences I can have.

Another therapist’s view of her experience of family therapy goes like this:

These days the anticipation and apprehension of a first meeting with a family includes curiosity about how the impressions I have formed from the referral process will fit or not with the experience of meeting family members in the flesh. It never ceases to amaze me how different people can be from my imaginings. There is a tension in first meetings which for me is focused on whether or not we can find a way to talk that seems useful to the family. Can I interest them in the way I am talking and thinking about what they are so generously willing to share with a stranger? Conveying respect and appreciation of the courage it takes to come and talk with a stranger about troubling personal issues is important.
For a therapeutic relationship to develop there has, in my view, to be some shared meanings and beliefs about the distresses leading people to seek therapy, and creating these shared ideas is the risky and exciting part of therapy. Can I offer ideas to family members in a way that makes sense or creates a space in which family members can risk exploring new ideas and thinking out loud with one another? I see my job as finding ways that work for family members to speak what may have become unspeakable and to somehow convey that it is safe enough to go together into uncharted and unsafe territory. The territory is uncharted for all of us and does produce butterflies in the stomach. The satisfaction and excitement of working with families comes from the moments when family members realize it is possible for things to change and convey feeling more empowered and less daunted by the work this will take. I hear this less often in words and more often in changes in body language and the emotional atmosphere becoming lighter with less seriousness. In trying to sum up what I believe I hope for as the essence of a therapeutic encounter, I would see it as a meeting from which new connections and meanings emerge for both therapist and family members and all of whom are left at the end with a sense of ‘something potentially good having happened’.

In these accounts from families and therapists we can hear both their internal voices – their personal beliefs and views of themselves and the world – and also the common or shared voices of the culture in which they live. We might even argue that it is impossible to separate these: that the personal and the public are invariably intertwined. To be a person, a part of a relationship, a member of a family, involves being bound by a wide variety of meanings shared by our cultures. In particular, we all have some ideas about what it is to be emotionally ‘healthy’, what it is to have ‘good’ relationships, what is a ‘functional’ as opposed to a ‘dysfunctional’ family. These values tend to be represented in a variety of images in advertising, books, films and in our everyday conversations. Even though we may not agree with some of the common values, or even hold that these are relative and pernicious, we will still be influenced by them in setting out the territory of our thinking – our contrasts or points of opposition for which these common values provide an anchor.

**What is the ‘family’?**

As this book is about families and relationships, it is necessary to offer an overview or map of what the term ‘family’ may be seen to include. There have been great upheavals and changes in what is meant by the family and family life. In many Western countries, for example in the UK, over 40 per cent of new marriages end in divorce. Many people choose not to marry and there are increasing variations, such as single-parent families and same sex parental couples. Also, there is greater diversity in people’s expectations such that men no longer are expected to be the sole or main breadwinner and there are expectations about greater sharing of domestic roles, such as childcare. Arguably some of these changes are less extensive than might be assumed – for example, women, even if they work outside of the home, still tend to take on the bulk of domestic duties as well (Muncie et al. 1997). It is easy to assume
that in some ways the family is in ‘crisis’, and this is also seen as a fundamental threat to the stability of society. However, it is cautionary to note, for example, that due predominantly to death at childbirth, stepfamilies were as common historically as might be indicated in the many negative images of ‘wicked stepparents’ in folklore. So, though there have been changes, the voices of concern can be seen not just as responding to these changes, but also as attempting to institute or encourage a particular form of family life and values (Robinson 1993). Arguably some of these traditional values, stressing domestic duties, passivity and duties to be responsible for providing care of children and ageing relatives, have not been in the best interests of women (Perelberg and Miller 1990; Muncie et al. 1997).

What we take to be ‘the family’ and ‘family life’ is influenced by the ideologies and discourses inherent in the society in which we live at a particular historical point. An analysis at the level of society and culture suggests that ‘family life’ is shaped by dominant ideologies or discourses about what family life should be like. We can see families as reproducing themselves, both literally and ideologically. For example, though the roles of men and women in families and other living arrangements have changed significantly in the past 30 years, by and large women still take most of the responsibility for childcare, men are expected to be the main breadwinners and most of us (in Western cultures) live for the majority of our lives in an arrangement not too dissimilar from a nuclear family. Above all, for many of us the image of the nuclear family still governs our behaviours, expectations and feelings. We may be ‘for’ or ‘against’ the nuclear family, but either way it has, until recently at least, set the agenda of our thinking, feeling and choices.

Yet, within Western (and other) societies there is clearly a diversity of ways that people choose to live together. Some of these choices are variations on the nuclear family model, others are quite deliberate and explicit attempts to reject it, such as communal and some single-parent relationships. If we accept that many people make such choices the question remains of how people go about constructing their own varieties of ‘family life’. How do they decide how ‘normal’, as opposed to how ‘deviant’, they will be? To take a conventional example, a heterosexual couple need to decide when or whether to marry, whether to have children and, if so, how many, how to divide up the family tasks such as childcare, when a child should leave home, whether they should divorce, whether they should marry again, how they should relate to any stepchildren they might have, and so on.

Above all, these decisions suggest the possibility that families do not simply absorb ideologies and discourses but translate them within their own ‘family culture’ and the traditions and current dynamics in their own families. Between society and the individual is a set of shared premises, explanations and expectations – in short, a family’s own belief system. Metaphorically this can be represented as a deck of cards offering a range of options from which particular choices can be made. These options are derived mainly from personal experiences, family traditions and societal discourses. Continuing the metaphor, each family has its own unique set of ‘cards’ which serves to constrain their perceived options and consequently the choices they make; family members make choices, but not simply in circumstances of their own choosing.

Our ‘windows’ or accounts from families and therapists can be seen to capture
two aspects of family life which at first sight might appear contradictory: on the one hand, people do appear to make autonomous decisions about their lives; on the other hand, family life can be seen to be characterized by repetitive, predictable patterns of actions. Families are inevitably faced with various tasks – difficulties and problems which they have to find ways of managing. These tasks alter as they proceed through their developmental cycle.

The family life cycle

To capture this notion of a changing, evolving process, the concept of the ‘family life cycle’ (Haley 1973; Duvall 1977; Carter and McGoldrick 1980) was developed in order to chart some of the major changes or transitions that family life presents, such as the birth of children, children leaving home and bereavements. (The family life cycle will be described further in Chapters 1 and 2.) It is argued that families need to continually adapt and adjust to deal with these tasks, but particularly at these critical transitional points. Each family is seen as developing ways of dealing with the tasks facing them – attempted solutions. In turn the choices they make, their attempted solutions, are shaped by the beliefs they hold as individuals, as a family and in common with wider society. The recursive combination of tasks, attempted solutions, outcomes and beliefs constitutes the family system.

It is possible to see a family evolving and changing as it proceeds through its life cycle as needing to develop and negotiate its way through three distinct but interconnected areas:

1. The social, cultural and spiritual – what is perceived as acceptable and desirable in any given society, including traditions, local customs, rituals, mores, legal framework, organization of work and the economy of a group.

2. The familial – how people in families jointly negotiate decisions; this is based partly on the internalizations of the cultural discourses and partly on their joint evolution of a set of shared beliefs.

3. The personal – each family member has a more or less unique set of personal beliefs. For the parents this may emanate from the accumulated experience prior to forming a family; for all members the personal beliefs also develop as a result of contacts outside the family.

Each family or grouping can be seen as creating, usually from an initial coupling of two people who may become parents of children and later grandparents, a unique interpersonal system. This becomes a family – a system of meanings and actions encapsulating a version of family life which develops from the amalgamation of its members’ negotiations and choices based upon their personal and shared beliefs and histories. Though this process is creative, involves a variety of complex issues and is widely thought of as unique, there are some fundamental themes common to any social grouping.

In the main, external relationships are the connection to the ‘outside’ world. A key aspect of this is the development of a family identity. Members develop a set of
perspectives, beliefs about themselves as a ‘family’ and what kind of a family they are: close/distant, argumentative/harmonious, formal/informal, traditional/modern and so on. Families also need to establish ways of interacting with a variety of other systems, such as schools, workplaces, local community, neighbours, friends, in-laws and extended family. Families vary in the beliefs they have about boundaries: some believe that a rigid separation is required, stressing family privacy and self-determination; others believe in a looser, more permeable boundary, with easy access, an ‘open house’.

Family identities are not simply constructed by families but in some cases rigid definitions may be imposed, as in ethnic minority families or those containing members who have a ‘disability’, such as mental health problems or learning disabilities.

As well as functioning in relation to the external or outside world, a family defines itself by various internal relationships:

1 Power, intimacy and boundaries – while family life is complex and varied, these three key issues continuously surface and require families to develop a set of beliefs enabling rules and procedures to be formed (Minuchin 1974; Haley 1976a; Dallos and Procter 1984). The issue of power requires the development of beliefs about responsibilities, decision-making, duties, obligations and commitments. The issue of boundaries includes beliefs about personal space and privacy – the boundaries of the self vs shared activity in the family. The issue of intimacy embraces a complex array of psychological emotional tasks and needs that have to be met, such as affection, sympathy, support, sexual intimacy, and so on.

2 Rules and tasks – in order to function, a family or any other social grouping has to establish some ‘ground rules’ and to develop some organization so that the basic physical and material necessities are met.

3 Gender – cutting across these dimensions of family life there is the central issue of gender roles and expectations. The development of gender-specific roles, division of labour, identity, patterning of activity, and so on, will be affected by how the issue of gender is negotiated.

These areas of family life – the internal ‘private’ world and the interface with the wider community – will in turn be influenced by dominant ideologies and discourses. For example, the division of responsibilities within a family is guided by prevailing discourses about appropriate gender roles so that, until recently at least, boys grew up believing that their role in families would be as providers and major decision-makers; and girls that they would be mothers and run the domestic arrangements.

More broadly, families are also expected to undertake certain duties, such as the ‘appropriate’ socialization of children. Similarly, the recurring public ‘panics’ about the family being in crisis and moral decline, falling apart, not shouldering its responsibilities, and so on, are likely to be absorbed by family members and further regulate a family’s internal activities and external relations. Each family develops a set of beliefs governing the boundary between its private, internal world and that of a public, external one. Some families, for example, appear to hold to the beliefs that whatever happens under their roof is essentially private and should be free from
outside interference, while others expect, and even invite, outsiders to help manage their affairs or are keen to interact with other families and the local community.

Allowing the family a voice

The beginnings of family therapy, like many histories, took place not in a linear way but in spirals. As an example, we have started this chapter with some voices of families and therapists, their experiences of family therapy. In one sense this helps to ‘capture the moment’ in hopefully offering a sense of where systemic and family therapy is now and where it may be heading. Families, however we attempt to define them, are made up of people intimately involved with each other. Each member of a family has their own personal stories of their joint journey together and the web of stories, their intersection and weaving together constitute family life.

Many therapists currently emphasize that it is essential that we respect and allow families to voice their stories. To offer analyses, generalization and statistical descriptions without offering the family a voice simply attempts to impose our beliefs as therapists in a disrespectful way. We will have much more to say about all this throughout the book. It is salutary to note, however, that despite many critiques of early family therapy approaches early writings were widely illustrated by rich transcripts of conversations with families. The founder of the structural school of family therapy, for example, starts his seminal book with this conversation:

Minuchin: What is the problem? So who wants to start?
Mr Smith: I think it’s my problem. I’m the one that has the problem...
Minuchin: Don’t be so sure. Never be so sure.
Mr Smith: Well... I’m the one that was in hospital and everything.
Minuchin: Yeah, that doesn’t, still, tell me it is your problem. Okay, go ahead. What is your problem?
Mr Smith: Just nervous, upset all the time... seem to be never relaxed... I get uptight, and I asked them to put me in the hospital...

(Minuchin 1974: 1)

You may have various thoughts about this short extract: perhaps Minuchin seems somewhat patronizing? Maybe he seems to be too challenging to the family’s preferred story? Is he being too charismatic and leaping in before even having collected the barest clinical history? Whatever we may think, however, his work here is open to scrutiny. It offers us a chance to make up our own minds about what is going on, what meanings are being explored, what Minuchin is up to.

Many years ago when we first encountered systemic and family therapy, this visibility and presentation of verbatim material was a breath of fresh air compared to stuffy statistically driven papers or, slightly better, dead case study accounts from the therapists of their version of what had occurred in therapy. So even the early writings can still feel refreshing and vibrant.

There has also been much change afoot in family therapy. Families’ voices have moved centre stage such that some therapists regard therapy as essentially the process of conversing, of telling and making stories. Minuchin would not have described his
approach as mainly this. We do not want to fudge changes and evolutionary steps in family therapy’s history but neither do we want to miss the opportunity to point out that some of the exciting new territories that have been discovered, and are now on the edge of the map, also resemble some of the impressive earlier ones.

The organizing framework of this book

We propose the use of a four-phase framework which can help to clarify both the differences and the connections between various models and perspectives. Specifically, we suggest that the distinction drawn between first- and second-order cybernetics can be misleading, particularly in that it fails to draw attention to the important and radically different propositions contained within social constructionism and constructivism. Social constructionist ideas emphasize processes whereby choice in families is constructed and constrained by inequalities of power and culturally shared discourses. This contrasts sharply with constructivist views which emphasize individual uniqueness, freedom and autonomy. We suggest that recognition and articulation of these differences can be a step towards developing ways of integrating perspectives as opposed to unnecessary abandonment of useful ideas from the four phases of systemic thinking.

Our organizing framework of first, second, third phases and twenty-first century (possibly fourth phase) provides a structure that offers the reader both advantages and disadvantages. On the positive side it helps in organizing and simplifying complex subjects and issues, making them more manageable and comprehensible. Thinking is very much concerned with organizing our experiences into conceptualizations and narratives of various sorts. On the negative side the organization may distract us from and make invisible the complexities and potential contradictions in our knowledge and experience. It is useful to consider Korzybski’s (1942) famous phrase, ‘the map is not the territory’. Our organization is more or less helpful but not reality itself. Arguably we may never be able to objectively establish that there is a ‘real’ reality out there.

Early family therapy approaches (the first phase in this book, from the mid-1950s to the mid-1970s) are located in what has been called ‘modernity’ – the dominant twentieth-century view that the processes of science would enable us to form accurate theoretical, predictive models of the world. Included in this was the view that psychology could and should be science based, on the collection of objective evidence through rigorous observation and experimentation. In effect this represented the methods applied in the natural sciences, and which had appeared so successful in delivering a variety of technological benefits. In family therapy examples of this perspective were early attempts to systematically explore and classify families according to a number of variables and types in order, for example, to establish what characteristic dynamics caused schizophrenia, anorexia or depression in one or more family members (Wynne et al. 1958; Kantor and Lehr 1975; Doane 1978; Wynne 1988).

Similarly attempts were made to establish what kinds of treatments were most suited to dealing with different types of disorders (Gurman and Kniskern 1978). Though research outcome and evaluation has not been a strong feature of the
development of family therapy many of the assumptions of a scientific–modernist approach were evident in the early studies of the family. For example, that organizational features of a family, such as an ineffective parental ‘executive’ subsystem (inability of the parents to work together to control the children), could be objectively identified and steps taken to remedy this.

As research and therapy progressed, however, it became increasingly evident that such objective descriptions of families were problematic, not least because different observers tended to perceive a family in different ways. It also became apparent that contrasting ways of working with families could produce equally impressive positive changes. Eventually this led to a shift in family therapy and more broadly in psychology and the social sciences to a postmodern (Papp 1980; Keeney 1983; Hoffman 1993) or constructivist view of the world (the second phase in this book). Briefly this questions the possibility of an objective view of the world and suggests instead that our perceptions of reality are invariably diverse and contested. We can argue that there is a ‘real’ reality out there but we can only know it through our personal lenses. Consequently, this has led to a distinction being made in systemic and family therapy between approaches based on **first-order cybernetics** and those based on **second-order cybernetics**, which mirrors the shifts in beliefs from a modern to a postmodern epistemology.

Specifically this represents the move from initially applying an objective, positivist framework to families which believed that through observation and analysis we could come to accurately and reliably map their dynamics. It became increasingly evident that when different therapists and researchers viewed a family, their perceptions were frequently quite different. Furthermore, often their interpretations contrasted starkly with the family’s own perceptions. This led to what has come to be called second-order cybernetics, namely the view that reality invariably involves a construction, occurs in relationships and is based on feedback. There is not one accurate view of reality but invariably differing perceptions and constructions. These might be called different hypotheses about reality.

The strong version of this view is embodied in Maturana’s (1978) concept of structural determinism, which states that the organization of our brain largely determines what we are capable of seeing. We do not simply perceive reality out there but actively construct it. Tom Andersen (1990: 39) offers an elegant metaphor:

The brain is constantly in action and influences from the sense organs only modify an already ongoing process in the brain. It has been compared with a room crowded with talking people. If a person from outside opens the door and speaks, the speaking is analogous to the influence of the sense organs. The ongoing activity in the room is changed only to a small extent by the talking from the door.

It is our contention that it is helpful to identify a third phase of development in systemic and family therapy. This emerges from social constructionist theory which suggests that language is a critical ingredient in family life and dynamics. The constructions of reality that family members form can be seen as both unique and diverse in detail but are also constructed from the material, the ‘building blocks’ that are
shared in any given culture or society. Language can be seen to contain these materials, a shared currency of meanings. To take a simple example, until recently, gendered language – for example, chairman, housewife, the use of Mrs or Miss to denote marital status – was largely accepted without question as a convention. Racial examples can be seen in the unquestioned use of terms like ‘primitive societies’ in contrast to Western ‘civilized’ societies. In clinical areas there was the unquestioned use of terms like neurotic, hysterical, mad or, even, the apparently benign term ‘mental health’, which contain assumptions about the nature of distressing experiences such as these being like an illness, due to personal weakness and lack of will. A social constructionist analysis, however, reveals these to be powerful constructions which become established as natural, self-evident truths and which unquestioningly come to shape our thinking, expectations and gender roles – in short, help to construct family life. Most importantly, it is suggested that such concepts help to maintain a variety of inequalities of power, such as women’s subjugation by men, oppression of ethnic minorities and of those experiencing forms of mental distress.

This book, like any other textbook, is a punctuation in time, and therefore at this point in what we have called the third phase (from the mid-1980s to 2000), and in the more recent integrations (which we can think of as a fourth phase), there are more questions emerging about the relationship between systemic and family therapy and other psychotherapies, and specifically whether the differences between the intrapsychic and interpersonal need to be so rigidly held. Perhaps the beginnings of the third millennium is an appropriate moment to talk both about similarities and differences in a field of psychotherapy that is undoubtedly different and distinctive due to the skills and conceptual frameworks required to usefully converse with more than one person at a time.

At the end of Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 5 we have included a selection of skill guides. The selection reflects our views of what we find useful in our current practice as systemic and family therapists and teachers, as well as skills that seem to us to be enduringly relevant in the field. We hope the skill guides will provide a starting point for new practitioners in the field and do not believe the lists are in any way exhaustive. The skills we have included, however, are representative of the field and will be taught in most systemic and family therapy training courses.

For the sake of coherence we introduce each skill guide by describing the background to the skill, offer some ideas about relevance and usefulness and then describe an exercise that will help the practitioner become familiar with and integrate the skill into his/her repertoire. In order to be able to develop skills for systemic practice, all skills need, in our view, to be experienced by practitioners being, for example, the subject of their own personal genogram or family sculpt or of an inquiry about their family relationships based on circular questioning. Therefore, the skill guides we list are for use both in training therapists and therapy with clients. Trainees and therapists alike will be able to make relevant adaptations so that each skill most appropriately fits the context in which it is being used. We do not, in this book, describe many possible adaptations but offer references for further reading as required.

Chapter 4 focuses on the emotional and attachment aspects of family relationships and though central to family therapy, these have until relatively recently
produced less in the way of specific techniques. This revised chapter offers an update of some of the recent and significant developments in the applications of ideas from attachment and psychodynamic theories.

In Chapter 5 we offer ideas about a systemic perspective (accompanied by case examples) of the increasingly important topic of formulation.

Chapter 6 focuses on contemporary practice in the twenty-first century and attempts to illustrate the application of systemic thinking in a variety of contexts in addition to work with families. It uses the concept of formulation to illustrate how systemic thinking is applied to various problems and situations, again with case studies.

Chapter 7, a new chapter for this third edition, is an overview of the recent history and current landscape of working with couples, and the specific issues that a therapist encounters when working with a two-person system.

In Chapter 8 there is an overview of the research base supporting the effectiveness of family therapy alongside descriptions of important and, hopefully, stimulating examples of different research paradigms that have been employed in family therapy research. This chapter has been updated to embrace the developments in the accumulating evidence base for family therapy approaches.

Rather than Chapter 9 being an endpoint, we see it as yet another punctuation and, in it, offer some of our thoughts about where the field is now and where it could go. We take licence to do some crystal-ball gazing.

At the end of the book we provide some further resources for teachers and trainees. There are topic-specific reading lists (not exhaustive), and guides to such things as first and last sessions in therapy, which we have called formats for exploration, as they are our adaptation of core systemic ideas to our practice and therapy, not specific skills associated with a particular model and concept. We have compiled a glossary of terms used throughout the book.

**Key texts offering a historical overview of systemic and family therapy**
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Setting the scene – 1950s

This book spans the history of the field of systemic and family therapy from the middle of the twentieth century to the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century. Although Wendel Ray wrote his piece on the legacy of Don Jackson in 2004, Ray refers to, and beautifully collects and collates for the reader, crucial aspects of the origins of the field, highlighting the seismic proportions of the paradigm shift involved in moving away from an intrapsychic view to an interpersonal/interactional view of understanding human relationship problems and symptomatology.

Today, with people from many disciplines talking about systems and the need for systemic solutions to twenty-first century problems, we imagine Jackson, in the spirit of the Macy Foundation cybernetic conferences of 1946–53 in New York and Princeton, aiming to set the foundations for a general science of the workings of the human mind, would find many other professionals with whom to explore ideas.

Interaction-focused therapy: The Don Jackson Legacy – Wendel A. Ray

Abstract

Don D. Jackson was one of the most prolific pioneers of the family and brief therapy, the founder of this discipline. This pioneering work was carried out by Jackson and his colleagues around the 1950s and the 1960s, first together with G. Bateson and then at the Mental Research Institute. His works still influence most of the systemic approaches of therapy still in use till the very day: from the brief therapy model developed after the death of Jackson at M.R.I. to the strategic work of Jay Haley and Cloe Madanes, from the structural model developed by Salvador Minuchin, to the work of the Milan School and the solution focused therapy of De Shazer. The author revisits Jackson’s career, which was brought to an end at an age of 48 years by a tragic and unexpected death, recollecting his successes and his contributions in the founding of the Interactional Theory and its application to brief and family therapy. The cybernetic model together with the basic notions regarding systems, social constructivism, the use of circular questioning and others are only a fragment of the influence generated by Jackson on the majority of the brief and family therapy models. Just like
clay that holds together the foundation blocks, Jackson’s contributions continue to be the cohesive element that bounds most of our present systemic approaches – these act as a testimony of the vitality, the courage and the far-sighting vision of Don D. Jackson after more than thirty years from his death.

How did Don Jackson influence the field of family therapy? How did Watts influence the steam engine? He made it. Others have refined the steam engine into a better, more efficient machine. I’d say that is what Don did for family therapy, he established the discipline. Others have gone on to refine it.

Richard Fisch, M.D.
Founder & Director,
Brief Therapy Center, MRI

If Don D. Jackson, MD, was alive today he would be popular even though controversial. That was so when he was making his contributions. Jackson was a systems purist, and purists of any kind, at least in the soft science of family studies, are not in vogue, rather they are controversial. In this age of compromise, where integration is the buzz word of the family therapy field, and funding from pharmaceutical companies has all but extinguished talk therapies from the curriculum of psychiatric training programs, advocates of a purely relational approach are hard to come by.

But there was a time in the not too distant past that many in the behavioral sciences hung on every word Don Jackson wrote or spoke. His tragic and unanticipated death in January 1968 at the age of 48 stunned the emerging field of family therapy, and the effects of this loss continue to reverberate throughout the discipline. It is my privately held conviction that the gradual shift away from the firm grounding of family theory and therapy in system and communications theory began soon after Jackson’s articulate and convincing voice fell silent.

Who was Jackson and why would brief family therapists find his work interesting today? Jackson was one of the most prolific of the early family and brief therapy pioneers. He was a therapist of genius – one of those rare people who could produce lasting changes in a family, often within only one or a few sessions. When Jackson is remembered it is for the contributions he made to family theory – family homeostasis, family rules, the marital quid pro quo, and with long time collaborators Gregory Bateson, Jay Haley, and John Weakland, the concept of the double bind.

In a career that spanned a brief 24 years Jackson’s accomplishments are nothing short of astonishing. Author or co-author of more than 130 professional papers and seven books, Jackson won virtually every prestigious award in the field of psychiatry: the Freida Fromm-Reichmann award for contribution to understanding of schizophrenia, the first Edward R. Strecker award for contribution to treatment of hospitalized patients, he was named recipient of the 1967 Salmon Lecturer.

In 1958 Jackson founded the Mental Research Institute (MRI), the first institute in the world specifically for the purpose of studying interactional processes and teaching family therapy (Staff writer, 1958 a&b, Jackson, 1968 a&b). The first family therapy training program funded by the US government was at the MRI. In collaboration with Jay Haley and Nathan Ackerman, Jackson founded the first family therapy journal, *Family Process*. 
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To educate the larger medical community about interactional theory, Jackson helped found and was an editor for a medical news journal, *Medical Opinion and Review*. In order to create a forum from which researchers in the newly emerging field of family therapy could publish their work, Jackson helped found and was the editor of *Science and Behavior Books*.

These accomplishments, as impressive as they are, only hint at the reason Jackson’s contributions retain their importance – like the great pyramids of Giza, they are the surviving artifacts, a mere framework of a once thriving vision of this fallen leader.

Who was Jackson and how did he develop such an uncommon understanding of interactional processes? Jackson received his medical training at Stanford Medical School, graduating in early 1944. After completing his residency, Jackson spent two years in the U.S. Army, specializing in neurology. Then, from August 1947 to April 1951, Jackson trained at Chestnut Lodge in Maryland, and the Washington School of Psychiatry, two of the most prestigious analytic institutes then in existence, under the tutelage of Harry Stack Sullivan. Sullivan offered a radically alternative definition of psychiatry as ‘the study of processes that involve or go on between people . . . the field of interpersonal relations, under any and all circumstances in which these relations exist . . . it seems a personality can never be isolated from the complex of interpersonal relations in which the person lives and has his being’ (Sullivan, 1945, pp. 4–5).

Jackson fully embraced the implications of Sullivan’s Interpersonal Theory, which so profoundly influenced the direction of his career that Jackson can legitimately be characterized as being ‘Sullivanian’. At the same time, after Jackson returned to Palo Alto, California to enter into private practice in April 1951, the differences between Sullivan and Jackson soon became evident. The primary difference between Sullivan and Jackson is that Sullivan worked with mentally ill individuals in isolation from their families, envisioning his brilliant Interpersonal Theory by inferential conception of what past interpersonal relations must have been like to so severely restrict patients. In contrast, Jackson extended Sullivan’s theory by focusing on the actual relationship between one individual and other individuals *in the present as Primary Data*.

The fundamental shift in the conception of causality, from looking at past causes of behavior to placing the primary emphasis on the relationship between the symptom bearer and significant others in the present happened, in part, by accident. Palo Alto is a small, university town, and Jackson could not avoid running into the relatives of some of his patients. On one occasion, in mid 1951, one of Jackson’s patients, a young psychotic female, was making solid progress. Jackson asked the young woman’s mother to stay at home and allow her daughter to come to the next session alone. When the session came around, Jackson saw the mother was sitting in the lobby with her daughter. The mother’s refusal to follow Jackson’s suggestion irritated him. So Jackson invited the mother to join her daughter in what was one of the first family sessions ever reported. The results were interesting to Jackson and he began experimenting with family therapy:

I became interested in family therapy . . . when I went from Chestnut Lodge to Palo Alto . . . which is a small university town. I couldn’t avoid the relatives; and
this led to a lot of surprising and sometimes not very pleasant results. I became interested in the question of family homeostasis, which seemed most marked in the families where a schizophrenic patient was able to live at home. If he then went through psycho-therapy and benefited from it, any move on his part would usually produce all sorts of disruptions at home . . . At any rate, for practical reasons, I started seeing the patients’ parents, and then eventually . . . the parents and patient together (Jackson, 1962).

Jackson was just beginning to outline a purely here and now, interactional theory and conjoint family approach to therapy when yet another fortuitous turn of events occurred that would have profound ramifications for the future field of family and brief therapy – Don Jackson met Gregory Bateson. On a bleak day in January 1954 Jackson was giving a lecture on the concept of family homeostasis at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Menlo Park, California. Gregory Bateson was in the audience and approached Jackson after his talk. Bateson felt Jackson’s work related to research he was involved in with Jay Haley, John Weakland, and William Fry. As a result of this meeting Jackson soon became a member of the projects. Collaboration with Bateson, Haley, Weakland, and Fry opened new vistas for Jackson. He now had ongoing interaction with a group of thinkers equal to himself in conceptual abilities and daring.

Now for a special treat. The Jackson Archives at the Mental Research Institute contain thousands of written documents, film and audio recordings. One file contains pieces of a book Jackson was working on but was never published. Following is an outline of seventeen ‘principles, assumptions, and postulates,’ Jackson believed central to understanding human interaction:

1 A person is always attempting to define the nature of his relationship with other people, as he interacts with them. (Related to ideas of seeking or maintaining one’s identity?) (Could this be viewed as a ‘driving force’ of this theory?)

2 (Reciprocal of #1) So long as a person is interacting, i.e., alive, he is never not seeking to define the nature of relationship; There is no ‘not caring,’ there is never a ‘resting state’.

3 At times this tendency (to define nature of relationship) is in sharper focus than at other times. (This leaves open the question of whether the principle operates more strongly at some times compared to others).

4 The dimensions of ‘nature of relationship’ are exhaustively defined as 1) \textit{symmetrical} and 2) \textit{complementary} (offering or asking). Therefore all interaction may be seen in these terms.

5 ‘Character traits’, ‘symptoms,’ are a person’s typical ways, in an interaction, of attempting to define the nature of relationship.

6 Interaction between two or more people may be seen as a system, which at any given time has some kind of central point of equilibrium. (The central point is probably inferred, i.e., conceptual, rather than factual.) The system is maintained (and perhaps operationally gotten at or defined?) by a series of governors (homeostatic mechanisms).
7 There is always a tendency towards maintaining the status quo. (Is this another 'driving force'?)

8 At the same time, there is also always present a tendency towards change in the system. (This follows, partly at least, from no. 1 and 6). Therefore, the system is never conceptually static.

9 The nature of the system (including its equilibrium point and governors) may be modified by the introduction of new parameters. (Can these be conceptualized as 'rules'?)

10 'System' is quite abstract – it will be manifested or defined by the occurrence of repetitive sequences of specific patterns of qualifications and ways of attempting to define the nature of relationship.

11 'Homeostatic mechanisms' also are abstractions. They will be revealed indirectly by observing repetitive patterns of qualifications, etc.

12 All messages have both a report and command aspect. (Report of the speaker’s state? Command refers to attempting to define nature of relationship?) This needs further spelling out.

13 All messages are modified by either disqualifications or affirmations. (The cutoff point for meta-messages to prevent the problem of infinite regression needs to be clarified.)

14 A given message, in analysis, is arbitrarily seen in relation to the immediately previous message. A simplification such as this is necessary, in order to avoid an otherwise potentially infinitely complex task of viewing every message in relation to all previous messages. Justification of this particular cutoff point must be empirical.

15 Knowledge of the prior history of a system is not necessary for studying the current patterns of interaction. I.E., in terms of this theory, a cross-sectional approach is sufficient.

16 Particular patterns of a system (i.e. particular kinds of equilibriums) will tend to be associated with particular kinds of individual behavior (including character traits, symptoms, etc.). This assumption does not exclude 1) possible constitutional factors, or 2) the effect of an external event(s) (acts of God).

17 A statement can always be prefaced by 'I have the right to say such and such in this relationship' (Jackson, 1962, Unpublished draft).

While most of the premises in this early synthesis appeared in more refined form in later publications (Jackson, 1965 a&b, Watzlawick, Beavin-Bavelas, Jackson, 1967), the uncompromisingly interactional focus of his thinking is clear. Jackson’s approach focused singularly on family process:

With our proclivity for the individual view of things, it runs against the grain to see ourselves as participants in a system, the nature of which we little understand. Yet I am convinced that we can make such dire appraisals (and such undeserved
praises) only by translating a highly complex composite of people and context into a term which is then inappropriately applied to an individual (Jackson, 1963, The sick, the sad, the savage, and the sane).

The extent to which Jackson’s Interactional Theory and its clinical application permeate the field of family and brief therapy is a tribute both to his willingness to share ideas with others and his commitment to point the way for psychiatry, psychology, social work, and the other applied human sciences to make the discontinuous shift from monadic explanations of human behavior to a perspective which is contextual in orientation, placing *primary focus* on the relationship between individuals. Jackson described the fear of change and the illusion of stability central to many relationship conflicts as a ‘tug of war’ (1967), cutting through the oversimplifications and reductionistic thinking inherent in theories of human behavior which attempt to explain the individual in trivializing, artificial isolation from the context of which he or she is part.

Jackson’s most enduring contribution to understanding the nature of human-kind was his expansion of the definition of behavior beyond looking at the individual in vitro to the development of an awareness of behavior as a manifestation of ‘relationship in the widest sense’. This uncompromising appreciation of context represents a revolutionary leap, an evolutionary step potentially as significant as when ‘the organism gradually ceases to respond quite “automatically” to the mood-signs of another and becomes able to recognize . . . the other individual’s and its own signals are only signals’ (Bateson, 1955/1972, p. 178). A discontinuous paradigmatic shift in the Kuhnian sense (Kuhn, 1970), which has changed in profound ways the order of data appropriate to understand behavior (i.e. the relation between individuals in distinct contrast to a monadic view), context, and how causality in human behavior is conceptualized (cybernetic in contrast to lineal).

Paul Watzlawick (1988) and Janet Beavin-Bavelas (1998) describe the groundbreaking book Pragmatics of Human Communication as having been the product of their effort to understand and describe Jackson’s incredible theoretical and clinical abilities. After months of observing Jackson conduct interviews and asking him questions in an effort to comprehend his incredible clinical acumen, Jackson, exasperated, drafted an outline and suggested they write the book which was to become one of the cornerstones of an Interactional Theory of human behavior:

A phenomenon remains unexplainable as long as the range of observation is not wide enough to include the context in which the phenomenon occurs. Failure to realize the relationship between an event and the matrix in which it takes place, between an organism and its environment, either confronts the observer with something ‘mysterious’ or induces him to attribute to his object of study certain properties the object may not possess. Compared with the wide acceptance of this fact in the biological sciences, the behavioral sciences seem still to base themselves to a large extent on the monadic view of the individual and on the time-honored method of isolating variables (Watzlawick, Beavin, & Jackson, 1967, p. 21).

Extending a relational understanding of human behavior beyond the mental
health sciences, and disseminating these ideas to nonprofessional as well as professional audiences can be seen in Jackson’s collaboration with famed author and close friend William Lederer. In the first systemically oriented marital self help book, *Mirages of Marriage* (1968) Lederer and Jackson write:

The systems concept helps explain much of the previously mysterious behavior which results whenever two or more human beings relate to one another. We know that the family is a unit in which all individuals have an important influence — whether they like it or not and whether they know it or not. The family is an interacting communications network in which every member from the day-old baby to the seventy-year-old grand-mother influences the nature of the entire system and in turn is influenced by it. For example, if someone in the family feels ill, another member may function more effectively than he usually does. The [family as a] system tends, by nature, to keep itself in balance. An unusual action by one member invariably results in a compensating reaction by another member. If mother hates to take Sunday drives but hides this feeling from her husband, the message is nevertheless somehow broadcast throughout the family communication network, and it may be Johnny, the four-year-old, who becomes ‘carsick’ and ruins the Sunday drive (p. 14).

This shift of primary focus from the intrapsychic processes of the individual to the relationship between members of the individual’s relational system can be seen in the work of many eminent clinician-theoreticians (Keeney, 1983, 1987; T omm, 1987, 1988; Penn, 1982, 1985; Palazzoli et al., 1980; Cecchin, Lane, and Ray, 1993, 1994; Papp, 1983; Boscolo et al., 1987).

The pioneering work done in the 1950’s and 1960’s by Jackson and his colleagues, first in the Bateson projects and later at the Mental Research Institute, inform most present day systemically oriented approaches to therapy. The non-pathological, non-normative, interactional focus originated by Jackson, form the most fundamental premises underlying the Brief Therapy Model, developed after Jackson’s death, at the Mental Research Institute (Watzlawick, Weakland & Fisch, 1974; Fisch, Weakland & Segal, 1982; Weakland & Ray, 1995; Ray & de Shazzer, 1999), the strategic work of Jay Haley and his colleagues (Haley, 1963; 1976; 1980; Madanes, 1981 & 1984), the structural model developed by Salvador Minuchin and his colleagues (Minuchin, 1974; Minuchin & Fishman, 1982; Stanton & Todd, 1982), the work of the Milan Associates both before and after their split into two separate groups (Palazzoli et al., 1978; Palazzoli et al., 1989; Boscolo et al., 1987), the Solution Focused brief therapy approach of de Shazzer and his associates at the Brief Therapy Center of Milwaukee (de Shazzer, 1982, 1985), the work of Keeney and his colleagues (Keeney & Ross, 1985; Keeney & Silverstein, 1986; Keeney, 1987; Ray & Keeney, 1992), the work of Andersen (1987), and even the ‘Post-Modern’ narrative orientations of Anderson & Goolishian (1990), Hoffman (1993), and Michael White (1989), as well as most other systemically and contextually oriented approaches.

The cybernetic model and basic notions about systems (for example, if change occurs in one part of the system, the rest will change to accommodate that change), social constructionism, ignoring most of the received wisdom of the day, attending to
pragmatics (i.e. who does what when and to whom in the present), accepting and going with the symptom, speaking the client’s language, using circular questioning, prescribing behavior at one order of abstraction to address the organization of the system at another order of abstraction are but a few of the ways Jackson influenced present day work of most models of family and brief therapy in practice today. Since Jackson’s death, the work of his colleagues at the MRI have continued to inform most of the family and brief oriented systemic work being done around the world today.

Therapeutic work which is directed toward changing the organization of the family, for example, by interrupting problematic coallitory processes across generational lines, and strengthening the boundaries of various subsystems, are ways in which the structural therapy of Salvador Minuchin, both through reading Jackson (Minuchin, 1987) and a ten year affiliation with Jay Haley, has been influenced by Jackson. The coherent set of theoretical premises and techniques of clinical practice, set forth by Jackson continue to provide the solid bedrock on which the rest of the systemically oriented theoreticians and clinicians have built. The influence of Jackson continues to ripple across the work of the rest of the systemically oriented theoreticians and clinicians. The original Milan group and the subsequent work by both Palazzoli’s, and Boscolo and Cecchin’s groups has been strongly influenced by Jackson. Such fundamental elements of their work as circular questioning, hypothesizing, positive connotation, the use of rituals and tasks, attending to the implications of language as evidenced in the shift from using the verb tense ‘to be’ to ‘to seem,’ and attending to the importance of the referring person are all ideas originally pioneered by Jackson.

The work of MRI, Haley, Minuchin, the Milan groups, de Shazer and Berg’s Solution Focused orientation have, in turn, influenced such notable clinicians and theoreticians as members of the Ackerman group including Peggy Papp, Peggy Penn, and Joel Bergman, as well as other eminent members of the field such as Karl Tomm, Steve de Shazer, Goolishian and Anderson, Tom Andersen, Lynn Hoffman, and Michael White. Even within the Behavioral Family Therapy orientation, albeit at the literal level, practitioners have explicitly adopted such fundamental concepts as the marital quid pro quo (Jacobson & Margolin, 1979).

Why should clinicians, theoreticians, academicians, and students be interested in Jackson’s work? Because Jackson’s Interactional Theory permeates the fields of family and brief therapy. Like mortar that holds together the bricks, Jackson’s contributions continue to be the cohesive element which binds together most present day systemic orientations – a living testimony to the vitality, courage, and farreaching vision of Don D. Jackson more than thirty-five years after his death.

Since his death, regardless of all the rhetoric about being rooted in a systemic and contextual orientation, the field has yet to achieve the potentialities once imagined by its founders for ushering in a revolutionary shift in how human problems are conceptualized and managed. Instead of consensual validation across schools about the systemic nature of the theoretical base, there continues to be a pervasive lack of appreciation of the fundamental difference between individual theory and interactional theory. A consequence has been efforts to blend the two theories which are doomed to confuse both orientations because they focus on distinctly different orders of phenomena, with diametrically opposite implications for treatment. What has
resulted is a field which remains theoretically muddled, unable to offer a genuinely alternative perspective, and fragmented into various camps, each claiming to possess a better understanding of the nature of behavior and change than the others, with no unified direction or understanding of its purposes or goals. In the presence of this fragmentation, the field has yet to produce a giant of the stature of a Freud, capable of blazing a path into the future. Had Jackson lived, one cannot help but wonder whether or not he would have attained such stature.

The shift of focus, set forth by Jackson and his colleagues, from the individual to the relationship between, and from the ‘reality’ of pathology to the ‘construction of ecologically respectful realities,’ carries implications far beyond the field of family and brief therapy. These ideas have ramifications of global proportions which influence concerns from ecology to the world political arena.

How today’s issues would have been addressed by Jackson is, to some extent, unknowable. One can speculate, however, that Jackson’s utter disdain for reductionistic, non self-referential thinking, in all its manifestations, would have continued. His call for appreciation of the interconnected nature of behavior and context would undoubtedly have endured. Certainly he would have continued to take to task those within the human sciences who advocate a non-contextual, individual pathology-oriented research and treatment approach to human problems in living. Unquestionably his razor sharp intellect, and skill at being persuasive, would have been aroused by the recent resurgence of a shared belief in the viability of individual diagnostics and genetic explanations of ‘individual pathology.’

What difference would it make if the fields of brief and family therapy reawakened to the implications of Jackson’s insights? Could these fields, thoroughly committed to a world view rooted in cybernetics, and attentive to the implications of the paradigmatic shift Jackson represented, truly lead the way for human kind to transcend the linear causal mentality so prevalent today? Perhaps. Hope still exists for such a paradigmatic transformation, as can be evidenced in the on-going work of Ray, Watzlawick, Fisch, Schlanger, Anger-Diaz, and Bobrow that continues at the MRI, in the work being done by Giorgio Nardone and team in Arezzo Italy, in the continuing work by Jay Haley, in the exploration that continues by cybernetic theorists such as Brad Keeney, and in the continuing exploration and application of Milton Erickson’s work by Zeig, Rossi, and others. It is equally likely that the opportunity for such a transformation has passed. The effects of humankind’s long standing addiction to the illusion of power and control may have, as one of Jackson’s closest colleagues Gregory Bateson (1970) suggests, already corrupted the ecology beyond the point of recovery. Does the echo of Don Jackson’s voice still resonant enough to make a difference?

Notes
1 Mental Research Institute, Palo Alto, CA.
2 Marriage and Family Therapy at The University of Louisiana at Monroe.
3 John Weakland (1982) described the rich body of ideas that constitute Interactional Theory as having emerged not so much from any one individual, but, rather, as the product of the interaction between the members of what has become known as the Palo Alto Group,
primarily Gregory Bateson’s research team, Jackson, Jay Haley, John Weakland, and William Fry, during the ten year long series of research projects on the nature of paradox in communication processes, and later under the leadership of Jackson at the Mental Research Institute (MRI), where such notable people as Jules Riskin, Virginia Satir, Paul Watzlawick, Richard Fisch, Janet Beavin-Bavelas, and Antonio Ferreria joined the team. A source of fertile input into the group’s work were the many visiting experts, including such eminent scholars as Norbert Wiener, Alan Watts, Weldon Keys, Freida Fromm-Reichmann, Ray Birdwhistell, among many others, and especially Haley and Weakland’s detailed study of Milton H. Erickson – all of whom can be considered to have contributed to the creation of Interactional Theory.
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The first phase – 1950s to mid-1970s

Cultural landscape

Appropriately for a psychotherapy based on the idea that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, there were a range of developments in psychology, communications, psychotherapy and elsewhere which prompted the development of systemic theory and therapy, and no one person or event can be credited as its author. Some of these developments were as follows:

- Dissatisfactions with the effectiveness of psychoanalytic and other individual therapies, especially in relation to severe clinical problems such as schizophrenia.
- The emergence of general systems theory as a model and its application to research on human interaction.
- Research into the role of communication in the development and maintenance of severe intractable clinical problems such as schizophrenia.
- The evolving practice of child and marital guidance which brought parts of families together and started to shift the exclusive emphasis from individual treatments.
- The development of group psychotherapies which revealed the powerful therapeutic impact of bringing people together to communicate about their difficulties.
- Indications that psychoanalytic approaches could even lead to an escalation of the problems. Jackson (1957), for example, described how working in a psychoanalytic way with a woman on her own resulted in the deterioration and eventual suicide of her husband, leaving the woman in a considerably more distressed state than at the start of therapy.
- The focus in intrapsychic work on historical factors deeply embedded in the psyche tended to ignore the possible contribution of factors such as the current circumstances, especially interpersonal problems and conflicts that might have had a contributory effect.
- Recognition of resistance, where psychoanalytic approaches had noted that
patients were frequently ‘resistant’ to change. This was seen in terms of the depth of their anxieties and subsequent defensive mechanisms excluding the possibility that change for a person involves changes in their relationships and the roles that others play in their lives.

- Considerations of cost-effectiveness – perhaps one of the most straightforward critiques was that intrapsychic approaches tended to be very long term, time-consuming and therefore expensive. In the context of limited public funding of healthcare this tended to preclude treatment of large numbers of people.

**Influential people and ideas**

**Seeds of systemic and family therapy**

Early systemic ideas appear to have developed and evolved along two pathways. The start of systems theory and cybernetics – a term coined by Norbert Wiener (1961) from the Greek word for steersman – dates back to the Macy conferences in New York in the 1940s, which were attended by scientists, engineers, mathematicians and social scientists with a strong interest in communication and control. The interests were partly driven by military applications in the Second World War and centred on the development of guidance systems for targeting missiles and rockets. A key notion was the principle of feedback – how information could loop back into a system in order to enable control in the form of adjustments to be made. A system was seen as able to maintain its stability through a process of self-regulation by using information about past performance, and specifically how this deviated from the desired or optimal setting to make corrections. This not only offered some important practical applications but was also an important philosophical leap in explanations of causation.

Rather than seeing events in linear sequences, cybernetics proposed that causation was a continuous circular process taking place over time. This offered a dynamic rather than static model of the world.

These early ideas developed along two related but different pathways. The first path was a mechanistic one in which cybernetic ideas were employed to design various forms of mechanical control systems. A simple example is a central heating system, a more complex one a rocket guidance system. In its emphasis on the interpersonal nature of problems, first-order cybernetics presented a profound and significant challenge to the existing psychiatric orthodoxy. This challenge held sympathies with the emerging anti-psychiatry movement in the 1960s which voiced extensive critiques of the oppressive nature of the practices of confinement, medication and isolation of those suffering mental distress. In sympathy with anti-psychiatry, it was argued that organic illness models of problems were essentially misguided. A view of problems as interpersonal suggests, for example, that medication should be at most a temporary measure. The systemic view of problems was liberating not only for members of families who were displaying the problems but also for the therapist, as the practice of family therapy promised to offer support and relief for other members. However, this revolution was not without its critics, and there was considerable reluctance to abandon some practices, especially the use of medication for ‘serious mental health’ problems.

The second path or strand of development was in the application of systems
theory concepts to biological systems. Walter Cannon (1932) had earlier suggested the concept of dynamic equilibrium to explain how the body is capable of maintaining steady states despite external changes. For example, despite large changes in external temperature, we are capable of maintaining body temperature very close to 98.6 °F (37 °C). Similarly, the body is able to maintain an optimal level of blood sugar, light into the eyes, arousal of the central nervous system, balance of various hormones, and so on. However, though biological systems can be described in similar ways to mechanical systems, it is important to note some differences and confusions about these that have plagued early systems theory thinking in family therapy. In fact, it is possible that the elegantly simple mechanical metaphor used in early discussion, such as a central heating system, subsequently caused an oversimplified view of families:

1. Biological systems, unlike mechanical ones, are not artificial but are designed through processes of natural selection. Hence they have evolved within and in response to the demands of the external environment in which they are located.
2. Biological systems are fantastically complex, and we have at best an approximate idea of how they work. It is only possible to develop approximate explanations which have the status of inferences, not absolute knowledge.
3. Biological systems have the capacity to evolve and change. This can be in the short term in that systems can make adaptations, for example we can acclimatize to colder or warmer climates. In the long term, through natural selection, more fundamental adaptations may be made.
4. Biological systems have a developmental process and history and the environment impacts on the basic design or phenotype to influence the development of the system.
5. In mechanical systems the patterns displayed are determined by the designer; in biological systems we do not determine the patterns but merely observe them. This observation in itself is an active process and different observers may see different patterns, for example at different levels of the biological system – its behaviour, overall macroscopic structure, microscopic structure, chemical and electrical activity, and so on.

Key people, places and events (bird’s-eye view)

Early family theorists, researchers and therapists focused in the 1950s on the study of schizophrenia in the context of family relationships. The intellectual soil out of which this work grew can be traced to the Josiah Macy Foundation conferences in the 1940s, at which leading scientists, engineers, mathematicians and social scientists of the time explored issues of communication and control.

Ludwig von Bertalanffy, a biologist, proposed a general systems theory as an attempt to develop a coherent theoretical model which would have relevance to all living systems. He believed that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, and that in order to understand how an organism works we must study the transactional processes...
occurring between the components of the system and notice emerging patterns and the
organized relationships between the parts. Norbert Wiener, a mathematician, coined
the term cybernetics and was especially interested in information processing and
the part feedback mechanisms play in controlling and regulating both simple and com-
plex systems. For Wiener, cybernetics represented the science of communication and
control in humans as well as in machines.

William Buckley, a social scientist, proposed that human relationships could be
seen as analogous to a ‘system’ in that groups of families could be viewed as a set or a
network of components (people) which were interrelated over time in a more or less
stable way.

Another influential author was Korzybski, who in 1942 published Science and
Sanity: An Introduction to Non-Aristotelian Systems and General Semantics. His now
famous phrase, ‘the map is not the territory’, was used by Gregory Bateson as
he developed ideas of the importance of both content and process in human
communication.

Bateson, an English-born anthropologist and ethnologist, recognized the applica-
tion of these mathematical, engineering and biological concepts to the social and
behavioural sciences and introduced the notion that a family could be viewed as a
cybernetic system, particularly since by assuming social systems, like physical and
mechanical systems, were rule governed, both the uniformity and variability of human
behaviour could be accounted for. Although the family was only one of many different
types of natural system that interested Bateson, he is credited with providing the
intellectual foundation for the field because of his ideas and studies of patterns and
communication.

In 1952 Jay Haley and John Weakland joined Bateson to study (with a Rockefeller
Foundation grant) patterns and paradoxes in human and animal communication. In
1954 Don Jackson joined their research team and (with a Macy Foundation grant) they
studied schizophrenic communication patterns and in 1956 published the seminal text
‘Towards a theory of schizophrenia’ (Bateson et al. 1956). He was also the first to
formally and elegantly articulate the model of families as operating in an analogous way
to homeostatic biological systems in his paper ‘The question of family homeostasis’
(Jackson 1957).

In the late 1950s other now well-known family therapy pioneers were studying
schizophrenia. Carl Whitaker in Tennessee was developing with colleagues a psycho-
therapy of chronic schizophrenic patients. Lyman Wynne and colleagues were developing
ideas about pseudomutuality in the family relationships of schizophrenics. Murray
Bowen in Washington proposed an approach to schizophrenic families based on the
idea of emotional divorce between members. Theodore Lidz in Baltimore was looking at
‘marital schism’ and schizophrenia. Ronald Laing in England was proposing that
schizophrenic family members were the most sane members of a family system. Ivan
Böszörményi-Nagy in Philadelphia (newly emigrated from Hungary) was also researching
into schizophrenia.

In Massachusetts, New York and London respectively, John Bell, Nathan Ackerman
and John Bowlby were working with families who had problems other than a
schizophrenic family member.

The end of the decade saw Don Jackson found the Mental Research Institute
It is possible to list further differences but these point to some important issues, perhaps one of the most fundamental being that mechanical systems are fully determined and predictable, whereas with biological systems we can only develop hypotheses or inferences. Put simply, human and biological systems are infinitely complex.

The seeds for the evolution of systemic and family therapy probably germinated simultaneously but at first relatively independently in a number of different settings. Significantly, though, the emergence of family therapy, its guiding theories and practice, was rooted in research. The failure of psychoanalytic and other psychological treatments for serious conditions, such as schizophrenia, led to funding for research into its causation. In turn this research suggested that communication played a strong role in its aetiology and this led to explorations in therapy with families to provide further research data (Lidz et al. 1957; Wynne et al. 1958; Haley 1962; Bateson 1972). Initially the process of family therapy was in itself seen as a form of research and as providing a rich vein of new and significantly different types of interactional evidence.

There is a story that the development of the first attempts at family therapy resulted from a misunderstanding. John Bell, one of the unsung pioneers of family therapy, is said to have overheard a casual remark while visiting the Tavistock Clinic in London in 1951 that John Bowlby (1969), a prominent psychoanalyst and researcher into childhood emotional attachment, was experimenting with group therapy with entire families. Bell assumed from this that Bowlby was undertaking therapy with families regularly, and when he returned to the USA this idea inspired him to develop methods for working therapeutically on a regular basis with entire families. In fact

| MRI in Palo Alto (1959). Nathan Ackerman created the Family Institute in New York in 1960 (renamed the Ackerman Institute after his death in 1970). By the end of the 1960s Virginia Satir at MRI was recognized as a pioneer in the field with her ‘unshakable conviction about people’s potential for growth and the respectful role helpers needed to assume in the process of change’ (Simon 1992). Salvador Minuchin et al. had published Families of the Slums (1967), and Minuchin became director of the Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic. Jay Haley worked there with him from 1967. The Brief Therapy Project was begun in 1967 at MRI, and Don Jackson died suddenly in 1968. In Europe, Robin Skynner was creating the Institute of Family Therapy in London and a systems group was developed in the Department of Children and Parents at the Tavistock Clinic, London. In 1969 Sue Walrond Skinner founded the Family Institute in Cardiff. Mara Selvini Palazzoli had begun with colleagues in Italy to look beyond psychoanalysis for a model to work with anorexic and schizophrenic patients and their families. Helm Stierlin in Germany was looking at ‘the family as the patient’. This phase saw, in the early 1970s, distinct schools of family therapy emerge: structural (Salvador Minuchin); strategic (Jay Haley and Cloe Madanes); communication and validation (Virginia Satir); existential (Carl Whitaker); family of origin (James Framo and Murray Bowen) and more – all of which supported the interventionist role of the therapist. |
Bowlby only occasionally held a family conference as an adjunct to individual therapy with the ‘problem child’.

Bell started his ‘family therapy’ in the early 1950s but, possibly because he was relatively unambitious and modest, did not publish a description of his work until 10 years later (Bell 1961). This story also indicates the central position that an exploration of communication came to occupy in family therapy. It also suggests, though this has been less emphasized, that even misunderstandings can have creative effects.

Systemic thinking – from intrapsychic to interpersonal

One of the most enduring contributions of systemic thinking has been to offer a view of problems and ‘pathology’ as fundamentally interpersonal as opposed to individual. Systems theory offered a compassionate view of individual experience but also a reductionist and possibly mechanistic one. Regarding symptoms as interpersonal helped to liberate individuals from the oppressive and pathologizing frameworks that had predominated. Particularly for children and other disempowered family members, it offered a lifeline from the double abuse of being oppressed by the family dynamics and simultaneously being stigmatized for the consequences experienced.

More broadly, the view of individual experience shared with other theories, such as symbolic interactionism, emphasized the centrality of relationships, communication and interaction for the development of identity and experience. Furthermore, it suggested that identity, personality, the self is malleable; individual experience was continually being shaped. People are not prisoners of their pasts, as psychodynamic and to some extent behavioural theories had implied. Systemic thinking suggests that as family dynamics change, so individual identity and experience can change alongside it.

Certainly early theorists were not blind to the importance of individual experiences of family members, but nevertheless such individual experience took a back seat in theory and clinical formulations. Each family member’s identity and experience appeared to be determined by their part in the pattern and as a consequence this led to some confusion around the question of individual autonomy and responsibility.

The spotlight of problem explanation moved from the narrow beam that had focused on the individual to a broader one that illuminated the rest of the cast. Eventually it became clear that this spotlight needed to be widened further to consider who was holding the spotlight and where and why the play was being staged. This shift was a profound one and shook the psychiatric establishment to its roots, as well as much of psychology and other person-centred sciences. Problems and ‘pathology’ which had hitherto been regarded as individual phenomena came to be viewed as resulting from interpersonal processes.

Early formulations promoted the idea of functionalism, which had also gained ground in behavioural theories of pathology. This rested on the idea that problems could only arise and survive if they offered some form of gain for members of the family. Work with children provided some of the clearest illustrations and applications of a systemic model. It was suggested, for example, that a child’s problems might have developed from her response to her parents’ escalating quarrels, for example by her becoming upset or ill. Eventually these actions would function to distract the parents
from their own conflicts to show concern over the child. If this process continued for some time the family might come to, in a sense, ‘need’ the child to be ill or deviant in order to continue to distract or detour the conflicts between the parents (see conflict detouring, page 36). Such an analysis came to play a central part in early systemic and family therapy and became increasingly sophisticated as it was realized that the analysis needed to include all of the family members, so, for example, a functional analysis might also suggest that the child’s symptoms would eventually confer some power and privileges on the child.

Systems theory – biological analogy

Using a biological analogy, systems theory proposes that various activities of the body are composed of interconnected but distinct systems of components that operate together in an integrated and coordinated way to maintain stability (von Bertalanffy 1968; Bateson 1972). This coordination is achieved through communication between the components or parts of the system. To take a simple example, the regulation of body temperature involves an interaction between the sweat glands and perspiration, physical activity, breathing rate and control mechanisms in the brain. These components act together (much like a thermostat) to maintain the temperature of the body within tolerable and ‘safe’ limits.

Very simply, a system is any unit structured on feedback (Bateson 1972). More fully, a system is seen as existing when we can identify an entity made up of a set of interacting parts which communicate with and influence each other. The parts are connected so that each part influences and is influenced by each other part. In turn these continually interacting parts are connected together such that they display identifiable coherent patterns. These overall patterns are not simply reducible to the sum of the actions of the individual’s parts – a system is more than simply the sum of its composite parts. It is the observed pattern that connects the parts in a coherent and meaningful way.

Aspects of mechanical models were also applied to families, with Jackson (1965a) suggesting that a family was similar to a central heating system in that it operated on the basis of a set of rules, with deviations from these rules being resisted. For example, there might be a pattern of interaction which featured an escalating conflict between mother and daughter during which the father would withdraw in exasperation. Eventually the mother would turn to him in anger, accusing him of not helping or caring. Following some hostile exchanges between them, the mother would turn to accuse her daughter of upsetting the whole family.

The family members would not be aware of this pattern of behaviours acting as a rule, but in effect their repetitive and predictable pattern of interaction would suggest that some such rules were in place. This led to the idea that such groupings of components constituted a system.

Emergent properties of a system

Central to systemic theory was the idea that a system has characteristics that are emergent. When two or more people interact they are involved in a creative process – a
joint construction of actions and meanings. It is not possible therefore to fully predict how two or more people will interact, how they will get on, what sort of relationship will emerge. The nature and development of the relationship are seen as emergent and evolving rather than as determined by the individual characteristics of the people involved. Each and every interaction is therefore seen as to some extent unique even though it may superficially appear to share similarities with other relationships.

Circularities

Systems theory stresses the interdependence of action in families and other relationships. Each person is seen as influencing the other/s and their responses in turn influence them, which influences the first person’s responses and so on. Any action is therefore seen as also a response and a response as also an action. Watzlawick et al. (1967, 1974) coined the term circularities to capture these essentially repetitive patterns of interaction. This represented a fundamental shift from how relationship difficulties had previously been explained. In effect the question of looking for a starting point – who started it – is seen as unproductive. Even if we can identify who appeared to start a particular family sequence (such as an argument), this may in turn have been a response to a previous episode. Related to this is the common pattern found in families and other relationships, when, as a result of an escalating conflict between two members, a third person is drawn in. This may occur at a largely unconscious level so that all of them may be unaware that the third person is repeatedly involved in this way. These repetitive patterns, these circularities, stress a continual, mutually determined pattern of action over time. The following exchange is a common circularity identifiable in many families:

Sandra: Can I stir that, Mummy?
Diane [mother]: Not just now, be careful, you’ll burn yourself.
Sandra: [climbing on to a chair near the cooker] What’s that? Can I put some sugar in?
Diane: You can cut up some pastry, don’t drop it . . . all right, don’t worry, don’t wipe it, we’ll use some more . . . [exasperated] John, do you think you could do something with Sandra?
John [father]: Doesn’t she want to help you?
Diane: Look, she is going to burn herself . . . I’ve asked you before.
John: Come here, Sandra, get down . . . let’s go out to the workshop, we can do some hammering. [Ten minutes later, Diane thinks she has heard Sandra cry and comes to the workshop.]
Diane: Oh god, John, she’s cut her finger, can’t you see? I thought you’d watch her.
John: It’s just a scratch. She’s OK . . . I couldn’t get this screw out.
Diane: It’s all right sweetie. Come on, I’ve made some more pastry.

The behaviour of this family can be seen to be repetitive and we can predict how they might interact in a variety of different situations, such as bedtime, bathing, going to the park and so on. The presence of these regularities in behaviour makes it look, to
an outsider, as if the family is following a set of rules which seem to be necessary to maintain some form of equilibrium (Jackson 1957).

As observers, we can see regularities in the actions of members of a family and we can go on to infer a set of rules that might give rise to such regularities. These are, however, only inferences in the minds of us as observers. The examples in Figure 1.1 illustrate the different ideas of causation inherent in systemic thinking.

Participants in the relationship may explain their own and each other’s actions in linear terms, as in Figure 1.2.

Within a circular explanation each partner’s behaviour in the examples in Figures 1.2 and 1.3 is maintained by the actions of the other. So John’s inability to express
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**Figure 1.1**  Circularity encapsulating a ‘peripheral father role’

**Linear causality**

John, due to his childhood experience of rejection, has a fear of expressing his feelings, which makes Mary feel rejected and hurt.

**Circular causality**

![Circular causality](linear-vs-circular-causality.png)

**Figure 1.2**  Linear vs circular causality I
his feelings may serve to fuel Mary's demands for a show of feelings and affectionate behaviour which in turn leads to more of the same from John. Likewise, Mary's dependent actions and demands may serve to fuel attempts by John to withdraw and become detached.

Linear explanations are often couched in terms of invariant personality traits, such as John's avoidant or introverted personality, or Mary's dependency. Whether Mary is more or less insecure than other people is less relevant than the fact that her level of insecurity may be maintained by the interaction between herself and John. Likewise, John's level of detachment is maintained by Mary's seemingly demanding behaviour. Although the gender positions reflected in these examples may be reversed in some couples, these are common gender patterns. This suggests that, though interpersonally maintained, such cycles are also shaped by dominant cultural gender roles.

Bateson (1972) employed evolutionary metaphors to argue that biological and human systems developed on basic stochastic or 'trial and error' processes. Thus a family system is seen as continually adapting to its ecological context. That is, a family is situated within its extended family network, the local community and culture which place various and shifting demands upon it. A variety of actions or responses may be emitted as a response, but only some fit the demands and are allowed to endure. A typical example is of a young couple with a new baby experiencing various pressures and conflicts where a variety of actions may emerge, such as the couple avoiding each other, arguing, talking to others, the baby becoming distressed, crying, sick, not sleeping. Distress in the baby may have the effect of temporarily distracting the couple from their conflict but may evolve over time into a pattern whereby the distress in the baby functions to stabilize the family system. Arguably systems theory is essentially a theory of stability rather than change and development. The models describe how patterns can be maintained and suggest that once patterns are established homeostatic tendencies compel a system to remain the same.
Triads, triangulation and conflict detouring

A key step in the development of systems theory was to move from a study of individuals and pairs to an exploration of triads (three-person interactions). An analysis of the dynamics of triads helped to illustrate how the twin concepts of closed and open systems could operate side by side in such a way that overall a stability or homeostasis could be preserved. For example, escalating conflict (open system) in a pair might be offset by the involvement of a third person. Such a repetitive dynamic could thereby preserve stability (closed system). In effect, such a system displays a rule along the lines of ‘if the conflict between two persons escalates beyond a critical point then involve the third person to restore stability’.

Importantly, it was suggested that if the involvement of the third person was through a symptom then the system overall was functioning so that this symptom helped to maintain the balance or homeostasis of the triad:

When therapists observed that what one spouse did provoked the other, who provoked the first in turn, they began to see that a dyad was unstable and it required a third person to prevent a ‘runaway’. For example, if two spouses competed over who was most ill, total collapse could only be prevented by pulling in a third party. Rivalrous quarrels that amplified in intensity required someone outside the dyad to intervene and stabilize it. If a third person is regularly activated to stabilize a dyad, the unit is in fact not a dyad but is at least a triad. With this view, the unit becomes a unit of three people. Similarly if a husband and wife regularly communicate to each other through a third person, the unit is three people instead of a married ‘couple’.

(Haley 1976a: 153)

Similar triadic patterns can occur in other, various relationships, for example between colleagues or friends, as shown in Figure 1.4. Mary, a young assistant, may respond to the conflicts between her superiors Bill and Ted by making some minor errors and becoming emotional herself. Her ‘symptoms’ may temporarily distract the men from their conflicts. The focus may then move to Mary and ‘her problems’, leading the men perhaps initially to try to protect her and possibly accuse each other of upsetting her. However, if they are stressed, overtired and irritable, they may find it hard eventually to avoid blaming her for being ‘overemotional’ or ‘weak’. Mary’s distress consequently may escalate to the point where she develops a ‘problem’, perhaps taking time off work, and so on. The focus of the difficulties may now move firmly to Mary’s problems, perhaps even more generally about the ‘difficulties of working with women’, ‘women’s high level of emotionality’, and so on, and the
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**Figure 1.4** Conflict detouring in a work setting
conflict between Bill and Ted becomes submerged, except perhaps over disagreements about how to deal with the situation, whether Mary should be replaced and so on.

A person in a conflict detouring position becomes drawn into the relationship between another two people but then their involvement can also serve to prevent resolution of their underlying problems and conflicts. Related to the emotional processes are likely to be changes in perceptions, for example Bill and Ted above come to see themselves as similar, that is, as male, less emotional and more free of problems than Mary.

In social interaction the functioning of groups of people made up a pattern, a meaningful whole which was greater than the sum of its individual parts. By analogy, family dynamics are like a piece of music or a melody which we hear as a combination of notes but where each individual note gains its meaning in the context of the others – the total gestalt or whole. The concept of homeostasis was employed to describe the tendencies of systems to preserve a balance or stability in its functioning in the face of changing circumstances and demands. A system was seen to display homeostasis when it appeared to be organized in a rule-bound, predictable and apparently stable manner. As an example Hoffman (1976: 503–4) cites a triadic family process:

The triangle consists of an ineffectively domineering father, a mildly rebellious son and a mother, who sides with the son. Father keeps getting into an argument with son over smoking, which both mother and father say they disapprove of. However, mother will break into these escalating arguments to agree with son, after which father will back down. Eventually father does not even wait for her to come in; he backs down anyway.

A pattern of actions can be discerned here, but how do we draw this as a system? One version might be to focus on the smoking as the trigger, which, when it is perceived, leads to the activation of a set of beliefs and rules leading to further actions (see Figure 1.5). However, there are potentially an infinite number of other ways we could describe this system, for example focusing on father’s level of dominance, or the level of collusion between mother and son, or even on the son as a system – his nicotine intake, arousal level, level of addiction, and so on. A system is not static but always in motion, ever changing. In the example above, what we are seeing, arguably, as homeostasis is patterning over time. We can even call this a narrative or story about
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how these people interact over a period of time. However, during this period the system will look different at any given point, that is, the son does not always have a cigarette in his hand, at times the parents are not discussing his smoking but doing something totally different and unconnected to it, going to work, making love, and so on.

No behaviour, interaction, or system . . . is ever constantly the same. Families, for example, are perpetual climates of change – each individual varies his behaviour in a whirlwind of interactional permutations . . . a ‘homeostatic cycle’ is a cycle that maintains constancy of relations among interactants through fluctuations of their behaviour.

(Keeney 1983: 68, 119)

Rules, pattern and process

Families do of course have explicit rules, such as the children’s bedtimes, manners at the dinner table and so on, but the more interesting rules were seen to be the implicit ones that we, as therapists, could infer, for example, that when the mother scolds her son, the father usually pretends to go along with it but subtly takes the boy’s side. The smoking example given earlier can be seen to contain a covert rule that the mother will take the boy’s side in family arguments even over issues where she actually agrees with the father. However, we could suggest various alternative rules depending on where we choose to look, such as the fact that contact between the boy and his father is initiated through his smoking. In practice what constitutes a system is always a construction, a belief or an idea in the mind of the observer. Keeney (1983) had suggested that within a cybernetic epistemology we can depict a family in terms of as many cybernetic systems as we can formulate distinctions about the system. Which view we adopt is partly a question of choice and usefulness. However, some versions may certainly appear to make more obvious sense than others.

Feedback

The concept of feedback, as applied to human systems, encapsulates the idea of *reflexivity* – a system has the capacity to monitor or reflect on its own actions. It is possible to build simple mechanical systems to demonstrate some adaptability (for example, a central heating system) but in human relationships the notion of a system contains the idea of assessing what the needs of a particular situation or relationship are and adjusting to deviations from attaining these.

Feedback is a method of controlling a system by reinserting into it the results of its past performance. If these results are merely used as numerical data for the criticism of the system and its regulation, we have the simple feedback of the control engineers. If, however, the information which proceeds backwards from the performance is able to change the general method and pattern of performance, we have a process which may be called learning.

(Wiener 1967: 84)
An important point to note, though, is that because people in a relationship are capable of reflexivity this does not mean that the most effective, functional or ‘healthy’ course of action is always pursued. The experience of various forms of therapy reveal that insight into problems does not always guarantee the ability to change them. As we will see later, reflexivity is based upon a set of underlying premises or beliefs that we hold and these may function in a self-fulfilling way so that problems are maintained or even aggravated.

Family coordination through communication

Returning to a biological metaphor, systems theorists suggested that the body could be seen as a set of components which operated together in an integrated and coordinated way to maintain stability (see also homeostasis, p. 41). The coordination was seen to be achieved through communication between the components or parts of the system. Bateson (1958) was one of the first to suggest that a variety of social relationships, rituals, ceremonies and family life could be seen as patterns of interactions developed and maintained through the process of feedback. This became a key concept in family therapy, namely, that some information about the effects or consequences of actions returns to alter subsequent action. Rather than focusing on how one event or action causes another, it was suggested that it is more appropriate to think of people as mutually generating jointly constructed patterns of actions based on continual processes of change.

Double-bind concept

The influence and importance of family communication sequences was highlighted by Bateson and his colleagues in their research on the causes of schizophrenia. They asked in what context schizophrenic behaviour would make sense. One of the answers they proposed was that it made sense in an interpersonal context characterized by repeated contradictory and confusing communications. In particular, they employed the concept of levels of communication and ‘logical types’ to explain the nature of some characteristic forms of communication that were apparent in the families of young people with a diagnosis of schizophrenia. The following is a now famous example cited by Bateson (1972: 216).

A young man who had fairly well recovered from his acute schizophrenic episode was visited in the hospital by his mother. He was glad to see her and impulsively put his arms around her shoulders, whereupon she stiffened. He withdrew his arm and she asked, ‘Don’t you love me any more?’ He then blushed, and she said, ‘Dear, you must not be so easily embarrassed and afraid of your feelings.’ The patient was able to stay with her only a few minutes more and following her departure he assaulted an aide and was put in the tubs.

Relationships are seen to proceed through successive attempts to make sense of what is happening. At times people communicate directly about this by phrases, such as ‘what do you mean?’, ‘you don’t seem too happy about that’, and so on. A feature of
the **double-bind** phenomenon is that such **meta**-communication is not allowed, apparently due to unconscious fears of provoking anxiety. ‘According to our theory, the communication situation described is essential to the mother’s security, and by inference to the family homeostasis’ (Bateson 1972: 221).

**Meta-communication**

Communication takes place at two levels – at a surface or content level, and at a meta-communication or qualifying level. These higher-order communications or meta-communications play a significant role in managing relationships (Watzlawick et al. 1967, 1974). In fact this multilayered appraisal may be one of the distinguishing features of long-term relationships. The reflexivity or meta-communication in a relationship system can be seen to be at ascending levels, with each higher level defining those below.

Bateson subsequently revised the double-bind theory to suggest that the process is a reciprocal one, with the child also engaged in double-binding communication. Even less attention appears to have been paid to Weakland’s (1976: 29) suggestion that it can in fact be seen as a three-person process: ‘The three-person situation has possibilities for a “victim” to be faced with conflicting messages in ways that the inconsistency is most difficult to observe and comment on that are quite similar to the two-person case.’

At a verbal level parents may express unity – ‘we want you to be independent’ – but may negate this by how they individually express this message to the child or how they act, that is, overt agreement and covert disagreement. For example, there may be an overt message from the father that he disapproves of hostility and that everyone in the family is happy. Though appearing superficially to support this, the mother frequently criticizes the father’s dislike of physical activities. Further, she may offer justification for her difference to him, not in terms of her disagreement with him but in terms of a ‘benevolent’ interest in the welfare of the children – thereby laying responsibility for parental differences of opinion on them. Weakland (1976: 33) offers the following example of a family with a schizophrenic son:

The father and mother insisted for some time that they were in agreement on all matters and that everything was right in their family – except of course, the concern and worries caused by their son’s schizophrenia. At this time he was almost mute, except for mumbling ‘I dunno’ when asked questions. During several months of weekly family interviews, the therapist tried to get the parents to speak up more openly about some matters that were obviously family problems, such as the mother’s heavy drinking. Both parents denied at some length that this was any problem. At last the father revealed himself and spoke out with only partially disguised anger, accusing his wife of drinking so much every afternoon with her friends that she offered no companionship to him in the evenings. She retaliated rather harshly, accusing him of dominating and neglecting her, but in the course of this accusation she expressed some of her own feelings much more openly and also spoke out on the differences between them . . . In the following session the son began to talk fairly coherently and at some length about
his desire to get out of hospital and get a job, and thereafter he continued to improve markedly.

Open and closed systems

An open system is one with boundaries that allow a continuous flow of information to and from the outside world, while a closed system is one with more rigid boundaries that are not easily crossed. Early theorists (Jackson 1957; Bateson 1972) suggested that relationships could be described as reflexive systems which operated on the basis of two types of feedback: open systems, in which feedback serves to produce escalation (for example, an argument between two people which runs out of control and leads to physical conflict and perhaps the termination of a relationship); and closed systems, which employ feedback to correct any deviations from a setting or a norm. The latter therefore tend to reinforce stability and the maintenance of existing patterns. In order for a relationship to function or be viable as a social unit, it needs to show both patterns. Functioning as an open system allows change and adaptation to alterations inside or outside the system (as long as the escalation did not proceed so far as to destroy the system). Alternatively, a system that is rigidly closed would be unable to adapt to new demands and changes in the environment.

In order for a relationship to function or be viable as a social unit, it needs to contain and be able to alternate between these two patterns. Functioning as an open system could bring about change and adaptation to alterations inside or outside the system, as long as the escalation did not proceed so far as to destroy the system. Alternatively, a system that was rigidly closed would be unable to adapt to novel demands and changes in the environment. Positive examples of mutual escalation in relationships are also possible, for example mutual joking or sexual arousal or flattery.

Family homeostasis

The body has an automatic tendency to maintain balance or equilibrium, and this homeostatic tendency can also be seen in family systems. Jackson (1957) proposed that a symptom in one or more of the family members develops and functions as a response to the actions of the others in the family, and in some way becomes part of the patterning of the system. Attempts to change the symptom or other parts of the system were seen to encounter ‘resistance’ since the system operated as an integrated whole and strove to maintain homeostasis. By ‘resistance’ Jackson implied not a conscious but a largely unconscious pattern of emotional responses to change in one or other family member. For example, ‘a husband urged his wife into psychotherapy because of her frigidity. After several months of therapy she felt less sexually inhibited, whereupon the husband became impotent’ (Jackson 1965a: 10).

Jackson (1957) suggested that relationships containing ‘pathology’ could be seen to function as closed systems. These operated so that any change in the symptomatic member would be met by actions in the others which would have the sum effect of reducing, rather than encouraging, change. Despite family members expressing a desire to change, it was argued that in some sense the symptoms had been incorporated into the relationship dynamics and the habitual behaviour in relation to the
symptoms served to maintain rather than change the problems. Jackson borrowed the term homeostasis to describe this process and added the idea that relationships could be seen as if governed by a set of largely unconscious rules, which guided people’s actions and embodied the homeostasis.

Family life cycle

An influential model of change and development was proposed in the concept of the family life cycle. This emphasized how development and change in families followed common patterns which were shaped by the shifting patterns of internal and external demands in any given society. Families may at times be faced with massive demands for change and adaptation. This may be the result of changes in family composition – the birth of a child, a divorce or remarriage, a death – or perhaps due to changes in autonomy within the family – children becoming adolescents, a woman going back to work after childrearing, retirement. It was argued that the emergence of problems was frequently associated with these life cycle transitions and their inherent demands and stresses. However, less was said about the possible positive effect of external inputs, for example, the arrival of a child possibly uniting a couple or a bereavement drawing family members closer together. Without an analysis of the meanings such events contained for family members, accounts of change tended to be merely descriptive.

A key issue for any family was how to maintain some form of identity and structure while at the same time needing to continually evolve, adapt, change and respond to external stimuli. There may also be community demands such as local social upheavals and major cultural changes (see Figure 1.6a). Duvall (1977) extended the idea of the individual life cycle model to the idea of a family life cycle. The implications of this model for the practice of family therapy were first set out by Haley (1973) in his book describing the therapeutic techniques of Milton Erickson (see Chapter 2).

Haley (1973) describes how Milton Erickson had noted that problems were often associated with critical periods of change and transition in families. For example, psychotic episodes in late adolescence were seen to be related to difficulties for the family over the departure of the young person about to leave and set up his or her own home. Haley described six key stages as critical, transitional stages for families (see Figure 2.6b).

Milton Erickson’s concept of family development emphasized a lifelong process of socialization, adjustment and learning within families (Haley 1973). Hence socialization did not end with child-rearing but involved a reciprocal process whereby parents were also continually learning and adjusting to their children. Haley did not expand greatly on the subject, but he does make clear that the model assumes that there exists a common set of values and norms inherent to Western society and to which families are expected to comply. For example, he describes how young people ‘need’ to practise courtship skills in order to successfully find a suitable mate. Disruptions with this process, for example through involvement in family conflicts, can cause problems for the young if it leads to disengagement from their peers.

Carter and McGoldrick (1980) have offered some elaborations of the family life cycle model by additionally noting the significance of intergenerational traditions.
They propose a two-dimensional model as shown in Figure 1.7. Carter and McGoldrick (1980: 10) describe their model as follows:

The vertical flow in a system includes patterns of relating and functioning that are transmitted down the generations in a family . . . It includes all the family attitudes, taboos, expectations and loaded issues with which we grow up. One could say that these aspects of our lives are like the hand that we are dealt: they are a given. What we do with them is the issue for us.

The horizontal flow includes . . . both the predictable developmental stresses, and those unpredictable events, ‘the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune’ that may disrupt the life cycle process.

Feminist therapists argued that in fact such patterns represented wider cultural factors, such as expectations about gender roles and opportunities for work outside the family. Attempts to simply fix such patterns in families without due recognition of the cultural factors were seen as potentially oppressive and as implicitly endorsing such inequalities. Most importantly, it was argued that first-order cybernetics often
contained, in a concealed form, a range of normative assumptions about healthy family functioning. Structural models most clearly contained assumptions about appropriate organizations, parental control, appropriate closeness and so on. Objective, systemic \textit{neutrality}, it was argued, was not possible and disguised a range of patriarchal, middle-class, white assumptions (McKinnon and Miller 1987).

\textbf{Practice}

\textbf{Structural family therapy}

At this point, theoretical assumptions were: families are regarded as evolving and capable of change but at any given time a set of rules can be discerned that govern the nature of the family organization. Central aspects of the family organization are seen to be the hierarchical structure – who is in charge, how decisions are made regarding various issues and difficulties which inevitably arise. Particularly significant to this was Minuchin’s (1974) view that clarity regarding decision-making was vital: ‘Salvador Minuchin and his colleagues in the 1960s and 70s made a simple and enduring point about families: that children thrive when parents, or other caregivers, can collaborate in looking after them’ (Kraemer 1997: 47).

This fundamental observation has many related strands. For example, it is intimately related to the concept of \textit{triangulation}, whereby a child may be drawn or invited into the conflicts or distress between parents. Part of the resulting difficulty may be that the child may be enticed to take sides; for example, by taking their mother’s side against the father they may be drawn into an adult role and appear to gain power. As a result the power balance may become skewed, for example with the father opting out.
or becoming peripheral, and the child increasingly being asked to adopt an inappropriate adult role as opposed to receiving the guidance and support that they may need from their parents.

Related structural concepts included the idea of clear boundaries between family members and between subsystems. Most families contain various subsystems, such as the parental/couple subsystem, the sibling subsystem, the grandparent subsystem, adult/children subsystem and other extended family members. Clarity between these different subsystems is regarded as important and a particular problem was seen in cross-generational problems or coalitions, for example where the grandparents exercise inappropriate power over their grandchildren by undermining the parents’ authority and wishes.

This theme of clarity about decision-making was also evident in the notion of boundaries. Minuchin (1974) suggested that family members could range from being too close (over-involved or enmeshed) to too distant (disengaged, detached and over-rigid) with each other. Enmeshment could be seen in interactions and ways of relating where, for example, a parent continually spoke on the child’s behalf or acted as if they knew more about what a child was ‘really feeling or thinking’ than the child did. At the opposite end, family members could be too aloof and cold towards each so that they had little idea of or apparent interest in each other’s feelings and thoughts. This could lead to a sense of isolation and inability to work together on decisions. Either pattern could be seen to incapacitate the family’s ability to work together, to effectively deal with problems in a consistent and constructive manner.

Beliefs and structures

Though structural approaches are seen to be focused on the organizational patterns in a family, these go hand in hand with alterations in the family’s belief systems. In fact, as we saw earlier on page 9, Minuchin gives an example of a family therapy session where he begins by posing a challenge to the father’s (and the family’s) dominant construction of the difficulties as residing in him. When Mr Smith states that ‘I think it’s my problem’, Minuchin immediately contests this saying, ‘Don’t be so sure. Never be so sure.’

Minuchin goes on to explain that his statement, ‘Don’t be so sure’, challenges from the outset of the therapeutic encounter the dominant view of the problem as residing in Mr Smith. In fact in defining his theory of change Minuchin (1974: 119) makes it clear that alteration in a family’s beliefs is regarded as fundamental to change:

Patients move for three reasons. First, they are challenged in their perception of reality. Second, they are given alternative possibilities that make sense to them, and third, once they have tried out the alternative transactional patterns, new relationships appear that are self-reinforcing.

The ways of challenging beliefs, however, may take various forms depending on the apparent ability or otherwise of the family to incorporate advice and insights. In some cases it is presumed that beliefs will only change as an accompaniment to changes in behaviours – seeing is believing.
Therapeutic orientations

The fundamental view is that alterations made to the organizational structure of a family will change the symptomatic behaviours. Once the rules of the family system alter, so too will the behaviours; for example, if instead of enlisting a child into coalitions against each other the parents start to work together, then the child will no longer display various symptoms. The implications are that as the structure of the family changes, each and every member of the family also changes in terms of their roles, experiences and identities.

Underlying the therapeutic orientation are a set of assumptions about ‘healthy’ family functioning. It is proposed that certain forms of family organizations are dysfunctional and inevitably lead to problems. At times this may be latent, for example, a family may manage reasonably well despite a child being drawn into the parental conflicts, but the inherent instability of the system may become exposed when the child reaches the age at which he or she is expected to leave home and disengage from the family to find an occupation and a mate. The combination of cultural requirements and biological changes requires that the family develops ways of accommodating these demands for change. Since the changes will involve all the members of a family, there is a requirement for joint and concensual decision-making which may not be possible if the family is organized triangularly. Arguably such a structural view is not simply normative and moralistic but acknowledges the cultural realities in which families operate. It has been argued that the approach stigmatizes non-standard family forms, such as single-parent families. However, it is possible to see that, for example, a clear adult decision-making subsystem might equally consist of a mother and a close friend or her parents. The important point is that the child experiences support, a sense of cooperation and clarity from the adults placed in charge of her or him.

Directive stance

Since the fundamental assumption of a structural approach is that families have an objective structure, it follows that therapy involves a process of assessment and mapping of this structure, followed by clear attempts to alter it where necessary. The therapist therefore adopts a sympathetic but nevertheless expert role in which he or she takes on the responsibility of initiating changes. These may be interventions or manipulations that are essentially outside the family’s awareness. We can examine three techniques briefly.

Escalating stress and creating a crisis

Minuchin (1974) used this technique in an experiment designed to offer a demonstration of the interconnection of actions and feelings in a family where both the daughters suffered from diabetes. The intention was to explore how changes in the relationships in a family are experienced at a physiological level and how these changes are stabilized by the patterns of family dynamics.

In order to demonstrate this, Minuchin employed a physiological measure of emotional arousal, the free fatty acid (FFA) level in the bloodstream, as changes in
FFA levels have been found to relate closely to other measures of emotional arousal, such as self-reports and behavioural evidence.

Both of the children in the family were diabetic; Dede (17 years old) had had diabetes for three years, while her sister Violet (aged 12) had been diabetic since infancy. There was no obvious difference in the girls’ individual responsiveness to stress, but Dede suffered much more severely from diabetes and had been admitted to the hospital for emergency treatment 23 times. Violet had some behavioural problems that her parents complained of, but her diabetes was under good medical control.

Minuchin interviewed the parents for one hour (9–10 a.m.) while the girls watched from behind a one-way mirror. From 9.30 onwards he deliberately encouraged the parents to discuss an issue of conflict between them, which led to some experience of stress, in order to see how this affected the children. Although the children could not take part in the conflict situation, their FFA levels (stress levels) rose as they observed their stressed parents. At 10 a.m. the children joined their parents and it became apparent that they played different roles in the family. Dede appeared to be trapped between her parents, each parent trying to get her support, so that Dede could not respond to one parent’s demands without seeming to side with the other. Violet’s allegiance was not sought. She could therefore react to her parents’ conflict without being caught in the middle. The effects of these two roles can be seen in the FFA results (Figure 1.8). Both children showed significant increments during the interview, between 9.00 and 10.00, and even higher increments between 10.00 and 10.30, when they were with their parents. At the end of the interview, however, Violet’s FFA returned to baseline promptly, but it took an hour and a half for Dede’s level to return to normal. The parents’ FFA levels increased between 9.30 and 10.00, confirming that they were experiencing stress, but their FFA decreased after the children had come into the room. It appeared that their conflict was reduced or
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*Figure 1.8* Change in free fatty acid levels, the Collins family

*Source: Minuchin 1974*
detoured through the children. However, the children paid a price for this, as shown by their increased FFA levels and Dede’s inability to return to baseline.

The Collins family were seen to be organized in terms of a central pattern whereby the parents would triangulate the older daughter Dede into their conflicts by changing the subject to her diabetes problem whenever they discussed any area of disagreement between them as a couple. Children typically become caught up in this process and can be seen to sacrifice themselves for the sake of preserving family harmony by manifesting a symptom when the conflicts start to escalate. Minuchin blocked this pattern by removing the children from the room and continually prompted the parents to discuss their areas of conflicts. He also blocked attempts to change the subject onto the children by bringing the parents back to the conflicts in order to break up the typical pattern.

An underlying assumption of structural techniques is that people are more amenable to making changes when they are emotionally engaged and expressing, rather than suppressing, their feelings. However, this is not to be confused with simply encouraging conflict in families. Instead, inducing some emotional upheaval is seen as preparing the ground for directing the family to develop some more authentic and productive ways of communicating and relating to each other.

**Enactment**

Rather than simply talking about or describing situations and problems that occur at home or elsewhere outside of the therapy room, a family is invited to display the patterns there and then. For example, Minuchin et al. (1978) developed the technique with families with a child displaying eating disorders, such as anorexia. The therapy sessions would be held over lunchtime and the family would be invited to have a meal together. This could vividly highlight the patterns in the family, such as the inability of the parents to agree and work together on encouraging a girl to eat, and a shifting pattern of coalitions between each parent and the girl. It could also enable a broader discussion of control and independence. For example, through the conflict that might ensue the girl might be able make clear that her not eating was partly an act of defiance and an attempt to assert some independence from being tied up in the struggles between her parents.

**Unbalancing**

This involves the therapist in using himself or herself in a deliberate way to alter the dynamics of a relationship. For example, many couples attempt to pull the therapist on to their side, to try to convince them that the other partner is insensitive, abusive, awkward, stupid, uncaring, and so on. Attempts to stay neutral and to offer a reasonable, impartial point of view may be met with further attempts at enticing the therapist to take sides. The therapist may then deliberately side with one partner against the other in order to break up this repetitive cycle.

For example, a woman who had been hospitalized with depression expressed great pessimism and hopelessness at the start of a session. The therapist, however, encouraged her to voice her distress at her husband’s failure to protect her from his intrusive family who were undermining and critical of her. As she gave vent to her feelings she appeared to grow increasingly less depressed and more empowered.
The therapist then started to side with her husband in sympathizing with his predicament at trying to keep everyone happy but questioned whether he would be able to construct some clear boundaries between his family of origin and his new family. It was also suggested that the couple go out together to discuss how they might be able to work out some way of solving this dilemma. The wife wanted to solve this in the session, saying she did not trust her husband to do anything about this. They left the session with the wife appearing determined rather than depressed and the husband saying that he had heard clearly what she wanted and that he felt they could come to some decision about it themselves. Subsequently her husband took matters in hand and told his family to back off and give them more space.

Unbalancing can be seen as operating over time such that the therapist can acknowledge that each person is contributing to the interactional pattern but may at one point appear to side with one family member in order to produce a change. However, it is important to be aware of the investment that members have in their relationships.

Strategic family therapy

One of the sources of inspiration for *strategic therapy* was the work of Milton Erickson who developed a rich variety of techniques, some of which have been developed as strategic techniques and others as forms of hypnotherapy (Haley 1973). Erickson frequently worked with families but also with parts of families or individuals. One of his guiding premises was that problems apparently residing in one person are frequently associated with the difficulties resulting from a family’s need to change and reorganize at key transitional stages, such as the birth of a child or when children are about to leave home. In work with young adults, for example, he described a key task as one of ‘weaning parents from their children’. In this he recognized that frequently the parents may have a hidden interest in a child remaining at home, for example in order to help them to avoid conflicts in their own relationship. Hence he might sometimes work individually with a young person and assist them in finding ways to become more confident and prepare to become free of their symptoms. However, he would be very aware that improvements in the youth might lead to the parents attempting to ‘sabotage’ the therapy, perhaps by withdrawing him or her from the therapy on some pretext. Consequently, he would also work with the parents. For example, in one case, involving a young woman who was suffering from acute schizophrenia, he arranged for the girl to stay in town near to him while the parents went back some distance to their home on the coast. In Erickson’s view it is important to encourage and enable the normal separation at this age to happen rather than to get all the family together to try to talk things through before a young adult moves out.

He also encouraged the young woman to express her resentment of the ‘bad ways’ in which her mother had treated her by deliberately siding with her and apparently agreeing with her complaint that her mother had treated her badly and that she should not stand for this any longer. In fact, he deliberately encouraged anger but at the same time employed hypnotic techniques, such as prompting her to simultaneously notice how her arms felt on her armchair. This was part of an attempt to
enable her to get in touch with her feelings, as opposed to the disconnections and
denials of feelings that she was experiencing as part of her schizophrenia. At the same
time he encouraged her to feel better about herself in various ways; for example, the
young woman was very overweight and through direct and indirect comments he
encouraged her to accept her body and her ’inner beauty hidden by the layers of fat’.

In conjunction with this individual work he worked with the parents, encourag-
ing them to have a temporary separation which enabled them to renegotiate their
marriage without involving their daughter. His interventions were quite forceful:

I told the father to separate from his wife and live in a different place. Now and
then his wife would get agreeable and he would go home and have sexual relations
with her . . . The mother was an excellent golfer and a marvellous companion. I
arranged that the mother call me regularly while I was treating the daughter. She
used me as a sort of father figure . . . When she’d do something wrong she’d call
me and tell me about it, and I would whip her over the telephone. So I kept in
contact with the parents while seeing the daughter.

(Haley 1973: 271)

Erickson’s approach perhaps appears to lack some of the niceties of gender sensi-
tivity and political correctness but at the same time can be seen to reveal a deep
compassion and acceptance of human frailty. It also suggests a sense of fun as well as
the application of some benevolent trickery to produce profound and rapid changes
with quite severe problems.

Strategic approaches encompass a wide range of ideas and tactics. A common
feature is the focus on the dynamics of family interaction. Problems are seen as
embedded in repetitive interactional patterns or circularities:

Our fundamental premise is that regardless of their basic origins and etiology – if,
indeed, these can ever be reliably determined – the kinds of problems people
bring to psychotherapy persist only if they are maintained by ongoing current
behavior of the patient and others with whom he [the patient] interacts. Corre-
spondingly, if such problem-maintaining behavior is appropriately changed
and eliminated, the problem will be resolved or vanish, regardless of its nature,
origin or duration.

(Weakland et al. 1974: 145)

This view has many overlaps with behavioural approaches, especially in the idea
of symptoms as a form of behaviour maintained by the actions of others. However, the
others in a family are seen as usually not aware of how their actions are serving to
maintain rather than reduce the symptoms. For example, the parents in a family may
complain that their daughter is withdrawn and anxious, but every time she tries to
haltingly express herself one or other parent tries to ’rescue’ her by speaking for her.
For her part, when directly asked a question by the therapist, the girl may invite her
parents to intrude by shyly looking towards one or other parent before she answers or
immediately seeking confirmation once she has started to speak. The parents’ actions
of ’helping her out’ can be seen as an ’attempted solution’, an attempt to help her by
clarifying what she wants to say. However, this may have quite the opposite effect. It is suggested that these attempted solutions can in fact function to aggravate rather than relieve the problems, leading to a spiral of increasing difficulty.

Less frequently stated perhaps is the central premise of strategic approaches – that people are fundamentally strategic. All of us, including family members and therapists, are involved in making predictions about how others may act, feel and think. Based upon this we make decisions, more or less consciously, about the timing and appropriateness of particular actions and their likely consequences. Haley (1987) perhaps stated this most forcefully in terms of relationships as invariably involving a form of power struggle, for example in terms of how the relationship was to be defined, who was in charge, who initiated decisions, and so on. An important implication for therapy was that the therapist and family members were seen as engaged in attempts to influence each other. For example, members of a family typically try to enlist the therapist onto their side, to see things from their point of view and to be an ally to change the others. Hence therapy is inevitably strategic or tactical in that the therapist needs to be aware of these attempts at influence by family members and to act strategically to direct rather than become simply caught up in them.

This is also consistent with a humanistic and existential view that people are fundamentally autonomous, with a desire to be in charge of and make choices in their lives. Invariably this suggests that therapy will involve a clash of wills. Though people may come to therapy to seek help, they also seek to maintain control of their own lives. Strategic approaches recognize this fundamental dilemma and seek ways to enable the therapist to act tactically so that change can occur. Writing about the connections between Western and Eastern psychotherapies, Alan Watts (1961: 55) suggested that connecting is the practice of ‘benevolent trickery’:

If I am to help someone else to see that a false problem is a false problem, I must pretend that I am taking his problem seriously. What I am actually taking seriously is his suffering, but he must be led to believe that it is what he considers as his problem.

Beliefs and premises

Though the emphasis is on exploring and helping to change problematic cycles of behaviour, strategic approaches also emphasize the central role of beliefs and cognitions. Problems can be seen to develop in two characteristic ways: people may come to see and treat relatively trivial or ordinary difficulties that we may all face as examples of a serious problem, or alternatively they may ‘bury their heads in the sand’ and treat difficulties (sometimes quite serious ones) as no problem at all. The first of these can be seen as what Watzlawick et al. (1974) describe as the ‘utopia syndrome’ – a belief that the inevitable difficulties and stresses of life can be avoided. Alternatively, but with equally serious consequences, problems can arise from a denial of obvious difficulties. Failure to take remedial action can lead to initially relatively small difficulties escalating to a point where eventually they become so serious that the situation may come to look catastrophic and hopeless.

The premises or beliefs that family members hold shape both what is seen or not
seen to be a problem. Furthermore, these beliefs also shape the ‘attempted solutions’, such as continual concern, anxiety and desperate attempts to solve matters, as opposed to denial and avoidance of facing issues. The importance of beliefs, or punctuations as described by Watzlawick et al. (1974), was therefore seen as fundamental. Interestingly, there was also an early recognition of the importance of cultural and societally shared beliefs:

Over- or under-emphasis of life characteristics is not entirely a matter of personal or family characteristics; this depends also on more general cultural attitudes and conceptions. While these often may be helpful in defining and dealing with the common vicissitudes of social life, they can also be unrealistic and provoke problems. For example, except for the death of a spouse, our own culture characterizes most of the transitions ... as wonderful steps forward along life’s path. Since all of these steps ordinarily involve significant and inescapable difficulties, such overoptimistic characterization increases the likelihood of problems developing – especially for people who take what they are told seriously. (Weakland et al. 1974: 149)

Strategic approaches appear not to hold a view of the family apart from seeing it in terms of a set of local interactional dynamics between family members and between the therapist and the family. An exception is the model of the family life cycle that offers a picture of family development through a series of key transitions and how these may be related to the onset of difficulties, which then can become aggravated by pernicious interactional dynamics. In contrast, structural approaches do have a view of the family as organized in terms of a set of roles and rules that are embodied in the overall family hierarchy, subsystems and boundaries. Furthermore, assumptions are made about ‘healthy’ family structures, such as a clear parental system with parents capable of working together to make mutual decisions.

However, neither of the approaches appears to recognize that the structures and dynamics are not simply created inside the family but constrained and constructed within the constraints of gender inequalities inherent in society. To take an example, to simply encourage a couple to have an equal role in decision-making about the children may fail to recognize that this is one of the few areas of validation and power that the woman possesses. Similarly, establishing a closer or ‘over-involved’ relationship with the children may be a result of the fact that the woman has to carry more of the childcare. Also, she may feel a need to have the children on her side to gain some semblance of influence over her partner who otherwise holds the economic and physical power.

As implied by the term ‘strategic’, the orientation is one that focuses on problems and contemplations about how to solve these. The underlying theoretical orientation (similar to structural approaches) is that family life invariably presents people with various difficulties. These difficulties may be perceived in various ways and these perceptions guide what steps are taken to solve the difficulties:

One of our main stated aims is to change overt behavior – to get people to stop doing things that maintain the problem and do other things that will lead toward
the goal of treatment . . . it is often just that behavior that seems most logical to people that is perpetuating their problems. They then need special help to do what will seem illogical and mistaken.

(Weakland et al. 1974: 157)

Strategic approaches are best known for offering a relatively brief approach which focuses on the core problems and attempts to break up the pattern of maintaining behaviours and failed solutions. This is usually attempted without the family being fully aware of what the therapist is up to. In effect, this represents an ‘expert’ position with the therapist and the team in charge of effecting changes. Strategic approaches involve the following key stages:

1. Detailed exploration and definition of the difficulties to be resolved.
2. A formulation of a strategic plan of action by the therapist designed to break up the sequences of interactions within which the problem is embedded and maintained.
3. The delivery of strategic interventions – these frequently involve a task or ‘home-work’ that a family is requested to carry out between sessions. These tasks are designed specifically to disrupt the problematic sequences.
4. Assessment in terms of feedback regarding the outcome of the interventions.
5. Reappraisal of the therapeutic orientation or plan, including continuation or revision of tasks and other interventions employed.

To illustrate strategic approaches we can look at strategic, directive and paradoxical tasks (details are provided in the topic reading lists at the end of this book).

Strategic tasks
Strategic tasks can be seen to fall broadly into two categories depending on whether family members are likely to carry out instructions offered or will fail or refuse to do so: directive tasks, asking families to do something that the therapist hopes will alter problematic sequences of interactions; and paradoxical tasks, where they are asked to do the opposite of what the therapist intends to happen.

Directive tasks
These usually consist of pieces of homework that family members are asked to carry out. Wherever possible it is seen as most effective to involve all of the members of a family in such tasks. The following extract from Haley’s work is illustrative:

In an actual case in which the grandmother is siding with her ten-year-old granddaughter against the mother, the therapist sees mother and child together. The girl is instructed to do something of a minor nature that would irritate grandmother, and the mother is asked to defend her daughter against the grandmother. This task forces a collaboration between mother and daughter and helps detach grandchild from grandmother . . .
When a husband and wife, or parent and grandparent, are at an impasse over who is correct in the way the child should be dealt with, a therapist can provide a behaviour modification programme. One person may be excluded by this arrangement, or they may be brought together. For example, the parent can say to the grandparent that this is a new procedure being learned at the clinic and from now on parent and not grandparent is to be the authority on what to do with the child with this new procedure. Or parents who have fought over different ways of dealing with the child can reach agreement on this new way and so resolve a parental conflict that has been maintaining a child problem. (Haley 1987: 70)

Frequently directive tasks can appear quite obvious and commonsensical, but nevertheless the intention behind the task will be focused on disrupting pernicious patterns. Many parents, for example, spend little time together as a couple and have become fixed in their views of each other. A task can be to request that they purchase each other some small gift that the other would not expect. In order to do this they must both think about each other carefully. Sometimes tasks can be employed in a metaphorical way, for example, a couple who are experiencing sexual difficulties may be asked to discuss and plan a meal together. They may talk about going out for a meal and what they would have and also discuss where and what they used to eat when they were in the early courtship period of their relationship. The discussion may range over the setting, candles and romantic settings, preparation, choice of wines, length of the first course, who finishes the main meal first and so on. Following a discussion about their preferences they may be asked to arrange such a mutually satisfying meal together.

Paradoxical tasks
These are employed when families find it difficult to comply with directives offered by the therapist. Early systemic therapists referred to families frequently being ‘resistant’ to change. The concept of resistance has been extensively criticized (Dell 1982) as overtly implying a positivist and mechanistic view of families. Instead inability to comply with directives can be seen in terms of the family’s exasperation and sense of failure which make it hard for them to trust straightforward directives. Weakland et al. (1974: 159) described the rationale for paradoxical tasks as follows:

[a paradoxical task] is used most frequently in the form of case specific ‘symptom prescription’, the apparent encouragement of symptomatic or other undesirable behavior in order to lessen such behavior or bring it under control. For example, a patient who complains of a circumscribed, physical symptom – headache, insomnia, nervous mannerism, or whatever – may be told that during the coming week, usually for specified periods, he should make every effort to increase the symptom. A motivating explanation usually is given, e.g., that if he can succeed in making it worse, he will at least suffer less from a feeling of helpless lack of control. Acting on such a prescription usually results in a decrease of the symptom – which is desirable. But even if the patient makes the symptom increase, this
too is good. He has followed the therapist’s instruction, and the result has shown that the apparently unchangeable problem can change. Patients often present therapists with impossible-looking problems, to which every possible response seems a poor one. It is comforting, in turn, to be able to offer the patient a ‘therapeutic double-bind’ which promotes progress no matter which alternative response he makes.

Paradoxical tasks can sometimes involve an element of humour which may be helpful. De Shazer (1982) described a paradoxical intervention where a family complained that they were forever bickering and sniping at each other so that people felt upset, hurt and uncared for. In effect, their family life was a form of war where no one could feel safe from unexpected attack. The suggestion was made to the family that it may be important for them to keep on acting like this but it may also be useful to explore further what it felt like when they sniped at each other and also how it was likely to lead to escalating cycles of counter-attack and retaliation. The therapist then asked the family to buy a set of water pistols and for each member to use their pistol to squirt at the member of the family who they felt was sniping at them. The family returned for the next session saying that they had done as requested but found themselves dissolving in laughter very quickly the first time. Subsequently it had helped them to see the futility of what they had been doing, and they were now bickering much less with each other.

Commentary

Systems theory has received considerable criticism for the implication that all problems are essentially interpersonal. In particular, the stance of neutrality was severely criticized for implying that, for example, child abuse, domestic violence and emotional abuse should be seen as interpersonal. Central to this was an unwillingness to contemplate inequalities of power within families as significant and to recognize that these were related to wider cultural patterns of inequality, for example, the disadvantages commonly experienced by women. In turn it was argued that many of the characteristic patterns were not simply developed from within the family but reflected these wider cultural factors. For example, a commonly observed pattern was that many fathers occupied a distant, disengaged position in families, with the women making repeated attempts to involve them and criticizing their lack of involvement. Rather than simply seeing this as an example of family ‘dysfunction’, correctable by an ‘expert’ therapist, it was suggested that, particularly in Western cultures, this pattern was a direct product of patterns of gender and family socialization.

Similarly, the family life cycle has attracted critical attention, especially on the grounds that it takes an overly normative view of family development and focuses on the nuclear family which, in its pure form, is not now the most common arrangement. The experiences of stepfamilies, for example, can involve complex overlapping of life cycle stages. A new couple may find themselves in a courtship phase while at the same time having to deal with adolescent children from previous marriages. There is also the danger of ignoring the diversity of choices people may feel are available about forms of family life. It is possible that adults may choose to live in a single-parent...
arrangement or a commune, but such choices are less available to a child and, as Haley (1973) argues, in extreme cases the parents’ ‘eccentric’ choices can have considerable ramifications for the child in terms of being rejected by his or her peers and becoming stigmatized and labelled in various destructive ways.

**Gender and shifting inequalities of power**

Relationships in families may be considered a matter of give and take – but who gives and who takes will vary during the course of a relationship. The balance of power can be seen to be determined by global considerations, such as the general balance of power between men and women, access to jobs, education and so on and also by local conditions – the relative balance of power between partners. One way of conceptualizing power is in terms of the resources that each partner possesses (Blood and Wolfe 1960; Homans 1961). The most obvious and objective resources are income, education, physical strength and occupational status. But there is also a range of relative resources, such as skills, physical attractiveness, love, affection, humour and emotional dependency. These are more open to negotiation and are to some extent constructed within the relationship, so that one partner may have considerable power because the other is deeply in love with, is emotionally dependent upon or feels inferior to them, or even greatly enjoys their cooking. Which resources are dominant and how they are to be employed is, however, also to some extent dependent on culturally shaped sets of obligations. For example, partners are ‘supposed’ to provide for each other financially, emotionally and physically. Failure to provide, or withholding or abusing these basic resources may be taken as grounds for complaint or for ending the relationship.

Gender differences in resources are also partly culturally determined. For example, in Western cultures women have generally been valued if they possess beauty, charm, and nurturing and supportive attributes. However, many of these not only have little exchange value but are short-lived. Beauty especially has been and perhaps continues to be seen as a central resource. Consequently women have been encouraged to emphasize their looks in contrast to substantial abilities and skills. Western culture tends to define female beauty as youthful, fit and slim. As women age this resource inevitably diminishes. Likewise, a woman’s ‘resource’ is determined by her role as a wife and mother, but as children grow up she is less needed to care for them. The value of the role of wife may also be transient and lost through separation or divorce, in that it is contingent on being in a relationship and being appreciated in that relationship. Indeed, many women who have described their relationships as egalitarian are shocked to realize the extent of their inequality and dependence when that relationship disintegrates. At this point they may become painfully aware that much of their power was contingent on the wishes of their partner, and the particular nature of their relationship (Williams and Watson 1988; Dallos and Dallos 1997).

A number of researchers and therapists (Homans 1961; Haley 1976a; Madanes 1981) have suggested that satisfaction in relationships is related to an equitable distribution of rewards in the relationship. The power each partner possesses lies in the range of resources they have available and which can be applied to influence their partner or other members of the family. It is suggested (Haley 1973; Carter and
McGoldrick 1980; Hesse-Biber and Williamson 1984) that the distribution of power in a nuclear family alters during the family life cycle. Not only do men and women have access to different resources, but this changes during their lives. Typically, it can be argued that men and women have relatively equal power during courtship. Even if there are differences, their effects may be less marked since structures of dependence arising from living together have not been established. With the birth of a first child, and incrementally with the birth of each additional child, a woman’s power is likely to decrease. It is common for a woman to stop working or reduce her commitment to work. She thus becomes increasingly dependent upon a husband, and the more children she has the longer she may need to withdraw from a job or career, thus losing out on experience, promotions, and so on. In contrast, a husband is likely to be based outside the home. He may take on extra work to help with the finances and this may even help his career to develop, thereby exacerbating the power inequalities in the relationship. As the children start school, and when they leave home, a woman’s power may increase if she is able to return to work. At the same time a man’s career may be starting to level off. As a couple move towards retirement the balance of power may become more equal, but cultural norms may still perpetuate power inequalities.

Normative assumptions of life-cycle models

Families exist within a cultural context and one of the key ways in which this regulates family life is through a set of normative assumptions about how family life should progress through a number of key stages. The family life-cycle model suggests an image or norm of what people believe family life ‘should’ be like. Inherent in this image are beliefs about the form that the family should take: how a family should develop, solve problems, communicate with each other, how the members should feel about each other and when it is appropriate for children to leave and start a new family of their own. In one sense the concept of the family life cycle merely maps out a formal set of assumptions that people in a given society hold about a particular form of family life.

At the same time the concept of the family life cycle embodies the ideological assumptions and imperatives that designate the nuclear family as a goal to be striven for, especially in terms of offering the most satisfactory form of nurturance for children. Given the high rates of divorce now prevalent in most Western societies, this model potentially serves as a form of implicit condemnation for many stepfamilies who may feel obliged to contort themselves into a nuclear family configuration. As with many models in the social sciences, attempts to describe and categorize phenomena, such as the stages that families are likely to proceed through, can lead to the model becoming prescriptive. It has been proposed, in contrast, that we fully acknowledge diversity and talk of life cycle plurally rather than of one superior or normal version. This necessitates that we recognize that events such as divorce be ‘viewed as normal rather than abnormal phases of the family life cycle and that this can be reframed in positive terms, such as a couple being “ready for a new relationship” or children “being the lucky possessors of two families instead of one”’ (Morawetz 1984: 571).
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Skill guides

The following skills or techniques can be seen to be derived from the first phase of systemic family therapy. They are included because they embody some of the core contributions of that phase and also because they are of enduring value. Many therapists continue to employ these skills, perhaps adapting them to suit their own styles and to fit with their contemporary views and preferences.
Family sculpting

Background
Family sculpting is a technique developed by David Kantor and Fred and Bunny Duhl and used extensively by Virginia Satir, Peggy Papp, Maurizio Andolfi and others whereby a physical arrangement of family members is made (either by a family member or by a therapist) symbolically depicting how the sculpt director thinks and feels relationships are or have been, or how, at a given time, the family sculpt director would like them to be in the family.

Usefulness and relevance
The process of sculpting can be used to show existing relationships or change communication patterns and/or as an attempt to restructure family relationships. Sculpting is thus a tool enabling family members to comment on past, present and future relationships – how relationships are experienced, what changes family members or therapists would like to achieve – and to get in touch with the psychological distances and the feelings and emotions they arouse. Sculpting is a useful and powerful tool which can be used in a number of different ways according to the needs of the therapeutic processes. It is useful both in therapy and in training therapists.

Exercise
A family member or therapist is invited (or a therapist negotiates permission) to sculpt the family (to make a living picture of relationships) at a time when symptoms emerge or at a future time when symptoms have disappeared. People are asked to remain silent, to notice their feelings as they are arranged in the sculpt. Family members are then invited to comment on what feelings they have about the positions they have been allocated or chosen. When everyone in the sculpt has had the opportunity to say how they feel, the director of the sculpt then invites everyone to move to a position they would prefer and find more comfortable in relation to other family members. The exercise ends with each person being invited to comment on changes they and others would have to make to become and remain more comfortable both physically and emotionally with themselves and in their relationships with other people in the sculpt.

Sculpting of the family situation can be undertaken by the client/s only or in collaboration with the therapist – or the therapist may wish to sculpt how they experience the family situation as described by the client.

Sculpting with stones – an alternative to sculpting with people
The stones (or other objects, such as sea shells, marbles, pieces of fruit, and so on) may be selected to represent family members according to their size, colour, texture, and so on. They may be given names and then arranged and discussed in an analogous way to the work with actual family members. The objects and their arrangements may be interspersed with some humour and all members of the family invited to participate and manipulate the stones according to their ideas about the relationships between the family members. Sculpting with stones involves touch
and can arouse powerful feelings with the client/s. It is important to ensure trust is established in the client–therapist relationship and that the clients know there will be sufficient time to work with and through any intense feelings that may be aroused.

**Further reading**

**Family tree and time line**

**Background**
The challenge of organizing often vast amounts of information about family members gleaned by practitioners during sessions when family members are encouraged to share their stories has led to the development of family trees and time lines as a way to record significant information in formats that are accessible and usable for clients and therapists alike.

Family trees, or genograms, are maps providing a picture of family structure over several generations, with schematic representation of the main stages in the family life cycle. The format most generally used was established by Murray Bowen (Carter and McGoldrick 1980) and includes names and ages of all family members, dates of birth, marriage, divorce, separation and death information about three or more generations.

Time lines (see Figure 1.9) can be used to ensure family trees remain useful and uncluttered and to show changes in occupation, location, life course, illness and other predictable and unpredictable life events.

**Usefulness and relevance**
Family trees and time lines are useful diagnostic tools and can provide a benign shared experience for family members often disclosing, for the first time, information with high emotional intensity. Thus working together on a family tree or time line can also be both cathartic and therapeutic for family members, providing an opportunity for the sharing of ideas, thoughts and feelings hitherto undisclosed.

As with any effective therapeutic intervention, therapists need to be sensitive to nuances of family members’ verbal and non-verbal behaviour indicating their vulnerability while involved in creating family trees or time lines.

**Exercise 1**
Therapists and clients are invited to identify a time in family life that is a snapshot of family process; this should be at a significant point, for example at the point of referral for professional help, at a life cycle transition point such as leaving home, death of parent or spouse, and so on.
Figure 1.9  Time line

I keep six honest serving men,
(they taught me all I knew)
Their names are What and Where and When
And How and Why and Who.

(R. Kipling, *Just So Stories*)

* network of family, friends, professionals and others
The family tree is drawn showing, where possible, up to three or four generations. Themes to look for and explore may include separation, loss, conflict, closeness, communication, power and family beliefs, myths and legends; explanations and responses to crises and life changes can be described. Using large sheets of flip-chart paper for this exercise enables (if necessary) many people to work together, and the sheet can be saved for later therapy sessions and new information added as appropriate.

Exercise 2
Therapists can complete a time line or ask clients to do so showing the flow of events and crises in a client’s life that influence or contribute to symptom formation. Information will be provided on:

1. The client’s view of and feelings about significant events.
2. The client’s responses to professionals’ views/enquiries.
3. The discrepancies between 1 and 2.
4. For the professionals, data for assessment of symptoms and indicators for treatment.

Useful questions to ask are:

What: is the problem?
   brings you here today?
   are the consequences of the problem for the client’s life and relationships?

Where: do you think it comes from?
   can we look for explanations?

When: did you first notice it?

How: would you like us to be able to help?

Who: else knows about the problem?
   else understands about the problem?
   is affected by the problem?

Why: is it happening now?

Further reading
Reframing

Background
Reframing is an important art and skill associated with many therapeutic approaches whereby alternative and equally plausible explanations for the symptomatic or complained about behaviour are offered to clients in order to introduce a difference in communication patterns and open up possibilities for more choices for clients. Thus a teenage father can be blamed for impregnating a girl or praised for his potency; an anorexic girl can be relabelled as strong and determined rather than sick. A classic example of the opportunities offered by reframing is Langbridge’s adage, ‘Two men look out through the same bars: one sees the mud, and one the stars’. Similarly, the optimist says of a cup that it is half full, while the pessimist says it is half empty.

Usefulness and relevance
Since therapists deal with clients’ subjective images of reality, the possibility of investing a dire and depressing situation with new meanings so that clients begin to believe there is a way out of their impasse is an invaluable skill. The ability to reframe or develop new and different and acceptable meanings for and with clients is what enables therapists to create a context for change and work with clients towards developing an understanding of the underlying meaning of their problem.

Exercise
Therapists form a group, trio or pair and give one another several examples of the most dreaded blaming statements from clients. Each person in turn has to think of three non-critical and preferably humorous reframes for each of the statements made. Fluency in this exercise can lead to playfulness in social conversation. So, for example, the statement, ‘I had great difficulty getting here today because there was a train strike’ can be reframed as ‘I am someone who perseveres and overcomes obstacles when I want to get somewhere’.

Further reading
The second phase – mid-1970s to mid-1980s

Cultural landscape

The second phase can be seen to reveal some important movements in the family therapy field away from the pragmatic and somewhat behaviourist emphasis of the first phase towards a rationalist philosophical approach more central to European traditions of thought. In particular, the ideas of Kant, who stressed that our knowledge of the world was inevitably a construction and questioned the notion of objective reality, inspired the growth of humanistic psychologies in the USA. There were also the wider cultural movements towards individualism, personal growth, inner exploration, creativity and individuality, for example as seen in alternative movements, such as the hippies, ecology groups, gay rights movements and anti-racist movements. In psychotherapy constructivist ideas had a profound effect, for example the work of George Kelly (very much inspired by Kant’s ideas) and Carl Rogers, which led to person-centred forms of therapy and counselling. These took as a central aim the establishing of empathy by attempting to understand the client’s world from his or her perspective, rather than that of an expert therapist. More generally, there was a movement in psychology away from behaviourism and positivism towards cognitive approaches that focused on how people actively attempted to form versions of the world which shaped their actions. Earlier, Bateson had also been influenced by humanistic and existential ideas and linked his idea of epistemologies, for example, with George Kelly’s notion of construct systems (a personal but organized set of interconnected constructs or beliefs).

Outside the USA one of the most significant developments was that of the Milan team in the 1970s. Palazzoli et al. (1978) turned to Bateson’s ideas, especially his emphasis on families as centrally concerned with the formation of shared meanings or ‘epistemologies’ through multilayered communicational processes. Possibly Bateson’s interest in ecology, cultural and spiritual beliefs also connected with the importance of religious life in Italy. More generally, Italy has also been identified with a strong emphasis on the family through Catholicism and with a dedication to family ties and honour.

An important factor may also have been the contemporary development of the
work of the psychiatrist Basaglia. He promoted a radical revision of psychiatric services in Trieste and other areas which was inspired by Marxist and humanistic perspectives. For example, a radical community-based provision of services for patients and their families was developed which challenged the medical orthodoxy of treatments through medication and confinement. Likewise the Milan team’s non-pathologizing and liberating views of problems and families were a challenge to psychiatric orthodoxy. Developments were also occurring in Canada in the work of Karl Tomm and elsewhere, for example, the UK and Germany.

In Britain there were a number of interesting developments. The writings of R.D. Laing in the early 1970s promoted a critique of traditional psychiatry and also drew upon Bateson’s ideas, such as the double-bind theory, which were developed to describe the processes of the construction and destruction of children’s experiences and identities in families. Laing drifted away from the emerging family therapy
movement in the UK which he saw as lacking political sensitivity. He also saw the movement as overconcerned with manipulating and ‘fixing’ families without fundamentally questioning some of the abuses that families inevitably perpetuated from their internalizations of the materialist values of external society.

An imaginative approach linking personal construct theory to systemic ideas was also developed by Harry Procter (1981, 1985). In the early 1980s the Milan approach had a major impact on family therapy in Britain. However, the family movement in Britain remained relatively eclectic, with many practitioners continuing to be influenced by earlier strategic and structural ideas and also by psychoanalytic traditions, especially Bowlby’s important ideas regarding the importance of early attachments in families.

**Influential people and ideas**

Mental illnesses are indeed mental, in that they are at least 90 per cent made up of blame, or causal attributions that are felt as blame.

We do not ‘discover’ the world-out-there but, on the contrary, ‘invent’ it.

(Hoffman 1993: 391, 390)

**Second-order cybernetics**

A popular view of the shift from first- to second-order cybernetics is that it represents a radical departure and resulted from a number of important critical reappraisals of systems theory (Dell 1982; Keeney 1983). An alternative story is that the shift occurred gradually over a period of time and that the basic principles, notably an emphasis on the construction of meanings, were evident in early writings but were subjugated in the enthusiasm to apply, in an instrumental way, systemic ideas to help distressed people and their families.

The shift to second-order cybernetics has been seen as centred on a critique of the first applications of systems theory, which were seen as offering an overly mechanistic view of families as composed of people actively co-creating meanings. Though the observation of behaviour patterns was still seen as an important starting point, the emphasis moved to an exploration of the meanings, beliefs, explanations and stories held by family members. Inherent in the shift to second-order cybernetics was an important shift in the perceived role of the therapist. In first-order cybernetics the therapist was largely seen as an ‘expert’ – a scientist who was seen to be able to accurately diagnose the problems in the family, identify the functions that symptoms were serving and intervene to alter these so that the unhealthy function that the symptoms were serving could be remedied. In contrast, in second-order cybernetics the role of the therapist is less of an expert and more of a collaborative explorer who works alongside a family to co-create some new and hopefully more productive ways of the family seeing their situation. Furthermore, this represented a move towards an increased sensitivity to therapeutic relationships. Rather than trying to adopt an ‘objective’ stance, the therapist is encouraged to be continually reflective – to monitor his or her perceptions, beliefs, expectations, needs and feelings, especially in terms of how these may in turn have an influence on the family.
In effect, early writing (Bateson et al. 1956; Watzlawick et al. 1967) stressed that what we hear in any given communication is in part determined by what we expect and want to hear and by the history of the relationship (context). Likewise, some extreme critiques and rejections of systems theory (Anderson and Goolishian 1988a) can also be seen to be based on a distorted, oversimplified and mechanistic vision of systems theory. This can make for neat and tidy arguments but may not do justice to or represent the depth and complexity of the original ideas.

First-order cybernetics largely adopted a functionalist view of problems: families were seen as interacting systems in which symptoms functioned to preserve stability. Perversely, painful and distressing symptoms, rather than threatening family life and stability, were often seen as holding families together. In effect, symptoms were seen as distracting from or diverting conflicts, anxieties and fears (often unconsciously held) from other areas of the family’s experience. Second-order cybernetics challenged this view, predominantly on the grounds that such a functional view was merely an inference in the mind of the observer. The function of a symptom was not there to be discovered, and in fact different therapists often formulated dramatically different functional explanations.

There was a shift away from pathologizing notions of the family to viewing family life as inevitably posing difficulties which might or might not lead to distress for some families, depending on how those difficulties were handled. In turn how difficulties were handled – the attempted solutions – was seen as linked to the wider ecology of the family. In particular, families were seen as presented with various developmental hurdles or transitions, such as children leaving home, which needed to be negotiated.

Meta-communication

Watzlawick et al. (1974) proposed that confusions in our thinking could occur because meanings are hierarchically structured. One aspect of this is that not only can we communicate but also communicate about our communication. For example, if a friend says, ‘Yes, I like this’, and I reply, ‘Oh, do you? But you don’t sound very sure’, I am communicating about communicating and my communication in effect alters or gives another meaning to what they were saying. There are various ways that we can engage in such communication; for example, I may communicate displeasure non-verbally but verbally say, ‘Oh, yes I do like it’. Table 2.1 shows some examples of how there can be contradictions between various verbal and non-verbal combinations in our communications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal</th>
<th>Non-verbal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Don’t listen to me’</td>
<td>‘Yes, I like it’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I’m a liar, so don’t believe me’</td>
<td>Posture showing displeasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad body posture</td>
<td>Stroking in a heavy aggressive manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘No, I feel fine . . .’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Watzlawick et al. (1967) described many examples of paradoxes that could occur within language itself, some evident from earliest writings:

All Cretans are liars. (Epimedes the Cretan)
IGNORE THIS SIGN
‘Oh, all right just ignore me.’

In all these examples, to follow the instruction of the message means to break the injunction. So, if someone says ‘ignore me’, in order to ignore them I first have to attend to their message which means I have failed to ignore them. But if I do not attend to their message I do not ignore them. These paradoxes can be fun but they are also serious in that they may be found in creative and humorous communication, but arguably also play a more pernicious role in pathology.

The verbal part of a message can at times be relatively ambiguous without the non-verbal component to clarify intention. When there is ambiguity or incongruence between the verbal and non-verbal components an attempt at clarification or meta-communication (communication about communication) may be attempted; for example, a mother might say to her child, ‘You don’t seem very enthusiastic’ or ‘You seem a bit fed up’. Young children, lacking the verbal ability and power to engage in such clarification, may therefore become confused and disoriented in times of emotional upheavals in a family.

Communication

Communication is simultaneously an act and a message. Put even more simply, speaking, for example, is not only a comment or a description but an action in itself – our communications can make things happen. For example, if I say, ‘All generalizations are nonsense’, my act of saying this is in itself a generalization and therefore invalidates itself. More generally, we have the capacity to engage in ever higher schemes of reflections – I can act, think about my action, think about my thinking about my action and so on. This is not merely a philosophical diversion, since in relationships these processes can be seen to be very problematic. When one partner says, ‘Oh, don’t hassle me, you’re always doing that’, this communication contains a classification of the action, it labels it in a particular way – ‘hassling’ – and contains a general statement about the place of this in the relationship over time. The receiver of the message therefore has a complex task in responding, for example whether to dispute the classification of the act, or the generalization of how often it occurs, or both, or to treat and respond to the communication itself as an act of criticism, aggression or attack. Whether it is treated as an attack is further indicated by the non-verbal features, the voice tone, posture and so on and also the history or context of the relationship. This may be the immediate history, whether they have been in conflict or kidding, and the long-term history, what kind of a relationship they think they have. In addition, other contextual factors, such as where they are – before an important examination, in a supermarket, at an airport, in bed – may also influence how the communication is interpreted.

For communication to occur there must be both a sender and a receiver. Just how
a message is interpreted depends not only on the disposition of the sender or the receiver, but on the interchange between them. The meaning of the communication is seen as arising from a process of negotiation involving a further exchange or meta-communication.

The process of communication requires the development of meta-perspectives (Laing 1966; Watzlawick et al. 1974; Hoffman 1993) or ideas about how each person sees the others, their motives, intentions and how they see their relationships with each other. Through discussions, comments and disclosures the people in a relationship may form a set of shared beliefs, assumptions, explanations and concerns which in turn come to regulate their interactions, produce predictable patterns of actions and also patterns of emotional responses and thoughts. However, the development of such coordinations of action and meanings is seen to be inevitably prone to problems of misunderstandings, confusions and contests over meaning. Partners may hold competing explanations and stories about the meaning of what is going on between them or what should be going on. Problems and difficulties in families are therefore seen as inevitable ‘struggles over meaning’ (Haley 1963, 1976a; Watzlawick et al. 1967, 1974). Meanings, like actions, can be seen as interactional and potentially as escalating; for example, an interaction that involves a negative frame of ‘blaming’ can be seen to escalate to a dangerous degree so that a more positive frame is introduced to protect the group from collapsing into bitter dispute. In second-order cybernetics, problems therefore are seen not simply in terms of patterns of actions but as the patterns of attempts to give meanings to actions.

Though communication is a central feature of systems theory, the somewhat mechanistic models that characterized first-order cybernetics regarded communication as the flow of information as in engineering systems, rather than as the creation and exchange of meanings. Increasingly it became recognized that human communication was complex and involved potentially multiple interpretations of any given communication. People in families did not simply act on the basis of feedback but reflected on the meanings of each other’s communications. Specifically, first-order cybernetics played down the importance of language.

One of the earliest and most significant attempts to consider how the process of mutual construction of meanings in communication occurs was the concept of punctuation in communicational exchanges. Watzlawick et al. (1967) suggested that the flow of communication and action in relationships is divided up into meaningful units or chunks. The term ‘punctuation’ was coined to describe how people develop a set of self-fulfilling perceptions or beliefs about their relationship which can interlock, like the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, to produce repetitive patterns (Figure 2.1). The concept of punctuation introduces the idea of systems as not simply mechanistic, but as governed by patterns of beliefs or constructs. Over time members of a family come to form predictions, not only of each other’s actions, but also of each other’s thoughts, beliefs and feelings. Since they spend considerable time together, share similar experiences and communicate continually with each other, they come to form a web of mutual anticipation. This serves not only to explain and predict each other’s behaviour and thoughts, but also to construct and maintain them. Members of a family might be surprised if, for example, one of them expresses beliefs or shows emotions that they regard as unusual; these signs of surprise will serve to attenuate such deviations.
In second-order cybernetics personal choice becomes a central issue. Family life is seen to proceed on the basis of each person’s beliefs or punctuations of events. However, a picture of individual members of families simply acting on the basis of their personal beliefs and intentions loses the important ideas of patterning and predictability that have been a feature of systemic thinking. A significant contribution to what can become a sterile debate about choice and freedom was the concept of punctuation, which suggests that though two or more members of a family may appear to be acting autonomously, their choices can become interwoven such that in fact they become caught in repetitive patterns of action. A relatively unexplored idea that follows from this is that choice in families can be seen to be contingent; what each person decides to do is shaped and constrained by what the others do and by what we think they will do. Specifically, each member may be involved in making conscious or semi-conscious calculations about the likely consequences of a possible line of action – whether it will produce a rebuke, admiration, agreement, and so on. We will develop this idea of shared action in the next section.

The person as private ‘biosphere’

The cognitive biologists Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela (Maturana 1978; Maturana and Varela 1980) developed the more extreme versions of constructivism which have characterized second-order cybernetics – namely, that individuals and systems can only act or respond on the basis of their internal cognitive structure, their personal map of the world. They termed this ‘structural determinism’. Likewise, Kelly (1955) and Bateson et al. (1956) had also suggested that each person possesses a unique epistemology, a way of making sense of or explaining the world. Maturana and Varela had in a sense suggested that people are largely informationally closed,
that much if not most of the information and meanings available do not reach us in interactions because we are largely filtering material out according to our expectations.

Intention

The widely quoted phrase ‘it is impossible not to communicate’ emerged from the systems theory view of communication (Watzlawick et al. 1967: 193). However, this sidesteps the important questions of intention, misunderstanding and unconscious communication. The frequent experience of communication is that we are trying to get a particular message across. We are probably all aware that sometimes we fail in our intention to communicate or that we ‘give off’ some message, such as lack of confidence, which we do not wish to, but nevertheless that we have some agreement of control over our communications.

It is perhaps possible that intentions may be attributed to us, for example when someone is intent on picking a fight by saying, ‘What are you looking at?’ A paranoid and aggressive expectation can conclude that a provocative message was being sent. To attribute some communication on the part of the ‘victim’ in this situation is tantamount to ascribing some blame to them, which is not too dissimilar to ascribing blame to any victim, essentially for being there. Perhaps Watzlawick’s axiom should be redefined slightly as ‘it is difficult to engage in action or non-action which cannot potentially be interpreted as a communication’.

Beliefs and actions in triads

Second-order cybernetics offered a different view of some of the processes described in first-order cybernetics. For example, the concept of conflict-detouring or triangulation (Minuchin 1974; Haley 1976a) can be seen in terms of a movement between actions and meanings, and also in terms of a construction of individual experience.

The development of conflict detouring was seen to involve a form of learning by trial and error. A young child might experience the stress and tension between their parents and respond to the raised voices, banging of doors or violence by crying, losing their concentration on what they are doing and getting hurt, feeling sick and so on (Figure 2.2). One or other of these behaviours may be enough to capture the parents’ attention and distract them from their struggle to focus on the child. This temporarily produces a cessation of conflict between parents; following several repetitions of this process, the child’s behaviour or symptoms can become programmed into the family dynamics and function to maintain the situation. This basic pattern
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can be constructed in a variety of ways and circumstances. The parents may not be in conflict with each other but may be stressed, tired or depressed due to pressures at work or from unemployment. The conflict can cut across generations, for example, between a single mother and her mother or in-laws, between the parents and the child’s school and so on. The child’s symptoms can in a sense be seen as benevolent, for example, offering a distraction for stressed parents from their own worries.

Triangulation also involves the construction of an agreement about the situation in a family. There is likely to be an agreement that the child is the main cause of the family’s current concerns and difficulties. The construction of such an explanation is an example of a family ‘myth’ (Ferreira 1963; Pollner and Wikler 1985). This is in effect a falsification or distortion of reality since the child’s problems can be seen as resulting from, not as causing, the conflict.

The belief that the child is the source of the family’s problems has resonances with psychoanalytic concepts in that the distortion can be seen to serve as an emotional defence. Once established, this myth can become increasingly painful to confront. For example, if the child’s symptoms become severe the parents may feel extremely guilty and to blame by the implication that their conflicts have in a sense been the cause. However, this picture tends to minimize the child’s role as merely responding to the conflicts. In reality, most young children at some stage discover the power that a symptom of illness confers, such as being able to avoid school or unpleasant duties, gain sympathy and attention, and so on. Therefore a child may start to collude with this state of affairs and continue to display symptoms in part because of the apparent advantages he or she gains. This in turn can serve to confirm for the whole family (including the child) the belief or myth that he or she is the source of the problems.

There may be a variety of constructs to describe the child’s problems but the net effect of these is that the parents are described as similar to each other, and different from the child, in not having or being the cause of the ‘problem’. In reality, the situation is often more complex than this. The parents may disagree on how to treat the child (for example, discipline or sympathy) and may shift positions, taking turns to side with the child. These shifting coalitions can be extremely confusing for a young child and have been implicated in causing or aggravating more severe problems, such as anorexia and schizophrenia (Palazzoli et al. 1978). Psychiatric and other agencies may also perpetuate conflicting views about such conditions, which families then come to internalize and act out in their internal dynamics.

Ecological perspective – multiple systems

Though it was a fundamental axiom of systems theory that any given system should always be seen as interlinked with others, this became a more central feature of second-order cybernetics. It became recognized that the very process of therapy involved an interaction between two systems – the family and the therapist. Over time these could be seen as a new third system – the therapist–family system. Rather than thinking that we could observe and analyse families in any detached and objective manner, it became increasingly clear that the therapist/observer inevitably perturbed or changed the family system by the very act of observing it. A therapist in effect came
to be seen as partly seeing his or her own reflections or the ripples they had made in the new therapist–family system. Another therapist with the same family might see quite different things partly because they were having a different kind of effect on the family. Taken to its extreme, this suggested that there was no such thing as the real family dynamics, only our various perceptions of it.

**Observing systems**

The emphasis on subjective meanings in terms of the perceptions and punctuations of family members came to be encapsulated in the idea of observing systems. Not only was punctuation regarded as what was going on in families but as inevitable in therapy. As therapists our perceptions and explanations of a family were invariably seen as our own constructions and a punctuation of the process between the therapist and the family. This view gave additional emphasis to the importance of live supervision in family therapy. The therapist needed the supervision team to enable him or her to gain some ability to reflect on their joint dynamics. In turn, it was argued that the supervision team could also only offer their punctuation of the therapist–family system and attempts needed to be made to reflect on this in turn. Regular external consultation was therefore also seen as necessary to reflect on these various levels of interacting systems.

**Practice**

**Hypothesizing**

The concept of punctuation was incorporated by the Milan team (Palazzoli et al. 1978) into the idea of therapy as inevitably progressing through a process of hypothesizing. There could be no objective truth about a family, only our subjective perceptions as observers. The best we could achieve therefore was to formulate hypotheses (hunches) about what was going on, which could be more or less helpful in our ways of working. This view broadly encapsulates the pragmatic position of the Palo Alto MRI group in that communication needed to be considered in terms of not only what was intended to be communicated but also what its consequences were. Hence a hypothesis was to be judged in terms not of its ultimate truth or falseness but of how effective it was in facilitating some positive change.

Constructivist approaches have repeatedly drawn attention to the fact that family members may disagree, sometimes violently, about their explanations and narratives. These have been seen as essentially interpersonal disagreements or struggles over the punctuation of events. More recently this has been discussed in terms of the competing stories family members hold and which define previous and future events. The analysis of questions about the meaning of a problem or symptom is similar to the processes of deconstruction employed in the analysis of literature and the social sciences. Deconstruction involves taking constructs apart, analysing and tracing their historical origins, examining their inner logic, exploring their contradictions and inconsistencies, exploring the situations in which concepts are employed and considering what implications there are for action. When we engage in this process with
families it is not unusual to find that the conflicts are not so much about disagreements as about different uses of a concept. Deconstruction can be employed as an activity that invites alternative meanings to be considered, which by opening up the definition of a concept can encourage or at least lay the groundwork for some mutually acceptable definitions to emerge.

Reframing

A key technique or orientation was that of reframing problems (previously mentioned in Chapter 1). Initially it was seen that therapists would offer new or different ways of seeing a problem as an intervention. Preferably this would be a second-order perspective, that is, a new view which completely changed the sense of a problem. For example, conflict in a couple could be discussed as showing a fiery passion and as something that could eventually make their relationship stronger.

Reframing involves offering some fundamentally different ways for a family to see their difficulties, enabling some patterns of actions or attempted solutions to emerge. A reframe requires some profoundly new ways of seeing the situation rather than relatively minor shifts:

To reframe, then, means to change the conceptual and emotional setting or viewpoint in relation to which a situation is experienced and to place it in another frame which fits the ‘facts’ of the same concrete situation equally well or even better, and thereby changes its entire meaning.

(Watzlawick et al. 1974: 95)

For example, Harry, a young boy aged 7, was referred with worries about his strange thoughts, nightmares, bizarre images and refusal to go to sleep at night on his own. There were some concerns that he might be displaying some form of childhood schizophrenia. His mother had recently started a training course and was spending more time away from home, possibly leading Harry to worry that the family was disintegrating. It also appeared that both parents had experienced nightmares when they were children and continued to be worried, especially the father, about any indications of unusual internal states.

As a reframe it was suggested that rather than seeing Harry as potentially ill, he could in fact be seen as a very imaginative and sensitive boy. He was also following in the parents’ footsteps in being sensitive in this way. Furthermore, this sensitivity perhaps made him concerned about the changes that had occurred in the family and his thoughts symbolized these. Perhaps Harry also hoped that his symptoms might ensure that his parents stayed together in order to look after him, rather than fulfil his fears that they might be going their separate ways. The reframe of Harry as creative and sensitive rather than odd and ill was accepted by the family and they started to notice confirming views, for example, when one of his teachers commented that she thought Harry was an imaginative boy.

Watzlawick et al. (1974: 123–4) offer an example of the impact of reframing even when the problems have become more acute:
A twenty-five-year-old man who had been diagnosed as schizophrenic and had spent most of the past ten years in mental hospitals or intensive psychotherapy was brought into treatment by his mother, who thought that he was at the verge of another psychotic break. At the time he was managing to live a marginal existence in a rooming house, taking two college courses in which he was failing. He was manneristic in his behaviour and often ‘politely’ disruptive during sessions. As far as he was concerned, the problem was a long-standing disagreement between him and his parents about his financial support. He resented their paying his rent and other bills ‘as if I were an infant’. He wanted his parents to give him an adequate monthly allowance, out of which he could take care of his obligations himself. His parents, on the other hand, felt that past history as well as his current demeanour indicated that he could not handle these responsibilities and would grossly mismanage the money. They, therefore, preferred to dole out the money on a week-to-week basis, with the amount apparently depending on how ‘good’ or how ‘crazy’ their son seemed at the time. This, however, was never clearly spelled out, just as the son never directly expressed his anger about this arrangement but retreated into a sort of psychotic clowning around which his parents took as further evidence that he was incapable of managing his own affairs. It also increased the mother’s fear that yet another expensive hospitalization might soon be inevitable.

In the presence of his mother it was pointed out to the son that since he felt outnumbered by his parents, he had every right to defend himself by threatening to cause a far greater expenditure by suffering another psychotic break. The therapist then made some concrete suggestions as to how the son should behave in order to give the impression of impending doom – these suggestions being mostly reformulations of what the son was engaging in anyway.

This intervention reframed the son’s ‘crazy’ behaviour as something over which he had control and which he could, therefore, use to his advantage, but the same reframing allowed his mother to see it as just that and be less intimidated by it. One of the results was that during their next quarrel the mother simply got angry with him; told him that she was tired of having to manage his affairs, acting as his chauffeur, etc.; and established an adequate allowance for him, with which he could sink or swim as far as she was concerned. In the follow-up interview, this arrangement turned out to be working well, so much so that the son had meanwhile managed to save enough of his allowance to buy a car, which made him less dependent on his mother.

Co-construction of shared histories

One specific example of an attempt to explore the construction of meanings over time and from different levels of influence is Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) co-construction model. They proposed that the history of a relationship is seen to provide a context within which current actions are interpreted. So the attempts by one partner to be ‘nice’ may be distrusted if there has been a history of conflict. On the other hand, some unpleasant behaviour may be tolerated if the relationship is defined as ‘good’. A problematic situation can occur when there is a fine balance between these
definitions, that is, there has been considerable conflict but also some satisfaction. An ambiguity may occur so that a particular action, such as teasing, can be defined as vindictive if the negative aspects are focused on or, alternatively, seen as fun. However, a couple may also attempt to use the current action to define the relationship, for example, we are having fun so our relationship must be good. Each person may also define the present action and the relationship differently. People seem to refer to such states as ‘not knowing where we’re at’ or ‘being at a crossroads’. The higher levels of contexts – the family and cultural scripts – can help stabilize such reverberation, but for people who have had contradictory and ambiguous experiences in previous relationships and in their families (life scripts), the reverberation may continue to the higher levels, so that problems in their relationship may imply that the world cannot be trusted. Possibly this offers another way of explaining so called ‘insecure’ personalities and relationships.

An important contribution of Pearce and Cronen’s (1980) model is that it starts to offer a way of integrating meanings created within relationships with wider societal beliefs, attitudes, norms and values. People in relationships are seen as creating meanings with one eye on the meanings, definitions, expectations of relations prevalent in their local and wider societal context.

Commentary

Second-order cybernetics involved a shift towards embracing constructivism, a growing body of theory and research in psychology and other disciplines. At its strongest, constructivists argue that there is no objective reality or truth out there but instead we each see the world through our personal, subjective lenses (Watzlawick 1978). One version of this view emerged from cognitive biology (Maturana and Varela 1980). This resulted from research, particularly on the biology of perception, which consistently failed to be able to identify any straightforward correspondence between, for example, electrical and chemical responses in the retina to various inputs and the experience of perception. This led to the constructivist view that the brain was actively computing patterns internally but that these were not simply determined by external input. In effect the brain could not be ‘instructed’ by the external input what to experience but actively decided what to experience based on an internal model of the world that had been developed over time.

There had been several moves in the direction of constructivism evident in the development of cognitive psychology, which focused on the nature of internal computing processes involved in memory, perception, attention and learning. Earlier, Piaget (1955) had made major inroads into the study of how children actively learn to make sense of the world. For example, he argued that even our most basic experiences, such as the permanence of physical objects, is based upon a set of assumptions that develop for a child. Initially the world may appear extremely non-permanent since the same object can, for example, look totally different depending on whether we are seeing it from the front, sideways or from the back. To see physical objects requires complex inferences based upon our prior experience of the world.
Moral and political implications

Second-order cybernetics shares with some of the humanistic psychologies a somewhat unrealistic view of the potency of the individual and families. On the one hand there was generally little consideration of the influence of structural factors, such as poverty, unemployment and education, or of the ideological factors, such as the ways in which dominant culturally shared views shape family beliefs. For example, there was generally little recognition that men and women have been socialized into different ways of seeing themselves, their abilities, their emotions and their roles in relationships. Similarly, there was little elaboration of the influence of prevalent ideas about family life and roles, especially gender roles and ideas about parenting, childhood and so on. This lack of concern arguably turned some of the more apparently liberal aspects of second-order cybernetics into a potentially oppressive framework which by implication blamed families (or therapists) for not being able to change themselves. This criticism of course applies to much of psychology in the excessive emphasis that it has placed on the individual or, at best, on relationships while disconnecting them from the cultural context (Hollway 1989). This slippage away from a consideration of the ecological context is perhaps surprising considering that Bateson (1980) and other biologists (Maturana and Varela 1980) were also immersed in evolutionary metaphors which stress the interdependence of organisms and systems with their environment.

Second-order cybernetics challenged the visions of first-order cybernetics of what constituted a ‘normal’ or ‘healthy’ family (families in which symptoms functioned in order to preserve homeostasis were in essence regarded as pathological and in need of remedial intervention) and argued that it was the way family members saw their difficulties that in part resulted in problems. The problems did not have an objective existence as such, but by seeing their situation differently change could be produced. The goal of therapy shifted from attempts to remove symptoms as the first priority to encouraging more productive ways of seeing things.

A criticism of second-order cybernetics, especially the constructivist dictum that there is no reality but only our perceptions, is that it can lead to a therapeutic approach that plays fast and loose with truth. Since there is no reality, then, in effect we can invent anything and say anything in therapy as long as it works. However, we cannot even be conclusive about anything ‘working’ since this also involves adopting a position of truth which cannot be sustained. The best we can hope for is that family members tell us that they think things are better and we choose to accept this.

At its furthest extent, the extreme relativism of second-order cybernetics and constructivism leads us into some impossible dilemmas regarding problems such as physical violence, sexual abuse, emotional abuse, and so on in families. Also a whole range of structural factors, such as poverty, racial and sexual discrimination are reduced to being seen simply as perceptions rather than real factors which shape and constrain people’s experience. Do we end by saying that these do not really exist but we just have beliefs about their existence? There is a great danger in adopting a naively pluralistic and liberal political standpoint which ultimately condones the political status quo and patterns of inequality and oppression in society.
Power

Constructivist approaches and systems theory more broadly can give the impression that each member of a relationship has equal power to determine how relationships shall be defined, what meanings are given to particular actions. However, this may not be true. Children, for example, may be at the mercy of their parents in forming a view of themselves and important events in the world. The power of parents may not be total in this but nevertheless it can be very naive and oppressive to children not to be aware of the ways that their perceptions and beliefs may be ‘programmed’ for them. Likewise, the more powerful person in a relationship may be better able to impose his or her views, perhaps in subtle ways through the use of their prestige, educational status, greater experience of the world, and so on. Moreover, as we will see in the next chapter, power to define the relationships in ways that privilege one partner is also partly conferred by virtue of our location in society. For example, societally shared views about gender roles, children, race and so on can be enlisted to define the relationship. One powerful tactic, for example, is for one partner to make reference to what is ‘normal’ and expected.

Milan approaches

The style of the Milan team was extremely elegant, complex and has continually evolved. Our inclusion of it here as a strategic approach perhaps is representative of its early appearance in the field.

A team of therapists in Milan dramatically adapted strategic approaches, particularly in terms of paying much greater attention to the underlying beliefs held by family members. Arguably the approach that was developed is distinct in many ways and should be considered separately. We suggest that originally it shared the most fundamental premise of strategic approaches which is that therapists act tactically towards families. They do not share their analysis of the problems nor volunteer their therapeutic orientations or plans.

We have suggested that both structural and strategic approaches described so far are based on a systemic model in emphasizing how symptoms in one or more members need to be seen as arising from and maintained by the patterns of actions of the members of a family. However, the Milan group utilized one of the purest forms of a systemic approach. Most importantly, they suggested that it was conceptually wrong and therapeutically futile to allocate any sense of blame for the actions of the non-symptomatic members of the family. They argued that a systemic view fundamentally regards the actions of all of the family members not as negative, but as the best that they can do. Another way of seeing this is that the intentions may be positive even if the outcomes are not. A key to this approach was that they developed a strong interest in the underlying premises and beliefs that guided families’ actions. Rather than seeing these as merely relevant but in some ways peripheral to therapy, the underlying beliefs or premises held were seen to be of central importance:

Our interest moved from symptoms and behavioural patterns to epistemological premises and systems of meaning and from the present to a time framework that...
included past, present and future. The therapist’s job became that of creating a context for deutero-learning (i.e. learning to learn) in which the client could find his own solutions.

(Boscolo and Bertrando 1996: 10)

Positive connotation

This technique, which shares features of reframing, was developed to encourage the therapist to view and subsequently reflect back to the families a positive reason for all of their actions. As such, it was a fundamental adjunct to paradoxical directives. Rather than simply offering a directive to a family to maintain or even increase a symptom, such a suggestion was supported by providing a rationale for why each and every member was acting in the way they were. This neutral, non-judgemental position also placed the actions of all of the family members on an equal footing and militated against the tendency to see members as victims or victimizers. The positive connotation might commence with a global statement, such as ‘All the observable behaviours of the group as a whole appeared to be inspired by the common goal of preserving the cohesion of the family group’ (Palazzoli et al. 1978: 56). Subsequently there would be an elaboration in terms of the roles each of the family members was playing in ensuring this cohesion.

For example, Mr Bailey, now in his fifties, had been repeatedly hospitalized for a form of depressive illness. The dominant family story about this was that his problems resulted from having experienced shell shock in the Second World War. The family consisted of Mr Bailey and his wife, two adult daughters (Kathy and Pat) who had recently left home but visited to see their mother every day, and the youngest child, also adult but who was still living at home (he refused to attend any of the sessions). In therapy they complained of interminable bickering – a ‘family at war’ – and mainly put this down to Mr Bailey’s problems and awkward personality. The story of the home situation was that Mr Bailey was excluded from all aspects of family life and was regarded with some contempt, especially since his wife was the breadwinner. This exclusion was confirmed in the session with the women, especially the daughters making faces and laughing when Mr Bailey talked, which was usually in a characteristically rather forceful and emotive manner.

A positive connotation was introduced through a discussion of the roles that the various members of the family played:

**Therapist:** Can you tell me about the roles that people play in the family? Who is the artistic one? Who is the scientific one? Who makes the decisions? Who gets most upset? Who has the worst temper?

**Mr Bailey:** Well, Kathy is the intelligent one, with her qualifications and everything.

**Mrs Bailey:** And Pat is the artistic one.

**Kathy:** I think Dad has the worst temper, but I’m a bit like him.

**Mr Bailey:** Mum makes the decisions.

**Therapist:** So, who is the peacekeeper?

**Mr Bailey:** Well, there isn’t one. That’s why we are here . . . We are like a boat with a hole in it that’s sinking.
Therapist: But someone must be putting their finger in the hole. Otherwise it would have sunk. . . . I wonder whether Mr Bailey puts his finger in the hole sometimes?

Mrs Bailey: Perhaps tries to keep the peace in his own way?

Pat: Well I'm more confused than ever now. I always thought Dad was the reason we had all the problems.

Therapist: Well, the boat would have sunk by now if no one had put their finger in the hole, but you've been together a long time. I think that you are trying your best to keep the boat afloat in your own ways.
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Skill guides
As with the skill guides offered in Chapter 1, the following have been selected to offer a flavour of the nature of therapeutic techniques and approaches evolving from this phase. In addition, the approaches chosen in our view continue to be extensively employed by many therapists and adapted to fit contemporary orientations.

Teamwork
**Background**
With the publication in English in 1978 of *Paradox and Counter Paradox* by Palazzoli et al. in which the ritual five-part session was described, teamwork assumed greater importance in the field. The key element of teamwork is the synergy developing from team members sharing ideas, based on feedback. This process requires a certain rigour and individual willingness to give up one’s beloved ideas (for hypotheses or interventions) and contribute instead to letting new ideas emerge in team discussion.

**Usefulness and relevance**
Teamwork could be said to embody second-order cybernetic and co-constructionist practices and thus is an important skill, not least because it demonstrates a congruence between theory and practice. For individual practitioners and therapists, good teamwork provides uniquely creative and supportive experiences with colleagues, in addition to promoting good practice.

**Exercise: the sequential discussion**
This exercise was designed to develop the rigour required for good teamwork and to encourage co-working rather than individualism.

1 In a group (say four to eight persons) a topic is chosen for discussion in sequence. Group members do not have to speak in any order (for example, in turn, clockwise or anticlockwise) but the group must ensure everyone has a turn to express an opinion or ask a question in round one, before the group moves on to a second round of discussion.
Whenever a group member speaks they must first comment on what the previous person has said and then add only one new idea of their own to the discussion.

Each group member’s comment should be brief and allow the discussion to go round the group four or five times.

Group members are encouraged to offer their ideas to the group and let the discussion develop through the group’s process rather than through individual group members developing their own ideas.

After 10 minutes, the discussion ends and group members spend 5 minutes or more reflecting on the experience.

Further reading

Hypothesizing

Background
While it is our view that we all hypothesize consciously or unconsciously as we make therapeutic decisions about how to intervene, we recognize that the work of the Milan associates from the mid-1970s onwards introduced a more explicit hypothesis-making activity to the field of systemic practice.

Usefulness and relevance
The Milan associates carefully distinguished between the use of hypothesis in the scientific sense or a hypothesis to be proved (a self-fulfilling prophecy) and hypothesizing in the context of systemic therapy, which was a way of organizing information and feedback to provide a guide for the therapist’s activity in conducting an interview. Because a hypothesis can be more or less useful and not true or false, a hypothesis allows the therapist to hold on to a view of the family’s behaviour that is different from the family’s and thus potentially challenging and useful to family members looking for change.

Exercise
In order for practitioners to learn the art of generating and appreciating the usefulness of many possible diverse hypotheses (or possible meanings for problem behaviour) the following exercise introduces some ritual and rigour to the process of hypothesis-making.

Participants are asked in respect of a family/client problem to complete the sentence:
A I have a hunch that

(Inserted here are one or more of the practitioner’s ideas for explaining the presence of problem/symptoms.)

Then participants are asked to complete sentence B:

B And therefore I am interested in finding out more about

(Inserted here are several possible avenues of inquiry the practitioner can think of which must be different from what is stated in A.)

We give below an example regarding Johnny, a school-refusing 12-year-old boy:

A I have a hunch that Johnny does not go to school because he worries about his mother being alone and lonely at home without him.

B And therefore I am interested in finding out more about:

1 How much time Johnny’s mother and father normally spend relaxing together.
2 What the family patterns are for achieving independence.
3 What interests Johnny’s mother has in her life apart from child-rearing.
4 How Johnny’s father and mother negotiated independence from and with their parents.
5 What kind of relationships Johnny has at school with his peers and what out-of-school friendships he has.

These five possible areas of exploration demonstrate the possible richness of disciplined inquiry based on hypotheses providing a focus but not seen as a foregone conclusion.

Positive connotation

Background

Positive connotation is a therapeutic device most usually associated with the Milan associates and originally designed to provide a ‘logic’ for symptomatic behaviour that would be consistent with therapists’ declared recognition of the value for all family members of the status quo and which included the symptomatic behaviour. According to Palazzoli et al. (1978: 86):

it thus became clear that access to the systemic model was possible only if we were to make a positive connotation of both the symptom of the identified patient and the symptomatic behaviours of the others, saying, for example, that all the observable behaviours of the group as a whole appeared to be inspired by the common goal of preserving the cohesion of the family group.
Usefulness and relevance
This is an important skill for therapists wishing to successfully join with families as it enables an appreciation of the way symptoms can fulfil a stabilizing function (however temporary) for families to be shared. Recognition and appreciation of the usefulness of symptoms is the first step towards dissolving a symptom. As a development of reframing, positive connotation requires the therapist to explicitly appreciate the logic and noble intentions of family members’ behaviour, thus reducing the family members’ need to resist the therapist’s attempts to offer the family alternative meanings. It is widely recognized that nobody ever changes under a negative connotation.

Understanding how to positively connote family situations and relationships is indispensable when attempting to prescribe the symptomatic behaviour and/or offer families a paradoxical intervention. It can be said that positively connotating symptomatic behaviour is a paradoxical intervention in action.

Exercise
Each step is to take no more than 5 minutes.

1 In trios, practitioners A, B and C take it in turns to describe a client family situation in which they find themselves frustrated and feeling negative towards family members.

2 A then listens, while B and C discuss what might be ways to begin to appreciate how family members are attempting to care for one another by certain behaviours; B and C may also choose to speak as if they were family members.

3 A then attempts to describe how she or he is developing an appreciation of the logic of the family behaviours and to make a positive connotation of the symptomatic behaviour.

Further reading

Circular questioning
Background
Asking questions in this way radically changes the process of therapy. Circular questioning is an original feature of the Milan associates’ systemic model, which enables therapists to become genuine inquirers and to ask questions of family members on the basis of feedback to the information solicited about family relationships and, therefore, about difference and change. The differences asked about are various family members’ perceptions and beliefs about the meaning of events, relationships, and so on.
Usefulness and relevance
To be a genuine inquirer and not to ‘know’ but to believe the conversation developed using circular questioning, thus illuminating distressing situations and leading family members to see new options and possibilities, is a valuable skill for therapists. The style of interviewing can have the effect of empowering family members and therapists alike.

Exercise
Participants are asked to work in trios (A, B and C).

A chooses a neutral topic to be questioned about, for example weather, holidays, food, travel. B asks questions based on feedback and attempts to establish the relationship between A’s beliefs and behaviour on the topic as well as to map a system of significant relationships around the topic and the effect these all have in A’s life.

After 10 minutes, B and C discuss, with A listening, a focus for the second half of the interview which C then conducts while B observes.

At the end of the second 10-minute interview, A is invited to share any ways in which his or her beliefs have altered, been challenged or become more certain.

Each member of the trio (A, B, C) has the opportunity to observe, be interviewed and interview. There can then be a discussion about the experiences in each of the different positions.

Further reading


Transformational change

Background
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s there was debate about so-called first- and second-order change and how changing the ‘rules’ that governed family members’ behaviour was the transformational change sought by systemic therapists for their clients and not merely a change due to the relief or the catharsis of being listened to by a sympathetic professional person. Examples in everyday life of transformational change are learning to walk, swim, drive or fly; after such experiences, the world for the toddler, swimmer, driver or pilot will never look the same again. Thus we say with clients the ‘rules’ of behaviour have changed.

Usefulness and relevance
Without an understanding of transformational change, practitioners are not able to identify when family ‘rules’ do change or recognize when something changes in a
family but the ‘rules’ remain the same and thus relationships too stay the same, leaving a family vulnerable to symptoms returning or new symptoms developing.

**Exercise**

Participants are asked to bring a pear to a class and are invited, one by one, to describe their experience of selecting and bringing the pear to the group and any other thoughts and feelings they care to share. Invariably someone in the group says, ‘After this pears will never be the same again’.

The group leader, having heard the group’s pear stories, invites the group to hear about a different kind of PAIR (Practice, Application, Ideas, Reflection and Reflexivity) as he or she talks to the group about the elements of learning and change in their professional development. The elements of the PAIR in this case represent elements in teaching the learning processes, and the group leader changed the rules, that is, spelling in order to illustrate the importance of transformational change.

**Further reading**

I sometimes think that 99 per cent of the suffering that comes in through the door has to do with how devalued people feel by the labels that have been applied to them or the derogatory opinions they hold about themselves.  

(Hoffman 1993: 79)

**Cultural landscape**

The third phase is characterized by a growing awareness of the social and cultural contexts that shape both families’ and therapists’ beliefs. The seeds for this movement had been germinating especially in the work of therapists inspired by feminist perspectives and more broadly in the emerging social constructionist theories. These were articulated, for example, in the USA by Ken Gergen, Lynn Hoffman and others, in France by Michael Foucault and in Australia by Michael White. Outside family therapy the roots of social constructionism lay in attempts to explain the phenomena of prejudice, racism, gender stereotypes and sexualities. Inspired by feminism in the USA, there was an increasing sensitivity to and interest in the way language contained the heritage of ideas and assumptions of any given culture, for example, in the hitherto unquestioned usage of terms such as ‘housewife’, ‘chairman’, ‘primitive culture’, ‘neurotic’ and ‘mentally ill’. The accumulation of critiques of family therapy led to a realization that family life, including the development of ‘problems’, was fundamentally shaped by language. Just as feminism had raised awareness of the nature of sexist conversation in the workplace and in education, similarly awareness increased of the power of conversations in families to create experience.

The development of this third phase has come from both inside family therapy from observations of therapists in the USA, UK and Australia in particular and also from outside family therapy in the tide of social constructionism and its powerful impact on the social sciences. Possibly the development has been most apparent in countries, such as the USA, UK, Scandinavia and Australia, where there has been a strong feminist movement. In France, though the writing of Foucault has been important and widely recognized, the context is more exclusively linked to Marxist and existentialist theory than to feminism and family therapy.
Theoretical perspectives

The third phase of systemic family therapy represents a move towards social constructionist theory. In fact some have argued (White and Epston 1990; Hoffman 1993) that what is involved here is not just a development but the end of systemic theory and therapy! We will first outline social constructionist ideas and suggest that, as is often the case, the cult of ‘disposability of ideas’ – a ‘social amnesia’ for the relevance and continuity of ideas (Jacoby 1975) – is mistaken and unhelpful.

Social constructionism proposes that commonly seen patterns of actions in families are not just produced by the idiosyncratic dynamics of each family but necessitated by the demands of the wider society that a family is located within. Frequently observed patterns, such as that of the ‘over-involved’ mother and ‘disengaged’ father, need to be understood more broadly as being determined by the wider societal structures and ideologies which shape family life, especially the relations between men and women:

The pattern of family behaviour so frequently encountered by family therapists, that of the ‘over-involved’ wife/mother and disengaged and absent husband/father, suddenly appears in a new light: as a necessary form. That necessity derives from its ability to reproduce the personality characteristics, relationship patterns and behavioural orientations that are functional for continual operation of the contemporary social formation.

(James and McIntyre 1983: 126)

Despite social changes, women are still more likely than men to carry the burden of care for children and to be more centred around the home. This is not simply a personal choice but one shaped by a variety of economic and practical necessities dictated by the society they live within. However, associated with any given society are a web of discourses or ideologies, such as that women are ‘naturally maternal’ since they are seen to be more emotionally responsive, nurturing, non-competitive and so on. In this way a set of roles and beliefs about family life are reproduced across the generations.

General systems theory does not take account of the wider societal factors that shape the patterns of interactions observed by family therapists, and this has been seen by some as a major indictment and testimony of its failure (James and McIntyre 1983; Williams and Watson 1988). However, it has been suggested in contrast that in fact second-order cybernetics can be utilized to take such factors into account:

The second-order cybernetic view argues, in a manner similar to that of the feminist critics, that it is the observer (or therapist) who draws distinctions that ‘create the reality’ . . . By including the observer as part of the system observed, second-order cybernetics acknowledges that the system considered relevant is a construction of the observer drawing the distinctions . . . Drawing distinctions is thus not only an epistemological act, it is a political act.

(McKinnon and Miller 1987: 148)
As therapists become increasingly aware that the ‘reality’ they observe is a construction, they may also become aware that their perceptions are shaped by their culture. However, though seemingly obvious, this step to a cultural awareness was, as McKinnon and Miller argue, not an inevitable one. Instead, many therapists became distracted by an emphasis on subjectivity – that what was seen was part of their personal baggage. One of the contributions of social constructionism has been to draw attention to the fact that such subjectivity can only be partial since even the words we employ in our ‘private’ internal conversations are soaked in the legacy of meanings of our cultural contexts.

A variety of societal influences may shape people’s experiences in families, including institutionalized structures and practices. Adequacy of housing, income, type of locality, and educational opportunities are determined by the family’s position in the socio-economic pecking order. Dominant shared beliefs or ideologies define expectations, ideas of identity, gender and other family roles, and a system of perceived rights and obligations. These beliefs may shape not only the practical, more obvious aspects of life but even the most intimate, supposedly ‘private’ moments, such as expressions of sexual intimacy and moments of family sorrow and joy. Even in our moments of solitude our private internal reflections consist of verbal dialogues and images which are imported from our cultures. For example, the words and phrases that we use in speaking with our self connect us to our immediate and historical cultural legacy of ideas and meanings. Feminist analyses have been particularly helpful in drawing attention to how language itself contains and perpetuates a variety of assumptions, directs our attention and may perpetuate ways of thinking which support inequalities, for example, in terms like housewife, ‘good’ mother and single parent.

The production of dominant systems of ideas and meanings – ideologies – is regarded in social constructionism as shaped and maintained according to distributions of power. As a telling example, people of the lowest socio-economic groups and ethnic minorities generally have poorer physical and mental health: put simply, they die younger and appear to have generally more tormented lives. However, until recently it has not been acknowledged that these differences are due to basic inequalities in our society but due to ‘poor health habits’, ‘fecklessness’ and so on. The crushing effects of poverty and stress have been frequently minimized in terms which extol the virtues of personal autonomy and choice. Such conceptualizations can be regarded as systems of knowledge or ideologies which serve to disguise or justify the privileges of the most powerful groups. In short, the dominant classes have privileged access to a variety of means, education, the media, commerce and industry to promote systems of thought which maintain their superior opportunities and position: ‘The ideas of the ruling class are, in every age, the ruling ideas . . . the class which has the means of material production has the means of mental production, so that in consequence the ideas of those who lack the means of mental production are, in general, subject to it’ (Marx and Engels 1970: 35).

Foucault (1975) has been highly influential in pointing out that in any given culture there can be seen to be dominant narratives or discourses. In the early days of psychotherapy, for example, the dominant narrative had been that problems were due to individual factors or disorder. With the advent of interactional approaches the
dominant narrative has moved, to some extent, to a view that problems are due to a variety of transactional processes within the family. Though family therapies have argued for a ‘neutral’ approach, a systemic approach has been seen more critically from the outside, for example, by parents’ rights groups, as accusative, blaming and implying that family dysfunctions cause the pathology.

Connections and links to the second and first phases of systemic family therapy

Social constructionism contains a number of premises which can be seen to be closely related to systemic ideas. These include an emphasis on context and interpersonal processes in creating joint actions and mutually constructed meanings, strategic interaction, an acknowledgement of the importance of power and on the exchange of ideas or feedback. Social constructionism argues that meanings are jointly created through the dynamic processes of conversations. Rather than focusing on individual characteristics or traits, the focus is on how individual experience is fundamentally social and interpersonal. Individual identity and the self are not seen as stable or monolithic, rather identity is seen as fragmented and distributed across social contexts. For example, a child may act and feel like a different person according to whether he is with his parents, siblings, mother or father, the therapist, at school, and so on. We are shaped by the interactions across different contexts in which we are involved.

These interactions are seen to be recursively shaped by the use of language which is regarded as active and strategic. People are seen as continually employing ‘rhetorical devices’ in the use of language to achieve particular ends and goals – to persuade, accuse, justify, solicit sympathy or admiration, seduce, and so on. A variety of linguistic strategies are seen to be employed to achieve these ends, such as humour, presenting arguments in extremis, emphasizing one’s honourable intentions, use of metaphor and reference to stereotypes (Potter and Wetherell 1987). In effect this emphasizes that we are all strategic interactants and that therapy therefore needs to be able to take this into account. This connects with the emphasis of strategic therapies that recognize the need to consider the therapist–family encounter as inevitably a strategic one (Haley 1963, 1976a). Related to this is an emphasis on power. Social constructionism emphasizes that interactions are invariably connected to power and that language use defines power, for example, by our sophistication with language, our accents, our access to specialist knowledges inherent in different languages, such as specialist scientific and medical languages.

Importantly, social constructionism also emphasizes that meanings and identities in interactions are dynamic and prone to escalations. For example, in a family there can be an escalating process or polarization whereby people are ascribed increasingly divergent meanings and identities. Typically this may mean that one person is increasingly assigned to an identity as the ‘ill’ member, in contrast to the others who are ‘well’. These processes of polarization can be seen similarly in systemic terms, such as escalation and feedback. In social constructionism conversations can also be seen as proceeding on the basis of mutual influence or feedback. An important difference is that, unlike the early systems theories, this feedback is not described in terms of
‘information’ but as an exchange of meanings. However, the emphasis on meanings was evident in Bateson’s (1972) writing, rather than the more mechanistic analogy of families as simply exchanging information which gained some ascendancy in the first cybernetics. However, the emphasis on meanings with the greater possibility of transformation of systems through, for example, ‘reframing’ was central to second-order cybernetics.

Both systemic theory and social constructionism also emphasize the importance of contexts and how these are internalized into the dynamic of family interactions. Perhaps systemic theory has until recently paid less attention to the wider social and cultural contexts, though the importance of the wider social contexts and family dynamics has been explored, for example by feminist systemic therapists who have developed detailed analysis of the links between subjective experience in families and dominant cultural discourses and structures (Goldner 1991; Hare-Mustin 1991). Goldner (1991) convincingly described how patterns of abuse and violence in couples’ relationships embodied a range of cultural expectations about gender roles and male and female identities which helped to construct and legitimize patterns of abuse. Similarly, an analysis of child abuse revealed the operation of pernicious patriarchal assumptions, including expectations of men’s right to dominate in families and to employ violence to ensure compliance.

In summary, there can be seen to be much in the way of links between social constructionist and systemic perspectives which invite us to consider the potential of viewing social constructionism as offering some ideas which extend but also connect with systemic theory.

**Influential people and ideas**

Social constructionism has a lengthy and extended history in the social sciences. It is based in sociology but overlaps with social psychology in its interest in interaction and the study of group (for example family) processes. Rather than adopting a broad or macro level of analysis as sociological theories had predominantly been interested in, social constructionism was interested in developing theories about the links between individual experience and society. Perhaps one of the most vivid metaphors used was that of the ‘looking-glass self’. Mead (1934) and Cooley (1922) proposed that our identities, our sense of self, were constructed from the social interactions that we take part in. In these interactions others act like a mirror in presenting us with images of our self. People are seen as fundamentally social: without others to interact with we cannot have a self. The myriad of reflections over time serve to build up some consistent or enduring sense of who we are, an identity. Others, especially parents at first, also initiate us into the common values, beliefs, expectations of our culture. We gain not just a sense of a specific self which would reverberate with every new interaction but a more general sense of self in terms of how we compare with images of what it is, for example, to be a man or a woman, a teenager, black or white, a brother or a sister, a mother or a father.

Social constructionism presents [family therapy] with a range of new distinctions . . . [it] turns to . . . the intersubjective influence of language and culture . . . it
references knowledge neither in the observer nor the observed, but rather in the
place between the two, in the social arena among interpreting subjects.
(Pare 1995: 221)

### Key people, places and events (bird’s-eye view)

An influential view in this phase is seeing families as ‘problem-determined’ systems
(Anderson and Goolishian 1988a). This means that it is not the dynamics which cause
the problems but more that the problem-saturated ways of talking about difficulties can
produce problems. Conversations which focus on families’ experiences as evidence of
illness, inadequacy, blame and failure keep them locked into narrow ways of seeing
their actions and experiences and produce and maintain pathology. Though family con-
versations are seen as key to this process, blame is not ascribed to families. Instead, it
is suggested that these conversations are shaped by the built-in assumptions inherent
in the language that they have available to discuss their relationships.

It is acknowledged in the third phase that there is a pernicious influence of factors
outside the family’s control so a more neutral view of problems follows. In effect,
pathology is seen as inevitable, for example, where ethnic minorities experience racial
abuse and discrimination, or where women are confined to drudgery, or where poverty
and deprivation are seen to strip people of their self-respect and foster a sense of
hopelessness. Families are viewed as a microcosm which reproduces rather than
causes these difficulties.

The ‘problem-determined’ system (Anderson and Goolishian 1988a), The Reflect-
ing Team (Andersen 1990), the work of Michael White and David Epston with narrative
therapy and the Just Therapy Group provide a framework for understanding develop-
ments in theory and practice during this third phase. The importance of the ‘self of the
therapist’ also becomes a dominant theme. The debate between intrapsychic and
interpersonal approaches then focuses more on integration and a ‘both and’ perspec-
tive rather than on ‘either or’ as previously.

The social constructionist perspective brings into focus a number of questions:

1. Are disagreements in relationships fundamentally interpersonal or related to
   wider conflicts and contradictions within and between competing societally shared
   beliefs or discourses?
2. Is it possible that some narratives, by virtue of being different from the dominant
   societally shared ones, are seen as deviant and are marginalized, excluded or
   punished?
3. To what extent do family members create their own narratives or predominantly
   draw from and adapt narratives from a societally shared pool?
4. Do some of the distortions or fabrications occur because of attempts to contort
   personal experiences into common socially acceptable ones?

Social constructionist approaches overlap with, but also differ from, the con-
structivist approaches outlined in the previous chapter in proposing that the beliefs
held by family members are not simply personal or familial. Instead, it is argued that
people in families absorb the beliefs or discourses which are common to the particular culture within which they exist. In particular, these common beliefs are seen to be embedded in the common currency of language. Rather than seeing language as relatively passive and as used to describe the world and family experiences, language instead is seen as involved in creating this world. Language is seen to constitute social experience, and the way that people speak about events constructs them. Furthermore, it is suggested that it is not simply the way families communicate that is central but that language contains with it, often implicitly, the ‘history of ideas’ of our culture. To take some simple examples, the terms available to describe family roles carry implications about who performs them, such as mothering. Terms such as neurotic and hysterical have been predominantly applied to women and shape their personalities and family roles. Even more broadly, Palazzoli et al. (1978) have pointed to the dearth of language available to describe interpersonal as opposed to personal processes. Language habits also draw us into particular ways of making sense of events; for example, saying that someone ‘is angry’ rather than that they may be ‘showing’ anger. Frequently we are not even aware of how these linguistic conventions implicitly lead us to particular ways of explaining events. Most obviously this leads to the tendency to define problems in personal rather than interpersonal terms. Accompanying this is also the danger that we ignore these wider cultural assumptions contained in language and other forms of symbolic representations.

However, just as second-order cybernetics represents a significant shift in the field, the third phase, characterized by social constructionism, does not represent a complete rejection of the influence of general systems theory or constructivism on systemic and family therapy practice. Social constructionism is, after all, fundamentally an interactional, interpersonal model. The second-order cybernetics view is that problems arise from the personal, idiosyncratic perceptions and beliefs held by family members.

Constructivist approaches have been invaluable in highlighting how the beliefs that family members hold serve to shape their actions, choices and attempted solutions to what are perceived to be the problems. They also add an important dynamic component in stressing how disagreements between members of families are often at the root of relationship struggles and failed patterns of attempted solutions to problems. Also, the idea of preferred views is helpful in revealing how the struggles over meanings can be seen in terms of attempts to remain true to a positive, desired narrative about one’s life or a narrative in which the self is located in a positive valuable role. However, these preferred views can be seen as not simply personal preferences but as shaped by shared societal values, norms and ideologies.

Arguably the foundations of social constructionism and the feminist influences in family therapy can be traced to the influence of Marxist theory, in particular the proposition that dominant groups in society have the power to produce and sustain dominant beliefs or ideologies. The dominant sections of society – predominantly white, male and upper-class in Western societies – are seen as able to disseminate and enforce by a variety of practices beliefs which suit and maintain their positions of dominance. These ideologies may also serve to distort, as in the popular and pernicious view that society is structured according to fundamental abilities and that the poor are in that position because they have less ability, are less intelligent or do not want to work.
View of the person – construction of experience

The dominant narratives can be seen to both shape our futures – what we expect, aspire to, images of existence – and at the same time shape the past – how we make sense of what has happened. Like buying clothes off the shelf, we attempt to fit our experiences into the narratives that are available:

There exist a stock of culturally available discourses that are considered appropriate and relevant to the expression or representation of particular aspects of experience . . . persons experience problems which they frequently present for therapy when the narratives in which they are storying their experience, and/or in which they are having their experience storied by others, do not significantly represent their lived experience, and that, in these circumstances, there will be significant aspects of their lived experience that contradicts this dominant narrative.

(White and Epston 1990: 27–8)

These narratives may in turn shape our aspirations and dreams, they map what we believe to be possible and desirable – for example, spontaneous romance and mutual compatibility, harmonious family life – and we may experience distress when our experiences do not appear to fit or match up to these ideal narratives. As another example, childbirth is surrounded in narratives of joy, self-fulfilment, closeness of the parents, and so on, but the reality for many may involve elements which do not fit – tiredness, irritability, self-doubt, distance and lack of intimacy between the parents. The more strongly this ideal version or narrative is accepted as the ‘truth’ of how things should be, as normal, the more distress and guilt people may experience if their experience appears not to fit this (La Rossa 1986; Carter and McGoldrick 1989). Such ruptures between our preferred narratives, or societally sanctioned dominant narratives, and what we are actually experiencing can, as we saw in the previous chapter, set in motion patterns of failed attempted solutions which are driven by attempts to reconcile our preferred views with a view of ourselves as incompetent, abnormal or deviant.

Social constructionism shares with systemic theory an emphasis on the centrality of relationships. We only become people through being involved in a social world of meanings through our interactions with others. It also shares with constructivism a view of people as actively engaged in formulating meanings, attempting to understand, predict, plan and reflect on their own and each other’s actions (Gergen 1985; Goldner 1991; Hoffman 1993). In addition, it emphasizes that all aspects of our existence are fundamentally social; from the moment of birth we can be regarded as immersed in a social world which offers us not only a view of the world but also epistemological orientations, ways of knowing or thinking about this world. Rather than predominantly starting with a perspective on how the individual is actively making sense of his or her world, this process of making sense is itself seen as socially constructed and mediated activity.

In social constructionist theory, ‘madness’ is not an objective phenomenon but a construction – it is a label given to certain actions within a particular culture.
Arguably in another culture the same actions might well be defined in alternative ways.

This emphasis on culture and ideology or discourse starts to separate social constructionism from constructivism. In effect, though interactions are central they are seen as also shaped by commonly held ideology and discourse – sets of interconnected beliefs held in common in any given culture. Early social constructionism, however, could be seen as pluralistic in that society was seen to be composed of a range of competing or contested discourses. However, fuelled by input from feminist theories, which in turn were based in Marxist analysis, social constructionists have argued (Foucault 1975; White and Epston 1990) that the discourses that are available in a given culture at any time are intimately linked to structures of power. As an example, until recently men have had the power to define what were acceptable female identities; women could not vote, they were supposed to stay at home with their children, were not expected to enter professions or to be sexually aggressive. Similarly, inequalities between races have been maintained by a combination of structural power, which in turn can shape ideological power. Such an analysis represents some stark contrasts to constructivism. Rather than seeing people as inevitably free to construe the world in their personal and subjective ways, social constructionism proposes that in any given culture there are common materials, building blocks, from which identities and relationships are constructed. Further, some members of our society have more power than others to design and construct identities; for example, members of the medical profession have the power to assign a variety of labels, such as schizophrenic or anorexic, to people. In turn, members of the medical profession are required to act in certain ways as part of their position in the social order, they are not simply free to do otherwise.

Some key family therapy concepts, such as the idea of family life cycles (Carter and McGoldrick 1980), strike chords with social constructionist ideas. For example, the family life cycle embraces the idea that each of us is simultaneously involved in a variety of social groups, for example, a woman in a family may simultaneously be a mother, a worker, a daughter, a lover, middle-class, white and most generally a woman. Our sense of self is therefore seen as fragmented, complex and multiple. At any given moment and in different contexts one aspect of our identity may dominate over another. There may also be strains and conflicts between these different identities which are defined by the various social systems that we belong to, for example, the identity of a mother and career woman. These societally constructed identities may themselves shift and leave us with ambivalent or contradictory images of our self, for example, the shifting ideas of masculinity and fathering may leave many men confused about what sort of person they should be. Social constructionism suggests that our social world is actively created by the interactions between and within groups of people in society. What is created is a set of ideas, or shared beliefs, ideologies which lead to various practices, including ideas about what the structure and behaviours comprising families should be like. More widely, the practices or regimes that follow define our access to money and housing, work opportunities, educational structures and a variety of intrusive measures, such as surveillance of the care of children, acceptable behaviour inside and outside the home.
An important difference between constructivism and social constructionism is that the latter takes as its central point that there are social realities. It is not simply suggested that there is a ‘real’, objective world ‘out there’ but that there are dominant beliefs, explanations, ways of thinking about the world, and in particular a shared language which construct how we see the world. The fact that these socially constructed views continually change does not mean that at any given moment or point in history they do not have a real existence as influential shared ideas. This sensitivity to how families are immersed in the reality of their culture highlights how constructivism, in contrast, tends to isolate families from society. Instead of simply exploring new narratives, a social constructionist approach to therapy tries to consider how a family’s creativity is shaped by dominant narratives, and what is co-constructed in therapy must engage with this wider societal system of beliefs. Such therapy often includes an explicit discussion of these societal beliefs, as in the approach of Goldner et al. (1990), where couples are encouraged to critically discuss how their ideas are shaped by the commonly held expectation of gender roles and male–female relationships.

White and Epston (1990) argue that it is this fundamental view that a scientific approach can establish the objective ‘truth’ of disorders that is a central political issue in therapy. More specifically, this view also regards societal or even relational factors as secondary if not irrelevant. Many families can be regarded as having been immersed or indoctrinated into such a view and therefore see their problems in such a ‘problem-saturated’ way. However, this scientific view of problems is related to power, for example, the power invested in the medical profession or the power of dominant sections of society to define problems as signs of personal weakness rather than as indications of social inequalities. To challenge these definitions is also, in effect, to challenge the existing structures of power:

In joining with persons to challenge these practices, we also accept that we are inevitably engaged in a political activity. (We would also acknowledge that, if we do not join with persons to challenge these techniques of power, then we are also engaged in political activity.) This is not a political activity that involves the proposal of an alternate ideology, but one that challenges the techniques that subjugate persons to a dominant ideology.

(White and Epston 1990: 29)

Social constructionism is not a simple and systematically organized theory. At least two strands can be detected. On the one hand it can be employed to offer a view of human experience as a ‘top-down’ process, whereby we are shaped by our internalization of dominant discourse (Hollway 1989). This in turn is seen to be related to structures of power in any given culture so that until recently, for example, in Western societies male discourses had come to be dominant. A more ‘bottom-up’ slant is offered by Foucault (1975), who stressed that discourses are reproduced, transformed and have their impact in local, day-to-day interactions and conversations. Hence, discourses are not easily identifiable, objective entities, but continually shifting waves of meanings. Nevertheless, both slants suggest that there are dominant ideas which have powerful consequences. White (1995), in particular, argues that medical discourses of mental health have had a consistently negative impact in
shaping people’s experiences and, most importantly, in legitimizing practices, such as exclusion and confinement and creating ‘spoilt identities’ through the processes of diagnosis, leading to labelling and stigmatization.

**Practice**

The third phase is much less characterized by techniques of family therapy as much as orientations to working with families. However, a number of what might be described as techniques include:

- reflecting teams and processes
- externalizing the problem and narrative therapy
- interviewing the internalized other

as well as what are better described as therapeutic stances or orientations:

- feminist perspectives
- Just Therapy
- therapy as conversation
- the self of the therapist and resource-focused therapy.

The role of the therapist in the third phase (as in the second phase) continues to be that of a non-expert. Therapy is seen as a collaborative process, involving a co-construction of new ways of seeing problems. This need not necessarily involve new perspectives as such, but can be inspired through validation of family members’ difficulties and struggles. Although the therapist and the supervision team are seen as taking a non-expert position, nevertheless it is arguable that there is an expectation that they have sophisticated awareness. Therapy requires a sociological awareness of issues of power: both structural inequalities and the potentially oppressive impact of dominant cultural discourses. Added to this, the therapist is expected to be aware of and to continually monitor their own political dilemmas and prejudices – potentially oppressive assumptions and practices inherent in their privileged position of power and status in relation to the family. This may include their cultural class and gender status and the privileges, as well as assumptions and expectations, of their own professional organizations.

**Brief solution-focused therapy**

This approach has perhaps some of the closest connections to all three phases of the development of systemic therapy. It has connections with strategic therapies but has evolved to be more collaborative and oriented around ways of facilitating a family’s own reshaping of meanings. The overall stance is that of a non-critical position of acceptance and validation. Rather than starting with a framework of looking for and healing pathology, the emphasis is on encouraging families to recognize their
competencies. As such the approach challenges prevailing discourses of ‘illness’, ‘pathology’ and ‘dysfunction’. This is consistent with a social constructionist approach with its emphasis on how ‘problem-saturated’ ways of talking about difficulties serves to reinforce and escalate them into problems. By focusing on competence the family is encouraged to change how they talk and think about their difficulties.

Unlike the accepted view of family therapy that the family unit operates on a principle of a pressure to maintain a homeostatic balance and maintain its boundary, Solution Focused Therapy views change processes as inevitable and constantly occurring. Like the Buddhist view that stability is nothing but an illusion based on a memory of an instant, it views human life as a continuous changing process.

(Berg 1991: 10)

Like strategic approaches, solution-focused approaches are concerned with the patterns of attempted solutions that family members have been employing to attempt to solve their problems but which have been failing. However, they adopt the view that, in fact, families have often been attempting a range of actions which have been solutions.

**Focus on solutions, not problems**

The emphasis of the approach is to move to a focus on solutions, rather than just the problems. For example, parents might describe a child who ‘fights all the time’ or ‘lies all the time’. However, they may also be able, if prompted, to recall some examples of when the child was ‘cooperative’ and ‘honest’. Often these exceptions are seen by the family as insignificant and unimportant. Instead of predominantly attempting to focus on and dissolve the problems, the focus of the therapy is on paying attention to these exceptions and the interactional patterns around them – what mother and father do at these times, how the child starts to be cooperative, where this occurs, the role of other children. From such a detailed exploration of the exceptions some clues may emerge suggesting what the family could ‘do more of’ in order to encourage the exceptional behaviour. There is a related focus on changes that families may already have started to make prior to commencing therapy – spontaneous recovery. Rather than ignoring such changes, which are said to be common, the therapist draws the family’s attention to such changes and works with them to maintain and build on such changes. Where families find it hard to think of exceptions or changes prior to the sessions they can be invited to imagine possible solutions, or solutions that they have seen work in their families of origin and elsewhere.

When asked to report exceptions, families appear to describe two types: deliberate exceptions where they can see that they have done something differently, for example made an effort to discuss their feelings about a problem rather than become drawn into assumptions of bad intentions that lead into patterns of mutual accusations; and incidental or chance exceptions, where things have been different but for external reasons. For example, a couple might have got on better while on holiday, or while the man was ill and vulnerable.
Goal-setting

A central feature of the approach is to collaboratively formulate clear goals with families. These should be described specifically and be relatively concrete so that change and progress are visible to all. One elegant technique that is employed to clarify goals is the ‘miracle question’. Families are asked the following question:

Suppose there is a miracle tonight while you are sleeping and the problem that brought you to the attention of [this service] is solved. Since you are sleeping you do not know that a miracle has happened. What do you suppose you will notice that’s different the next morning that will let you know that there has been a miracle overnight?

(Berg 1991: 13)

The aim of this question is to help identify specific behaviours and actions that indicate change, instead of the abstract and potentially unattainable goals that families often articulate, such as wanting to be happy or like a normal family. The process of setting goals is collaborative in that the therapist follows the family’s goals.

Overall the approach can be summarized in terms of three rules:

1. **If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.** Even the most chronic problems show periods where the troublesome patterns or symptoms are absent or reduced. The therapist needs to have a broad and tolerant view of what ‘ain’t broke’ – what are competencies. These can be built on so that therapy does not become bogged down into attempting to build a utopian family.

2. **Once you know what works, do more of it.** Once exceptions and competencies have been discovered, families are encouraged to do more of these. This can lead to a self-reinforcing cycle of success which will start to replace that of failure, incompetence and desperation.

3. **If it doesn’t work, don’t do it again; do something different.** Families often become involved in cycles where they cannot see that they have any alternative but to continue to act in the ways that they have, or in fact to do more of the same. For example, a couple who argue may consider that they need to get their point across more forcefully or to withdraw. However, with exploration of the pattern they might notice that this escalation does not occur if they are holding hands at the time or if they listen for longer and do not jump in and interrupt each other continually. This alternative pattern is built on and hopefully will eventually replace the more negative sequence.

The approach assumes that one of the hardest tasks for people in families is to stop behaviours. This tends to imply blame, and there is a tendency for us to become defensive and to attempt to justify our actions. By avoiding this reaction (or resistance) change can occur more easily.
Rigid beliefs – pre-emptive construing

Also underlying the approach can be seen to be an awareness that problems and negative interactional patterns are held in place by constrictive patterns of beliefs. Typically families describe problems in all-or-nothing terms such as always, never, only and nothing, which serve to narrow thinking and produce a kind of ‘tunnel vision’ (Dallos 1991, 1997). Kelly (1955) termed these pre-emptive constructs, and Beck (1967) in his cognitive theory of depression saw them as rigid and constraining cognitive schemas. Exploring exceptions serves to challenge these rigid beliefs and allows some new ways of seeing the relationships and the problems (Eron and Lund 1993). From these new perceptions it is possible to generate further new solutions or exceptions. Interestingly, this idea of exceptions is also evident in the most contemporary approaches, such as White and Epston’s (1990) emphasis on ‘unique outcomes’ or family stories showing exceptions of competence to their dominant stories of incompetence.

Reflecting teams

One of the ways that attempts have been made to avoid these contradictions is by the use of reflecting teams (Andersen 1987). Instead of consulting in relative secret with an anonymous and potentially oppressive supervision team, the discussions between the therapist and the team are held openly in front of the family. Arguably in this way they are not simply imposing interventions, including new beliefs and meanings, on families, but are sharing their thoughts and concerns with them. Through the team’s discussion the family is invited to consider alternative stories, explanations and attributions regarding their lives together. At times the reflecting team may disagree and debate different possible explanations or ideas among themselves. This may allow different family members who are holding opposing views to feel understood and perhaps enable them to move on to more constructive stories. Importantly, the reflecting team enables family members to hear and perhaps internalize a different conversation rather than simply different explanations. By being able to internalize different conversations they are perhaps, in Bateson’s terms, ‘learning to learn’ or being encouraged to become more creative. The therapy thereby becomes less concerned with content and is less in danger of becoming marooned in attempts to offer families a ‘better’ view or story.

Some therapists (White 1995) also engage in more or less open discussion of political issues, such as the oppressive nature of discourses of mental health, and assist family members to resist through ‘externalizing’ their problems. Instead of viewing problems as due to their personal failings, people are encouraged to resist, with the therapist’s assistance, the dilemmas and contradictions contained, for example, in dominant notions of mental health (unemotionality, self-sufficiency, non-vulnerability, independence, aggressiveness, stability, and so on).

Narrative therapies

Experience is not what happens to you. It is what you do with what happens to you.

(Aldous Huxley)
The meanings that people give to events serve to explain but also to shape and constrain choices about what are seen to be possible courses of action. Narrative therapies recognize the natural ability that people have to possess, to generate and evolve new narratives and stories to make sense of their experiences. In doing this we draw on culturally shared narratives or ways of interpreting events and also our own family traditions (White and Epston 1990; Freeman et al. 1997). There is less of a split between therapeutic and natural everyday activities which produce change. Both therapeutic and natural change are seen to centre on conversation; there is not seen to be a fundamental difference in how change occurs naturally and therapeutically. It is suggested that, for example, the natural process of change involves the development of personal accounts of narratives which make sense of experience. However, the reactions of others, especially family members, to each person’s account-making are central (Harvey 1992). Validation and confirmation of these attempts is seen as essential to change and development. Similarly, therapy is seen as a mutually validating conversation from which change can occur. Specifically, therapy is seen to consist not just of offering new perceptions and insights but also of the processes of reflection – the nature of the conversation, the way issues are considered and how questions are raised and answered. Therapy can in a sense appear to be ‘just talking’, though in fact it is these processes of reflection which are being stimulated and which for many families have become extremely difficult, being disrupted by conflicts and anxieties. (Of course, when ‘just talking’ and ‘just therapy’ are taken to mean talking about justice and acting justly, no credible disqualification can be made.) Perhaps one of the most significant techniques to emerge is the reflecting team (Andersen 1990). The discussions in front of a family offer not only some new stories but also an opportunity to hear different ways of talking about their situation – a different conversational process:

Narrative therapy employs a linguistic practice called externalization, which separates persons from problems. Separating the problem from the person in an externalizing conversation relieves the pressure of blame and defensiveness. Instead of being defined as inherently being a problem, a young person can now have a relationship with the externalized problem.

(Freeman et al. 1997: xv; emphases added)

Externalizing problems

White and Epston (1990) suggest that problems are derived from the internalization of oppressive ‘problem-saturated’ ways of seeing ourselves. Part of the process of problem formation and maintenance is a process of internalization so that difficulties are seen in terms of individual or family ‘faults’, something deficient in individual personalities and their relationships:

‘Externalising’ is an approach to therapy that encourages persons to objectify and, at times, to personify the problems that they experience as oppressive. In this process the problem becomes a separate entity and thus external to the person or relationship that was ascribed as the problem.

(White and Epston 1990: 38)
The techniques for doing this include treating or speaking about the problem as an object or entity outside of the person or the family. As an example they cite how a person supposedly suffering from schizophrenia may be encouraged to resist the all-embracing, ‘totalizing’ nature of such a definition of their identity by discussing how she could combat or resist the ‘voices’ which were harassing her. Discussions may focus on some successful instances of how she had been able to ‘defy the voices’ influence’. White and Epston’s approach appears to have the effect of reducing the all-pervasive nature of the labelling associated with problems. Instead of discussing problems with a totalizing narrative in which they totally encapsulate the person so that the symptoms become the defining part of their identity or their relationships (for example, Jim is a schizophrenic, or Debbie is an anorexic) they can be identified as just one part of their identity. This approach also fits with the increasing attempts to define problems more specifically in terms of profiles of competencies and deficiencies (Boyle 1990). Therapeutic discussion invites people to look at the ways that they may have been ‘conscripted’ into pathological identities. One part of this can be to explore how they have come to enforce the oppression inherent in such labels on themselves by engaging in self-criticism, self-blame and self-accusations. A related aspect is to explore with family members how they may be imposing these on each other and also conscripting the whole family into a pathological identity – that they are a pathogenic or a ‘problem family’.

Externalizing problems is not so much a technique as an orientation or philosophy of therapy. Rather than regarding problems as inherently personal and a central part of the person, they are seen as unwanted invasions which spoil the nature of experience and can promote a sense of failure and inadequacy. In externalizing problems the therapist proceeds not so much by simply identifying this process but by raising questions which invite the person and family members to explore it and to create ways of resisting it. For example, Paul, aged 7, was constantly and apparently uncontrollably soiling himself. Through playful conversations with the therapist, he coined a name for the problem – ‘sneaky poo’. Subsequently he explored how and where ‘sneaky poo’ caught him; for example, he said that he was most likely to be caught when he was distracted – playing or on his computer: ‘I think how I tricked him was when I rushed to the toilet, he thought I was still standing there playing’ (Freeman et al. 1997: 100). Discussions ensued about the power of mind Paul possessed which enabled him to gather knowledge about the deceptive tactics of ‘sneaky poo’ and find ways to resist and outwit it.

Writing

In addition, therapy can involve the use of various forms of writing, such as letters from family members to each other, autobiographical accounts, stories, and so on, to facilitate the ability to engage in internal dialogues and reflecting processes (Dallos 1997; Papp and Imber-Black 1996). The use of writing is seen to have a range of functions. To start with it is an activity which carries high status in many societies, and encouraging clients to be able to express themselves in a written form can be seen as empowering. Writing can also encourage the development of reflection and ‘internal dialogues’ since we can continue to engage with – to have a conversation.
with – something that we have previously written. For family members it can also serve to help avoid the compelling patterns of mutual attack and blaming that may be initiated when they start to discuss issues (see the Introduction). Writing to each other may enable a full and uninterrupted statement of their thoughts and feelings about each other. Communication in written form can also enable a more considered and less immediate, reflex emotional reaction than speech. For example, the therapist may write to a family or some members to share her thoughts before a session. The family has time to consider her written words carefully and may come to the next session with some clear ideas which can facilitate a collaborative process of creating some new narratives.

Feminist therapies

Feminist practitioners have offered major contributions to defining a form of therapy that attends to the individual, the relationship and the wider social context. Williams and Watson (1988) supply us with three central principles in the growth and development of feminist practice:

1. Commitment to equality within therapy – therapy characterized by

   - a demystified and explicit therapy process
   - a demystified therapist
   - strengthened clients’ rights in therapy
   - the client as expert about his or her life
   - the therapist’s use of power minimized
   - client and therapist having equal worth
   - temporary power inequalities.

2. Commitment to bringing the social context into therapy – to working explicitly with women’s experiences of sexual and other social inequalities.

3. Commitment to power redistribution within society – to political, economic and social equality between the sexes.

An influential example of the application of a social constructionist perspective has been the analysis of power and gender relations in families (Goldner 1991; Hare-Mustin 1991). This reveals all aspects of family life – from the daily routines to the most profound experiences – to be shaped by culturally shared discourses of gender. Work with families where there has been violence between couples reveals that, rather than being deviant, these relationships may more accurately be seen as embodying in extremis the dominant assumptions in society about relations between the genders. The men seem to be caught in attempts to establish a culturally sanctioned view of themselves as dominant, in control and invulnerable and the women as nurturing, sensitive, responsive to and needing others. Though not excusing or encouraging a denial of responsibility for the violent partners, the feminist systemic perspectives emphasize the processes of unconscious internalization by men and women of these
dominant discourses of gender which shape their ‘personal’ beliefs and narratives. These filter our perceptions of self and others, and shape what kind of relationships we expect and attempt to create. When there is a rift between these expectations, then frustrating attempts to coerce others to fit into the prescribed roles may lead to threats and ultimately to violence (mainly by men). Women too may in some cases stay in such relationships predominantly because of their socialization and induction into ideas, such as that men are naturally more aggressive, women more nurturing, and most importantly that the violence is an indication of their failure to manage the relationship. The previously dominant view of the family as being women’s domain carries with it the responsibility for managing everyone’s feelings, including their anger.

Power and the construction of reality

Knowledge and power are seen to be inextricably intertwined, and a prime aspect of this is the rise of influence of scientific thought, medicine, technology, economic analyses, and so on. These forms of knowledge make claims to ‘objectivity’, that is, to be fundamentally true; a good example here is the idea of the organic, ‘scientifically verified’ nature of psychotic disorders. Access to these bases of knowledge is regulated; for example, the selection processes for training for medicine or to gain entry into the higher levels of the political domain where confidential knowledge is guarded. In turn, these knowledges have important implications for practices – what is done. Medicine is a good example, with a wide range of institutions, hospitals, equipment, assessment procedures, legal rights, and so on which can be employed to control what is done to people. However, Foucault clarifies that knowledge or discourses do not simply operate in this fairly straightforward way. Instead, he argues that discourses operate in both positive and negative ways. By positive he does not mean ‘good’, but that they operate to construct ways of thinking about the world: ‘Positive . . . in the sense that power is constitutive or shaping of people’s lives . . . in “making up” persons’ lives . . . negative . . . contributes a theory of repression’ (Foucault 1975, quoted in White and Epston 1990: 20).

Culturally available stories

Foucault proposed, then, that society contains a repertoire of dominant narratives which shape our thinking and experience, how we think about ourselves, our inner conversations and how we interact with each other. Not all stories have equal status. In fact he argues that some are made peripheral or subjugated; examples are narratives which are relegated as historical, no longer relevant, such as attempts to frame Marxist ideas as out of date and no longer applicable to modern society. Also, local or sub-cultural narratives may be dismissed as naive, simplistic or superficial within the dominant scientific/logical framework. This can apply, for example, to racial differences so that until recently many Third World cultures were referred to as ‘primitive’ societies. Another example may be the common references to young people’s views and enthusiasm for change being labelled as idealistic or unrealistic fantasies, and women’s arguments regarded as ‘hysterical’ or overemotional.
Foucault’s ideas point to a view of society as containing a hierarchy of narratives, with some relegated to the periphery: ‘There exists a stock of available discourses that are considered appropriate and relevant to the expression or representation of particular aspects of our lived experience’ (White and Epston 1990: 27). In contrast to constructivist views, this suggests that narratives and their formation are not simply or predominantly personal. Families do not have an infinite number of ways of viewing events, instead there is a limited array of narratives which have been made available to us through our socialization or immersion in our culture. This sets limits to our thinking and serves to constrain our perceived domain of options or avenues of action. Significantly, this analysis also suggests that people attempt to employ these dominant narratives to fit their experiences. Family members can be seen to have unique patterns of experiences and histories, but they will attempt to select a dominant narrative to embrace these.

A young couple, Julie and Damian, discussing their sexual problems, offers an illustration:

Julie: Is it you get frustrated because you think you should be doing it once a week? . . . I don’t . . . we don’t sit down with other couples and ask them how often they have intercourse . . . it’s only what society says . . . I think he’s governed by what things should be, or driven by desire.

Damian: Both . . . not just because I feel we should . . . I’ve got to feel right . . . I’m not just a machine.

Julie: I think he would do it everyday if I wanted to.

Damian: I don’t think so . . . I know deep down that if she wanted sex I would but it’s never been tested that there is a limit for me (Foreman and Dallos 1992).

This brief extract reveals several dominant discourses that have been identified as common themes in heterosexual relationships. One of the most common is a biological male sexual drive discourse which suggests that men have a greater physiological need for sexual ‘release’. In contrast, this suggests that women have less of a need for sex and are more interested in relationships and emotional intimacy. A more ‘modern’ or permissive discourse suggests that sex is fun and a good physical activity (like aerobics or jogging) which is essential for good health, and regular sex also helps to cement the relationship. These can be seen to operate in this extract overtly and covertly. Julie suggests that Damian is like other men in needing it and he implies he at least partly agrees with this: ‘I don’t think so’ but ‘its never been tested’. Julie says she doesn’t feel a need to do it so often, which fits with the discourse that women need it less. She also implies that the permissive discourse, ‘what society says’, sets norms or expectations which drive Damian but not her. In effect, Damian and Julie can be seen as contemplating alternative explanations or stories of their relationship and sexuality, but this contemplation is constrained by the wider domain of available discourses – the dominant narratives. They can attempt to wander outside the perimeters of this domain but then risk a variety of subjugating processes, such as being seen and seeing themselves as eccentric, weird, odd, deviant or perverted.

An awareness of these discourses does not necessarily inevitably mean that people can easily transcend them. White and Epston (1990: 29) suggest that developing
‘resistance’ or a subversive position in relation to such discourses is an essential part of therapy:

In joining with persons to challenge these techniques of power . . . we are inevitably engaged in a political activity . . . (if we do not join with persons to challenge these . . . then we are also engaged in political activity) . . . not a political activity that involves the proposal of an alternative ideology, but one that challenges the techniques that subjugate persons to dominant ideology.

Commentary – feminist orientations

A variety of important critiques and developments in family therapy have been inspired by feminist ideas and included important observations regarding the nature of power and abuse in families. Specifically, it was argued that not all members of a family should be seen as having equal responsibility for the problems, and the adoption of a ‘neutral’ position by family therapists regarding some kinds of problems, such as abuse, could be seen as condoning such actions. In this section we want to explore feminist orientations not just as a critique of systemic approaches but, most importantly, to draw out some core comparisons and contrasts between structural and strategic approaches, and to prepare the way for a discussion of the second wave of applications in Chapter 4.

Feminist approaches take a wider lens and focus not only on the patterns of interactions in families but also on the wider social context. They argue that families should be seen not simply or predominantly in terms of patterns of interactions between the family members but as shaped by the prevalent ideas in society about family life. They also argue strongly that these ideas are largely based upon patriarchal notions which tend to confer a lower status on the activities and roles of women. Within the family it has been traditionally expected that men should be the ‘breadwinners’ and women responsible for the nurturance of the children and domestic duties. This was seen to cut both ways in that women’s supposed natural qualities, such as greater emotional sensitivity, were seen as fitting them to take care of the children. On the other hand, these emotional qualities are typically undervalued in contrast to the more ‘rational’ scientific qualities that are seen to be valued in the external world of work, for example. However, it was also argued that this arrangement produces a context in which men are burdened with the felt responsibility for the family’s economic well-being and are deprived of the experiences that encourage them to be nurturant or emotionally responsive.

Family therapy which did not address these traditional sex roles and expectations was seen as potentially colluding with or reinforcing them (Urry 1990). Blindness to these issues was highlighted in some of the directives and tasks employed by family therapists. For example, Warner (1980) described how a typical intervention such as asking parents to reverse roles could inadvertently serve to further disempower a woman in a family:

Arnold was an eight-year-old boy who was soiling himself especially when he was at school or away from home. He came at first with only his mother who was
encouraged to bring along the step-father and Arnold’s two older sisters for the second interview.

Whenever Arnold was soiled and his mother ordered him to the bathroom to wash himself, Arnold had resisted and gone into a temper tantrum. The step-father had not been involved.

A major change in the family functioning was effected by asking the step-father to take a more active part, and by encouraging the mother to allow this to happen. By the time of the third interview soiling was still occurring but the tantrums were no longer taking place. The step-father was directing Arnold to wash whenever he was soiled and this happened without any fuss.

... a considerable lessening of the soiling was reported. However, it was noticed that the mother appeared depressed ... A paradoxical type of comment was made by the therapist that with the upheavals of her past life and current worries, it was a wonder that she was not more depressed. All the children were asked to carry minor domestic chores for their mother, for which they were to be financially rewarded.

Though no doubt well-intentioned, this intervention can be seen as not recognizing that men and women in families are expected to play different roles and, importantly, that for women their self-esteem and respect may largely be based on their success in the domestic sphere. Regarding the above example, Urry (1990: 108) suggests that the woman

is being viewed in a framework of having failed, whilst her husband is presented as the solution of her incompetence. The support she is given by the therapists with their ‘paradoxical type of comment’ offers some understanding to the woman. However, it falls far short of recognising her strengths and encouraging her competences. This therapy is exemplary in the way it maintains myths of male supremacy and reflects a society organized around financial reward.

This critique embraces both a specific point about systemic therapy as having failed to consider images of family life – how families are viewed in different cultures – and the values and expectations that follow. Related to this, it is argued that there is a reality ‘out there’ which is independent of the observer. Families can be seen as displaying real structures which contain patterns of inequalities and gender roles. Furthermore, it is argued that these patterns are not simply constructed within families but are shaped by the very real structural and ideological forces in society.

**Key texts**
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**Skill guides**

**Consultation**

**Background**

With the recognition of systemic practices as offering core skills for a variety of professional activity, practitioners have increasingly applied skills to non-therapeutic contexts. Most usually this has meant practitioners becoming consultants to one another, other welfare or mental health organizations or commercial organizations.
Relevance and usefulness
For practitioners to be able to appreciate and demonstrate the generic nature of systemic practices is extremely important as an underpinning of the new theoretical paradigm. The development of skills that enable practitioners to be useful in conversation with colleagues in turns helps to develop their own credibility and that of the approaches that they employ.

Exercise
Participants are asked to organize themselves in trios (A, B and C): A takes the role of a representative of an organization in trouble, B takes the role of a consultant and C takes the role of an observer. Using the following format, B explores A’s problem:

1 What is the problem?
2 What does the problem enable people in the organization to do/not to do?
3 Which roles and relationships in the organization are affected by 1 and 2?
4 How does 3 represent a dilemma for the organization?
5 How does this pattern of relationships enable the organization to manage change?
6 What are the gains and losses of 5 to A and for the organization?
7 What does 6 enable A and the organization to do and not to do?
8 A, B and C share their experiences and learning.

Further reading

Externalizing the problem
Background
An original contribution from narrative therapists Michael White and David Epston, externalization is a sophisticated practice based on the premise that exploring a problem or difficulty as if it were a separate ‘something’ from the person with the difficulty can promote new agency in previously disempowered clients.

Integral to using this approach is a belief that practitioners can see the client as separate from their problems. Practitioners using this skill need to develop genuine empathy and curiosity about the client’s struggle with their symptom as if it were an unwanted visitor in their lives.
Relevance and usefulness
Narrative therapy and practices identify some political implications of the context of therapy, and externalizing conversations help practitioner and client alike to rename the dominant stories in people’s lives and thus to empower clients to develop new and different stories about themselves. This ‘re-authoring’ may include clients dissociating themselves from dominant, oppressive discourses in the political, economic, social and therapeutic context.

Skills that enable clients to rediscover their agency for life are invaluable for practitioners but none more so than those (like externalizing conversations) that are embedded in respectful collaborative practices.

Exercise
Participants are asked to organize themselves in trios (A, B and C): A is a person with a difficulty, B is an explorer or investigative reporter and C is an observer.

Part I  A selects a difficulty or problem he/she wants help with. B inquires about A’s problem to ascertain:
1  The problem’s influence in different areas of A’s life.
2  The strategies, deceits, techniques and tricks the problem uses to intimidate A.
3  Particular qualities possessed by the problem for undermining A.
4  Problems, aims and goals for A’s life.
5  Who supports the problem and its schemes.
6  What destructive actions the problem will resort to in A’s life should the problem’s dominance in A’s life be shortened.

Part II  This part involves B interviewing A to ascertain ways in which the externalized problem is incompetent, fails to achieve its goals and can be undermined and hindered.

In addition, B seeks to identify what techniques and strategies have been developed by A to undermine and disqualify the problem, as well as any network of relatives, friends and professionals who A feels are available to help deny the problem’s wishes.

Then B summarizes with A the ways in which the problem can be successfully demoralized.

Part III  Here A talks about their experiences of Parts I and II, and then B and C discuss their reactions to A’s experience as described.

Finally, A, B and C have the opportunity to discuss their learning experiences.

Further reading

**Collaborative inquiry**

**Background**
As constructivist ideas have permeated the field and discussions about power inequalities between therapists and clients have impinged on practice, more and more attempts have been made to develop collaborative approaches to therapy. Generally collaboration carries with it the idea of more than just lip-service to working ‘with’ clients and presumes the therapists will seek to create a context for genuine inquiry and exploration from a position of ‘not knowing’ the reasons for the presence of symptoms.

**Relevance and usefulness**
Because we all create our own experience, the client is indeed the ‘expert’ about their own life experiences, and a collaborative non-expert approach by the therapist recognizes this client expertise at the same time as offering an authentic invitation (in response to the client’s request for help) to explore unfamiliar and uncharted emotional territory in the hope that useful new possibilities for action will emerge. More than any other therapeutic style, collaborative approaches promote client autonomy while offering a non-invasive experience of interdependence with the therapist during the inquiry (therapy) process.

**Exercise**
Participants are asked to take one of three positions: explorer, presenter or observer (Figure 3.1).

The explorer is given the following guidelines for a conversation:

1. Keep the inquiry within the parameters of the problem described.
2. Allow yourself to hear multiple and contradictory ideas at the same time.
3. Choose cooperative rather than uncooperative language.
4. Use the same words and language as your conversation partner.
5. Ask new questions which are based on the answers to previous questions.
6. Be a respectful listener, and do not understand too quickly.

![Collaborative inquiry triangle](image)

**Figure 3.1** Collaborative inquiry triangle
7 Create a conversational context which allows for mutual collaboration in the problem-defining and dissolving process.

8 Keep a conversation going with yourself in your head about what you are hearing from your conversation partner.

Similarly, the observer is offered guidelines for listening and watching the three stages of the conversation:

1 Ask the presenter to describe a problem, complaint or worry. (This can be work related or personal.)

2 Find out how describing the problem in this way creates a problem for the presenter. For example, how does it lead the presenter to organize his or her relationships or behaviour? Map how his or her important relationships are affected by the way he or she (the presenter) is describing their problem. Clarify who are the key players and what they are doing in relation to the problem.

3 Find out what different explanations the presenter holds and others who are affected by the problem. Clarify what effect the different explanations have on the relationships described by the presenter.

After 10 minutes of exploration, the explorer and observer discuss what has interested them in the conversation and speculate about ways forward in the presenter’s situation, while the presenter listens without participating.

The presenter is then invited to comment on what they have heard and suggest a direction in which the conversation could usefully develop.

Following another 10 minutes of conversation between the explorer and the presenter, the observer joins for a three-way conversation about the learning and the experience.

Each member of the trio takes a turn in each of the positions.

Further reading

Reflecting processes

Background
Since the late 1980s, reflecting team processes have become an important aspect of clinical practice. The method arose originally from the development by Tom Andersen of the reflecting team, in which the family and the behind-the-screen observing therapists switch places during the therapy session so that family members have an opportunity to observe therapists talking about them and then offer the therapists feedback.

The intervention was intended to provide an opportunity for réflexion (the French equivalent of reflection), meaning that something heard is taken in, thought
over, and the thought is given back. This way of working aims to promote more egalitarian relationships between clients and therapists.

**Relevance and usefulness**

It is our belief that in the context of more collaborative and egalitarian relationships, clients are likely to be more receptive to new ideas and therefore to the risks of change.

Authentic feedback from clients and therapists in training who have experienced reflecting processes is unanimously that being able to listen without having to justify, explain or set the record right, while still knowing there will come an opportunity to speak, provides an unusual space in which other new ideas can surface and a different kind of listening takes place. Clients also acknowledge an intense interest in hearing what other people have to say about them.

It is also clear from client feedback that experiencing reflecting processes conveys to clients how much thought and attention is being given to their situation by professionals who simultaneously are perceived as more authentically caring and more professionally useful.

**Exercise: reflecting team discussion**

1. Participants are asked to get into groups of three, four or five. One person is asked to present a case or situation he or she is feeling stuck with and to say something about the therapy, why he or she feels stuck, and what he or she has done to get ‘unstuck’. This should not go on for longer than 10 minutes.

2. The others in the group then discuss the case or situation together, and the presenter becomes an observer, forbidden to speak or even correct any misunderstanding. The group aim to arrive at some systemic understanding of why this person is stuck with this case. This should take about 10 minutes. We often ask the group to use the sequential format described earlier for their discussion.

3. The presenter is then invited to comment on the discussion. He or she usually has views about what seemed accurate or inaccurate, helpful or unhelpful but is asked to refrain from trying to explain his/her views and invited to comment on the discussion he or she has just heard in step 2.

4. Again the group turn to each other to discuss the comments made by the presenter. These comments should be used as information to enable the group to develop further their systemic formulation about the case. They can ask themselves, ‘What does it tell us about this system/situation that the presenter has chosen to comment on these particular aspects of our discussion?’ This takes about 5 minutes.

5. The presenter can then be invited to comment on this second discussion.

**Further reading**


Ideas that keep knocking on the door: emotions, attachments and systems

The role of emotions in systemic theory and practice

The role of emotions in systemic practice has been much debated, and is important for a number of reasons. The first is that without being addressed the model is necessarily incomplete and loses the opportunity to connect with other perspectives and research into the nature of emotions, problems and change. Rather than being a sort of add-on, emotions are fundamental to family relationships and in particular children’s development in families. Secondly, systemic practice has encountered considerable criticism for being unable to offer convincing models of aberrant emotional states in families, especially in relation to physical and sexual abuse. As we saw in Chapter 1 (first phase), systemic concepts of escalating processes, such as symmetry and complementarity, offer an important description and analysis but say little about the nature of emotional experience in such escalations. They also appear to miss the important ‘common sense’ observation that such escalations are generally suffused with emotionality.

This first phase saw clear connections with psychodynamic models in terms of the importance of unconscious emotional processes. There was a rejection of what were seen as an essentially individualistic understanding of problems in psychodynamic theories. Following a lengthy separation, the two approaches are increasingly showing signs of a process of rapprochement. Importantly, this is being fuelled not only by shifts among systemic therapists towards a greater interest in the nature of inner worlds and, especially, the emotional world of family members, but also by dramatic shifts in psychodynamic theorists’ narrative ideas (Larner 2000: 61; Flaskas 2002), so that therapy has come to be regarded as a more collaborative and mutually constructed process (Bion 1961, 1970; Winnicott 1971) in contrast to the more ‘expert’ interpretative stance of earlier psychodynamic approaches. Running alongside the connections with psychodynamic approaches has been a long-standing relationship with attachment theory. Though also concerned with how internal worlds develop, attachment theory fundamentally adopts a social-interpersonal approach to examine how attachments are formed in families. In fact Bowlby (1973) argued that attachment must be seen systemically as a self-corrective process between the infant
and the carer. Together they maintain a homeostatic balance of security and arousal in the relationship.

Returning to the role of emotions in systemic practice, Haley (1987) and others, as we mentioned earlier in Chapter 1 (first phase), regarded struggles fuelled by unconscious emotional needs as one of the key features of family dynamics. The direct exploration of emotions in therapy, however, was discouraged for pragmatic reasons. Haley (1987) has articulated many of these reasons, and we offer a combined summary:

1. A focus on emotion distracts attention from the interactional dynamics and patterns in families.
2. There had been an assumption that emotions are essentially private, personal, intrapsychic phenomena. A discussion of these in therapy can steer the therapy away from looking at interpersonal dynamics.
3. Therapeutically a discussion of feelings often generates little new information. For example, asking someone how they feel about their difficulties often simply produces little change and tends to keep the focus on the identified patient, reinforcing rather than challenging their assignation to the sick role.
4. Perhaps most importantly, the study of emotions had been so totally colonized by psychodynamic theory that their exploration in therapy almost invariably veered towards speculative formulations about unconscious processes. This tended to propel the analysis of the problems and focus of the therapy progressively further into the client’s past. Consequently, the discussion and therapy often became largely disconnected from present processes and events, which might be contributing to the problems.

It was argued, for example, that asking families about their feelings was not likely to elicit new information or lead to change:

If a person is caught up in a sequence . . . expressing his emotions is not likely to cause change . . . For example, if a man gets red in the face and is silent every time his wife criticises him, the therapist may arrange for the man to express his anger in words instead of by changing the colour of his face. If the man does so, the wife must respond differently, and a new system is being generated. Asking ‘How do you feel?’ about something is the least likely way to bring out emotions . . . It is better to provoke him to more anger, perhaps by sympathising with him, to shift the way he is communicating.

(Haley 1987: 125)

Systemic therapists argued that emotions were driven by interpersonal events and experiences, and their expression served interpersonal functions (Ray 2004). In terms of therapy, it was seen as more pragmatic and efficient to alter the interpersonal patterns and communicational sequences than to engage in explorations of intrapsychic emotional states. Similarly, Palazzoli et al. (1978) argued that in Western culture our language tended to reify emotions. Phrases such as ‘Mary is angry’ or
'John is jealous', they argued, imply that these states are strictly intrapsychic rather than transient states that ebb and flow as part of relationship dynamics.

Haley’s position regarding emotions has continued to have a powerful influence on the practice of systemic family therapy. However, it can be suggested that, like other therapies, family therapy operates not just on explicit theory but in terms of what is ‘untold’. Paolo Bertrando (2007) nicely captures this, especially in the written descriptions of the ways therapists worked in the different family therapy models:

an expert Milan-style therapist would never forget the concrete life experiences and the emotional tones of the client’s situation and would have calibrated herself to these, but such a sensibility is difficult to convey and teach purely through writing, where ideological infatuation becomes easier . . .

(Bertrando 2007: 11, emphasis added)

Perhaps an important issue here is not that systemic family therapy ignores emotions but has different ideas about how to make use of them in the process of therapy. Whether the approach has been to more or less directly address and talk about feelings, it is important to note that most if not all systemic and family therapists have taken account of and utilized emotional issues in their work with families. For example, most therapists are sensitive to the first impressions of a family’s emotional atmosphere. Whether they appear hostile, anxious or confident is likely to influence how the therapist decides to approach them. Subsequently, in attempting to gain the cooperation and trust of a family (joining), attention is paid to the general emotional atmosphere. Generally, attempts are made to encourage a positive and warm working relationship with a family.

Therapists of all schools are likely to pay attention to the emotional atmosphere of a family and individual members as they discuss important issues. Working alongside family members and helping them to manage their emotional reactions in more productive ways may be one of the core outcomes of family therapy. As we saw in the Introduction, families’ experience of what is useful about therapy emphasized the importance of providing a situation which helped them to express and also to contain their feelings (see page 3).

Most therapists have ideas about the likely progression of emotions in a family; for example, a sense that a particular emotional sequence is likely to follow will influence the therapist’s choice of particular questions to family members.

Family members usually have a set of beliefs and explanations about the role of emotions in their lives. How emotions are expressed and dealt with will differ, and these beliefs may vary from family to family. However, families and their therapists can also be seen to share some common assumptions or discourses about emotions. For example, in the Taylor family of the Introduction there was a belief that it was important to get their feelings out in the open and that this had been difficult in the past, especially for Mr Taylor. This can also be seen as part of a wider cultural belief that men are ‘naturally’ less emotionally articulate than women, along with a common assumption that therapy should be concerned with exploring feelings. This assumption is also most certainly a legacy of psychodynamic theory and we can find evidence of the influence of Freudian ideas in most of our conversations with families in clinical
and everyday contexts. Psychodynamic ideas about the centrality of emotions and the need to access and release unconscious emotional conflicts and anxieties are now a fundamental feature of Western cultures.

Our suggestion is that though many of the reasons for excluding emotions early on in the development of systemic therapy were valid at the time in creating a distinctive alternative to psychoanalytic theory, it is no longer necessary to exclude an analysis of emotions from a central position in systemic thinking.

Susan Johnson (1998) argues that:

emotion is not a within phenomenon that falls outside the bounds of system theory. It is a leading element in the system that organizes interactions between intimates. To leave emotion unaddressed is to miss a crucial part of the context of close relationships. Emotional expression is the main route by which partners and family members define their relationships and influence each other’s behavior.

We want to offer an overview of some interesting developments in the study of emotions and also to look at some of the elaborations of psychodynamic perspectives which complement a systemic perspective. An analysis of emotions, in fact, can be seen to offer an interesting example of the value and necessity of integrating the three phases (Flaskas 2002).

Emotions and early family therapy concepts

Despite some of the reservations shared by systemic therapists about the emotions, in fact many of the early formulations were centrally concerned with emotional processes. Two key ideas, triangulation and the double-bind, which made a significant contribution to early systemic therapy, both revolved around emotional processes:

Triangulation

As described in Chapter 1 (first phase) triangulation was seen as a process whereby emotional tensions and conflicts occurring between a pair in a family result in a third person being drawn in to ameliorate the level of tensions:

The basic building block of any emotional system is the triangle. In calm periods, two members of the triangle have a comfortable emotional alliance, and the third, in the unfavoured outsider position, moves either toward winning the favour of one of the others or towards rejection . . . In tension situations, the outsider is in the favoured position and both of the emotionally over-involved ones will predictably make efforts to involve the third in the conflict.

(Bowen 1971: 172))

Bowen, like other systemic therapists, proposed that triangles represented one of the primary emotional units in families. The emotional levels, tension, conflicts and fear could escalate between a pair in a family and the emotional balance could be restored by drawing in a third person. Again as we saw in Chapter 1, Minuchin
(1974) described how this process was also involved in conflict avoidance. The experience of conflict for a pair, for example a couple, could be extremely aversive and a way of avoiding this is to draw in a third member. In his therapeutic approaches Minuchin (1974) included the technique of intensification whereby he blocked such triangulating avoidance manoeuvres and insisted that a couple address and try to resolve their conflicts. Much of the early writing in family therapy stressed this notion of families attempting to sustain an equilibrium or homeostasis in their emotional reactions.

The double-bind

In their studies of schizophrenia, Bateson et al. (1956) reversed the usual causal question about what makes people act in disturbed and crazy ways, typically labelled as schizophrenic. Instead, they asked in what situation schizophrenia would make perfect sense, in fact would in a sense be adaptive. This line of thinking led to the concept of the double-bind. In short, this proposed that serious disturbance arises from situations in which conflicting and contradictory messages are given and there is no apparent possibility of escape.

In the Gregg family, for example, Mrs Gregg continually smiled as she recounted stories of how inconsiderate, aggressive and even violent her son Hugh had been towards her. When he reacted with anger towards her criticisms she smiled further and explained that this was an example of Hugh’s behaviour. Similarly, if Hugh tried to be pleasant or loving towards his mother he was reminded of what he was really like. For much of the time in the sessions Hugh’s solution was to act in a ‘silly’ way which allowed him to be neither angry nor loving (see Dallos 1997).

An important question is what drives or causes such patterns of ambivalence on the part of parents in the first place. Bateson et al. (1956) strongly implied that the ambivalent and contradictory communication arose out of a deep fear of potential rejection. For example, Mrs Gregg perhaps feared that if she were to show her true feelings some catastrophe, such as rejection, might occur. Bateson (1972: 215) suggested in his description of ‘double-bind’ situations that these were driven by anxieties and insecurities:

The need of the mother to be wanted and loved also prevents the child from gaining support from some other person in the environment, a teacher for example. A mother with these characteristics would feel threatened by any other attachment of the child and would break it up and bring the child back closer to her with consequent anxiety when the child became dependent on her.

(emphasis added)

Unfortunately, the impressions formed from the early descriptions were that the model was mother-blaming, which obscured later reformulations as a mutual and even a triadic process. Weakland (1976) argued further that such patterns could be better seen as a triangular double-binding process, typically where the mother is or feels disempowered. Mrs Gregg reported that she often ‘feared for her life’ in the face of the periodic coalition that arose between Mr Gregg and Hugh. Though alternately
criticizing Hugh, Mr Gregg also tended to take his son’s side and undermined Mrs Gregg’s attempts to gain some control. Later it turned out that the couple had attempted to keep secret from Hugh the fact that they did not love each other, had both had affairs and were living a lie, staying together purely for economic reasons and because they had nowhere else to go. In fact it seemed clear that the parents both felt extremely vulnerable and frightened at the prospect of being on their own, despite their dissatisfactions with their marriage. In addition, such insecurities can be seen to be trans-generational, as attachment theory reveals. Hence, though a parent may appear to be acting in a destructive way, this needs to be seen in the context of how they have learnt to survive emotionally in their own family of origin. This typically reveals, returning to Bateson’s emphasis on ‘fit’, that their behaviour makes sense and fits with their own early experiences. For example, both Mr and Mrs Gregg had themselves experienced difficult and insecure relationships with each of their parents.

In summary, therefore, double-bind theory, like the concept of triangulation, appears to be based on the assumption that emotional processes, which may be largely unconscious, lead to the emergence of problematic behaviour patterns in families. This also reveals the legacy of psychodynamic theory in early systems theory models of families and therapy.

**Emotions, escalation and couples’ interactions**

Gregory Bateson (1972) proposed that dynamics in families and couples also displayed patterns of escalating emotions. He also argued that possibly one of the important functions that sexual intimacy played in relationships was that it could provide a release of feelings and tension, especially through sexual orgasm:

> If there be any basic human characteristic which makes men prone to struggle, it would seem to be this hope of release from tension through total involvement . . . [there is an] obvious relationship of these interactive phenomena to climax and orgasm . . .

(Bateson 1972: 111)

It would be contentious to suggest that sexual orgasm simply functions to defuse escalating conflicts in relationships, but Bateson (1972) did point to the centrality of emotional arousal in relationships and the need to establish a pattern of managing this which, like the case of a child with a parent, was comfortable. Through focusing on sexual intimacy he also indicated that pleasurable emotions are a central ingredient. Of course sexuality is complex and shaped by a variety of personal and cultural factors, but the nature of emotion and mutual arousal may be extremely important.

Work by Gottman (1979, 1982) has specifically attempted to explore links between emotional arousal and dynamics in couples. In a range of studies Gottman et al. (1977; also Parke et al. 1977) took physiological and psychological measures of emotional arousal in couples engaged in requiring negotiational tasks. The method he developed was to videotape couples engaged in discussions and negotiations of areas of conflict. Subsequently each partner in turn viewed the replay of the interaction on video and a range of measures were taken. This was more convenient than, in effect,
wiring the couple up while they were interacting, and the measures have been found to agree closely with the actual emotional changes in the original interactions. Gottman discovered each partner’s emotional arousal at any point was related to that of the other. However, Gottman et al. (1977) also found interesting differences between couples who generally described their relations as satisfactory as opposed to unsatisfactory. Dissatisfied couples tended to display much greater mutual escalation of negative emotional responses. This was not simply in what was said but in the non-verbal aspects of their utterances. Furthermore, these patterns of mutual responding appeared to be very predictable or stuck. In contrast, in satisfied couples negative emotional arousal and action in one partner might be met by a positive response and validation which often had the effect of halting any potential escalation.

Gottman (1979) suggested that the patterns of mutual emotional responsiveness to each other become learned or programmed in time. Each partner responds to the other’s emotional tone in a largely conditioned and unconscious manner. In effect, this seems to confirm the common-sense observation that partners come to be able to ‘press each other’s emotional buttons’. He went on to describe how patterns of emotional avoidance can also be mutually constructed; for example, one finding was that generally patterns of negative emotional reactions are likely to be terminated when a woman becomes angry. At this point men are more likely to withdraw. Over time this pattern of a show of anger by one partner followed by withdrawal can lead to avoidance so that issues are not resolved. Significantly, he also found that as emotional escalation proceeds women are more likely to experience this as fear and men as anger. He suggests that men generally experience emotional arousal in relationships as more aversive than women and attempt to withdraw. When this strategy is blocked, excessive frustration and anger may develop. Hence both personal and culturally shared gender factors may play an important role in shaping the emotional patterns.

There is considerable evidence to suggest that emotional arousal and problem-solving abilities are closely related. When couples are caught in such escalating emotional patterns there is a tendency for thought processes to be become limited, inflexible and ineffective. Therapeutic approaches which just focus on the cognitive aspects may underestimate the difficulties that partners have in overcoming their learned patterns of mutual emotional arousal. Again as we saw in the quotes from families in the Introduction an opportunity to discuss issues without becoming drawn into these patterns is typically seen as a key ingredient of what family members find useful in therapy:

Mrs Taylor: I thought what was most useful was hearing Barbara talking about things . . . to hear what was going on in her head . . .

Barbara: Yeah, getting my point of view across rather than getting into an argument.

Over time therapy may also allow an opportunity to learn or develop some less rigid tit-for-tat patterns of emotional arousal.
Emotions, narratives and the language of emotions

Work on natural account-making processes, including Harvey et al. (1992), suggests that one of the ways that people deal with destructive emotional experiences such as abuse is by a process of forming accounts of their experiences. Through repeated internal dialogue and repeated presentation of accounts to others, people are able at least partly to transcend their abusive experiences. A key ingredient is that others, such as friends, relatives and colleagues validate this process by responding in a positive way by listening rather than rejecting or criticizing people’s attempts to make sense of their traumatic experiences. This work also suggests more broadly that particular attachment styles may alter according to the nature of positive (or negative) relationships as we progress into adulthood.

The contribution of social constructionism to family therapy has been to encourage us to consider the ways in which our ideas and assumptions are shaped by culturally shared discourses:

We might consider how emotions came to be constituted in their present form, as physiological forces, located within individuals, that bolster our sense of uniqueness and are taken to provide access to some kind of inner truth about the self.

(Abu-Lughod and Lutz 1990: 6)

Talk about feelings pervades much of social interaction as well as our private internal dialogues. However, it is possible that much of the time we are unaware of some of the dominant assumptions or discourses that shape such talk and our beliefs about emotions. Glenda Fredman (2004) similarly shares Lutz’s (1990) suggestions that a range of culturally shared assumptions regarding emotions shape not only our beliefs about emotions but serve to construct our experiences, including what we regard as legitimate feelings and what courses of action are acceptable once particular feelings arise. The meanings ascribed to our own and others’ internal states and feelings is in turn shaped by the range of possible meanings – the discourses about emotions available in our culture. Fredman (2004) goes on to suggest that two dominant discourses can be seen to be employed: a view of emotions as relational vs autonomous (Figure 4.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relational</th>
<th>Autonomous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter-subjective</td>
<td>Subjective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created between people, meanings given for sensations</td>
<td>Internal, inside us, objective meanings for sensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>Innate and universal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultures give different meaning to sensation, emotions, wide range</td>
<td>Emotions are universal, set of core emotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual</td>
<td>Bodily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related to situations we are in Etc.</td>
<td>Inside our bodies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1. Relational and autonomous emotional discourses
Fredman emphasizes the extent to which emotions tend to be seen in intrapsychic terms, as inside us, rather than in relational terms. This also resonates with the observation from the Milan team of family therapists that it can be useful to think about family members not simply as ‘having’ emotions (intrapsychic) but as ‘showing’ them (relational). By this they implied that emotions were also communication, whether deliberate or not, so that crying in a family meeting, for example, could be a statement to the others.

Perhaps most significantly, emotions are regarded as generally inferior to intellectual and rational thought. In most professional spheres of activity it is seen as necessary to be able to contain and control one’s emotions in order to work effectively and rationally. However, emotions are also contrasted with ‘cold’ and lifeless logic, and seen as embodying more primitive states, closer to nature; free, authentic and unshackled states of being.

This juxtaposition between feelings and rationality may not be inevitable. In fact the separation between feeling and rationality is itself a culturally shaped device. More specifically the experience of an emotion can be seen to be based upon beliefs which in turn invariably involve feelings. Cultural changes indicate some of the issues here, for example the emotion of ‘melancholie’ featured strongly in medieval times but has largely become an obsolete term (Jackson 1985). Furthermore, melancholie was more likely to be experienced by men and implied refinement and brave suffering. In contrast the modern concept of depression tends to focus more on women and portrays the condition as implying a deficiency, for example biologically based disorder or a distorted dysfunctional view of the world. Similarly it can be suggested that the widely accepted differences in emotions between men and women are not in fact natural and inevitable but are in fact part of a process of social construction.

Typically, the distinction between emotions and rationality can be seen as embodying the differences between the positive and largely male values in Western societies, that is, rationality, coolness and control, as opposed to the less valued features of impulsivity, lack of control, and vulnerability. Running through these assumptions about emotionality is a theme of control. This is a necessary part of the concept of emotions as fundamentally biological, an essential inner state that each person has to wrestle with and bring under control. A related idea is of emotions as building up like a dam that may burst if feelings are not expressed. This biological premise diverts attention away from the possibility that the experience and expression of emotions may be predominantly socially and culturally shaped. An important example here is that though men are generally seen as less emotional and more in control, the exception is anger, which is generally accepted as a more legitimate, in fact desirable, male emotion.

Culturally shared discourses may therefore serve to define our internal states, the meanings we give to them and legitimate ways of acting. The classic study by Schachter and Singer (1962) illustrates these points. Participants were administered dosages of either a stimulant drug or a placebo, and placed with another person who acted in either an angry or a silly way. The effects of the drug were found to be more pronounced due to the social effects of being with another person who acted in an angry way. The actual physiological arousal effects of the stimulant drug as opposed to the placebo were mediated and could indeed be counteracted by the social
situation. These and other studies suggest that, rather than some simple correspondence with internal physiological states driving emotions, there is a complex process of attributions made about our internal states which is based on the immediate social context that we are in and more broadly the wider cultural one.

Lutz (1990) also argues that dominant assumptions about the nature of emotions pervades not only everyday ideas but also scientific research. An important example is the work on attachment informed by the work of Bowlby (1969). His work, inspired by animal studies, is founded on the notion of a fundamental biologically based bond between mothers and infants. Feelings of love towards the child from the mother are seen as natural and instinctual, as are the child’s emotional responses. However, arguably this is not simply based on empirical discoveries:

Bowlby-style bonding theory naturalizes the connection between women and affect through evolutionary theory and is continuous with earlier theorizing about the elevated moral status of women achieved through divinely assigned and naturally embedded mothering skills.

(Lutz 1990: 82)

The importance of women for bonding in early childhood follows from the view of women as more emotionally aware and sensitive. There have been studies which suggest that women are superior at decoding facial expressions (Hall 1978), that they have become better at this because of their historical role of being the ones to care for infants and therefore needing to be sensitive to expressions. However, in many of these studies the actual superiority of women’s performance is small and the evolutionary explanations are dubious. Arguably, it was also necessary for men as hunters to cooperate and thus be able to read each other’s expressions accurately.

Cultural stereotypes might suggest that men distance themselves more and talk about their feelings in abstract terms. Analysis of men’s and women’s talk about emotions (Lutz 1990; Shimanoff 1983), however, suggests that in fact men and women both tend to be similar in the extent to which they place themselves at the centre of talk about emotions and there is little evidence to bear out these cultural stereotypes. Nevertheless, men’s and women’s talk is still regarded as different.

Emotions and their role in family life can be seen to be highly influenced by such societal factors. An example from our own work may help to reveal some of these processes. In particular our example serves to highlight some important differences in assumptions about gender and what is seen to be legitimate emotional expression:

*Deidre and Steve*

Steve and Deidre are two artists who had been married for ten years and were reporting difficulties in their marriage. Deidre had become anxious and unable to engage in sexual intimacy and she complained that she could not feel warm towards Steve since he was continually attempting to get away from her. Apart from complaining about lack of sexual intimacy, Steve appeared to have a predominantly avoidant attachment style. He described how his parents had frequently argued and that the emotional atmosphere at home was generally cold. He reported that he had difficulty expressing his
feelings and tended to go off by himself into outdoor pursuits. Deidre on the other hand reported that her family background had been warm and affectionate, with people generally able to express their feelings and their vulnerabilities. She described herself as rather insecure at college, however, and entered into counselling to help her deal with some issues. When she and Steve first met she said that she admired his independence: he was a lecturer and rode a motorbike. Steve admired Deidre’s warmth and felt she might enable him to become more emotionally expressive. However, as their relationship developed it appeared that Deidre became seen as increasingly ‘neurotic’ and ‘clingy’ because she wanted to spend time with Steve, whereas he continued with his solitary outdoor pursuits. Rather than seeing Steve’s actions as indicative of an avoidant and anxious attachment style, the relationship increasingly became portrayed as Steve being secure and normal and Deidre as insecure with Steve, but not in other relationships.

It is possible that their differences in emotionality were less than either of them perceived them to be. However, they both adopted different positions, in that Steve was struggling to be more emotionally expressive while not losing his male ‘control’, and Deidre was struggling to control her feelings without losing her feminine ‘sensitivity’.

It is interesting to consider that systemic approaches in many ways anticipated some of the core concepts of social constructionism, including an analysis of emotions. Rather than seeing these as somehow fundamental intrapsychic states they came to be seen as a product of interpersonal processes. The contribution of social constructionism has been to reveal how these interpersonal exchanges are themselves shaped by culturally shared discourses. It is not just that actions and experiences are assigned particular emotional labels in interactions but assumptions are carried, often implicitly, about the very nature of what emotionality is.

Our example serves to illustrate not only how attachment styles both shape and are shaped by the relationship dynamics but also point to the important influence of wider cultural factors. In Deidre and Steve’s case, it is possible that Western patriarchal cultural values – independence, self-sufficiency, avoidance of displays of vulnerability and emotionality (White and Epston 1990; Rogers and Pilgrim 1997) – won out, so that despite Deidre arguably being better adjusted and more in touch with her feelings at the start of the relationship, she became increasingly construed as ‘neurotic’ and inadequate.

Attachment theory

Bowlby (1973) suggested that attachment to adult caregivers is a fundamental aspect of child development. He came to the view that not only particular forms of abuse but more broadly ‘inadequate maternal care’ (1988: 25) could be damaging for a child. Bowlby drew upon naturalistic (ethological) studies of a variety of animals which showed that the young have an instinct to become attached predominantly to their mothers. However, a number of ethologists, such as Lorenz, discovered that young
geese could become attached to him, not just to their mother. Later he discovered that they could even become attached to his Wellington boots or even a cardboard box as long as it was associated with providing nurturance such as physical contact, food and affection. A variety of other studies had also shown that the essential ingredients of attachment were not simply due to the fulfilment of basic needs such as food. Harlow and Harlow (1962) showed that young monkeys could forego food from a wire surrogate mother in favour of the opportunity to have physical contact with a comforting furry surrogate. Attachment was seen to have evolved in order to protect infants from danger by keeping them in close comfort to the mother.

Bowlby (1969, 1973) noted in his observations of the behaviours of children who were separated from their mothers for prolonged periods that these infants go through a predictable set of emotional reactions. The first stage involves protest, consisting of crying, active searching and resistance to others’ attempts to soothe them. The second stage appears to be despair, in which the child becomes passive and sad. And the third stage is detachment, in which the child appears to actively ignore and angrily reject the mother if she returns. This last stage was seen as a form of defence to limit the possibility of being hurt further by mother’s departure. However, infants who experience a consistently available mother or carer and appear to become securely attached become more able to tolerate their mother’s absence. Also, they are able to move away from her as a secure base to explore their environment and establish relationships with others (Winnicott 1971).

Apart from the detachment stage, remarkable similarities were observed between human infants and primates. Bowlby (1973) went on to suggest that though the attachment process in humans closely resembled the apparently largely instinctual processes in animals, it also involved the child developing an internal ‘attachment model’. By this he meant that children develop a set of meaningful representations about whether and how much they can trust others, based on their early experiences. He went on to classify children as developing largely different styles or patterns of attachment: secure, anxious and avoidant (Bowlby 1969, 1973). The secure style is characterized by an ability to tolerate absence from the parents, to operate independently and generally to possess a basis of trust and confidence about one’s self and the world. Children with anxious and avoidant styles are generally much less secure and do not expect others to be trustworthy. These children generally cope less well on their own and may develop ambivalent – close but also rejecting or overly clingy – relationships. The sense of self is central to Bowlby’s ideas. The different experiences of these children lead them to develop a sense of self-worth, as opposed to inadequacy and insecurity about their worth. Consequently, attempts may be made by the child to secure or enhance self-esteem but this may be within a sense that any such acceptance cannot be relied upon and ultimately the child will be rejected. Bowlby (1973: 238) argued that the sense of attachment and security experienced came to depend on two factors:

(a) whether or not the attachment figure is judged to be the sort of person who in general responds to calls for support and protection;

(b) whether or not the self is judged to be the sort of person towards whom anyone, and the attachment figure in particular, is likely to respond in a helpful way.
He went on to say that although these perceptions of the attachment figure and the self are logically independent, they are aligned; for example, children who have had rejecting or abuse experiences come to see themselves as not worthy of love and affection.

Once established, these patterns are regarded as relatively stable and enduring. Evidence has started to accumulate that in fact these patterns of emotional attachment learned in childhood extend into adult relationships (Ainsworth et al. 1978; Main et al. 1985; Fonagy et al. 1993). It has been suggested that the children’s attachment patterns tend to be reproduced in relationships with other adults and also carried to the next generation with the relationships between the adult and his or her child.

Attachment theory has revealed that there can be strong escalating patterns between children and parents; in insecure (anxious or avoidant) attachment, the child will increasingly demand care and attention or increasingly withdraw. The notions of ‘comforting’ and ‘soothing’ are central in attachment theory such that the level of arousal and anxiety is maintained at a balance: not too much arousal so that the child is overanxious, and not too little so that a child is bored and listless.

We assert that Bowlby’s work is relational and therefore systemic.

Family life cycle and attachments

Accounts of the family life cycle (Haley 1973; Carter and McGoldrick 1980) clearly acknowledge that the substantial changes involved are associated with major emotional responses. Family members are faced with varying emotional stresses throughout their lives, including stresses associated with the birth of children, departures such as children leaving home, bereavements, and so on. These require families to organize themselves in different ways at different times. It is possible that at times it is functional for family members to be extremely close or even to appear over-dependent on each other. At other times it may be appropriate to be more emotionally distant. When children are leaving home it may even be expected that parents show some ambivalence: on the one hand encouraging their child to become an independent adult and on the other being concerned and feeling sad at their departure. An attachment perspective helps to elaborate how these changes can be seen to involve profound shifts in attachment relationships. They can also reveal how the challenges associated with various life cycle transitions can constitute opportunities for growth and change, as well as potential risks of deterioration and distress (Dallos and Vetere 2009a).

As an example, the birth of a child can represent significant challenges for the mother, who may have previously developed a way of coping in her own family and subsequently with friends, which is to distance her feelings and be self-reliant. The emotional demands of her baby might leave her feeling overwhelmed, confused and even angry, leading to the danger of neglect and even of depression on her part. Alternatively, with support from her partner and others she may experience this as a new opportunity for intimacy and be able to develop a more secure and less avoidant attachment pattern.

The arrival of the baby may also impact on the relationship between the couple. If her partner has a previous pattern of emotionally withdrawing, they may react by
distancing themselves from the partner and the baby. In turn he (or she) may then feel more alone and rejected, perhaps resulting in a pattern where the mother feels alone with the baby and increasingly overwhelmed. Alternatively, there can be an opportunity for him (or her) to not feel excluded but to also become close to the baby and the mother.

We can similarly consider other family life cycle stages with an attachment lens: as an example in early adulthood, a young person who has learnt to employ a characteristically avoidant attachment strategy may, partly fuelled by sexual desires, be propelled to take a risk and enter into an intimate relationship. If this goes well and their partner shows warmth and care there is a potential for change, so that he is able to become more trusting, achieve a sense of felt security and be able to reduce over-reliance on defensive strategies. This may require a partner who has experienced relatively secure attachments in the past and is able to understand their partner’s emotional history and position, and be patient in expecting them to change. Alternatively, the partner may respond with a defensiveness that leaves the relationship somewhat distant, perhaps focusing on sex as one of the few sources of contact, or perhaps intimacy decreases and the relationship becomes platonic. In contrast again, if the partner shows a preoccupied pattern then their extreme emotions may become confusing and overwhelming for both of them.

**Attachment styles and couples’ dynamics**

Some attempts have been made to integrate an analysis of emotional attachment styles with an analysis of the interactional processes in couples. Pistole (1994) suggests that the relationships that develop in couples may be shaped by, but cannot simply be predicted from, their attachment styles. It is possible, for example, that in some cases the interactional dynamics serve to aggravate each person’s characteristic style and in other cases to effect change. Couples’ attachment styles shape the beliefs and expectations that each partner holds as they interact and, in turn, the solutions to relationship problems that emerge. Couples frequently display cycles of closeness—distance (Byng-Hall 1985, 1995) where a frustrating process appears to take place in which attempts by either partner to become close are met by withdrawal from the other, and vice versa. In such cases a couple may eventually find it extremely difficult to move from an unpleasant stalemate and feel that their relationship is disintegrating since neither can take the risk of showing intimacy for fear of rejection. Pistole (1994) suggests that such stalemate cycles may be linked to an interlocking of each partner’s attachment styles and needs. Anxieties may be generated by some unexpected external changes, which in turn upset the balance of an established relationship pattern:

John and Jane’s relationship has been stable for 2 years. Jane is promoted to a job that demands more investment from her and also provides her with a greater sense of personal meaning. Perceiving the change in the amount, quality, and direction of Jane’s attention and emotional investment (more in her job) as a separation threat, John approaches. Jane, involved in her work, is not attentive and responsive to John’s bid for greater closeness. Following a rebuff, which is
experienced as an abandonment threat, John experiences separation anxiety and responds with more pressure for closeness and with protest behaviour, that is anger, as a bid for Jane to be responsive and emotionally available. Jane in turn feels both unduly pressured and attacked; she backs off or responds with anger designed to distance John. A pursuit cycle has begun and may continue until sufficient anger from both parties results in an argument followed by some sort of contact (perhaps ‘kissing and making up’), which calms John’s attachment system and allows the couple to re-balance their distance.

(Pistole 1994: 151)

Later it is possible that stress and demands may lead Jane to wish to gain more reassurance and contact from John. However, he may still be smarting from the rejection he perceived earlier from Jane, leading him to avoid showing affection. If John and Jane have anxious attachment styles then such disturbances may lead both of them to feel abandoned and uncared for but unable to make the first move for fear of further rejection. Of course it is also possible that partners become aware of their own histories and are able to transcend their immediate emotional reactions. This may in some cases require some ‘luck’ in finding understanding partners and friends or, alternatively, therapeutic input.

Attachments: from dyads to triads

One substantial reservation regarding attachment theory for systemic practitioners is that it is limited to a dyadic model. The unit of analysis is typically pairs of people, in particular mothers and their infants. In work with families, however, we see that children not only have an attachment to each parent but also to the parents’ relationship – children with whom we work feel safe and secure when their parents are together. The quote below from a young woman, Kathy, is illustrative of this:

They used to hate each other so much I always used to be so scared that one of them would do something stupid and I would come home and, I used to hate coming home just in case something happened. And they’ve both got the worst tempers, even dad... dad’s is rarely seen but it is really bad... The only thing I ever hear them talking about is me and if I didn’t have this [anorexia] its kind of like, would everything fall apart, at least its keeping them talking. And they won’t argue while I’ve got this because it might make me worse. So um... that’s kind of bought, sort of like, I’m not in control as such but I’ve got more control over the situation that way.

Kathy.  

(Dallos 2006: 11)

This young woman had suffered with anorexia and felt herself to be caught between (triangulated) conflicts between her parents (Figure 4.2). She described how she had been close to both of her parents but now felt increasingly drawn in to take sides and anxious when her parents were together. This illustrates that family members have
multiple, and possibly different attachments to each other and further that each attachment pair may be influenced by their other attachment relationships.

Trauma and loss

We can argue that both trauma and loss have been fundamental areas of concern for family therapy. Family life cycle perspectives have emphasized how loss is an inevitable aspect of family life, as well as the issues it raises for the family in adjusting and reorganizing. Trauma, likewise, has been of concern, and attempts have been made to explore how traumatic events such as physical and sexual abuse can come to organize family systems (Bentovim 1992). These areas are central to attachment theory and it is interesting that Bowlby (1988) noted, in some ways similarly to Bateson (1972) and Haley et al. (1976b), that one of the most damaging areas is when parents act in ways which are anxiety-provoking for their children. Furthermore, Bowlby (1988) had described the processes whereby, as with double-binds, there can be severe distorting processes in families. He talked of ‘knowing what you are not supposed to know and feeling what you are not supposed to feel’ in relation to family situations where children were given distorted versions of events. A particularly destructive situation is where a sexually abusive parent denies to the child and other members of the family the kind of events that happen in secret between him and the child at night. Attachment theory gave an important impetus to considerations about how such actions caused impossible emotional dilemmas since the child, on the one hand, had a fundamental attachment and need to be close to and protected by their parent but, on the other, their appeals for comfort and love from this person were met with abuse and lack of care.

In agreement with systemic approaches, attachment theory suggests that it is not events in themselves which result in traumatic responses to loss, danger and abuse but the ways that these are processed with our primary attachment figures. Even the most brutal and dangerous events may not lead to traumatic states if we are able to process these experiences openly and are supported in the attempt both to understand and to develop future strategies to avoid danger and harm. Bowlby (1988) had helpfully pointed out, in agreement with contemporary understanding of trauma (Liotti 2004; Herman 2001; Crittenden 1997) that attachment and communicational processes in families are closely linked. Open, undistorted communication helps to process and
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Figure 4.2  Attachment as triadic process
resolve such experiences, while restricted or distorted communication may lead, for example, to a child feeling danger at an embodied level by a confusing contrast with what he has been told verbally.

Attachment and meaning-making processes: beliefs and narratives

As systemic family therapy evolved there was a shift from a focus on behaviours, patterns and processes to thinking of families in terms of their meaning-making processes, their beliefs and expectations. Alongside developments in family therapy there has been a massive upsurge in cognitive therapeutic approaches inspired by the work of Beck (1967), Brewin (1988) and Young (1990) on depression. In Britain we have also seen the influence of the work of Harry Procter (1981, 1985), which developed George Kelly’s personal construct theory into the idea of families as composed of a matrix of individual and shared beliefs. These approaches, including Beck’s cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), had proposed that emotional problems such as depression were maintained and possibly caused by patterns of negative thought processes. This suggested that feelings and beliefs were intimately linked and it was not so much what had happened to us but what sense we made of these events that shaped our responses and types of distress.

George Kelly’s (1955) work emphasized the importance of ways of seeing the world but he cautioned against evaluations, arguing that people adopted what appeared to be the best ways of making sense of events. He proposed that each person is like a scientist attempting to make sense of and to predict and anticipate events in the world. However, each person was seen as possessing a unique set of beliefs, or personal construct system about the world. A core aspect of this was a set of beliefs or constructs about the self. In particular, positive and negative feelings were seen to be associated with validation and invalidation of our desired self. Change involved working in a collaborative way with people to discover alternative ways of making sense of the world but this required an understanding of how and why they had come to develop certain views. Similarly, Kelly (1955) suggested that emotional states were intimately connected to patterns of beliefs. For example, he argued that anxiety arises when we feel that we do not have an adequate understanding and ability to predict situations, when we feel out of control. Procter (1981) had developed Kelly’s ideas to produce a systemic model of how families develop shared constructing, validating or invalidating each other’s experiences and beliefs, and how this relates to the development and maintenance of emotional problems (Procter 1981, 1985).

From its inception, attachment theory has also been concerned with representations, that is how our early experiences come to be held as a ‘working model’ set of expectations, beliefs, stories, images and reflections about ourselves and others (Bowlby 1973, 1988). Central to this working model is how we see ourselves – as worthy of love or as flawed and unlovable – and how we see others – as available, trustworthy or unreliable and not available. These, in effect, contain predictions about the future in terms of how we expect others will act and which shape our core narratives. For example, we may develop a view that as we can and should only turn to ourselves in times of crisis or danger, when things go wrong it is our own fault. Or the
idea that others are responsible for looking after us and that we should demand affection and care and if things go wrong it is not our own fault.

The way in which our early experiences of attachment and connection with others becomes embodied in narratives has become a central concern of contemporary attachment theory. A number of different methods have been developed to explore the increasingly sophisticated stories that children are able to articulate about their early experiences in line with the maturation of their mental abilities (Crittenden 1997, 2006; Cassidy and Shaver 2008). These include explorations of the stories that pre-school children tell about imaginary attachment scenarios using toy figures and animals; the way they continue stories inspired by cartoons with captions depicting increasingly anxiety-provoking attachment scenarios; structured interviews which explore family relationships, experiences of danger and comforting. Also there has been an important development in attempts to explore the narratives that we hold as adults about our childhoods, and how these can influence the relationships with our own children. Mary Main (1993) has developed an important research tool – the adult attachment interview. This is a detailed structured interview that invites people to tell the story of their childhood attachment experiences, including the nature of their relationships with each parent, patterns of comforting, danger, loss and threat from parents or others. The interview is transcribed and then analysed for both the content and the style or form of the responses. The interview can be classified, largely in terms of the coherence and amount of insight or integration that people show in their ‘narratives’. Such classification has been effective in predicting childhood attachment experiences and also continuity of attachment patterns in terms of the attachment relationships their own children will have with them (Fonagy et al. 1993). These narrative styles also appear to be able to predict adult romantic attachments (Hazan and Shaver 1987; Crittenden 1998; Feeney 1999). As an example, someone who as a child develops an insecure and ambivalent attachment style may enter adult relationships hoping to find the security that they lacked as a child. However, since they are likely not to trust the affection, they may find that eventually their clingy ambivalence does lead their partner to become exasperated and even to rejection. It is also argued that individuals seek other vulnerable people for a partner since they do not regard themselves as ‘good enough’. Such pairing based on combined vulnerabilities may be unstable. There is evidence to suggest that separation and divorce is more likely with such couples if they do not have the tools to grow and heal vulnerabilities (Hendrix and Hunt 1998).

One of the most interesting aspects of the work on adult attachment has been the development of models of people’s internal worlds. It is argued that the nature of our early experiences and attachments is held as memories of interactions, feelings, conversations and images. As the child develops these become characteristic styles of internal dialogues. For example, some people frequently give themselves a hard time, punish themselves, perhaps using voices from their past (and possibly still present) who have done so to them or to others in their presence. It is also argued that when the experiences have been predominantly negative or when children have been abused, they find it painful to remember or contemplate these voices from the past, or to speculate on how these people might have seen the world. The ability to reflect, to consider one’s own and others’ thoughts may therefore be impaired (Crittenden
1998). Fonagy et al. (1993) have developed the reflectivity scale which they argue suggests that children who have insecure attachment styles do appear less able to reflect on their own and others’ thoughts. This of course has powerful implications for family life. Managing relationships may be difficult when family members find it hard to contemplate each other’s or their own actions. This is an important idea, suggesting that abilities to understand and develop narratives regarding our experiences is a learnt skill which may be fostered or held back by family experiences. This has substantial implications for all forms of therapy, not least the forms of narrative and family therapy, when family members are required to listen and reflect on reflecting team discussions!

**Integrations with psychoanalytic thinking**

Psychodynamic perspectives have a considerable history of influence in family therapy but here we want to focus on one core contribution which complements the previous discussions of attachment theory.

**The therapeutic relationship**

A connecting thread for all of the psychotherapies has been found to be the importance of the therapeutic relationship, with a large number of studies identifying it as the single most powerful predictor of outcome in therapy (Horvath and Symonds 1991; Bergin and Garfield 1994; Sprenkle and Moon 1996). The concept of the therapeutic alliance is generally seen to originate from the psychodynamic therapies (Bordin 1979; Luborsky 1984). When systemic therapists discuss the therapeutic relationship it is with an emphasis on the nature of the emotional or affectionate aspects of the relationship. Bordin (1979) emphasizes that this fundamentally embraces three connected features. In addition to the emotional bonding with the therapist, he suggests that there is an agreement on the goals of the therapy and the tasks this will involve:

- **A therapeutic bond.** This is the client’s overall positive affectional bond to therapist and includes their sense of trust, belief in the therapist’s abilities, positive expectations of help from the therapist, collaboration and involvement.
- **Therapeutic goals.** The explicit contract which includes clarity and agreement of overall goals, ways to achieve these and how to monitor progress.
- **Therapeutic tasks.** Clarity and agreement on the tasks of therapy, including ground rules, responsibilities, mutual roles and consent.

The present emphasis in systemic therapy on developing a ‘collaborative’ approach focuses on therapist and family members working together to determine the goals of therapy and shape the therapeutic bond. Many families attend therapy with clear ideas (perhaps from information from the Internet) about a diagnosis and what kind of help they want, for example, that their child’s problems appear to be a symptom of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and the child needs medication and behavioural treatment. The therapist may be less sure that this is
appropriate. Despite a positive initial feeling between the family and the therapist, this is likely to dissolve if they cannot find a mutually satisfactory way of working together. Larner (2000) describes how it is important here to hold a ‘not knowing’ position where, rather than become sucked into unhelpful impasses (Leiper 2001), the therapist attempts to find out more about what the family believes and feels, and what might be some of the underlying anxieties and feelings which they cannot yet express.

However, it also suggested that, despite collaboration being a ‘worthy aim’, there will be times in the therapeutic relationship when there are ‘ruptures’ (Leiper 2001). Since there are difficult and painful issues that need to be aired there will be times when the family is reluctant to air them. It is a delicate question of how much the therapist encourages a family to face some of these complex issues. Arguably at times the family need the therapist to encourage them to face some issues though they may at the same time feel angry and resentful towards her for doing so. Psychoanalytic ideas here emphasize the therapist as using her own unconscious or semi-conscious responses to guide this process (Larner 2000; Flaskas 2002). Likewise, Byng-Hall (1995) describes this as creating a secure base for work with a family and Mason (1993) refers to it in terms of a balance between safety and certainty. The level of uncertainty that families can tolerate will vary as therapy progresses and their trust in the therapist and their relationship with them will change and hopefully grow.

Defence processes and unconscious communication

Underlying the focus on the therapeutic relationship are the core ideas from psychoanalysis that emphasize the unconscious, internal world of family members. Though psychoanalytic ideas have evolved and developed (Larner 2000; Flaskas 2002), one of their substantial contributions is to emphasize these emotional and at times subterranean processes in and between the family members and the therapist. As we stated at the start of this chapter, systemic therapists have from the start been aware of and paid attention to the feelings of family members and their own feelings as important to the process of therapy. However, a schism occurred in the emphasis that psychoanalytic approaches were seen to place on an individualistic focus on these processes and an ‘expert’ stance where the therapist did the interpreting of unconscious processes of which family members were believed to be unaware. More recently, there has been a shift to a more interactional and collaborative view of these processes in psychoanalytic thinking (Larner 2000). Also, systemic therapists (Flaskas 2002) have been able to describe how some of the core psychoanalytic concepts are compatible with a systemic communicational view. Three of the major concepts in psychoanalytic thinking – transference, counter-transference and projective identification – are all seen as powerful, largely unconscious processes that impact on therapeutic and therapist choice of interpretation. As systemic therapists we maintain that these three concepts can be seen as not just internal processes in family members but as interactional processes happening in the therapeutic situation.
Transference

Transference and counter-transference
Family members experience the therapist in terms of their own past relationships, perceived similarities and a sense of re-creating these previous relationships in the therapeutic process. In turn the therapist is seen as bringing his or her past patterns of relating to the therapeutic relationship and re-creating these in the therapeutic process.

This can be seen as a circular process involving communication at verbal and, importantly, non-verbal levels. (See Figure 4.3.) Simply put, it is often experienced by the therapist as strong feelings of liking or not liking some family members, with a gradual realization that they remind the therapist of someone who has been important in their life. Conversely therapists may recognize that family members’ feelings towards therapists may be triggered by family members’ own memories of important people in their own lives.

Projective identification
Family members can be seen to be struggling with unacceptable feelings which are unbearable as conscious thought. These feelings are ‘split off’ and projected outwards away from the self. In turn the therapist is seen to take on board these feelings since they connect with his (the therapist’s) internal world. The therapist may experience painful, uncomfortable feelings, such as anxiety, anger, threat, chaos, and come to realize that he has identified with some unconscious, unstated feelings in the family. (See Figure 4.4.)

Typically in therapy this is experienced as strong feelings. For example, Flaskas (2002: 147) gives as an example a 7-year-old girl presenting with distress and anxiety:
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the child quickly comes to give up her symptoms, and her mother expresses more
distress and I come to feel alarmed and anxious . . . there were no words about
fear in circulation in the family, and indeed fear came to be expressed physically
by the girl waking up in pain. I came to experience an emotion which was very
hard for the family to know about at a conscious level.

We believe psychoanalytic ideas can complement systemic practitioners’ work, but
they are continuing to have a powerful impact, especially as we have suggested when
they can be seen not as somewhat mystical and speculative internal processes but as
evident in forms of human communication. This adds to a systemic perspective in
drawing attention to unconscious processes and the development of empathy. It also
adds to psychoanalytic ideas in helping therapists to explore what it is that they do
which helps or hinders these processes. Such research and exploration has been taken
up by psychotherapy process researchers and will hopefully lead to further integrations
between therapeutic models (Bordin 1979; Horvath and Symonds 1991).

In Chapter 7 we will re-connect with some of the approaches discussed in this
chapter to outline how they contribute to the contemporary landscape of systemic
family therapy practice in the twenty-first century.
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Systemic formulation

Cultural landscape

As we have seen, systemic therapy offered a way of looking at problems and distress that differed from other approaches. Instead of starting with the person and his or her internal states as the initial focus, systemic family therapy saw distress and problems experienced as intimately bound up with relationships. As it has evolved there have been changes and shifts with systemic therapy as to how we explain problems, from problems in structures and patterns in the first phase to meanings and culturally shared language processes in the second and third phases. But how does such understanding or theory lead to our clinical practice? Increasingly in the psychotherapies there has been an emphasis on ‘formulation’ (Eels 1997). This is broadly definable as the process of putting together an understanding of the difficulties, combining information about the problems, observation, conversations with the family together with theory, clinical experience and the therapist’s own personal experiences. This formulation essentially puts together a local theory about the causes of the problems, what is maintaining them and what might assist in facilitating change. Formulation therefore helps to offer explanations, but also ideas or guides for action. This emphasis has also been spurred by the various guidelines that have evolved on good clinical practice, for example the National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE 2001) guidelines which stress the need for clear assessment and choice of treatment informed by clinical evidence. At a simple level this can become an attempt to match the treatment to the type of problem based on the research evidence. In practice it is much more complex than this and formulation embodies the idea of fitting the treatment closely to a detailed exploration with families of their problems. Formulation also helps to clarify communication and understanding between various professionals and between them and the family.

Importantly, formulation offers an alternative to psychiatric diagnosis. It offers an understanding based on psychological processes including thoughts and feelings and the impact of environmental events. In part, the roots of formulation can be traced to ideas regarding the ‘function’ of symptoms, for example in the behavioural therapies and in the process of ‘functional analysis’ (Slade 1982) and also in psychoanalytic
theory, for ideas such as the defensive function that a symptom was seen to be serving (Freud 1958). This attempt to look for active psychological factors in the causation and maintenance of problems offers a contrast to diagnosis and diagnostic systems such as DSM (American Psychiatric Association 1980) and ICD. Though subjected to extensive critiques (Boyle 1990; Johnstone 1993) these still continue to be extensively employed in most mental health settings. This offers the challenge to those of us not wishing to acquiesce to notions of illness or disease as the basis of problems to be clear and convincing in the alternative explanations that we are able to offer.

It is increasingly becoming recognized that formulation needs to be a collaborative process whereby the therapist and family work together to co-construct a shared understanding of the difficulties. In effect, both the therapist and the family have their formulations. For example, many families come to us with forceful ideas influenced by medical theories, for example, that their child ‘has’ ADHD and this is what is causing the problems. Moreover, as we will also see in the next chapter, formulation typically takes place in a context where colleagues work together who may hold quite different theories and ideas about problems. For example, psychologists, psychiatrists and social workers frequently work alongside each other in clinical work with children. In order to facilitate communication it is important to be clear and explicit about what their different understandings and explanations may be. Often in family therapy teams our experience has been that though we share a systemic perspective there are layers of differences shaped by our particular professional base. Formulation allows each team member to hold their own variation of a formulation regarding a family or system but also to move towards an understanding of points of agreement and, importantly, disagreement. The latter can then be employed as useful and creative tensions rather than covert feelings and later obstacles to cooperative work.

In this and the following chapter we want to outline a model of systemic formulation that offers a map to guide and encourage systemic thinking. As we will discuss in the following chapter, systemic thinking is not predominantly the application of specific techniques but a way of thinking about problems and difficulties. One of the major developments of systemic therapy has been the extension of such thinking not only to different family problems and configurations but also to the relationships within and between organizations and agencies.

**Systemic theory: assessment and formulation**

The initial model guiding systemic family therapy came from general systems theory, especially the notion of self-governing systems. The key concepts in the model were of problems as resulting from processes over time, of circular as opposed to linear causation, escalation and interconnected systems and subsystems. The emphasis in the first and second phases was on making ‘objective’ and ‘scientific’ assessments and formulations. The family was seen as an entity ‘out there’, which could be accurately described and assessed. The purpose of formulations was to be able to map the nature of the dysfunction and subsequently develop corrective interventions.

A range of standardized tests measuring family function were developed, among them the McMaster, Family Adaptability and Cohesiveness Evaluation Scales (FACES) and circumplex models (Olson et al. 1979). The aim was to assess
‘dysfunctions’ of family structure and process. For example, a family might be seen as lacking a clear hierarchy and decision-making capacity in the parental subsystem. Alternatively, they might be seen as caught up in a process whereby attempts by either parent to take control would be met by the other parent siding with the child. These formulations of dysfunctional structure and process would then guide the interventions specifically targeted to correct these.

Systemic theory has evolved since its inception in the 1950s from a theory centred on a biological metaphor of families as homeostatic systems to one of families as ‘problem-saturated’ linguistic systems. Symptoms are seen as problems in interaction and communication between people rather than as existing within persons. Importantly systemic approaches have increasingly come to regard all aspects of therapy as interactional and collaborative processes. Formulation, therefore, is not seen as something that the therapist does to the family but as something that he or she does with the family. The process of formulation is seen not as an objective process but as a set of perturbations which starts to change the family system. The questions that are asked, when and how they are asked and ensuing conversations can potentially prompt significant changes in families. Systemic therapists thus make less of a distinction between assessment, formulation and intervention.

It is tempting to aspire to promote schemes of assessment and formulation which set out clear and detailed guidelines that clinicians can follow, especially when the dictionary definition of formulate is ‘to express clearly and exactly’. While it may be helpful to contemplate developing such maps, efforts to produce clear maps reveal the complexity of the task involved. However, we suggest that formulation contains within it core conceptual, psychological and philosophical issues relating to therapy. Most fundamentally, we are compelled to consider the meaning of what we consider to be a problem or symptom. Historically, family therapy has been critical of medical models and instead offered an interpersonal model of the causes and maintenance of problems. Significantly, it has also become increasingly critical of medical and pathologizing processes (White and Epston 1990; Hoffman 1993; Dallos and Draper 2000). Within this framework family therapy offers a critical position in that it endeavours to question the potentially oppressive assumptions that may be made about family members and which family members may have been ‘conscripted’ into holding about themselves.

The first phase

**Function of a symptom**

A cornerstone of early systemic thinking was that symptoms in families served a function of stabilizing a family system. In many ways this appeared a counter-intuitive idea since the established view was that the symptoms were the very thing that was causing the distress and unhappiness in the family. Don Jackson (1957) was the first to state clearly that a family with serious problems could be seen as if it was a rigid or homeostatic system. Examples of this could be seen in accounts of how the removal of a patient from a family into a psychiatric unit could be followed by another member of the family developing some difficulties as if to maintain the status quo of the family
dynamics. The classic example came from work with children where it was suggested that, for example, a symptom shown by a child could serve a function of distracting attention from the parents’ conflicts with each other and thereby stabilizing the marriage. As the child’s symptom grew more intense the definition of the situation as the child having or being the problem would become increasingly dominant. In a sense family members were seen to be acting as if they had an investment in keeping the symptomatic member in that role despite overtly stating that they wanted them to change. It is possible to see connections here with psychoanalytic ideas, with the family as acting on the basis of the collective unconscious needs of its members (Ferreira 1963).

Attempted solutions
One of the most enduring and helpful ideas from the first phase is the model of formulation proposed by the MRI team. This consists of the elegantly simple idea that many problems arise from the failing solutions that are applied to ordinary difficulties:
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In this approach to formulation the focus is on an identification of what is seen as the problem and how this is linked to difficulties which the family has attempted to overcome. The formulation consists of the following steps:

- Deconstruction of the problem – when did it start, who first noticed, what was first noticed?
- Linking the problem to ordinary difficulties.
- Exploration of what was attempted to solve the difficulties.
- Beliefs about the difficulties and what to do about them.
- Discussion/evaluation of what worked and what did not work.
- What decisions were made about whether to persist with the attempted solutions and which solutions to pursue.

As we can see, this model bears a resemblance to a behavioural functional analysis (ABC) and cognitive behavioural analysis in that attempted solutions in effect represent behaviours, consequences are the effects of the attempted solutions and antecedents are in effect the difficulties or triggers that set off the attempted solutions. Like functional analysis, this model assumes that there is a recursive cycle in play so that the attempted solutions can serve to construct a vicious cycle whereby there is an escalation of the difficulties.
The second phase – *progressive hypothesizing*

The Milan team (Palazzoli et al. 1980: 4) influentially articulated the idea of family therapy as inevitably progressing through a process of hypothesizing:

> By hypothesising we refer to the formulation by the therapist of a hypothesis based upon the information he possesses regarding the family that he is interviewing. The hypothesis establishes a starting point for his investigation as well as verification of the validity of that hypothesis based upon scientific methods and skill. If the hypothesis proves false, the therapist must form a second hypothesis based upon the information gathered during the testing of the first.

The process of developing hypotheses, they argued, was fundamental not only to the process of formulation but also to the practice of clinical work. A hypothesis could help to cut through the potential chaos of overwhelming amounts of information and help to organize the information into a manageable structure. A hypothesis can help the therapist to actively engage the family by pursuing issues and asking questions to explore and test the hypothesis and can offer a direction to the work, reducing therapist and family anxiety. A hypothesis was not to be seen as necessarily being true but as being more or less useful as a tool for eliciting new information.

The Milan team went on to note a number of other important aspects of this process:

- Explicitly forming and stating our hypotheses can help to reflect on our implicit assumptions, which if left implicit may get in the way of therapeutic progress.
- Articulation of hypotheses can help to reveal differences and agreements within the therapy team, which again might impede therapy if left unstated.
- There is less pressure on the therapist to ‘get it right’, which can reduce anxiety especially in the early stages of therapy.
- As the engagement with the family is less of an ‘expert’ position it may make it easier for the therapist and the team to remain curious and interested as opposed to trying to develop a correct formulation.

In the second phase it could seem as if the Milan team made statements about their hypothesis being ‘correct’ in providing an explanation for family dynamics. The team created hypotheses, and not the team and the family collaboratively.

The third phase

Systemic family therapy began to move towards constructivism – multiple lenses, narratives and language. Families were no longer seen as objectively ‘out there’ and the task of the therapy team as being to accurately assess their dysfunctional patterns. It was recognized that we could only see a family through our own constructions – our personal lenses. Consequently, descriptions and formulations were seen as having an ‘as if’ quality – they were propositions rather than truth. As such these propositions
could be more or less useful in guiding our work with families. The value of the propositions was essentially in terms of the extent to which they facilitated positive change. Instead of assessment and formulation being seen as a one-off scientific activity, they came to be seen as a continual process of developing, testing and revising formulations. This has much in common with George Kelly’s (1955) notion of ‘man the scientist’ – that science and human experience are similar in essence in that both are engaged in a process of inquiry in which ideas about the world are formed, tested and revised where necessary (Hoffman 1993; Procter 1996; Dallos 1997).

**Exploration of meaning and explanation**

The work of the Milan team showed a significant shift in that the focus of the hypotheses and formulations was the belief systems of family members. Increasingly the emphasis was on the meanings that family members ascribed to each other’s actions. For example, they describe a case of an adolescent boy who was displaying delinquent problems. The boy was living alone with his ‘attractive’ divorced mother. Their first hypothesis was that his behaviour was intended to draw his father back into the family. However, this was rapidly disproved and a more accurate hypothesis suggested itself: ‘The mother was an attractive and charming woman, and, perhaps after these years of maternal dedication, she had met another man, and perhaps her son was jealous and angry, and was showing this through his behaviour’ (Palazzoli et al. 1980: 2).

Two members of the Milan team (Luigi Boscolo and Gianfranco Cecchin) developed a more social constructionist view of formulation, which emphasized ‘curiosity’ as the cornerstone of systemic formulation rather than the analogies with the scientific process of hypothesizing and hypothesis testing (Cecchin 1987)

Systemic practice since the mid-1980s has shown a significant move towards social constructionism encapsulated in narrative approaches to therapy, which emphasize the idea of socially constructed realities and the centrality of language. Interestingly, this emphasis reconnects with its roots in communications theory, which emphasized that families were communicational systems, so that each and every action is seen as a potential communication. Likewise, symptoms were seen as attempts to communicate what was too difficult or too dangerous to say in any other way (Jackson 1957, 1965a, 1965b; Haley 1987).

Social constructionism shares these roots in communications theory in emphasizing that language is not fundamentally used to convey inner beliefs of the family members but that talk is in itself an action. How talk happens shapes the experiences, feelings and beliefs of family members. The idea is that when families increasingly or predominantly talk to each other in terms of problems and pathology, this creates problem-saturated systems (Anderson et al. 1986).

Another important feature of social constructionist approaches in current practice is the consideration of the role of dominant ideas or discourses that are shared in different cultures. For example, ideas such as that of mental health, satisfactory family life and normal transitions are seen to be embedded in language and shape the expectations and actions of family members. Therapy in part consists of raising these discourses to consciousness in order to assist families to be less trapped. Formulation
attempts thereby to be a shared activity rather than predominantly conducted by the therapist (White and Epston 1990).

The phases of systemic family therapy emphasize different aspects of the formulation process, but we suggest there are a number of common threads. We propose the following model of systemic formulation:

1. The problem – deconstruction
2. Contextual factors
3. Beliefs and explanations
4. Problem-maintaining patterns and feedback loops
5. Emotions and attachments.

As we have suggested, family therapy has moved through a number of phases which are reflected in the formulation process. The phases have seen a shift from an emphasis on patterns and processes to cognitions and language and cultural contexts. These phases are also reflected in the scheme for formulation which has been proposed by Alan Carr (2000a):

1. Repetitive problem-maintaining behaviours
2. Constraining belief systems and narratives
3. Historical, contextual or constitutional factors.

By this he refers to factors, such as family scripts, economic and social support and, importantly, the cultural values and norms.

Our proposed formulation scheme shares many features of this model, but we offer some additional points of focus. In addition, we suggest that it is important to think about assessment and formulation in terms of two interconnected processes: analysis and synthesis. Analysis entails exploration with the family of the nature of the family, its members and their problems. This features prominently in the early sessions, and continues throughout therapy. Synthesis may follow or run alongside the assessment and analysis, and involves starting to integrate the strands of information into preliminary hypotheses or formulations of the problem. This distinction between analysis and synthesis is consistent with a constructivist view which regards observation and gathering of information as an ‘active’, ‘selective’ and ‘interpretative’ process. In starting afterwards to analyse the problem we are inevitably making assumptions and interpretations, for example about what evidence from the analysis is relevant, what further material we need, selectively attending to some factors and less to others. In recognizing this distinction it may be possible to adopt a reflexive stance and be less vulnerable to becoming limited by our implicit assumptions.

**Example of systemic formulation**

The formulation is presented partly in the present tense to convey a sense of active curiosity. The details of the case are outlined in the form given by the professional
(social worker, nurse) ‘keyworking’ the case thus reflecting the ‘hard’ data/information a family therapist/team has available at the point of referral. In any one case there may be more or less information available. The aim in our example is to give a flavour of a systemic formulation for a complex case.

Genograms

Frequently a systemic formulation starts with a visual depiction or *genogram* of the immediate family and consideration of connections with external systems. The genogram (see Figure 5.1) offers a map of the family system in terms of relationships and sources of support, and helps to promote further therapists’ questions which help to direct the gathering of further information.

Janet, aged 9, was referred by the school nurse to the primary care therapy service serving GPs in an inner-city locality. The school nurse reported an accumulation of concerns about Janet’s weight and her behaviour at home, expressed by her mother.

Social Services files documented concerns about contacts with accident and emergency services at the local hospital, including an admission for a ‘straddle injury’ to Janet’s groin at the age of 4. Several such incidents had occurred and Social Services had been alerted. Janet’s mother, Mary, had also contacted Social Services, for example, to ask for a wheelchair to assist Janet who she felt was experiencing difficulty with mobility. The accumulation of this evidence, plus Mary’s anxieties, led to a referral to Child and Family Services. Mary and the school nurse had also expressed concerns about Janet’s low weight.
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*Figure 5.1* Janet’s family genogram
Earlier, worries about Janet’s development as an infant had been brought to the attention of the paediatric services. She was currently being reviewed at yearly intervals by the paediatric consultant. Mary reported having found it hard to ‘bond’ with Janet when she was born, and felt sad and depressed for a long time after her birth. At times she wished Janet would be taken away, though she did not feel like this towards her other children. She feels guilty about this now and cannot really understand why she felt this way. However, she was able to describe feelings of exhaustion and a deterioration in her marital relationship, with an eventual separation from her husband when Janet was 3. There had been a history of domestic violence from Janet’s father towards Mary, which she attributed to his excessive drinking. He now lives alone in close proximity to the family, and until recently had overnight contact with Janet at his home. More recently Janet has said she does not want to stay overnight, but is still in contact with him.

Mary has a close relationship with her sister, Cindy, who lives locally and has no children of her own but has a special relationship with Janet and takes a close interest in her. Mary is very involved with her infant grandchildren. One of her older sons attended a school for children with learning and behavioural difficulties. Mary views him as possibly ‘autistic’. One of her other sons has done well educationally and is a school teacher. This success is important to her.

The family have always lived in a very poor, socially deprived location in local authority accommodation, alongside some of the most ‘difficult’ families in the area. The area is due to be demolished, and the family have been waiting to be rehoused for the last two years. They are a Romany family from several generations back, and this is a central part of their identity. They express this in terms of a strong interest in spiritualism and clairvoyance. Mary’s clairvoyant had mentioned a ‘white car’ which Mary connected with Janet’s nightmare about a ‘white van’ and her fears of transport. Mary was in her late forties and at the time of the referral is awaiting a heart operation, having suffered from angina and arrhythmia for a number of years. This meant she easily becomes physically exhausted.

The referral

A recent specific development is Janet’s refusal to travel in any form of transport. This started with her refusing to go on a school outing. However, she is willing to walk, for example to school, town and therapy sessions. Hence, she was attending a primary care service instead of the more distant secondary one. There are concerns that this is resulting in her becoming socially excluded and withdrawn. In parallel with this, her mother’s limited mobility has resulted in her also becoming more excluded and withdrawn, especially from her extended family, for example, on family holidays.

At home Janet cannot sleep in her own bed, has night terrors and loses control of her temper. She has also set the family dog on her mother. She is refusing to eat food prepared for her by Mary and is seriously underweight. At school Janet participates quite enthusiastically. She has friends and is achieving just adequately for her age; there are no substantial concerns regarding a learning disability. Mary describes Janet as being a prisoner in her own home.
Deconstructing the problems

Mary has a number of concerns about Janet’s behaviour and fears. She appears to be worried that Janet is not eating properly and that she is becoming socially withdrawn and isolated as a result of her fear of transport and hence inability to see her friends or her family. It is also likely that Mary regards Janet’s temper as a problem, especially her anger towards her. In addition, Mary has concerns about her own feelings about Janet, having found it difficult to bond with her and having felt that she wanted her taken into care. She links these feelings with the deterioration in her marriage and her fatigue. It is quite possible that, given the concerns of Social Services and school, Mary feels a failure as a mother and possibly that she is ‘under the microscope’ in relation to suspicions of abuse or neglect of the children.

Mary’s clairvoyant appears to support a supernatural belief that a vision of a ‘white van’ is connected to Janet’s fear of transport.

Mary’s father’s views are unclear, but it may be that he feels rejected by Janet and possibly feels under scrutiny from Mary and Social Services.

Janet appears to be angry with her mother and may see the problems as mainly to do with home since she is able to go to school and has friends there. It is possible that she is frustrated by her mother’s loss of mobility and ill health and is in a sense copying her.

Social Services appear to have serious concerns that Janet may be either suffering some abuse or physical neglect. This concern has also been voiced by the school nurse who was worried at Janet’s loss of weight.

Various exceptions and competencies are worth drawing out. Janet has friends and is achieving adequately at school. Mary appears to have a close relationship with Cindy, who seems to be fond of Janet. Mary has had success as a mother, one of her sons having become a school teacher, and she appears to be proud of this achievement.

Contextual factors

Mary and her family live in a socially deprived area. Mary has poor health and has no parents to support her. Janet’s father has been violent, alcoholic and is possibly still being abusive towards her. It is also quite likely that financially the family are finding life very difficult. In addition, they have a Romany identity which might also contribute to their feeling marginalized. The professional agencies may have a high degree of suspicion about the family and about Mary’s abilities as a parent. This may contribute to her anxiety, distress and sense of failure and self-blame. The involvement with Social Services has extended over a considerable period of time, at least since Janet was 4, and it might be that Mary has become dependent on Social Services and professionals to give her advice and direction, or that she feels her authority as a mother is undermined leaving her feeling depressed and incompetent:
Beliefs and explanations

Mary appears to hold a belief that Janet’s problems are caused by the difficulty she had in bonding with her – in effect, that perhaps she is a ‘bad’ mother. She tempers this view with a mitigating one that this was caused in turn by exhaustion and the deterioration of her relationship. It is also likely that she sees Janet’s father as partly to blame because of his violence, though she has tried to enable contact to occur between him and Janet. Since her children have achieved differently, one a school teacher and the other with possibly ‘autistic’ problems, it is likely that Mary partly believes that there may be something medically wrong with Janet. Alongside such an organic view, Mary may believe that Janet has inherited tendencies, such as a bad temper, from her father. It is also possible that Mary may at times hold a belief that the problems are that she is exhausted, living in a poor area, coping with keeping contact with a violent ex-partner and coping with ill health.

Janet may believe her mother does not care about her and may be frustrated with her mother’s ill health. She may have some anger or anxiety towards her father, perhaps seeing his living situation as ‘unsafe’, and has decided not to stay with him overnight.

Outside the family, Social Services appear to hold a belief that there may be some abuse in this family, which is at the basis of Janet’s anxieties. This belief might be supported further by the fact that Janet seems to be performing reasonably well at school and has friendships.

Turning to sociocultural beliefs and discourses, the dominant discourses shaping the beliefs of the family members and professionals are likely to be those of problems due to neglect and abuse or some form of organically based problems for Janet. More subjugated discourses might be that their social conditions are destructive – socially deprived area, difficult families and also that the family are marginalized due to their Romany origins.

Another dominant discourse in play may be that of the ‘naturalness of motherhood’: despite the conditions that she is in, Mary, as a good mother, ought to feel positive and loving towards her children rather than having ‘bad’, ‘unnatural’ thoughts such as having wanted to put Janet into care, despite experiencing violence from her father, and so on.
Finally, due to their Romany origins, the family appear to hold beliefs about supernatural causes of the problems which also place them outside the cultural norms.

**Problem-maintaining patterns and feedback loops**

It does appear that there is a pattern of both rejection and dependency between Mary and Janet. Certainly Janet displays a need for her mother, while also venting her anger on her mother. Importantly, not eating and her fear of using transport mean her illness and dependency are maintained. For her part, Mary also appears to show a mixture of caring and negative feelings towards Janet. It is possible that their interaction shows a dynamic of Mary attempting to be patient, caring and considerate, which eventually exhausts her and leads to angry rejection. Janet is also the last of Mary’s children and again this may involve a mixture of desperate exhaustion that she was the ‘last straw’, but on the other hand also the last baby, and some feelings of regret.

This pattern may be fuelled by the violence that Janet may have witnessed from her father towards her mother so that Janet imitates this. It might also be that Mary finds it hard to be consistent since she feels both angry and responsible about the painful events that Janet has experienced and her early feelings of wanting to reject her.

**Emotions and attachments**

It seems likely that there were early problems in the attachment between Mary and Janet. She felt sad and depressed and this may have induced an insecure attachment state in Janet. This could explain in part the pattern of Janet now engaging in clingy behaviours which ensure that she remains close to her mother, for example, sleeping with her, and the anxiety about transport may represent a fear of being taken away from her. It is not clear what Mary’s attachment history is, though she appears to have a close relationship with her sister. Certainly she has experienced the loss of her parents and the ending of her relationships with the fathers of her children. It is not clear when her parents died, and this may be connected to the attachment problems with Mary. It is also not clear whether Mary’s first relationship was abusive, but women who are abused in relationships often have had a history of insecure childhood relationships, and have witnessed or been a victim of violence. Usually this is accompanied by a sense of inadequacy and low self-esteem which makes them vulnerable.
to enter into abusive relationships on the basis of feeling they do not deserve any better.

Synthesis

The above framework may help to direct our attention to the complex web of factors that have shaped and maintain the problem/s. However, it is easy to see that even the brief examples that we have offered regarding Mary and Janet can quickly come to appear like an overwhelming kaleidoscope of factors. Somehow this mass of information needs to be combined into a manageable formulation. This requires that we engage in a process of selection of what is seen to be key as opposed to peripheral to our understanding of the problem. In effect, this can be seen as an example of a fundamental psychological process – the construction of a narrative which embraces events, actions and contexts into a story or ‘pattern that connects’. The Milan team initially referred to this as ‘hypothesizing’ but, as we saw earlier, this was in the sense of seeing a hypothesis as an attempt to construct frameworks of meaning rather than to objectively test the real causes of the problems in a family.

Formulations: Mary and Janet

We offer two examples of systemic formulations of this case. Neither of these claims to be exhaustive, but each attempts to offer a view which fits with the available information. In practice this means that some features or details may be given more attention than others.

The difficulties may have arisen from the early experiences with Janet. Mary was experiencing abuse and the family were probably in difficult circumstances. Janet is the last of Mary’s six children and it may be that she was exhausted physically and emotionally and felt she just did not have the energy for Janet. Also she was the second child with Janet’s father, and Mary may have lost the hope that she perhaps had for the relationship with the first child, Andrew. It seems that Janet’s father may not have made many positive contributions, leaving Mary feeling overwhelmed, abused and exhausted so that she found it hard to bond with Janet. This may have set in motion a pattern whereby she felt guilty and less able to manage her. For example, when Janet sleeps with her it may be harder for her to set clear rules about this since she feels guilty at having felt rejecting towards her when she was little. This sense of guilt may pervade a considerable proportion of her interaction with Janet. In turn, Janet may respond to and aggravate this pattern by making greater demands for reassurance from her mother and finding ways of becoming dependent but also hostile towards her. Hence there may be patterns of comfort/rejection between them which are self-maintaining but also gradually escalating. This pattern may also be fuelled by the self-doubt that Mary may have about her abilities as a parent and low self-esteem resulting from the domestic abuse and her deprived living conditions.

A second formulation is concerned more with the relationships between Janet and her father and between the professional systems and Mary. Janet has recently refused to stay overnight with her father and it is possible that she has some fears about this
situation. At home she is showing fears of sleeping on her own which might be connected to possible abusive events with her father. Also refusal to eat can be associated with sexual abuse, for example, with oral sexual acts that the child may have been forced to perform. In addition to this, it might be that Mary is reluctant to think about this possibility since contact with the father has given her some occasional respite from Janet and also as a responsible mother she appreciates that Janet needs to have a relationship with her father. She may also be aware of the suspicions of Social Services and feel that to admit her concerns about this would further support a view of her as being to blame, at fault for not having drawn attention to the abuse earlier and so on. She may even fear that her children might be taken away from her, which makes her reluctant to voice her concerns. This lack of action might in turn engender anger from Janet for her mother ‘not protecting her’. An escalating pattern may be fuelling mutual suspicions and concerns:

These two formulations are not exclusive and can be seen as complementing one another. In the case of the second there is an element of blaming involved in the suspicions regarding Janet’s father. Rather than allocating blame it might also be possible to see Janet’s father as caught in a process where he is seen as an ‘abuser’, alcoholic, violent and irresponsible. This is very tempting with families who live in such deprived social contexts, but it is important to remember that this is not the only context where abuse occurs and it can be discriminatory to assume that, because a family is poor and living in a deprived area, abuse is occurring. However, in the context of a history of injuries such a hypothesis would at least need to be considered. Importantly, though, a systemic hypothesis attempts to consider how the family–professional system can escalate and make matters worse as well as potentially better. Potentially escalating cycles of suspicion can fuel a sense of failure and eventual hopeless passivity for mothers like Mary.

Commentary

In the present culture in health and welfare professions ‘formulation’ is a much used word. Whether professionals from different disciplines have a shared understanding of the concept we would question, yet within the profession of systemic and family
therapists there is a commitment to creating a shared language with colleagues in the interests of good practice and effective multidisciplinary working.

A systemic approach to formulation takes into account the cultural context of the profession in Great Britain. For example, this fits with the guidelines that have been developed (NICE 2010) which emphasize comprehensive formulation as a cornerstone to offering the best treatments for various forms of distress and difficulties. However, such guidelines can be over-prescriptive and ultimately unhelpful. Instead systemic formulation celebrates the uniqueness of each case by a sensitive analysis (see Skill guide p. 156).

The emergence of children’s trusts where professionals from education, health and social work are mandated to create an integrated service reflecting collaborative practice so that shared language for formulation is necessary.

Other clinicians working systemically with families find themselves in a variety of complex positions regarding formulation:

- As an employee of the state we may feel pressure to offers formulations which contain elements of social control, for example to enable a child in a family to become ‘less disruptive’ and return to school.
- We may be critical and sensitive in our formulations of patterns of inequalities and oppressions which have shaped the problems in the first place.
- We may be aware of the competing perceptions and definitions of the ‘problem’ – the individual’s view, the family view, differences of opinion within the family, the view of various agencies, such as the police and Social Services involved with the family, school, the legal system, cultural systems and the therapist’s professional system.

Key texts
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Skill guide

Systemic formulation

We have suggested that systemic formulation involves a number of components. Though we have placed these in order, it is not necessary that you follow this. However, we do suggest that taking time to explore each of these areas can be helpful in the initial stages of formulations. Furthermore, we suggest that the process involves an interconnected process of analysis and synthesis. It makes sense for analysis to come first, but in reality often cases come to us already formulated to some extent, for example in a referral letter from a medical colleague or social worker. In effect, the synthesis phase has already begun and may have an effect of pre-empting the analysis phase. For these reasons it may be useful to adopt a propositional, curious, ‘not knowing’ position to formulation (Anderson and Goolishian 1992). We may move between analysis and synthesis in a repeated, ‘recursive’ manner, coming to form
what appear to be convincing ideas or theories which we may revise in the face of new information. Likewise, our lack of clarity about our formulation may lead us to actively seek further information.

Formulation is also a collaborative process, and the components that we outline below will be things that the family has already thought about. Often there are disagreements within the family about their formulations and they feel confused about ‘what is going on’ and ‘why the problem is happening’. Therefore, how much we share our formulation with a family at any particular point in time is a sensitive decision. Some families may initially be seeking support and advice, and may feel confused by premature theorizing. Formulations can be shared with families through reflecting team processes, and it may be helpful for teams to bear the five areas below in mind so that their conversations embrace these, though the balance may vary from session to session as therapy progresses.

**Analysis**

1. *The problem – deconstruction.* What is seen to be the problem and by whom? How did the family come to us, who initiated the referral and why? The role of professionals in defining the problem. The role of others, for example extended family and friends, in defining the problem.

2. *Contextual factors.* Family structure and genograms, family lifeline, history of the problem, environmental factors, family resources, cultural factors, role and history of other agencies

3. *Beliefs and explanations.* The meanings that different family members hold about the problem, agreements and disagreements in their beliefs, values and expectations in the family, impact of community, religious and cultural beliefs and attitudes.

4. *Problem-maintaining patterns and feedback loops.* Structures: exploration of the organization of the family in terms of boundaries, hierarchy, subsystems and other systems connected to the family. Process and feedback loops: repetitive patterns of behaviours, thoughts and feelings and possible examples of escalating patterns.

5. *Emotions and attachments.* This involves exploring the emotional life of the family, especially the attachments and emotional dependencies between family members and across the generations. This may be a reflexive process whereby the therapist’s own initial feelings about the family and the impact of the family on him or her are explored to guide thinking about the family’s view of the world, trust and anxieties.

**Synthesis**

It is a considerable task to weave together this mass of information. Therefore synthesis is inevitably selective and to some extent intuitive. It is not about being correct but about helping us to stay curious and active in our thinking rather than stuck, for example, in negative ways of seeing the family. The following we suggest may also help this process:
• **Reflexive position.** An attempt to consider our own beliefs and assumptions and how these are shaping our formulations. Recognition that we are engaged in ‘formulating’ – that it is an active ongoing process and the relationship we are developing with the family is influencing this process. For example, if we are beginning to feel disappointed in the lack of progress some more negative tone to our formulations may start to creep in!

• **Levels of analysis.** It is possible to think about synthesis as moving between more local and immediate analysis of the family dynamics and beliefs and wider organizational and cultural factors. It can be helpful to map the patterns initially alongside the wider contextual factors to try to see how they fit together. For example, we can draw with a family a diagram of some of the core patterns surrounding the problem and look at what sense other professional agencies, with their religious or cultural values, make of these patterns.

• **Collaboration.** Formulation is not just something we do. The family has its own ideas and also ideas about our ideas, and we may have ideas about their ideas, about our ideas and so on. Reflecting team discussions can be helpful in facilitating mutual understanding and the feedback from a family may help us to co-construct joint formulations. Inevitably, if our formulation is significantly different from the family’s own understanding then stuckness, lack of trust and loss of cooperation are likely to follow.

• **Engagement/authenticity.** For both the therapy team and the family thinking and formulation are more productive, free and creative when there is a sense of trust and a mutually secure base or sense of safety. There is no magic recipe for fostering this, but an attempt to be honest and authentic is important. This may involve open discussions with the family about some differences in opinions and feelings. Left unstated these can leave a sense of unspoken judgements and criticisms which get in the way of developing a collaborative formulation. A typical example is when a family returns to a descriptive cataloguing of the problems and the therapy team feels exasperated that they have moved no further in their understandings. However, this may reflect the fact that the family feels that their views of how serious and difficult things are have not been heard and taken account of in the formulation of the problems.
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Twenty-first century practice development: conversations across the boundaries of models

Cultural landscape

The twenty-first century has seen the idea of thinking systemically move into the mainstream, with even politicians now referring to ‘systemic’ problems requiring systemic solutions and processes in everyday language which are reported in the press, much as Freudian concepts such as ‘guilt trip’ or ‘persecution complex’ have entered into our language. It is this wider impact on both popular and professional consciousness, and the implications for the practice of family therapy and systemic practice, that we will make the focus for this twenty-first century chapter.

In its early, rebellious phases (the first and second, as we describe) systemic family therapists were more resistant to embracing integrations, but nowadays systemic family therapists can be seen in conversations with colleagues using many different approaches. Good work with a family can be neutralized, however, if communication and coordination between the different professionals involved in a case is poor or ineffective, and systemic and family therapists are well placed to facilitate ‘connections’ across the boundaries of models. Posts becoming available in family therapy now commonly include a role in training colleagues from other disciplines in systemic practice and finding ways of implementing current legislation regarding children and families.

Systemic theory has increasingly moved towards a self-reflexive approach in that an essential part of the analysis moves from ‘out there’ – an analysis of the family – to a more internal analysis ‘in here’ – in which the focus is on how the therapist and the family are experiencing each other (Flaskas 2002).

The plenary sessions at the annual conference of the British Association of Family Therapy and Systemic Practice in October 2004 provide a useful measure for the self-reflexive capacity of the profession: plenary speaker Sheila McNamee spoke on the theme of promiscuity in the practice of family therapy; Pam Ryecroft talked about wading through the ‘swampy lowlands’ of practice when theory abandons us; and Bebee Speed’s presentation, with its emphasis on collaborating with colleagues who use different approaches, was entitled ‘All aboard in the NHS’ (Speed 2004).

With growing acceptance, family therapy has felt the need to make itself more
presentable, and there has been a shift towards a unification of the vision underlying it, with the twenty-first century seeing divisions into strict schools of thought replaced by practitioners with skills in all or many of the areas under the family therapy umbrella. Working across the boundaries has led to a need to make the successes of the practice more visible, and there has been a renewed emphasis on evidence-based research. This emphasis has come alongside a growth in academic research in family therapy which, though still a relatively small area in comparison with more established therapies, is steadily gaining ground. The practice has a strong background in academia, with a number of training institutions accredited by universities, funding opportunities greater than ever, and a current move by the Association of Family Therapy to establish a Professorship of family therapy research.

Systemic approaches are increasingly used in various settings and with a variety of problems where the work does not simply or predominantly involve meeting with family members but instead consists of the application of a systemic perspective or systemic thinking to the dynamics of various organizations and issues. In this chapter we describe examples of how systemic practitioners work creatively in a variety of contexts such as mental health units, forensic settings, educational settings, multi-disciplinary mental health teams, residential homes for children and therapeutic work with individuals.

### Key people, places and events (bird’s-eye view)

The first decade of the twenty-first century has been marked by the deaths of many of the founding and defining figures of family therapy (see Postscripts for further details). This, as Alan Carr has pointed out, ‘while a deeply felt loss, also marks the maturing of the discipline’ (Carr 2008). This maturing of the field can be viewed in a number of different ways. In terms of figures alone, the number of family therapists registered by UKCP has risen from 256 in 2000 to 410 in 2009. But this expansion is also a mark of the growing influence of systemic thinking, both as a specific intervention in a therapeutic sense, and on a ‘meta’ level – since the 1950s systemic thinking has filtered through and caused a paradigm shift on many levels of society, even if the term ‘systemic’ may not be used explicitly. This has changed the role of, as well as the demand for, the systemic therapist. As well as playing a specific part in health interventions, the family therapist is often also invaluable as part of multi-agency teams for their expertise in systemic practice.

The expansion of the field and role of family therapists has not been without effect on the practice itself – another sign of its maturation. With the growing acceptance of systemic approaches, family therapy seems to have moved away from divisions into schools of thought to a unified practice. Insights from related disciplines, too, are becoming incorporated.

With the maturing and expansion of a discipline also comes a demand for structure and accountability. As we have pointed out, the latter stages of the development of family therapy have included a more ‘postmodern’ turn, but the ‘metamorphosis’ that family therapy is currently undergoing ‘has been driven not predominantly by internal
theories but by external pressures in the form of research and accountability’ (Rivett 2008). External pressures, then, have led to a renewed emphasis on evidence-based research in an attempt to make the successes of the practice more visible. A current undertaking in this direction is the SCORE project, currently in development by Peter Stratton and his team at the Leeds Family Therapy & Research Centre. The aim of the project is to produce a self-report measure to allow for the clinical measurement of the quality of family functioning and change during therapy, whilst retaining an awareness of the complex and sensitive nature of working with families.

Legislation on various matters of concern to family therapists has been passed over the last few years. As well as the ‘Every Child Matters’ initiative, bringing a systemic approach to health into the mainstream, 2004 saw the introduction of the Civil Partnership Act, and the ‘Agenda for Change’ restructuring of the NHS grading and pay system, which, in recognizing the value of the work family therapists do, has meant many posts may become vulnerable through becoming too expensive. Legislation was passed in Scotland concerning abuse of the elderly and incorporating physical and sexual abuse, neglect and theft, though at the time of writing, protection for adults at risk of abuse in England or Wales was covered by guidance alone.

Currently, psychotherapy is not regulated by the Health Professions Council, but a Psychotherapists and Counsellors Professional Liaison Group has been created as the government intends to bring in regulation of the profession, and at the time of writing it is expected that statutory regulation of psychotherapists as mental health service providers will be introduced sometime in 2010–2011.

**Practice**

As we have seen in the previous chapters, systemic family therapy can be seen both as an orientation and way of thinking as well as a set of discreet and specific techniques. The central idea of feedback drives a pragmatic approach to problems and difficulties. Perhaps this was most explicitly articulated in the MRI team’s definition of problems as arising from failed attempted solutions to problems (Watzlawick et al. 1967, 1974). This elegantly simple approach provides a way of thinking about problems and difficulties in a variety of situations. This chapter will employ the model of systemic formulation described in the previous chapter (see Skills guide, p. 156) to look at some important developments and conversations across the boundaries with models outside systemic family therapy. Of course, deciding where a model ends and another begins is not always so straightforward. As a starting point we suggest that it is possible to see some paradoxes in contemporary thinking in systemic family therapy, and likewise in other therapies. On the one hand, postmodernist thinking eschews the notion of reality and truth and argues that instead there are competing ideas or narratives about the world, including families and the role of their dynamics in relating to problems. For example, Harlene Anderson does not locate problems in terms of family dynamics as such but in terms of conversational patterns (Anderson et al. 1986). But alongside such postmodern views there is also an increasing recognition of the value of some modernist ideas such as patterns of family attachment (Doane and Diamond 1994; Byng-Hall 1995, 1998; Dallos 2004) or patterns of
expressed emotions (Leff and Vaughn 1985; Leff et al. 2003). The latter approach has prompted wider psychoeducational approaches to severe conditions such as schizophrenia, depression and eating disorders. These focus on the structure of the emotional connections between family members in an unashamedly modernist manner.

The examples we have chosen – working with addictions, working with post-divorce processes and contact disputes, work in forensic contexts, working with eating disorders using an ANT (attachment narrative therapy) approach and multiple group family therapy – illustrate both the way systemic ideas are useful for many and varied clinical situations and dilemmas and how creative practitioners integrate systemic ideas with other models and interventions. Linking to Chapter 5, we use the structure of systemic formulation to create coherence in this chapter for the ideas presented.

Working with addictions

Vetere and Dallos (2003) comment that the application of systemic approaches has been slow in the addiction field, including mainstream alcohol treatment services. Typically, treatments have emphasized group therapy approaches, individual therapy, including behavioural and psychodynamic therapies, and medical approaches focusing on dealing with attendant health problems. The approach adopted by Vetere and Henley (2001) is an excellent exemplar of how systemic thinking can be woven in and used alongside other approaches.

Analysis

The problem – deconstruction The starting point of Vetere and Henley’s (2001) analysis was that it is not only the drinker who has a problem. Clearly there is usually one person in the family who is identified as the ’alcoholic’; however, drinking problems have an impact on family relationships:

They include disruption to family members’ roles, routines, and communication, disruption to family celebrations, and adverse effects on social life and family finances. For example, there may be difficulties for children in bringing friends home, or being collected safely from school, when a parent is drinking; family celebrations may be spoiled by drunken behaviour; opportunities for socialisation may be constrained because of shame and embarrassment . . .

(Vetere and Dallos 2003: 167)

In addition to these problems, there may be changes in the roles taken by family members, with the alcoholic parent unable to carry out tasks such as working to financially support the family. There may also be violence. The family may become organized around the drinking, with concomitant social withdrawal and depression for other members as well as the drinker. In short, a systemic analysis of the problem recognizes that family members also need help at least to enable honest communication among family members about the impact of drinking, for example, and in some cases to escape from the trap of a mutually destructive relationship.

More broadly, there is also a great problem for alcohol services. Progress is often slow, with relapse frequent, and staff may come to feel exasperated and angry with clients’ apparent unwillingness to change.
Systemic practice allows co-dependency issues to be addressed more effectively.

**Contextual factors** Community alcohol services have typically had an individual focus, offering medical advice, individual behavioural and cognitive therapies, as well as group therapy approaches during rehabilitation. The Alcoholics Anonymous movement has also had an impact with its 12-step programme, which emphasizes abstinence and the need to admit defeat – ‘hitting rock bottom’ as a precursor to a form of religious conversion to sobriety. More recently, the services have been stimulated by models of motivation, for example motivational interviewing (Miller and Rollnick 1991) and the cycle of change model (Prochaska and DiClemente 1992). The latter model was adopted as the context for service delivery and development. It emphasizes that change is cyclical, progressing through precontemplation, contemplation, motivational interviewing, preparation, action and maintenance, and importantly that relapse is expected and is seen as part of the cycle of change. It is also recognized that people may go through the whole or parts of the cycle several times before they manage to maintain abstinence or controlled drinking.

In relation to drinking there is a recognition that problems occur in a variety of contexts. For example, people describe how some of their excessive drinking takes place in work or leisure contexts. For many couples it was initially an activity they enjoyed together. Even more broadly, the problems can be located within a wider cultural context in which heavy drinking is associated with fun, sexuality and, especially for men, potency. Alcohol producers invest a vast amount of money in advertising drink through images promoting such associations.

**Beliefs and explanations** Paradoxically the dominant beliefs among families are typically that drinking is an involuntary illness, perhaps inherited from parents, but also an irresponsible behaviour. It may have been learnt, perhaps from parents and friends, but the more social view also implies that the person should be able to do something about it ‘if they really wanted to’. These two beliefs can be seen to contradict each other, and associated beliefs about what actions follow from this. If it is an illness, then the belief may be that they deserve sympathy and support, whereas if it is irresponsible behaviour, then family members feel it is appropriate to be angry and to condemn the behaviour. Family members may also feel responsible for causing the drinking, for example that they have been too critical, uncaring and so on, but then again that they cannot have positive feelings towards the person.

The beliefs held by the person with the drinking problem reflect these beliefs but also frequently a sense that they are more able to cope, more relaxed and able to control it. Bateson (1972) described this as a ‘symmetrical struggle with the bottle’ in that the person believes that they can beat it. These are also reflected in dominant professional models and explanations that mesh with a family member’s thinking, for example, the learned behaviour models. Vetere and Henley (2001) describe how in addition the community alcohol service had incorporated the cycle of change model which offers a map of the characteristic beliefs that people hold regarding their drinking (though they may not be aware of these beliefs):

- **Pre-contemplation** – this typically involves denial, a view that ‘I do not have a problem’ and ‘I do not see why I have to change my behaviour’.
Contemplation – there is a recognition that they have a problem but they do not believe they can really do anything to change it. This is often a pessimistic, depressive state where the recognition of problems is medicated away with drink – it is seen as the only viable solution.

Preparation – a belief that something can be done, and the formation of a plan for when and how the changes will start.

Action – a belief that the time is right to start to make some changes, to ‘get up and do it’.

Maintenance – this involves a belief that though changes have been made, maintaining these will require planning and support.

This model also represents a set of beliefs that inform the professional working in this context and which then are shared with the drinkers and their families.

Problem-maintaining patterns – feedback loops Vetere and Henley (2001) suggest that the primary relationship for the person with the drinking problem is with alcohol. As other relationships deteriorate, they may feel they have less to live for and therefore need to drink more. Family members may become intensely involved in this process and form strategies to disrupt it, such as searching for alcohol, hiding alcohol, isolating the drinker, keeping the drinker short of money and keeping people away from the family. These strategies may not only shame the drinker but also come to socially isolate and shame the family members. There is also the possibility that other family members gain a moral high ground and some sense of power, for example, children may reprimand their father and speak to him in a belittling manner. This can further lead the drinker to feel shamed, a failure, humiliated, to which they respond with anger and or more drinking.

Emotions and attachments Vetere and Henley (2001) describe how the primary attachment with alcohol appears to offer more comfort than other relationships in the
person’s life. This may have arisen as a learned pattern whereby, for example, the drinker has seen his father or mother use alcohol as a way of coping with painful feelings, such as failure, loss and abandonment. In some sense there may even be a sense of loyalty to a parent through drinking. Many young men, for example, find that the only personal and ‘intimate’ time they have had with their father has been over drinks in the pub. Even more frequently, alcohol may be a way of medicating away painful feelings of abuse, abandonment and neglect in the family or institutions in which they have lived. A vicious cycle of reflective behaviour is established, it becomes very difficult for the family members to react with much affection, which in turn confirms the drinker’s sense of failure and abandonment, and arouses attachment anxieties which are self-medicated away through alcohol.

Family members, for their part, have come to feel inadequate and anxious that they cannot help or deal with the problems. Earlier on in the progression of the problem there may be an alternating pattern of hopefulness and bliss that ‘everything will now be fine’ when the drinker stops for a while. Typically this fails and they may then all feel let down, hurt and eventually move towards giving up hope. This can lead to an avoidant attachment approach where they too find ways of trying to cut off their feelings and act like they no longer care about the drinker. This deterioration may mean that the drinker feels there is nothing left to lose, so why try to make the effort? For many couples sexual intimacy ceases because of both negative feelings and physical inability, and a further potential source of intimacy, contact and attachment is lost. A related danger is that if attempts are made to resume intimacy after periods of separation, for example, during a temporary period of sobriety, this may not work or be very satisfying because of the long-standing distrust, anger and sadness between partners. Attempts at intimacy then become highly charged and prone to disappointment, with each partner feeling they have made a huge effort only to be let down again.

**Synthesis**

Vetere and Henley (2001) present an approach to working with alcohol problems which offers an integrated formulation combining a systemic approach with the cycle of change model. This involves a recognition that engagement is likely to be a difficult and lengthy process and, in keeping with the cycle of change and systemic theory, that relapse will be very likely to occur. They combine work with the drinker alongside work with the family members.
The relationship with the key worker is seen as part of an important triangle. An alcohol service worker attempts to build, through individual contact, a constructive relationship with the drinker. This may be the first positive relationship the drinker has been able to build and experience for some time. Alongside this there is an eight-week relatives’ support group for the family members. The cycle of change model is employed as a framework, with discussions for both the drinker and family members about the possible implications of changes, and how ready they are to contemplate and carry out change.

The key worker helps and supports the client to make the changes and also offers encouragement in the face of the difficulties the client may have to face regarding the family work. The family therapy team liaise with the key worker to maintain clear communication in an effort to avoid potential difficulties or sabotaging of the work. In this way support is offered both to the client and to the family as they prepare for and then engage in change processes. The motivational model is used throughout, with the recognition that the client and family need considerable time to engage with treatment and have the opportunity to consult the team and key worker before they actually engage in making changes. Specifically, the approach emphasizes that both family members and the client need to recognize and accept that they need to make changes:

The legacy of shame and contempt from the non-drinking partner can persist while the drinking partner revolves around the stages of change, seemingly unable to change and reinforcing the idea that they are unable to accept responsibility for their behaviour. In these circumstances it seems to us that the non-drinking partner holds a belief that they do not need to change, almost as if they are in the pre-contemplation stage.

(Vetere and Dallos 2003: 171)

The family have a chance to discuss these issues in the family support group and share experiences with other families. They are also offered consultation with the key worker or the family therapy team as a preparation for the family therapy work. Support from the key worker remains in place during the action and maintenance part of the work. This support can help to deal with disappointments, resentments, anger and loss of hope on the part of both the family and the drinker. Processing these
feelings in individuals can make family therapy sessions more productive and focused on change.

**Example**

Claire, a mother of four, was referred by her key worker, having recently attended a detoxification programme run by the community alcohol service (contemplation, preparation and lapse). Following this and the previous two programmes, her relationship with Mike went through a blissful period but then plummeted back to previous relationship dissatisfactions. Mike, a businessman, asked for help with their relationship, though Claire was initially less committed to this agenda (co-dependency). She described having been multiply abused by her stepfather and confused about why her mother had not protected her. Claire had attended some courses in counselling skills which she had not completed, feeling that Mike had supported her in her efforts. Mike had insisted that Claire attend work-based social functions with him, which she disliked and at which she drank to excess.

The couple were seen for consultation meetings (preparation, action and lapse) in an attempt to assist them, especially Claire, to move towards a preparation and action phase of change. During these consultations she revealed that she felt Mike treated her like her father and felt subordinate to him. A discussion of issues of empowerment and gender relationships took place and allowed Claire to agree to Mike’s wish to resume their sexual relationship.

Following this consultation phase, regular three-weekly couples therapy took place (action phase) along with a number of individual meetings. The couple’s work addressed issues of power and control in the relationship, alcohol as a way of coping with unbearable feelings, communication, physical intimacy and decision-making. Claire stopped drinking and they decided to cease regular meetings though they kept the door open for further meetings. Claire decided she needed a short period of trial separation from Mike. Following this they returned for further work (maintenance of changes) in which they discussed Mike’s heavy drinking and abusive behaviour early on in the relationship, his insecurity and attempt to control Claire. They accepted that both of them needed to change and to take responsibility for their behaviour. Claire started work with homeless people on a voluntary basis and Mike has promised his support for her to attend college. An important strand of their new understanding was that Claire recognized that she had gone from an abusive relationship in her family of origin into a marriage with Mike in which she was subordinate. These structural shifts, such as Claire’s work outside the home and preparation for college, along with a fundamental revision in their joint understanding of the problems, are seen as a necessary part of the maintenance of changes. Both Claire and Mike recognize the need for Claire to establish her independence, and they may decide to live separately for some time. Claire continues to be abstinent.

**Working with post-divorce processes and contact disputes**

In the UK it is estimated that the number of marriages which end in divorce is approaching 40 per cent (Muncie et al. 1997). In addition, many children are born outside formal marriage relationships which have a high chance of ending.
Sociologically this is quite a profound shift since the start of family therapy 50 years ago and has substantial implications for how we think about our work.

What follows is an account of work in a private practice. The families described have not entered into therapy but made, under some pressure, some small steps to try and resolve issues of access. In their communications to the families and the courts Blow and Daniel (2002) attempt to offer a recognition of each partner’s and the children’s positions without confronting anybody. However, they do aim to introduce an element of uncertainty – the possibility that there may be other ways of viewing things. Most importantly, a central part of this is ‘privileging children’s narratives’. They conclude their account with a powerful reflexive note: ‘In this context, the meaning of mothering and fathering, the question of children’s rights and adults’ responsibilities, all become exposed in a raw form which challenges therapists and other practitioners to the core to question their own values and beliefs’ (Blow and Daniel 2002: 101).

It is now almost the norm for a child to experience the separation of his or her parents and to grow up in some form of arrangement which involves different levels of contact with them. For many family therapists and, of course, other clinicians and professionals involved with children and families, a substantial part of the work is dealing with the aftermath of the effects of the separation and, importantly, the continuing contact processes.

Analysis

The problem – deconstruction Many children show great distress as well as a range of problems which turn out to be related to divorce and its aftermath. Among the manifestations of this are sadness, failure at school, violence and behavioural problems, anger towards parents and loss of contact with parents. Parents also manifest problems, for example, increasing animosity towards one another, sometimes culminating in violence witnessed by children.

Professionals working with children in various contexts may be unable to bring about any change in the context of such raging disputes and may experience a real pull to take sides. Each partner’s stories may become ‘frozen’ – for example, stories about harsh and abusive behaviour may become embellished to support their sense of justification. We frequently hear, for example, that a father has been and is abusive and therefore contact with the children should be avoided. Of course, in some cases this may be appropriate but in part the story serves a function of managing the otherwise unmanageable feelings of the divorce. For clinicians there can be difficulties in both striving to hear and understand the underlying pain as well as helping partners to move towards less ‘frozen’ stories which give the children more space. However, the issues are further complicated when there are new partners, stepchildren and extended family.

Context The work is carried out as a private therapeutic service which offers systemic therapy to individuals, couples and families. Referrals come from solicitors and court welfare officials. The main reasons for the referrals are contact disputes where previous interventions have been unsuccessful and where there is a request for assessment and recommendations for contact arrangements. The work usually takes
the form of ten or so sessions of ‘systemic assessment’, with family members being seen together and individually. This involves ‘exploring connections between the accounts of different participants, testing patterns between the accounts of different participants, testing out the possibilities for change and endeavouring to create a space for new thinking which can lead to different interactions’ (Blow and Daniel 2002: 87). A report is prepared for the courts which attempts to offer a new story for all of the participants, connecting together the competing stories.

The wider context is that the legal system can promote an adversarial framework with each partner convinced that the other is attempting to exploit them. Financial, emotional and contact issues may become entangled in legal language and attempts to establish who is really to blame.

Beliefs and explanations  Blow and Daniel (2002) emphasize that it is important to consider not only the content of the beliefs that family members hold but also the form of these stories and the processes or structures that maintain them. In particular, they describe how the parents may have developed dramatically new ways of storying their lives. This may include negative ways of seeing a partner in order to justify the decision to divorce. But these changes may be less positive and acceptable for the children. In addition, there may be pressure to stick to rigid stories in the context of legal battles where consistency is emphasized and to change one’s story might imply devastating consequences.

Blow and Daniel (2002) emphasize that in this context there may be intensely different narratives regarding events to the point where the therapist almost feels that they are going ‘mad’. Importantly they also emphasize that the explanations and stories that people hold need to be seen in a developmental perspective and in terms of how they are shaped and constrained by the current as well as past dynamics. For example, a child’s narrative that she does not want to see her father because he frightens her is both her story and her choice, but is also shaped by her feelings about what her mother wants and needs to hear and by what has happened in the family prior to the divorce.

A number of important and common themes are found in Blow and Daniel’s work; for example, a belief that one partner was the cause and decided to separate, leaving the other as a victim. Gender and power are important related themes, with the children predominantly living with the mothers who may take the ‘moral high ground’ that they are acting out of responsibility for their children’s interests. Fathers are seen as more likely to act on the basis of rights and hold a belief that the mother’s actions are unfair. Alongside this sense of unfairness there can be a belief for both partners that they are powerless.

Problem-maintaining patterns – feedback loops  Blow and Daniel (2002) say that though parents readily agree that their children’s interests come first, each may also believe that only they truly know what the child wants. While the disputes appear to relate to the children and access, they usually represent long-standing power struggles between the couple. Children often experience being told by one parent that they have been brainwashed by the other (non-resident) parent, and while acknowledging the reality that the parent may have tried to influence them, often
decide not to see or to see less of a non-resident parent. For children who had once been close to the non-resident parent, this can be seen as an escape from an intolerable situation into 'certainty', which fails to take into account the complexity of children's thinking.

An important point is that it may be very tempting to see children as passive victims in this process, but the children need to be seen as making decisions, albeit ones constrained by the system they are in. Typically, siblings also take different roles, with one child going willingly to see a parent and the other adamantly refusing. Though this may not be conscious, it can be a way of balancing the system. In our experience the child displaying the greatest apparent difficulty is often the one who is also demonstrating a greater loyalty to the marriage. Sometimes this is shown by conflict, confrontation and refusal to accept a new partner, since such acceptance would mean feeling the finality of the parents’ separation.

---

**Emotions and attachments** In the context of the emotional chaos of divorce and its aftermath, parents may cling to their children’s love as the one thing that they can count on:

Adult attachments may be seen as increasingly transient and children’s love may be felt to be the solution against aloneness. Their presence may give a sense of permanency – the final alternative to loneliness that can be built up against the vanishing possibilities of love.

(Blow and Daniel 2002: 101)
Too often this can develop into role reversal, with the children predominantly meeting parental needs, not the other way round. Blow and Daniel (2002) go on to offer powerful examples of common patterns to suggest that there can be reversals of attachments during the separation and post-divorce process. Parents are often distracted with their own sense of loss, anxieties, anger, and exhilaration about a new romantic relationship. This can mean not only that they are not emotionally available for the children but also that the children may feel that they have to look after their parents and each other (Abbey and Dallos 2004). Importantly, children may feel compelled to edit or distort their stories in order to accommodate the feelings and anxieties of their parents:

A resident parent may think that her new partner will feel more secure if the children have less to do with the other parent. When the non-resident parent introduces a new partner, this can generate fear in a single resident parent that a ‘proper’ family might be more attractive to the children. Children are sensitive to such fears and may edit their accounts of visits to highlight only deficits.

(Blow and Daniel 2002: 90)

Even when the situation appears more amicable we have also found, for example, that a new partner might feel threatened if the former partners appear to be getting on too well. Children are very sensitive to their parents’ feelings and may become drawn in – for example, in this situation apparently perversely acting ‘as if’ they are trying to make things worse between the parents. This may be because of their anxieties and fears of getting their hopes up for a reconciliation, of getting hurt again but also of seeing their parents exposed to further hurt. In short, the context is typically that instead of getting the support at a time they most need it, they cannot count on being looked after, and often have to take care of their parents. Perhaps it is less than surprising that many children who feel they have sacrificed their own needs to look after their parents then feel angry and betrayed when their parents find new partners and become taken up with them. Furthermore, this can often involve other children who are competing for attention and, moreover, are the children of the person who appears to have taken their mother or father away. Particularly, we hear of many mothers who feel desperately caught in the middle between balancing the emotional needs of their children, a new partner and a difficult ex-partner. Further examples abound – for example, if a father is more loving and generous in his new relationship than he ever was in the old, this may be seen by the mother as an insult as opposed to an opportunity for the
children to benefit from the change in their father. Such traps or paradoxes can be seen to be fuelled by the underlying insecurities of each parent about their failure in relationships and whether they will be ‘good enough’ in possible future relationships.

Synthesis

The approach recognizes that divorce takes place in the context of a legal system which fuels adversity and certain narratives about blame, responsibility, rights and so on. However, the approach is sensitive to attempting an understanding of how each person’s explanations and feelings have arisen. Importantly, it is also sensitive to the massive implications that may be involved in a shift in positions. This involves adopting a reflective position to try to understand what it would feel like to be each member of the family. In turn there is use of one’s own experiences regarding relationships and life experiences to connect with existential questions about meaning in life and happiness. This includes the possibility that for some critical life events, such as divorce, there may not be a resolution; that the ex-partners need to hold some negative stories about each other to help make sense of why they separated.

Example

Jenny (13) had at first wanted to see her father, but her forceful younger sister, Hannah (9), had decided not to, which made it difficult for Jenny, so she fell in line. There had been many levels of inequality in the relations, with the father, Julian (who was white), having power and control over his wife, Zara (who was black and dependent on him). She had become more independent since the divorce and he saw her concern about her daughters seeing him as vengeful. In turn she saw his expression of concern about his daughters as his desire to dominate them. After seeing their father, the girls communicated to Zara that they were capable of speaking their minds with him. Likewise, they told him that they did not like him implying that everything they said was because of their mother’s influence.

The therapists discussed with the girls the history of the choice they had made about not seeing their father and the possible consequences of having so firmly allied themselves to their mother’s story. Also, it was made clear that the therapists understood the girls’ decision not to see their father as a solution to feeling so caught in the middle of their parents’ vicious and unyielding relationship. They discussed whether it was necessary to preserve this decision for the girls to close off any memories of good times with their father:

We were able to do this without losing sight of other explanations or getting into a symmetrical relationship with them; thus for a rare moment, we created a space where uncertainty about the truth could be tolerated.

(Blow and Daniel 2002: 99)

They go on to say that in the context of therapy such moments could have been built on further, but that this had less chance in this context:

We disturbed the system, but Zara’s vigilance and her response to our feedback reinforced her defences and her need for control. She too understood that, given a
truly free will, her daughters might choose to see their father and she feared loss too much to take the risk.

(Blow and Daniel 2002: 100)

Work in forensic contexts

Applications of systemic ideas in the context of work with people who have committed criminal offences pose a number of important questions for systemic therapy. Vivian-Byrne (2001) describes her experience of working within a forensic secure unit and her attempts to integrate systemic ideas into this context. She describes the dilemmas of work with people who have been committed to a secure unit for serious offences such as rape and murder, and who are also diagnosed as having severe mental health problems. We will refer to the inmates of such units as ‘clients’, although the choice of an appropriate term here in a sense encapsulates the nature of the issues. In many ways they are more akin to prisoners, or perhaps between prisoners and patients. However, this locates them in certain ways and narrows the potential relationships they may have with the staff.

Analysis

The problem – deconstruction What is the problem and for whom? To start with, the issue here is not simply about the offenders and their problems, but also about their families, the staff in the unit and more broadly the unit itself. Among the concerns with regard to clients are their past actions, the future threat they hold, their current behaviour, their conflicts with staff and other clients; of concern with regard to staff are the frustrations they feel, for example a sense of futility and impotence in facilitating any change. Furthermore, there is the wider problem in terms of the relationship that such units have to the Home Office and other government departments and policies.

Vivian-Byrne (2001: 103) locates these questions more broadly in the position that such offenders hold in society: ‘I work with members of one of the most reviled group in our society, variously called child molesters, paedophiles or sex offenders, many of whom have been multiply abused in families or care systems.’ Implicit in this is that though these clients have done terrible things, they too have been victims and deserve some understanding, perhaps even sympathy. That this is unlikely to happen may be one of the problems that is inherent in such units and may make any change difficult.

Contextual factors The staff operate within a particular setting, in this case what has been described by Goffman (1971) as a ‘total institution’ where all aspects of the clients’ lives are controlled. In particular, this locates the unit as needing to serve to protect the public from the risk of these dangerous people. The clients are in custody, on locked wards and not attending voluntarily, and this has immense implications for the power relations between them and the staff members. Furthermore, not only are the clients in custody but they are further disempowered by being labelled as ‘ill’ and not responsible for their actions. The role of the clinician in such a context is therefore complex, especially regarding their power in that they need to disentangle their involvement with the custodial and statutory responsibilities that other staff have, for
example to determine the levels of dangerousness and readiness for entry back into
the community. The clinician in such a situation also carefully needs to consider her
relationships with other members of staff and, more broadly, the expectations of her
role within the system.

Beliefs and explanations  According to Vivian-Byrne (2001), beliefs and explanations
are typically rigid and absolute in this context. It is clear and incontestable that real
and unacceptable actions have occurred and it is very difficult to put alternative, less
negative constructions on the actions. She goes on to say that one of the dominant
explanations available is a ‘simplistic, linear narrative whereby illness causes violence’.
In this way the inmates are not seen as responsible for the crimes they have committed
because they are seen as ill. This boils down to a punctuation of their actions as being
either bad or mad. This belief or punctuation has serious implications and, in particu-
lar, tends to imply a related punctuation of clients as being either responsible or not
responsible. There are alternative explanations possible, as Vivian-Byrne (2001) says,
for example that they too have been victims of abuse, violence and neglect or that
violence and sexual attack are gendered activities. Nevertheless, the above explan-
ations are seen to prevail perhaps as a consequence of the medical ethos of the units
but also in part the preferred personal narratives of many of the staff members.

Located within these beliefs are also related ideas about the role of the clinical
team as ‘experts’. This can create a highly unrealistic belief that the clinician can solve
all the problems and also locate the blame with them if things go wrong. This connects
with an important shared belief that assessment of risk safety is paramount. This
implies keeping clients safe but also acting in safe ways such that they do not become
more dangerous as a result of interventions. Importantly, this connects with media
coverage of horrendous cases where clients have gone on to commit serious o
This connects
and this was seen as due to failures of the staff to assess risk adequately and take
appropriate protective measures.

Problem-maintaining patterns – feedback loops  These beliefs and explanations both
maintain and are in turn maintained by patterns of actions. Vivian-Byrne (2001)
describes how one of the patterns revolves around the definition of the clients as ‘ill’;
this can lead to a position of not taking responsibility for their actions and in turn
giving up attempts to produce any change:
She argues that this is maintained by another influential pattern – that to resist the definition of one’s actions as indicative of an ‘illness’ typically implies an alternative definition of being ‘responsible’ for one’s actions. Since these have been extreme there is reluctance to do this since it implies great ‘badness’ or evil. A related pattern is that when clients appear not to accept responsibility the responsible medical officer steps in to take responsibility for treating the client’s illness: ‘This then has major implications for the patient, other clinicians involved in their care and other agencies embroiled in the network which unfolds’ (Vivien-Byrne 2001: 106).

The clinician can become caught in a pattern whereby their expert position can be seductive in offering status when things go well. On the other hand, this can set the clinician up to fail since the clinician, rather than the client, has taken on the responsibility for change. The clinician may then also be in a position of being attacked or criticized by colleagues, especially if they have chosen to go outside the boundaries of standard treatment protocols. One approach that can be helpful is to bring these structural issues out into the open, for example, issues of trust and confidentiality. Many clients imagine that whatever they will say, regardless of what the therapist promises, can be used against them. This can breed a climate of mistrust since the therapist may likewise think that the client is only saying what they think the therapist wants to hear.

**Emotions and attachments** Despite the severity of the crimes committed, family members of the client often attempt to find ways of maintaining their relationships and attachments. This can be both beneficial but also minimize the seriousness of the crimes: ‘I have been influenced by seeing a woman who has been multiply stabbed and nearly died as a result continuing to go to extreme lengths to maintain the attacker as her partner’ (Vivian-Byrne 2001: 103).

Vivian-Byrne (2001) highlights the abuse that many clients have experienced which may make it difficult for them to develop trust and a positive therapeutic relationship with clinicians. Related to this, the nature of their actions and their criminal and mental status are likely to define them as not trustable and hence make it harder for clinicians to form a relationship with them. She also discusses how the pressure to enter into an expert role sets up anxieties and feelings of doubt about clinicians’ ability to produce any meaningful and lasting changes in their clients. In terms of emotional support from colleagues, this links to patterns above that in order to feel confident of support from colleagues there is pressure not to deviate too far from acceptable protocols of working. However, this can close down options such that there is less scope for therapeutic creativity. In short, the climate of concern about risk
and safety is one where great anxiety may be experienced by staff and the solution may be to adopt conservative approaches and stay close to protocols.

**Synthesis**

The above illustrates some features of a systemic analysis of the work in such units. In attempting a synthesis there is an attempt to incorporate the therapist’s self-reflections, a view of their formulation as prepositional, adopting a collaborative, co-constructive approach and developing an authentic relationship with clients, colleagues and the unit. For Vivian-Byrne (2001) a core issue was what alternatives it might be possible to generate with clients and staff in such a setting which do not distort the reality of what has happened but also offer more flexibility and some potential for change. She drew on Mason’s (1993) ideas of safety and certainty which offer a way of facilitating flexibility in this context:

- **Safety** – psychological and emotional containment (in a forensic context also the physical containment and protection of the public and staff).
- **Certainty** – knowing about the condition to be treated and the means of doing so to lead a client to a ‘better place’.

These two constructs can have four combinations:

- **Safe certainty** – the therapist knows what to do to help me.
- **Safe uncertainty** – the therapist will try to help but is not quite sure how and I will have to be active in this.
- **Unsafe certainty** – when people do not feel contained but there is a pressure to be certain, for example to generate a diagnosis or grasp at a solution.
- **Unsafe uncertainty** – the sense of being overwhelmed by the complexity and enormity of the problems and not knowing where to go or what to do.

Vivian-Byrne argues that this formulation (Figure 6.1) can help staff and clients move to a more flexible understanding of the processes that may be in play. Typically, a feeling of unsafe uncertainty may prevail at the start of a piece of work where the staff may feel overwhelmed by the problems and lack of apparent process. This can lead to profound pressures to move to either safe certainty, where staff take on all the responsibility for change, or unsafe certainty, which may involve a negative diagnosis with little future hope or potential for change. Specifically, she offers several case illustrations.

A young man was convicted of killing an elderly man while he was ‘floridly psychotic’ and subsequently diagnosed as schizophrenic. He improved greatly with medication, becoming a model patient, and was discharged. However, he has confided in some members of staff that he still held some of his ‘psychotic’ beliefs, for example, extreme coincidences as supporting his spiritual beliefs. He was reluctant to discuss these ideas openly since he realized that as a consequence he could be confined again. In essence he seemed to be caught in a dilemma: to acknowledge some responsibility for his actions was a sign of progress and healing, but also to admit that
he thought some of his thoughts at the time were not an ‘illness’ was an indication that he was in fact still ill and dangerous. This has echoes of a ‘catch-22’ situation: if you admit you are crazy, you are crazy; if you deny that you are crazy, you must be really crazy.

As we have seen from Vivian-Byrne’s (2001) work, such questions helped her to generate some flexibility and creativity in a context which could appear extremely rigid and in which therapeutic change was unlikely.

**Figure 6.1** Safety/certainty matrix

*Source: Mason 1993*

Working systemically with attachment narratives – ANT: eating disorders

The eating disorders, especially *anorexia nervosa*, are among the most dangerous psychological problems: one in five sufferers are likely to die of the condition in a time space of 20 years from the onset of the problems. The condition is still prevalent (9:1) in females (Carr 2006; Fairburn and Brownell 2002). A variety of medical problems can develop, such as damage to the heart, anaemia and osteoporosis; and if non-fatal these can cause permanent, irreversible damage if they persist. It is partly for this reason that some forms of intervention with children, and in some cases with adults, can be highly controlling and intrusive, such as use of the Mental Health Act for compulsory treatment, including confinement in specialist eating disorder units which employ strict regimes and in some cases forced feeding. Though there are debates about the ethics and clinical effectiveness of such measures, these are seen in the light of the severe risk that is evident from these conditions.

Family therapy has long been an intervention of choice with child and adolescent sufferers; in fact, according to NICE guidelines, ‘family interventions that directly
address the eating disorder should be offered to children and adolescents with anorexia nervosa’ (NICE, 2004). Every major school of family therapy has ‘cuts its teeth’ so to speak in attempting to find ways of assisting families with this dangerous and elusive disorder (Palazzoli 1974; Minuchin et al. 1978; White 1983; Stierlin and Weber 1989; Eisler et al. 2000, 2005).

The ANT approach described does not claim to be a new model for treating anorexia but offers another perspective through the integration of concepts from attachment theory into systemic work with the condition (Dallos 2006; Dallos and Vetere 2009b). It is also included to signal the growing rapprochement between systemic and attachment theory perspectives.

Analysis

The problem – deconstruction

One of our guiding propositions is that anorexia is linked closely to emotional processes in the family and, in particular, the need to gain emotional comfort, reassurance and a sense of security. Typically of course the problem is presented by family members and others starkly, as a young person’s reluctance or stubborn refusal to eat. The young person, on the other hand, often states the problem as their inability to eat, almost as if they have been taken over by an ‘illness’ and have lost control. This is typically interspersed, however, by a major sense of anxiety that they have ‘failed’ and are ‘weak’ if they give in to their hunger and allow themselves to eat:

The voice goes on in my head. I call it the anorexic minx. It’s like a little person that gets inside my mind and takes control of my thoughts. The voice tricks me into believing that I am in control but I am not, it’s in control of me . . . I can’t imagine sitting down for a meal without thinking how many calories are in it or whether I should allow myself to eat in case I’ve had too much already.

(Lucy, aged 19)

Anorexia is not confined to young people and may continue into adult life. Typically there is a cycle of struggles with the condition, with frequent relapses and exasperation by parents or partners. The family dynamics often involve an escalating pattern of parents or others encouraging, nagging, shouting, trying to force and calling in outside assistance. The resulting family atmosphere may be a distressing and emotionally charged mixture of tension, anger, recriminations, sadness and a sense of helplessness in being overwhelmed by anorexia.

Contextual factors

Attention has been directed to cultural factors, including the values that are placed on the status of slimness and how women look in Western cultures (Orbach 1978, 1986; Fairbairn and Brownell 2002). More broadly, anorexia can also be seen in the context of women more often displaying internalizing as opposed to externalizing disorders, that is, turning their anger and distress inwards and causing harm to themselves rather than others or external objects (Bruch 1973; Boyle 2007). The services for anorexia vary, with most severe cases involving women spending time as in-patients in specialist units. More broadly, medical intervention – including strict re-feeding regimes often based on behavioural principles – to restore
physical safety is typically a priority. The approaches most strongly supported by research evidence, such as those supported by NICE guidelines, centre on structural forms of family therapy which emphasize the parents taking charge and working in unison to persuade their child to eat. However, there have been different emphases in the various family therapy schools, for example, the Milan team hypothesized that the young person had typically become entangled in the parent’s relationship conflict.

The emotional context for families is very confusing and distressing: on the one hand, the distress of seeing their daughter emaciated and starving herself to death may trigger great distress, even possibly leading to traumatic states for parents and other close relatives. Further, the parents may feel blamed and accused of somehow causing the anorexia by the suggestion of family therapy. The traditional medical models of anorexia as an ‘illness’, and explanations of cultural ‘body fascism’, may appear safer for families in contrast to the anxiety and apprehension which can be caused by the prospect of family therapy.

Beliefs and explanations As we have seen above, there are competing theories regarding anorexia that also feature in families’ beliefs and explanations. These coalesce around the contrasting constructions of anorexia as either implying that the child is ‘ill’ or as ‘bad’ or naughty, wilful, getting back at us, and so on. The parents’ beliefs seem to become polarized around this dichotomy, not infrequently one parent assuming the view that the child needs sympathy and understanding to help overcome their illness and the other parent that the child needs more discipline and clear rules about eating. However, explorations of what the resistance to eating might mean, especially the emotional and relational implications, appears to be difficult for many families. A common and influential belief is that conflict and negative emotions are dangerous and are best avoided. Conflict comes to be seen as tied to the anorexia and there is a reluctance to consider relationship issues more widely and how they may impact on the problems. Obviously it is hard for families to discuss other matters or to think clearly and flexibly when they are extremely concerned by the condition of their child.

In terms of their own childhood experiences, the parents in our research and clinical practice (Dallos 2006; Dallos and Denford 2008) describe rather bleak emotional landscapes: of their own parents being ill, distressed, unavailable, or distracted, or enforcing a belief that ‘you should stand on your own two feet’ and not expect to be emotionally cared for by others. Many of the parents we have met display a strong commitment to trying to do things better for their own children. This is often, however, rather abstract or even idealized and they often struggle to articulate the details of what this would feel and look like, how hard it might be to achieve, and so on, since many lack relevant experiences to draw on, having lacked experience of being comforted and cared for themselves.

Problem-maintaining patterns – feedback loops A typical pattern described by families is that attempts to help the young person to eat are met by further reluctance, causing cycles of ‘nagging’ and ‘withdrawal’. Over time, parents may themselves alternate between taking a position of ‘giving up’, and trying not to say anything but continuing to be concerned and vigilant. Families often talk of a breakdown of trust and report that deception comes to play a considerable part of family life, for
example, that the young person finds ways to disguise their not-eating by hiding food, covertly engaging in excessive exercise to lose weight, using laxatives, and so on. A related process may be that the parents describe conflicts developing between them, especially in differing ideas about how to cope with the problems, for example, ‘I’m not going to take any more of this’ and ‘shouting will not do any good’. (See Figure 6.2.)

![Figure 6.2 Escalating cycles in families with anorexia](image)

Quite frequently the process appears to result in the young person intermittently feeling that they are to blame for causing all the problems and the parents correspondingly feeling that they have done something wrong or are not adequate parents because they cannot help. Attempts at resolution often appear to lead to withdrawing emotionally, yet the danger of the illness guarantees a consistent emotional connection. In effect, anxiety about the illness appears to ensure connection at the same time as blocking any processing of what may have contributed to the development of the problem in the first place.

*Emotions and attachments* Central to our approach is a consideration of how the systemic process and beliefs are related to emotions and attachments. In turn, there is a consideration of how this influences not only the content but the structure, style and coherence of the narratives that parents are able to develop to explain and manage their lives together. Attachment theory offers a trans-generational perspective, through which attention is paid to the parents’ own childhood experiences – how attachment patterns that they developed in their own families went on to shape both their couple relationship and subsequently provide the context for their children’s emotional development. Explorations, for example, using genograms, typically reveal that the parents struggle to remember many positive emotional experiences from childhood and display a strong tendency to distance themselves emotionally from these experiences, or attempt to put a positive spin on events. Interestingly, the parents rarely report that food was employed as a form of comfort when they were ill or have any of the more pleasant memories with food that are common. Food is one of the primary forms of distress that a child experiences and we learn to associate release from this distress and anxiety with our parents. How parents respond, in
terms of whether eating is a relaxed, fun, caring and safe experience as opposed to a perfunctory, tense, anxious and conflictful activity may make a vital contribution to the nature of the relationship that the child develops with the parent. More generally, the parents are rarely able to describe or draw upon memories of any other forms of comfort being provided when they were ill.

Despite these experiences many parents also display a strong commitment to trying to make things better for their children and attempting to strengthen their relationship with them. This also involves food and meal times as one of the important occasions when family members are together. However, it appears that they start to experience problems, typically at adolescence, when children may become more emotionally challenging. At this point their positive intentions may become unstuck as they struggle to find ways of managing the children in the absence of their own positive experience to draw upon. This can be experienced by the parents as a double failure: it is all going wrong, this is not fair when we so much wanted to do it better than it was for us. Why don’t the children and everybody else understand this? Meal times then come to be occasions of conflict and distress but also embody the deeper sense of anxiety about meeting feelings and providing comfort that have pervaded the parents’ childhoods. Many young people we have worked with describe how they particularly find family meal times aversive. In some cases families stop eating together, but as a consequence an important opportunity for the family to get together to discuss their relationships, needs and conflicts may be lost.

Frequently, the conflicts in the family are discussed as being caused by the anorexia. But it is an important question to consider what type of intimate relationship that parents with such emotionally impoverished attachment backgrounds are able to form. Initially they may either have hoped that an intimate relationship would meet a lot of their unmet needs or they may have been content to accept relatively little. They may have turned to their children to fulfil some of their needs, and one child may have assumed the position of being most sensitive to their needs and concerned to resolve their conflicts. In our formulation this sensitively attuned child is typically the one who is displaying the family distress through eating problems:

The only thing I ever hear them talking about is me and if I didn’t have this [anorexia] its kind of like, would everything fall apart, at least its keeping them talking. And they won’t argue while I’ve got this because it might make me worse. So um . . . that’s kind of bought, sort of like, I’m not in control as such but I’ve got more control over the situation that way.

(Kathy, from Dallos 2006: 10)

**Synthesis**

Our use of attachment perspectives both emphasizes relational dynamics and how in turn relational dynamics become internalized to shape our inner worlds. An important feature of our approach is a recognition that attachment and systemic processes in turn interact to shape the families’ abilities to develop narratives. It seems that the parents have developed narrative processes whereby they exclude memories of their relationships with their parents or of how emotions were dealt with. The outcome of
this may be that abilities to reflect, to develop alternative narratives and to develop
detailed narratives which contain connections between relationships and feelings may
be impeded. Moreover, if a defensive style of excluding visual and sensory memories
of events has been developed because they are too potentially distressing, then narra-
tives may become somewhat predominantly verbal, semantic and analytical. Since
visual and sensory memories (smell, touch, taste, and so on) represent important
emotional experiences, their minimizing may mean that parents are less able to
respond to the emotional states and needs of the children and their partners. A recog-
nition of these styles and the consequent difficulties for parents to be reflective and
integrated about their experiences has, we hope, helped us to be more sympathetic
and compassionate towards the possible difficulties. We are aware of the sense of
danger that parents feel in response to our invitations to consider connections
between the relationships and the anorexia, and we look for competencies and
exceptions, attempting to build on any relatively safe areas, for example, with relatives,
such as aunts, cousins, grandparents or friends with whom they have had a more
secure emotional relationship. This recognition also leads to an emphasis on
proceeding slowly to build the therapeutic relationship and con-}

Example

Kathy (16) had suffered with anorexia for over two years and previously had a paedi-
atic admission when her weight was low. She was living with her mother (Mary), father
(Albert) and older brother Pete (34). Her brother did not wish to attend the sessions. In
the first session a typical pattern emerged in that her father did most of the talking but in
a rather dry and distant way, explaining that he could not understand why Kathy did
not eat. Mary would occasionally interject that she also did not know what to do,
becoming tearful and saying Kathy was rejecting her. Eventually Kathy would comfort
her mother, sometimes also crying herself. Quickly, the parents revealed that they had
conflicts aside from how to deal with Kathy and that Mary had wanted to leave the
marriage after having found satisfaction in an extra-marital affair. In exploring the
parents’ childhood histories it transpired that Mary’s mother had been depressed and
suicidal as a result of her husband (Mary’s father) having another woman who he saw
at weekends and was unable to give up. Albert described his own mother as having been
in poor health, a hypochondriac and self-obsessed, and his father angry and inconsis-
tent due to illness and hard work in the shipyards. Both parents had clearly suffered
difficult childhood experiences: Albert spoke about these in a distancing emotional
avoidant way. Mary, in contrast, became distressed when asked to think about her
childhood and repeatedly cried. She was eventually comforted by Kathy, whereas
Albert looked on as if he did not know what to do at these moments.

A story emerged, that after Mary and Albert had three sons their relationship
proceeded to deteriorate. Mary was keen to have a daughter and they tried again,
having virtually given up. When Kathy was born, Albert described that for a while
Mary was very happy and their marital relationship was good, as was their sexual
intimacy. It seemed as a result that Kathy came to occupy a special place in the family, symbolizing a saving of the marriage. Unfortunately, Kathy described how eventually their need for her turned into a pattern of her parents attempting to draw her into taking sides against the other which she came to find extremely distressing:

They used to really hurt me because they used to play each other off... And they would be like ‘Go on tell me all the bad stuff about the other one’. And I used to sit there and think to myself I am made up of half of each of these people and they hate each other and do they hate me? That used to play on my mind for ages when I was really young and that was the limit of my thought, I didn’t analyse it further.

(Kathy, from Dallos 2006: 10)

The therapeutic work also focused on an exploration of the parents’ experiences of comforting from their own childhood and the role that food played in this. Neither of them had any positive memories of food or connections with it being used as part of comforting children. They also discussed how they had wanted to make things better for their own children and the difficulties of attempting this, not having had experiences from their own childhoods on which they could draw. Sessions for the parents as a couple were held in order to be able to discuss their emotional and sexual conflicts and communication. This also enabled Kathy to be extricated from her triangulated position between her parents. Interestingly, Kathy engaged well in a discussion of food in the context of discussing trans-generational issues and comfort, in contrast to her reluctance to discuss her refusal to eat. Kathy gradually eased out from her triangulated position and went to university, and in turn the parents were able to focus on their own relationship needs and decided to stay together.

Psychosis and multiple family group therapy (MFGT) – Eia Asen and Heiner Schuff

There has now been an accumulation of evidence that early intervention in the so-called serious ‘mental illness’ can have dramatic effects on relapse, recovery and the quality of life that people can lead. More specifically there has been a body of work with families broadly described as psycho-educational approaches (Leff and Vaughn 1985; Peterson et al. 2005). These approaches have typically combined individual interventions, medication and work with the families to offer education in the nature of the illness and specifically to try and reduce ‘expressed emotion’. It is argued that an emotionally charged, volatile and critical atmosphere aggravates mental illness leading to an increase in symptoms and distress which in turn fuels anxiety, stress and anger in the family members and so is an escalating loop.

The following is a description of an approach which also features the ability of families to learn in order to better manage their relationships. However, instead of professionals offering education to families the core idea of multiple family therapy is that families learn from each other. Further, not only do they learn from each other but they subsequently are able to advise and assist not only their own but the other families to change. The approach involves convening a number of families, usually up
to six, to spend time together for periods of two or more hours. The approach was pioneered by Peter Laquer (USA) working in a large psychiatric hospital context inspired by his observation that while waiting to see their ‘ill’ relatives families would typically exchange information, experiences and ideas with each other and seemed to benefit from these discussions.

This was developed into a multi-family approach in the USA by McFarlane (2002) and Detre et al. (1961) and has been developed in the UK by Asen (2002a) and Asen et al. (1982, 2001) in relation to work with families with complex problems in relation to children. The following account is of their development of the MFGT approach with families with a relative diagnosed as suffering with a ‘psychotic’ disorder.

Analysis

The problem – deconstruction  The approach is consistent with systemic principles in that mental illness is regarded in terms of acute problems in living and is underpinned by an emphasis on the exploration of family processes of communication. However, there is an additional focus on seeing the extent to which families feel that they have failed, feel stigmatized by the illness and feel alone and ashamed as key ingredients to maintaining the difficulties. This perspective fits with social constructions perspectives that view problems as being associated with a narrow and pathologizing set of narratives with which we view our lives. Further to this, the multi-family therapy approach sees a dilemma for family therapists attempting to be non-expert with families in that the very nature of our encounter with families may create a construction of us (family therapist) as not ill – successful – and them (the family) as ill – failing. However, in bringing families together they need not be confined to this role and can have a stance of equality in relation to other families who are similarly struggling. Moreover they are also able to step into roles of giving suggestions, assistance and advice to other families which may assist in ameliorating their role as helpless recipients of clinical wisdom from a professional.

Contextual factors  The sessions with families usually take place in a family therapy service in a National Health Service (NHS) setting. The work of Asen and Schuff takes place at the Marlborough centre which is a busy NHS hospital in London which houses a family therapy service. Their clients are adults who have a diagnosis of psychosis – schizophrenia, bipolar depression or schizo-affective illness. They regarded this group as having a range of common problems: relating to and connecting with others, compliance with their medication, having to cope with changes in their lives and generally building a life with their family and friends.

The families typically attend for 2-hour sessions once a week over a period of a year. Four staff members worked with seven families, all of which were already known to the service through the family member suffering with the psychotic disturbance. This prior relationship is important in the task of convening families since it builds on contact and some trust that has already been developed. There was considerable flexibility so that families could invite other members and in some cases families decided that one or other members did not wish to attend.
Beliefs and explanations  Fundamental to this approach is an emphasis on building on families’ resources and strengths. This recognizes that the stress, anxieties and stigma of the illness may have led families to problem-saturated stories about their lives but despite this that there are pockets of resistance to seeing themselves in pathological ways. There is a further assumption which is that a feature of diagnostic labelling may be that families come to see all aspects of their lives and problems in this way and consider relational issues as less relevant or as merely determined by the illness. Their approach builds on the idea that as alternative narratives become considered so family members may be able to move to new forms of relating and experiencing their lives. In this they view the potential creativity in bringing families together to provide the possibility of multiple voices:

Over the years we have learnt that family members have an entirely natural wish to support each other . . . they observe each other and then find it quite impossible not to question or comment on what they see, including what they think is ‘good’ or bad’ . . . Interestingly, it is often the children who come up with remarkable comments and suggestions, as well as precisely those parents who have collected multiple diagnoses and chronic labels . . . With fifteen to twenty-five ‘bodies’ (and minds) being present in MFGT, multiple perspectives are generated, rather than having to rely ‘only on those of the therapists’.

(Asen and Schuff 2006: 61)

Problem-maintaining patterns – feedback loops  Asen and Schuff (2006) described how their intentions to structure the sessions have evolved. For example, they had intended on the first day to offer a structural programme, including an educational component but this was overtaken by the families:

we had planned a tightly schedules programme . . . our attempts to stick to [it] were quickly abandoned, in the face of a seemingly immense desire and resulting spontaneous actions on the families’ part to share experiences with each other and the staff. They soon took charge . . . Families also asked clinicians personal questions about their families and life experiences . . . Throughout the workshops the staff’s input was confined to trying to facilitate and at times focusing on inter-family discussions, as well as sharing our own personal and ‘professional’ stories.

(Asen and Schuff 2006: 63)

In the session each family was encouraged to reflect on their own and other families’ issues and processes. For example, they describe that families could share their experiences in terms of how problems had evolved and changed over time. They also noted interesting examples of how different family configurations were more able to observe processes in families that were different to theirs. Couples without ill children appeared to be good at spotting how couples with ill children tended to avoid their own couples issues. In turn, they noted that couples with children were good at seeing in couples without children interactions that resembled those of a ‘well’ parent
and an ‘ill’ child. These different relationship could be employed to offer interesting insights.

*Emotions and attachments*  Asen and Schuff (2006) describe that their approach builds on a warm, easy-going atmosphere. They also note that typically the families, though direct with each other also offered a non-blaming context of learning from each other and showed sensitivity to each other’s feelings. However, they describe that the clinicians did at times intervene and utilize potential subgroups as part of shifting the emotional dynamics. As an example, when some of the younger members of the families felt overwhelmed by the concerns of the more ‘over-involved’ and ‘critical’ older group they might suggest the youngsters have a break, such as a smoke in the garden to discuss how they might make the group more relevant to them and less anxiety-provoking. Subsequently they would return to reflect and offer consultation on these processes in the group and the families: ‘Being placed in this role, young people – with or without psychosis – generally manage this extremely well, with openness and humour, and they are listened to “in role” differently than they perhaps would be otherwise’ (Asen and Schuff 2006: 65).

They also remarked that the use of humour was a way to reduce anxiety or paranoia and helped to convey a sense of playfulness. Along with this, people were invited to bring types of food from their countries of origin and could include in their conversation pleasant topics, such as holidays and interests, alongside more stressful topics, such as mental health. There was considerable scope for reflection and talking about talk in terms of what aspects of the group felt safe.

**Synthesis**

They go on to describe how through various subgroupings and feedback processes the members find themselves in different roles, speaking in different ways and experiencing themselves and being experienced by their families differently. It also seems evident from this approach that through activities, such as role plays, enactments, use of genograms and family sculpts, that people are experiencing inputs at multiple sensory levels. For people who have had less experience at placing their experiences and thoughts into verbal forms this variety of experience may be helpful. Furthermore, it is likely that, because the families are nearer to each other in their experience and abilities to communicate, they are more able to learn from each other than from therapists. In effect they provide a scaffolding to build each other’s narratives, assisting each other to narrate aspects of their experience and to develop reflections on and integrate their lives.

It is clear from Asen and Schuff’s account that the groups involved many layers of positive input. Above all it is clear that they conveyed a sense of safety in various ways: flexibility regarding the rules, emphasis on reflecting about group processes and, importantly, the use of humour as a way of lightening the emotional atmosphere and its use as a way of indicating that it could be acceptable to use it to draw back from facing difficult issues before returning to them when they were confident to do so.
Example
Preliminary findings and reflections were offered by Asen and Schuff (2006) which indicate that family members were very positive about the groups and that they described it was good to discover ‘that we are not all alone in it . . . we are in the same boat together’. The family members apparently helped to make adjustments to the group and decided after 15 months to continue on a fortnightly basis with just occasional support from the staff to hear how things were progressing.

Commentary
We have looked at five examples of contemporary developments in systemic practice. There are countless more we might have mentioned, but we hope that these give a flavour both of departures from and developments of systemic theory and practice but also indicate some of the continuities. We have employed the framework of formulation to highlight further how systemic practitioners think about problems.

Guidance about the possible application of systemic concepts to a variety of contexts is what many new family trainees require. Often they have told us that they do not convene whole families, or work in teams with video equipment. However, they do want some different ways to view their work which can take account of some of the unhelpful behavioural patterns they observe. In entering a variety of different situations systemic theory and practice have also undergone the twin processes of accommodation – fitting in and adapting ideas from other theoretical models and practices into a systemic lens – and assimilation – developing and transforming a systemic lens in order to absorb other models. At the boundaries, we can see new adaptations or syntheses of models and practice. We do not have the space to attempt to do justice to all of these creative fusions but, instead, have looked at a sample. We hope that the examples give you some inspiration for thinking about your own contexts, especially in terms of how a systemic approach can allow you more manoeuvrability and creativity.

Formulation
As we saw in the previous chapter, systemic therapies were pioneering in their move to consider formulation as a dynamic, progressive, reflexive and collaborative process. A landmark was the work of the Milan team in their development of the idea of ‘progressive hypothesizing’. This encourages a prepositional approach which is able to work alongside or embrace other models since it is not premised on a search for a ‘true’ formulation but on ways of seeing problems and situations which are elaborative or conducive to change. In the examples we have chosen above, the concept of ‘uncertainty’ was key for the thinking about ways of opening up new, less rigid ways of viewing events – alternative narratives.

Contexts
The examples illustrate the application of systemic ideas in a variety of contexts, and where the work does not predominantly revolve around contact with families.
Arguably, one of the great strengths of a systemic approach is its recognition of the importance of contexts and how these influence the behaviour, thoughts and feelings of people in different situations or organizations, and of thinking about the structures, shared meanings, texts, notes and practices in these various settings.

A significant aspect of working in different contexts is the ability to work alongside colleagues using different models. One of the major contributions of a systemic approach is that it can offer a meta-perspective – a bird’s-eye view to help us to look at the contexts we are in. What patterns are our organization caught up in? What patterns am I caught up in with my colleagues? What can I/we do that may allow some change to occur? How might my own actions, beliefs and feelings be contributing to stuckness or unhelpful patterns developing with my colleagues? How does the organization I am working in relate to and communicate with other organizations?

Patterns and processes

The idea of patterns has been a central strand of systemic thinking and arguably is one of its most significant aspects. This involves both an ability to look for existing patterns of actions, beliefs and feelings but also possible patterns that may arise. Early systemic thinkers articulated ideas about structure, patterns and rules regulating family life, though these came to be contested as ‘expert’ and modernist views, in that they appeared to imply notions of truths which expert systemic thinkers could accurately identify. A contrary position is that of uncertainty, according to which realities are socially constructed and multiple.

Our examples highlight some very interesting issues relating to this. In Blow and Daniel (2002) we can see some fascinating examples of not just dominant patterns but dominant ideas that seem to shape the actions and experiences of children and parents in the post-divorce experience. Their work also connects with Bateson’s (1972) ideas of variety and constraint, that certain explanations and beliefs are allowed to endure whereas others become excluded. Blow and Daniel go on to argue that the structures of the divorce context, along with commonly shared discourses, for example, about gender roles, constrain the range of stories that parents are likely to hold. Similarly, in the context of work with alcoholism and in secure units it is clear that one of the core issues is just that the range of possible explanations is severely constrained. Furthermore, the possibility of the survival of alternative stories is also sharply constrained. For example, dominant medical models locate offenders and alcoholics as either ‘ill’ or ‘irresponsible’. These powerful discourses have to be taken into account in thinking of assisting in re-storying experiences. A more structural or social constructionist approach recognizes that there are dominant stories that shape our experiences and that these are related to regimes of power in a given culture.

Perhaps this tension between acknowledging commonality – what families (and other groups and systems) share in terms of patterns and experiences – and uniqueness – what is different, unusual or idiosyncratic for each family – will be a continuing debate for systemic therapists in the twenty-first century.
Multiple models

Arguably, there has been increasing contact between different models of therapy, with one of the key points of contact being a recognition of the importance across all therapies of the therapeutic alliance (Larner 2000; Anderson 2001; Speed 2004). In our examples we have seen integrations with a number of models, including attachment theory, medical models, motivational interviewing and the cycle of change model. At times the use of different models is explicit, as in Vetere and Henley’s (2001) work; at other times it is more implicit, as in the descriptions of the needs and anxieties of parents and children post-divorce. Increasingly we see in various practice contexts, such as the National Health Service, social services and forensic services a use of multiple models. Perhaps one of the most common mixtures is the use of cognitive therapy approaches, which are widespread, alongside systemic family work. Examples of this combination can be found in the work on early intervention in schizophrenia (Burbach and Stanbridge 1998). More informal integrations are extremely common, for example, in child and adolescent mental health services a combination of cognitive and family therapy is the normal package provided to young people and their families.

There are both benefits and concerns regarding integrations. Asen (2004) poignantly indicates that, for example, a too easy acceptance and blurring of ideas from different models without taking account of important differences can lead us to be lazy and sloppy in our thinking. He also points to an important issue which connects to the basis of systemic therapies:

I have to confess that I become increasingly irritated by terms and notions such as ‘conversational process’, ‘therapeutic conversations’ or ‘dialogue together’ . . . Language is certainly one activity in which we engage with others to create realities, but is it the only one? . . . There are many creative therapists who make use of non-verbal . . . interventions – including play [and] music, through visuals, through touch. In our ordinary lives we are moved by multi-sensory experiences.

(Asen 2004: 283)

Systemic therapy was inextricably linked with a theory of communication which emphasized the multifaceted nature of communication (Watzlawick 1984). It was argued that any action or even non-action carried meaning in an interpersonal context. It is interesting to consider here that systemic theory and therapy seem to have drifted away from this extremely important recognition of the multifaceted nature of communication. However, developmental researchers and attachment theorists, for example, are exploring this rich and fertile territory to map how relationship patterns and personality develop from this web of non-verbal and verbal communication – and, most interestingly, how use of language and the ability to place our experiences into narratives is itself shaped by early non-verbal experiences (Crittenden 1998; Dallos 2004).
Key texts


7
Couple therapy

There are special issues involved in couple therapy and working with the parental couple, as it is arguably the most significant subsystem in any family. We also include a chapter on couple therapy not least because in the twenty-first century the many different shapes and sizes of families derive directly from the diversity of couple relationships in our multicultural society.

This chapter will follow in part the structure of Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 6, offering sections on the cultural landscape, influential people and ideas including bird’s eye views of couple therapy in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, and commentary showing a patchwork development over the years which today still lacks coherence.

There is no practice section in this chapter, as throughout the book there are already cited examples of working with couples in the context of family issues, and it is our general hypothesis that whether a couple has a family of procreation or not, when they come alone as a couple for therapy or with an issue about their child/children they each ‘bring’ their family of origin with them into the room.

Recognizing that family therapists often feel they need additional skills to work with couples, we include in this chapter brief references to some of the models based on a relational paradigm currently in use in the UK and Europe, and the training on offer. The chapter will end with an author’s commentary and some crystal-ball gazing.

We highlight here specific competencies required by therapists working with couples. Therapists need always, if they are to be an effective and useful resource for the couple, to have generational systems and patterns in mind. Important, also, are the skills to work with pattern and process, family myths, parental expectations and ‘rules’. It is also necessary to have a clear mental map of the meaning of conflict and of how change can occur as well as a repertoire of interventions, such as dialogical skills, tailored for working with couples and the specific challenges they present.

Additional issues in working with a two-person system, including sex, finance, violence and trust, are not appropriate for family work and can become a silent part of the family system if not addressed, making progress in therapy difficult.

Collusion can develop around these issues if the therapist who feels unskilled in working with couples mirrors the couples’ ignoring of the problems and sticks to
the safety of their training model. Often clients may request separate couple time where they feel there are issues around an affair, staying together or trust. These are confidential issues and to not respect the intimate dyadic bonds is “to do a violence to those bonds”.

(Prof. Janet Reibstein, personal communication 2009)

Working with couples requires therapists to be fluent with skills for engaging and clarifying agendas when each of the couple may come with separate agendas. Ease is also required for talking about sexual issues and third parties in the relationship, such as affairs, dependency on alcohol, drugs, pornography or gambling for example.

Other challenges to a family therapist in working with couples include dealing with the emotional intensity of the interaction, fuelled usually by the extreme distress experienced by each person in the relationship; staying curious about a couple’s pain; maintaining an even-handed position as the third person in the room, that is, not only intentionally not taking sides but more importantly not being experienced by either of the couple as taking sides – even more importantly the converse is needed, that is, the therapist being experienced by both partners as a safe, reliable, trustworthy resource. This is another version of therapists needing to avoid triangulation in couple therapy. This is a challenge for all therapists and in an ideal well-resourced world it is most helpful if couple therapy can be offered and delivered by two therapists of the same sex as clients. More often than not, however, this resource is not available and in offering ideas in this chapter we will include reference to those resources offering conjoint couple therapy. Single therapists working with couples in a variety of contexts – in public sector institutions where working with a couple frequently seems relevant and desirable, as well as in private practice where couples present requesting help is more often the norm.

Cultural landscape

Marital or couple therapy

Traditionally, working with couples has meant ‘marriage guidance’, with its roots in pastoral and religious advice. Volunteers in these lay and ecclesiastical organizations mostly staffed these services. Broderick and Schrader (1981) described the early marriage counsellors working with ‘pre-married, newlyweds and married couples seeking guidance about the everyday facets of marriage and family life, in some ways presaging the contemporary psychoeducational-preventive movement’.

By the mid-1960s, marriage counsellors had latched on to the independently emerging psychoanalytic and psychodynamic approaches to marital therapy. The word therapy seems to have been added around this time. This labelling of couple therapy as either ‘marriage counselling’ or ‘marital therapy’ seems to have prevailed until the early 1980s when Relate and others experienced a client-led revolt against the restrictive and potentially discriminatory labelling of these services. At this point, towards the end of twentieth century, the term ‘couple therapy’ seems to have been accepted, thereby acknowledging the existence of a variety of relationships and the
demand for therapy, not just guidance. The name change also reflected the fact that whether people came alone or as part of a relationship they were looking to understand better their relationship history and explore future possibilities. Today, very few people use the term ‘marital’ with regard to couple work, with the exception of religious organizations, reflecting a political correctness as the idea of relationships and partnerships becomes more flexible in the eyes of the law and society.

Recent legislation relevant to the cultural context

Under the Conservative government at the end of the twentieth century there was substantial support for work with couples as marriages formed part of their stated values, for example, John Major and his ‘Back to Basics’ campaign. In 1996 legislation had been passed that encouraged mediation for couples, though the government seemed at a loss as to how to effectively implement this, and with the new Labour government, funding dried up for the national mediation bodies. Children became the focus of funding initiatives, with an arguable loss of the wider context. In 2004 the ‘Every Child Matters’ campaign and legislation was launched. In 2006 the new government cut funding by half to organizations doing couple work, moving the funding to the Department of Schools and Families. These changes have, of necessity, changed the practice of couple work on many subtle levels. At this point, the legislation was a response to issues around contact, with a regime of penalties, sanctions and compulsory parenting courses. There was, however, no funding available for couple work unless it could be shown to be directly involved in children’s welfare. It therefore follows that professionals working with children around parenting issues do better if they have skills for working with couples.

Another emerging threat to the funding of couple therapy seems to be a certain reluctance among politicians of being seen to be favouring one type of relationship over another (e.g. marriage with its religious connotations versus single-parent families).

The new Conservative Party under David Cameron has statements (due to come out in their manifesto in 2010) highlighting the value of couples as a unit of stability, so any change in government may bring more funding and a new emphasis on education and support for couples generally. Maria Miller MP, Shadow Minister for the Family, spoke at the Conservative Party Conference in September 2008 to the effect that:

There is no tradition of pre-marriage preparation for couples marrying at a registry office. We want that to change. We want local registrars to start signposting couples to pre-marital education as a matter of routine. The Local Government Association who co-ordinate the role of wedding registrars, agree and I am pleased to say that they [are] putting forward this policy so that every young couple getting married will be made aware of the benefits they would get from relationship support at this critical point in their life.

In statements like this, we could be looking at relationship education possibly becoming sanctioned by government with hopefully positive effects for both clients and couple therapists, though lack of funding will remain an issue undermining any sanctioning of the idea.
Other forms of partnerships and legislation

As suggested above, the idea of relationships in the twenty-first century has become more flexible. The Civil Partnership Act (2005) is perhaps the most visible example, but current and forthcoming laws concerning the legal status of cohabiting partners, as well as the regulation of adoption and in vitro fertilization (IVF), and a growing trend towards divorce and serial partnerships all have an effect on families and, of course, the work of the family therapist.

As serial partnerships become more common, and as studies by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation (Macleon 2004) have shown, there is a need to move from categorizing the children of divorced and separated parents as having an experience, which is essentially different from that of other children. All children can now be expected to undergo a number of transitions in their family circumstances.

The Civil Partnership Act came into force in late 2005, and offered same-sex couples identical rights, benefits and responsibilities as civil marriage. By December 2007, 26,787 couples had formed civil partnerships. As well as the challenges posed to the family therapist not a specialist in the area of same-sex partnerships, new forms of kinship are developing as same-sex partners are embraced by families as sons, rather than sons-in-law, or as sisters, rather than sisters-in-law.

Parenting by gay and lesbian couples is also an emerging phenomenon relevant to the family therapist. While there has never been a law preventing lesbian, gay or bisexual individuals from adopting children, the Adoption and Children Act came into effect in December 2005 and for the first time allowed unmarried couples, including same-sex couples, to apply for joint adoption. This puts same-sex couples in the same position under the law as married or cohabiting couples in that there is a need to demonstrate that the partnership is an ‘enduring family relationship’. This Act was then strengthened by the Equality Act 2006, which forbids the refusal of services on the basis of age, disability, gender, race, religion or sexuality.

Changes in the law concerning access to IVF, too, have benefited lesbian couples looking for the treatment, and indeed single women. In May 2008, references in the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act 1990 to ‘the need for a father’ were changed by Parliament to ‘the need for supportive parenting’. Of course, parenting a child from a previous or existing relationship has always been a reality for same-sex couples. A study by Gillian Dunne (Dunne 1999) included divorced gay fathers, married gay fathers, and those ‘parenting in a Non-Heterosexual Context’ – gay men who were foster-carers, fathers via donor insemination, surrogacy or adoption. Many of the divorced gay fathers remained active carers because they had often been so when married. Dunne found that her sample challenged assumptions about both gayness and masculinity in general. She writes, ‘the existence of powerful bonds of affection and respect between gay men and their wives/ex-wives and their capacity to collaborate in raising children provides an interesting alternative insight for the critique of romantic heterosexuality as the ideal basis for parenting relationships’. The family therapist will need to be aware of both working with gay and lesbian couples and individuals in a parenting context, and in helping the transition for both the adults and children involved.
As of 2008, there were 2.2 million cohabiting couples officially recorded in England and Wales. Currently, in some areas, for income and housing benefits, cohabiting partners are viewed as equal to married couples, but in others, for example, pensions and property, they are not. The current laws concerning the status of cohabiting couples have been criticized as unfair, and in 2007 the Law Commission published their recommendations for introducing a new scheme of financial remedies for cohabitants. The proposed scheme would differ from divorce in that cohabitants would not be expected to meet each other’s future needs by way of maintenance payments. It would also only be applicable to couples that have had a child together or have lived together for a recommended minimum, to be set between two and five years. Couples would be able to opt out of the scheme. It is not yet known if the government will accept these proposals, but therapists working with couples will need to be aware of current legal issues in this situation and the ways in which these contextual issues may contribute to family relationship distress.

Divorce and mediation

Divorce has become increasingly common, and many family therapists become involved with couples who are, or are considering, separation or divorce. In the mid-twentieth century a family mediation service was set up at the Institute of Family Therapy London (IFT) which influenced the development of mediation centres throughout the country. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation (Macleon 2004) supported studies on the experience of separation and divorce, for mothers, fathers and children, and findings included:

- Attempts to encourage widespread use of mediation in divorce though the Family Law Act of 1996 failed. Subsequent government responses have been to pilot the idea of a ‘one-stop shop’ for advice, The Family Advice and Information Network (FAIN), and to strengthen the Children and Families Courts Advice and Support Services (CAFCASS), to make it a broad-ranging advice service not focusing solely on divorce or other disputes.

- There is a need to see parental separation not as an event but as a process, beginning long before the actual departure of one parent and continuing throughout childhood. This experience is difficult for all, but particularly so for those families where other difficulties already exist.

The complexity of modern family life is greater than ever, and some therapists may also find their own beliefs and paradigms concerning what constitutes a ‘couple’ being challenged by shifts in society and law. The challenge for therapists is to be reflective and aware of one’s own prejudices when undertaking couple therapy.

Influential people and ideas

In this section we look at the major conceptual and clinical trends of couple therapy as it has developed over the last hundred years. As in Chapters 2 and 3 of
this book, many of the ideas are from both sides of the Atlantic. Gurman and Fraenkel (2002), for example, delineate four distinctive phases of evolving theory and practice:

- Phase 1 – A theoretical marriage counselling formation (1930–63)
- Phase 2 – Psychoanalytic experimentation (1931–66)
- Phase 3 – Family therapy incorporation (1963–85)

Although these phases are by no means discrete, they do give us a helpful time line of dominant influences and movement at work in each period.

In phase 1 we see marriage counselling as ‘a more or less naively service-orientated group’ (Broderick and Schrader 1981: 11) done by clergymen, social workers, and so on, with a client base who appeared to be looking for advice and guidance about everyday questions of marriage and family life. It came from a health/strength perspective foreshadowing some of the more educational-preventative models recently emerging.

There was some interest in treating marital problems within the psychoanalytic community, but in terms of treatment formats, conjoint therapy was rare and towards the end of 1960s an estimated 15 per cent were practising conjoint therapy with individual therapy strongly in favour.

In Europe, Herbert Gray and a group of colleagues set up the National Marriage Guidance Council, in response to the flood of enquiries that resulted when their research on marriage first became public. In those early days couples would often be seen by another couple who had gone through a series of 24 lectures and whose own marriage was deemed healthy.

The London Marriage Guidance Services were set up in 1948, primarily to help marriages suffering the effects of the war. At around the same time the Catholic Marriage Care advisory council was set up as a free preparation for marriage. A family casework association called the Family Welfare Association approached the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations to ask for collaboration on an experimental project, and this led to the formation of the Family Discussion Bureau (in 1957), later to be incorporated into the Tavistock Institute for Marital Studies.

In phase 2 a conjoint therapy began to emerge within the psychoanalytically dominated psychiatric circles (Sager 1966b), which had the effect of virtually eclipsing the marriage counselling profession. This phase was dominated, however, by a singular lack of a theoretical foundation upon which to base its clinical treatment – indeed Manus (1966) declared that marriage counselling was a mere ‘technique in search of a theory’.

Consequently, marriage counsellors aligned themselves with a ‘peer group’ of psychoanalysts and by the mid-1960s they had firmly laid hold of emerging psychoanalytic and psychodynamic approaches to marital therapy. This merging would have unhappy consequences in that psychoanalytic marital therapy would virtually disappear for two decades.

In phase 3 the revolutionary and controversial attention to conjoint couple
therapy in psychoanalytic circles paled in the emergence of the influential conceptual forces that announced the emergence of systemic family therapy.

Systems approaches developed in large part as a reaction against the perceived limitations of therapies that attributed psychological and social dysfunction to problems solely within the individual, whether these were viewed as biological, psychodynamic or behavioural in nature.

(Fraenkel 1997)

Most of the early pioneers of family therapy either explicitly disavowed couple therapy as not central to their work, or effectively cast it into conceptual oblivion merely by not referring to its role. Such representations of the less-than-secondary importance of couple therapy in the broader family field persist even today, despite family therapy’s unofficial founder, Nathan Ackerman, having identified ‘the therapy of marital disorders as the core approach to family change’ (Gurman and Fraenkel 2002). This is in direct contrast to Jay Haley being reported as saying that ‘marriage counselling did not seem relevant to the developing family therapy field’.

There were four clinical theorists of this era who made significant contributions to new theory, some of which continue to influence contemporary practices.

**Don D. Jackson** (structural school) was founder of the Mental Research Institute (MRI) and an investigator into the role of the family in schizophrenia, yet his best-known book, *The Mirages of Marriages* (Lederer and Jackson 1968), focused entirely on couples and gave us the concept of the ‘marital quid pro quo’.

**Virginia Satir** (communication and validation school), another pioneer of MRI, did much to increase the visibility and popularity of family and marital therapy as the only influential female clinician in the field, and her two hugely popular books, *Peoplemaking* (Satir 1972) and *Conjoint Family Therapy* (Satir 1964) were about dyads and particularly marital dyads. One of her beliefs was that people chose partners with similar difficulties and degrees of selfhood, thereby showing an affinity to the psychoanalytic view.

Although Satir was always aware of the systemic nature of problem formation and problem maintenance, she viewed the couple system rather differently than did most of the family therapy theorists of this era. Satir focused on one’s perceptions of self and other, how one thinks and feels and shows (‘manifests’) these experiences, and how one reacts to others. For Satir (1964), ‘these three parts form the patterns of interaction that compose the couple’s system’.

(Gurman and Fraenkel 2002: 215)

**Murray Bowen** (family of origin), the father of multigenerational/transgenerational family systems theories strongly emphasized the marital dyad as the central treatment unit. A theoretician, his Bowens Family System Theory (BFST) emphasized the differentiation of self and other, and distinguished between thought and feelings. Lack of differentiation could be seen, according to Bowen, in emotional distancing, marital conflict, spousal symptoms and scapegoating. He delineated a
response to this tension in his concept of triangulation as a way of stabilizing the dyad. He saw the role of therapist as the dispassionate, objective coach, saying: ‘Conflict between two people will resolve automatically if both remain in emotional contact with a third person who can relate actively to both without taking sides with either’ (Bowen 1978). As such he left a legacy of languaging and concepts that enrich the practice of multigenerational couple therapy to this day, giving a much needed bridge between individual and family therapy.

Jay Haley (strategic school) had a profound influence on couple therapy and the re-emergence of it as a perceived family therapy. His emphasis on the concept of the centrality of power and control in the relational dynamic of marriage and the clarity or flexibility of the hierarchical structure as mutually protective collusion, led him to formulate his ‘first law of human relations’ describing the systems resistance to change. He developed corresponding interventions designed to disrupt patterns of behaviour, often using directives as a change-inducing tool.

In London Jack Dominian founded the Marriage Research Centre, with its theme of ‘research into practice’ in 1971, and Robin Skynner, influenced by S.H. Foulkes’s group work treating war neuroses, was creating the Institute of Family Therapy in London.

Early signs that couple therapy was reasserting its presence began in the early to mid-1980s and a growing body of more sustained theory and empirical evidence began to appear. Gurman and Jacobson’s works were widely read and used in this re-emergence.

More currently three traditions of approaches have made their mark with notable refinements of techniques and concepts.

Behavioral marital therapy (BMT), supported by the early works of Stuart and Jacobson, was a social-learning based approach grounded in empirical research. The approach focused on the exchange of behaviours between partners. This approach was taken up in the UK by Michael Crowe and his colleagues at the Maudsley Hospital, London, who integrated the approach with a systemic view of the behaviour between couples, and which gained further influence through Crowe’s role in the early growth of the Institute of Family Therapy.

Emotionally focused couple therapy (EFT) (Johnson and Greenberg) also enjoyed a strong empirical base and showed the first visible signs of a coming together of the experiential traditions of psychotherapy and the influences of Carl Rogers and Fritz Perls. Also prominent in the approach is the work of Virginia Satir’s humanistic approach. Central to EFT is the premise drawn from attachment theory (see also Chapter 6 in this volume) that all humans are wired for relational connection and that the conflict or harmony in a couple’s relationship will reflect the level to which this attachment need is satisfied. Thus there is a central concept of emotional attachment versus rational negotiation.

Insight-orientated marital therapy (IOMT) is the third, though less well known approach. It ‘provides the most substantial empirical grounding to date for the public re-emergence of the suppressed psychodynamic couple therapy methods of the 1960s’ (Gurman and Fraenkel 2002). Its main concept of ‘affective reconstruction’ is an intervention where the therapist might reinterpret ‘maladaptive relationship themes in terms of their developmental origins and the connections of those earlier
experiences to current relational fears, dilemmas, and interaction styles’ (Gurman and Fraenkel 2002: 225).

In England, by 1988, the National Marriage Guidance Council had become Relate, a psychodynamically orientated organization which broadened its range of services to include individual, civil partnerships, young people and families. A variety of interfaces were added in the new millennium to include online and telephone counselling, and their scope increased to include prisons, workplaces and schools. This development is reflected in the growing number of many of the smaller institutions offering training in couple therapy, as well as a growing body of the knowledge of the application of neuroscience to couple interactions.

In more recent years, there has been research into marital factors in the aetiology of depression, anxiety and alcoholism and findings so far seem to indicate that couple therapy may be useful in supporting an increase in initial therapy engagement and adherence to other support and medication regimens (Asen 2002a).

### Key people, places and events (bird’s-eye view) – twentieth century

In the 1930s the British Psychoanalytical Society came into being with Fairburn, Winnicott, Bowlby, Balint and Margaret Little among their members. In response to the need to help marriages suffering the effects of the war, the London Marriage Guidance Services were formed, growing out of seminars for social workers interested in marital difficulties. Balint continued to be influential in the development of parallel therapy with couples, whereby each partner worked with their own therapist as well as seeing a different marital therapist. This was a new development, given that even up until the end of the 1960s only approximately 15 per cent were practising conjoint therapy instead of individual therapy for each partner (Gurman and Fraenkel 2002).

Rollo Balint later took over the newly formed Family Discussion Bureau (FDB) based in London, running seminars for GPs interested in psychosexual problems. The FDB later collaborated with the Tavistock Institute and was incorporated into the Tavistock Institute for Marital Studies in 1968. These institutions were vehicles for innovations in the practice and training of marital psychotherapy. A gradual progression from individual therapy for distressed couples to conjoint therapy began to emerge.

Also, in the late 1940s, other organizations began to form to help marriages and families such as the Catholic Marriage Care advisory council. In the 1960s the Catholic Church, experiencing a gap in services for couples, launched its ‘Marriage Encounter’ programme aimed at supporting marriages. However their clear agenda was the restoration of all heterosexual marriages based on a Christian viewpoint. These services reflected a more educational-preventative model.

In the early 1960s systemic theory emerged as a major conceptual force working within systems and groups. However most of the early pioneers of family therapy such as Jay Haley seemed to disavow couple therapy as irrelevant to the developing family therapy field.

Balint later became the president of the British Psychosexual Society in 1968, and psychosexual therapy began to emerge as a distinct yet parallel service to marital therapy. Conjoint therapy began to emerge within the psychoanalytically dominated psychiatric
circles (Sager 1966b) which had the effect of somewhat eclipsing the Marriage Guidance Services.

In London Jack Dominian founded the Marriage Research Centre (in 1971), with its theme of ‘research into practice’, and Robin Skyner, influenced by Dr S. Foulkes, was setting up the Institute of Family Therapy in London.

Spectrum, a centre for the study of humanistic psychology, was established in London in 1976. Spectrum originally provided sexuality programmes for men and women in both single and mixed gender groups. Out of this work a need was identified for couples psychotherapy.

The National Marriage Guidance Council, a government body formed in the early 1950s, became the charity Relate in 1988, with a psychodynamically orientated practice. They were to broaden their range of services to include individual counselling, civil partnerships, young people and families, in response to client-led requests. Relate, until then also psychodynamically orientated, also added a systemic part to their two-year Couple Therapy Diploma in the early 1990s.

Key people, places and events (bird’s-eye view) – twenty-first century

The new millennium saw Relate offering a separate course in Psychosexual Therapy, which became one of the foremost non-medical trainings available.

In the same year E. Jones and E. Asen were researching the links between couple therapy as a useful way of treating depression, marking integration among intervention methods (for example, couple therapy plus drug therapy). Their findings were incorporated into NICE guidelines on the treatment of depression in 2007, as a longer-term treatment of 15–20 sessions over five to six months. However to date there are no ongoing referral mechanisms in place.

In 2002 clinical training was offered for the first time in England in Imago Relationship Therapy, a synthesis of many models using an effective dialogical process as their main practice in working with couples.

In the same year, Rose Mary Owen, working with Relate, began researching and developing a model of working with domestic violence that now includes an individual structured interview model.

Werner-Wilson and B.R. Davenport’s work on attachment theory and marriage (Werner-Wilson and Davenport 2003) followed J.A. Feeney’s work on attachment and romance (Feeney 1999). This marked one of the ways that the re-inclusion of the self in the system began to reappear after an absence of many decades. Of note, too, were the renewal of interest in both affect (for example, in the emotionally focused therapy of Johnson and Greenberg) and the capacity of individuals to influence relational systems by self-regulation.

In 2009, the first joint conference incorporating Relate and the Institute of Family Therapy marked the recognition of the two organizations’ concerns in common, moving towards creating a closer alignment of services and resources on offer by both organizations.
Couple therapy approaches using a relational paradigm

This section gives an overview of some of the different approaches to couple therapy currently available and/or influential in the UK. Though many claim to stand alone from others, they often share similar ideas and complement each other, and it is useful for the therapist working with couples to be aware of the ideas currently in circulation.

Integrative therapy – the politics of passion

Virginia Goldner and her colleagues (Goldner et al. 1990; Goldner 1991) have developed a highly influential approach to work with couples which embraced systemic, psychodynamic and cultural political perspectives. In particular they connected with the feminist critiques raised regarding family and couples therapy which emphasized the centrality of power and inequalities in couples’ dynamics. Interestingly this emphasis on power connects with that from the early systemic thinkers, such as Jackson, Watzlawick and Haley. They had argued that, in fact, every communication in a family or a couple contains a message about power, in terms of who has influence or control in the relationship. Specifically, Goldner and her colleagues connected with feminist arguments that physical abuse, intimidation and oppressive control were a feature not just of a minority of heterosexual relationships but was endemic. Moreover they suggested that this connected with the sociocultural contexts in which men had become, since the Industrial Revolution positioned as the more powerful breadwinners and the women as dependent (Foreman and Dallos 1992; Perelberg and Miller 1990) homemakers. This was seen to give men a sense of entitlement to power and even to maintaining coercive forms of control in relationships.

Goldner (Walker and Goldner 1995) argued further that this met, social perspective needed to be integrated in terms of the ways that both partners had been influenced by the emotional relationships in their own childhoods. She described this in terms of the metaphor of the ‘wounded prince’ – the man as needing to be comforted and healed by his caring partner. This was seen, in turn, to contribute to the systemic cycle of a coercive process of the man acting in emotionally abusive ways, being cared for or rescued by the partner with eventual desperation on her part, perhaps threats to leave, leading to attempts by the man at further coercion and or reparation. This cycle then repeating itself with a deteriorating loss of affection and respect in the relationship.

Therapeutic intervention within this model involved a strict injunction to cease any violence accompanied by individual work with each partner to help explore their own family/emotional backgrounds and work with the couple to attempt to establish less destructive patterns of relating.

Emotionally focused couple therapy

Emotionally focused couple therapy (EFT) is a short-term structured approach to couples therapy developed in the 1980s by Les Greenberg and Sue Johnson.

Based on ideas from attachment theory, EFT views emotions as central to the experience of self, active in both causing blocks in relationship and as providing an insight into the solution to the problem.
In contrast to many psychotherapies that aim to suppress emotions, EFT seeks to work with them, viewing emotions as an insight into the problem. Emotions felt in the present day are reactions learnt from past experience, blocking real relating. The solution lies in using the adaptive nature of emotions to create new emotive associations, and create positive interaction with the couple.

Emotionally focused couple therapy is short term, requiring around 8 to 20 sessions. The session is in the format of an interview, and the aim is to understand the client’s emotional experience of their partner and of the relationship by identifying both the negative interaction cycle between them and the associated emotions. The emotions are reframed in the context of that cycle, to allow the clients to gain a meta-perspective on their interactions. Emotionally focused couple therapy works on the basic principle that people must first arrive at a place before they can leave it, so identification with the unpleasant emotion is then promoted, as well as acceptance and understanding of it by the partner. A key feature of this is to identify ‘attachment injuries’, that is, memories of particular events which have occurred between the couple that signify a sense of betrayal, abandonment, hurt or rejection, which makes it difficult for the couple to move on from a sense of the relationship as failing and having no future. Once emotions are engaged, the couple and therapist create a new relationship event, and a new form of engagement based on associated emotions can occur.

The aim of the approach is a reorganization of key emotional responses in which negative, reactive emotions are replaced with positive emotions of attachment. A new cycle of interaction, created consciously by the couple should lead to the creation of a secure bond. A typical focus of this is to identify the attachment injuries and to develop new patterns, for example, an apology, explanation of their actions and future strategies to avoid repeating the injury. The intention is that this helps to dissolve the repeating negative cycle of felt hurt, accusation, blame and counter-accusations. Emotionally focused family therapy is backed up by substantial empirical research, and 70–75 per cent of couples move from distress to recovery.

Currently, there is limited availability in the UK of EFT, with only a handful of practitioners and no couple therapy training, but the evidence of its success and the growing interest in attachment theories mean that the approach is gradually becoming popular.

The Gottman method

The Gottman method was developed by John and Julie Schwartz Gottman, now at the Gottman Institute in Seattle, USA.

The approach is a structured, goal-oriented, scientifically based therapy. It is based on John Gottman’s experience studying the behaviour of over 2000 couples and predicting with a high rate of success, which marriages would succeed and which would fail.

From his observational experience, Gottman has identified what he calls the ‘four horsemen’, the behaviours that are most likely to lead to a failing relationship: defensiveness, stonewalling, criticism and contempt. Contempt is the most important of these. Focusing on eradicating these behaviours is likely to find the root of the problem in the relationship.
Gottman therapy begins with assessment, a 90-minute session in which the therapist takes a marital history, as well as observing the couple in a problem-focused conversation, looking for signs of strength as well as vulnerability. Assessment also includes take-home questionnaires and individual interviews. The couple is given feedback and recommendations for treatment. Sessions then include the therapist setting up dialogue and blocking signs of the ‘four horsemen’, guiding the couple towards healthy interaction. When problems are found to be not solvable, or ‘grid-locked’, an understanding and acceptance of the root of the partner’s view is promoted.

The approach aims to develop a ‘sound marital house’. This involves partners updating their knowledge of each other, and establishing fondness and admiration for each other. An ongoing awareness of the Gottman techniques is encouraged to ensure lasting positive relating.

There is no regular training in Gottman therapy available at present in the UK, though many therapists may be aware of the techniques and incorporate them into their work. It has been suggested that emotionally focused couples therapy is a useful complement to Gottman couples therapy.

Imago Relationship Therapy

Imago Relationship Therapy was founded by Harville Hendrix based on his book, *Getting the Love you Want* (Hendrix 1988).

The approach integrates and builds on established psychological theories, bringing in ideas from biology, philosophy and mythology, among others, to develop a theory of human relationship.

Imago therapy is based on the premise that everyone was born complete, but that during the early stages of our lives we were ‘wounded’, inadvertently, by our parents or those taking care of us being unable to fully meet our needs. This leaves us with an image in our unconscious, or Imago, of the positive and negative aspects of those who brought us up when we were at our most vulnerable. In a partner, we unconsciously use that template (that is, Imago) to look for someone who will match that image in order to address childhood needs and feel complete again. However, because they too have their own needs to be met through relationship, a power struggle occurs which leads to conflict. It is through conflict, however, that we can identify our needs and find solutions.

The core of the Imago therapy process is the ‘intentional dialogue’ technique, based on the idea that humans have a basic desire to be heard and understood. Couples are worked with in an integrated system of therapy and educational workshops, whereby the therapist guides them through the technique of mirroring, that is, repeating back exactly what the partner has said, without personal interpretation or embellishment; validating, that is, stating that the partner’s thoughts and feelings have been understood; and empathizing, that is, becoming attuned to their partner’s feelings. In teaching this process many useful communication skills and relationship education concepts are imparted to the couple in a user-friendly form. This approach is compatible with client-led demand for practical education and skills.
Therapy aims for the couple to come to an understanding of each other’s needs and vulnerabilities, and become committed to work towards both their own and each other’s personal wholeness.

There are a small number of certified Imago relationship therapists in the UK as well as other therapists using the model and techniques. Training has been available in the UK since 2002.

Training for couple therapists ranges from a low-cost, online diploma in couple counselling and therapy with basic English skills as its entry criteria, to university-linked clinical trainings. Most trained therapists are driven by their own need to find effective interventions and skills towards an ongoing integration of practice that will almost inevitably take them outside their original training. Specific training in couple therapy is seen as part of a therapist’s continuing professional development programme and is self, not organization, motivated.

**Relationship education for couples**

In the new generation emerging of information-orientated, client-led services, there is a demand from clients for practical, research-driven information and experiences. Stanley and Rhoades argue that ‘the greatest potential for early intervention may lie in the improved understanding of, and education about, risk and transition in relationship formation’ (Stanley and Rhoades 2009).

There is also a debate emerging around the differences between couple therapy and what is called couple coaching, which can be confusing to both client and therapist.

Couple relationship education programmes have been shown to be capable of reducing couple breakdown by up to 30 per cent or more, but on average only 8 per cent of couples in the UK participate in these programmes. In countries where government funding supports delivery of such programmes, for example, Norway and Denmark, education for couples in both being a couple and parenting is more widely accepted. We cite only some of the programmes currently on offer.

As a result of funding a domestic violence research project, Relate has sanctioned the introduction in autumn 2009 of an intervention called *Bridging to Change*. The intervention (one or two sessions only) is seen as a pre-counselling stage, focusing on safety, and conveys the message that abuse is unacceptable whilst making it clear that the person using violence/abuse is responsible for their behaviour. The counsellor encourages clients’ motivation to move forward and change their behaviour and offers information and signposting to Respect, Women’s Aid and the Greater London Domestic Violence Project. Website: [www.relate.org.uk/aboutus/domesticviolenceandabusepreventionprogrammes/index.html](http://www.relate.org.uk/aboutus/domesticviolenceandabusepreventionprogrammes/index.html) (accessed July 2009).

The Catholic charity Care for the Family, who run *The Couple Connection*, using a FOCCUS model – a relationship inventory for couples who are planning to marry or cohabit – is based upon current knowledge about the key elements in a successful marriage and aims to help couples learn more about themselves and their unique relationship. The FOCCUS relationship inventory is not a pass or fail test, neither does it predict marital success or failure. Instead, FOCCUS is a supportive, helpful,
positive process for couples to do before they enter into a committed relationship, and is also proving popular outside the Catholic community. Research shows that taking part in a pre-marriage programme such as FOCCUS can improve a couple’s communication, conflict management skills and overall relationship quality. The process includes a one-hour consultation where a questionnaire is given out followed by another one-hour session to go over the unique profile of the relationship and look at recurrent patterns, highlight positive areas and also areas for discussion. Website: www.thecoupleconnection.net (accessed July 2009).

The Engage resource is run by married couples, who guide engaged couples through six sessions, each of which addresses a different issue including communication, spiritual intimacy and sex. Originating in Australia, Engage was piloted in the Diocese of Westminster in 2008 and couples responded with enthusiasm, demonstrating the swing towards relationship education. Website: www.engage.theprmc.org (accessed July 2009).

The Marriage Course, with over 1000 trainers and 7000 couples attending each year, seems to be the biggest relationship/marriage education programme in the UK. Run by Nicky and Sila Lee, co-authors of The Marriage Book (2000), the course is based on Christian principles but open to all couples interested in committed relationships. Website: www.relationshipcentral.org (accessed July 2009).

Imago Relationships International offers weekend workshops for couples and individuals wishing to explore relationship issues as well as a course in marriage preparation. Website: www.gettingtheloveyouwant.com (accessed July 2009).

Prepare Enrich was developed by Dr David Olsen as the result of research carried out at the University of Minnesota. The approach uses a set of inventories to assess the strengths and weaknesses of a couple’s relationship, highlighting areas for them to explore with a trained practitioner. The majority of practitioners are clergy or lay people that have taken part in a one-day training course, who are encouraged to refer couples who may need more help than they are able to offer. The approach covers different stages of relationship, with inventories designed specifically for engaged, co-habiting, married and older couples. Prepare Enrich has been active in the UK since the late 1980s, and there are practitioners throughout the country. Website: www.prepare-enrich.co.uk (accessed July 2009).

Religious organizations seem to be in the majority in providing relationship education at this point in the UK. It is likely that without specific government funding, the voluntary sector will continue to provide relationship education despite government manifestos supporting such educational interventions. Without government funding embedding such programmes in the public sector, many couples are likely, in our multiracial postmodern society, to remain without access to couple and parenting education.

Commentary

Currently there is a swing away from ‘pathologizing’ couples with the word ‘therapy’ and towards languaging couple work as ‘relationship coaching’ or ‘couple coaching’. While this might reflect the cross-pollination from positive psychology and other disciplines, it can cause confusion.
Possibly one way of defining the line between relationship coaching, education and therapy might be in the delineating of different client groups, that is, coaching and education might be appropriate for basically healthy couples trying to renegotiate relationship transitions in a fast-changing milieu, while couple therapy might involve couples who need both education and more in-depth work due to psychiatric, deep attachment, abuse or addiction issues.

Couple therapy seems at present to have very little practical government support in the UK context. Professor Janet Reibstein argues that:

*there is no context and no fit for couple work in UK and certainly not in the NHS model. The needs of individuals and families with particular problems (e.g., eating disorders) are as yet the only way for couples to access therapy. This is a very patchwork way for couples to access therapy unless they are motivated and can afford to pay for therapy privately. Historically, because of this gap, charity services run by largely volunteers with a Christian morality tried to meet the need, but this leaves other clients, not comfortable with the therapist having an agenda to save marriages, having to pay, if they are able, for private therapy. (personal communication 2009)*

Following Jones and Asen’s work on couple therapy as an empirically supported means of addressing depression (2000), couple therapy has found its way into the NICE guidelines as a valid treatment for depression (2009) though there are as yet no mechanisms in the NHS to facilitate the inclusion of the guidelines in services. In autumn 2009, one UK university, however, launched the first clinic treating couples with depression. Although it is not NHS sponsored, there is a link to referrals in the NHS system, and, hopefully, couple therapy in the context of family therapy might come to be recognized as a relevant treatment option for other mental health issues, for example, eating disorders, psychosis, morbid obesity, learning difficulties and self-harm, to mention only a few.

The current government’s emphasis on children to the exclusion of the parental dyad is problematic in that, where there is virtually no funding allocated to the development of more effective models of working with couples, practitioners working in agencies wherein ‘safeguarding’ children is the way to access services cannot possibly avoid needing to work with the parental couple at some stage in their involvement with a family. This has other, more subtle, impacts in that training for couple therapy is often undertaken in the therapist’s own time and therefore at the therapist’s own expense.

Given some of these anomalies, family therapists need to take seriously the need to work within the agreed scientific model of randomly controlled trials if they are not to lose out on institutional recognition and funding. On the other hand, if systemic and family therapists were to claim couple therapy as part of their expertise, as we think they should, enough couple therapy research projects could be launched to bring influence to bear on policy-making. It is our view that therapeutic work with parental subsystems in conflicted, symptomatic and distressed families cannot fail to increase the efficacy of family interventions – ultimately adding to cost-effectiveness.
Emerging themes in couple work are the way early attachment experiences influence choice of partners, the question of infidelity, which may not necessarily break a relationship up but rather propose the question, ‘why should we stay together?’ Often children are no longer a strong enough motivation to stay together as couples feel less stigmatized in divorce.

Another trend is older couples coming for therapy. With higher quality lives and less time spent parenting due to smaller families, older couples want more choices, and the power differentials of both having jobs/finances is also a modern development. Alongside these changes, the availability of pharmaceuticals like Viagra enable men to have sexual experiences that were not generally possible at their age in the past. This can be the cause of some instability in these relationships.

No discussion of trends in relationships would be complete without mentioning Internet pornography. Often seen as a variation on an affair but taking place in the home, couples are unsure how to position it, that is, pathological or fantasy. This is not surprising given that couples are playing out the wider context, in that we get messages that pornography is both dangerous and a valid part of normal sexuality. The therapist in these cases must act as the holder of their anxiety while the couple work out their own solutions.

In our multicultural society the challenge faced by couples, families and therapists when there are two or more cultures coming together in a family, particularly when there are children of different cultures in the equation, is indeed challenging. Aspects of intimacy, religious beliefs and celebrations and value systems are complex and diverse, and therapists need informed, effective ways of working with these issues when wider family network issues contribute to a couple’s distress.

Finally, a trend is beginning towards the integration of recent findings in neurobiology into therapeutic interventions and theory. Dr Margot Sunderland’s comments on this development are particularly apt:

given that 90% of what we know we have only known in the last 15 years, means that we must look afresh at our long held theories of mind, of human development, of therapeutic change, our treatment methods and what we define as successful outcomes. In this sense the science provides both checklist and map. We need to bring the languages of mind and brain together, so one can inform the other . . .

(Sunderland 2009)

We hope it is clear that while couple therapy services and training is at present piecemeal in the UK, family therapists, with their training in recognizing and paying attention to the way in which multiple contexts and beliefs directly influence behaviour, are well suited to deliver couple therapy. Systemic therapists have an opportunity when considering working with couples to augment their knowledge of the intrapsychic as they need, when working with couples, to have a mental map that allows them and couples to make meaning of powerful and often unconscious processes played out in couple relationships. Couple therapy lends itself to the integration of the intrapsychic with the interactional and creates a language for therapy that is explicit – in that the therapist wants to ‘treat’ the relationship and not to pathologize
either one of the couple. The task of couple therapy is to explore with a couple possible explanations for the relationship ‘failing to thrive’ and collaboratively work towards the creation of a ‘nurturing’ emotional environment in which the relationship and the two individuals who have created it will thrive.

**Key texts**
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Research and evaluation

Introduction

The relationship between systemic family therapy and research has been an interesting one. Early work in the 1950s was regarded as primarily a research endeavour. Haley (1997: 10) observed that during this era, ‘it was taken for granted that a therapist and a researcher were of the same species (although the therapist had a more second-class status)’.

Some of the ideas which became fundamental to systemic theory and practice arose from research interests. For example, in the 1950s Bateson was involved in research into communication processes and learning in mammals, including some fascinating studies of communicational processes in dolphins (Bateson 1972). This led to extensive research on communication in humans and relationships, such as families, and to the seminal book of the Palo Alto group, Pragmatics of Human Communication (Watzlawick et al. 1967). This not only inspired a plethora of research on ‘deviant’ communication processes, for example, explorations of families with a schizophrenic member, but also a wide range of research into communication in non-pathological contexts. Interestingly, much of this initial research centred on audiotaping of family therapy sessions or interviews with families. The process of family therapy was seen as a potential goldmine of research. Watzlawick et al. (1967), Weakland (1962) and others published a fascinating range of studies based on the analysis of transcripts of therapy sessions. With the advent of video recording these studies expanded to include observations of the interrelationships between modes of communication, for example inconsistencies between verbal and non-verbal messages. Such observational studies led to some important models (for example, the double-bind theory), and the discovery of the importance of non-verbal communication (for example, when there is inconsistency between the verbal and non-verbal messages the latter, especially for children, may be given more credit).

Another influential body of research was directed towards exploration of family variables in attempts to identify family ‘types’, for example family dynamics associated with anorexia nervosa or schizophrenia. It was hoped that such research would reveal important factors related to aetiology and subsequently could be employed
diagnostically and to guide treatment. Of central interest were the types of treatment that were appropriate for different disorders. For example, Minuchin et al. (1978) gave an account of work with psychosomatic families, Haley (1966) and Weakland (1962, 1976) described work with schizophrenia and the Milan team reported on their work with anorexia and subsequently schizophrenia (Palazzoli et al. 1978). The studies range in their methods from detailed attempts to control variables and employ standardized instruments in order to measure family factors, to studies that relied on descriptive case study material. This variety of methods led to criticisms of a lack of vigorous research and evaluation of systemic therapies. Though valid up to a point, these criticisms may also have missed the point that valid research may need to be multifaceted and explore the intricacies of families’ experiences, as well as employ more ‘scientific’ and ‘objective’ instruments such as psychological tests and inventories.

**Why conduct research?**

Despite the legacy of research in systemic therapy, there has also been a considerable backlash against research. Interestingly, one of the strongest articulations of this protest came from Jay Haley (1971, 1976a, 1976b) who, ironically, was also one of the most influential and productive of the early researchers. He argued that the purposes of research were distinct from those of therapy. Specifically he argued, from a pragmatic approach that embodied the strategic and solution focused approaches which were gaining ascendancy, that the production of change could occur without ultimate understanding of the nature or causes of change. More profoundly, he suggested that therapy was an infinitely complex shifting web of interactions, feelings, beliefs and emotions. These in turn were shaped by the past experiences of each family member, the therapist and the supervision team. To attempt to fully understand and to be able to predict this complexity was, he argued, futile. This view is in fact central to systems theory. Though systems can be seen to display predictable patterns it is argued that it is not possible to predict precisely the effect that interventions or perturbations of the system will have (Weiner 1961; von Foerster and Zopf 1962; Bateson 1972, 1980). Moreover, as we have seen, the second phase suggested that there was in fact no system ‘out there’ to predict, but that the observer was inevitably part of the equation. The act of observation inevitably produced an element of perturbation and altered the family dynamics being observed.

We want to suggest that, though important, these doubts about the value of research may inevitably be misguided. Perhaps one of the most obvious reasons for this is the very fact that systemic therapies arose from research and that to abandon this might stifle future creativity. Second, it may be that there has until recently been a restricted view of what counts as research. Arguably the daily work of family therapists involves important aspects of what can legitimately be counted as research. For example, the fundamental systemic notion of revising interventions on the basis of feedback is a microcosm of the research process. Third, we agree at least to some extent with the move in psychotherapy and more broadly in all areas of clinical and medical work towards proceeding on the basis of evidence. This emphasis has been described as the need to develop ‘evidence-based practice’ in which practitioners
continually attempt to evaluate the nature and effectiveness of their work. Such data are of course valuable to managers and purchasers in making decisions about what services to support and develop. However, we suggest that what counts as evidence should be considered broadly. Simply counting cases and supposedly objective measures of outcomes may offer scant information and may also at times be misleading if we do not understand the nature of the work undertaken or, for example, some of the subtleties of changes that may be occurring.

Evidence-based practice and practice-based evidence

Driven by demands to justify costs within the ever-increasing provision of medical services, there has been a dramatic shift in emphasis to evidence-based practice. In the UK this has been most visible in the form of NICE (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, originally established in 1999 to provide nationwide guidance on matters concerning health) guidelines, whose approach attempts to synthesize available evidence regarding the relative effectiveness and costs of various forms of medical interventions and materials, shaping how NHS budgets are spent. These templates for decision-making are coming to be increasingly employed in decisions relating to mental health services, and specifically to choices between different forms of therapy. There has been a substantial drive for family therapists to now routinely collect data on the progress and outcomes of family therapy in order to build substantial data bases of its effectiveness (Stratton 2005). Such data are of course valuable to managers and purchasers in making decisions about what services to support and develop, and the NICE guidelines now include a number of recommendations regarding family therapy (Eisler 2005):

- Family interventions should be available to the families of people with schizophrenia who are living with or in close contact with the service user (NICE 2002).
- Family interventions that directly address the eating disorder should be offered to children and adolescents with anorexia nervosa (NICE 2004a).
- Couple-focused therapy should be considered for patients with depression who have a regular partner (NICE 2004b).

In its strongest form, the guidelines for therapies specify that only those which have a substantial evidence base, derived preferably from randomized control trial studies, should be funded.

Stratton summarizes that the evidence base of family therapy has been generated in two rather different forms – that provided by controlled outcome trials, and the wider evidence base beyond such formal reviews. Controlled outcome trials compare family therapy with other (or no) treatment for clearly diagnosed conditions. These studies are likely to fit the requirements of formal reviews, and have been extensively summarized in meta-analyses. For a number of reasons such research is not directly applicable to everyday practice in the NHS. Family therapy provision within the NHS and social services usually has the following characteristics:
Most clients seen for family therapy, and their families, do not have a single clearly defined mental health problem.

Family therapists work collaboratively with other colleagues and family therapy is often combined with other treatments.

It is carried out by professionals with a range of training in family therapy techniques that can vary from little or no formal training through to completion of an accredited course and registration with the United Kingdom Council for Psychotherapy (UKCP) as a systemic practitioner.

Diagnoses are seen as useful information but therapy is not restricted to a specific condition.

This indicates a need to consider a wider range of evidence than that generated by controlled trials in specialist units, and we sometimes have to extrapolate from these trials in order to draw conclusions about the effectiveness of family therapy in practice. Moreover, we suggest that an interest in research encapsulates the notion of family therapy as motivated by ‘curiosity’. Sometimes this may have a direct and instrumental focus, for example, the research may be driven by questions about the cost-effectiveness of alternative forms of family treatment and at other times by more conceptual questions about the process of change, or qualitative questions such as how family members experience family therapy, cultural contexts, diversity, and ethical and moral concerns.

Cost-effectiveness

A frequent criticism of family therapy is that it is expensive, especially when it involves delivery by a team of therapists. These estimates, however, have tended to ignore both longer-term gains and importantly also the wider family system. In a comprehensive set of studies Russell Crane (2007; Crane et al. 2005) has shown that when costs are looked at within a broader context family therapy can in fact be more cost-effective than individual therapies. He found, for example, that families receiving family therapy generally made less use of medical services, in terms of visits to the doctor for complaints such as backache, migraines, digestive problems, mood and sleep disturbance. This applied not only to the index patients but to other members of the family also. This finding makes sense in the context of seeing family therapy as contributing to a general decrease in stress and anxiety for all of the members of a family. In fact this has been a core assumption of family therapy, that is, that problems are experienced and shared psychologically and physically by all members of a family. Crane’s studies were conducted in the USA where there was more of a concern than in the UK regarding the extent of the use of medical services, since these are paid for by private health insurance. Until recently there has been less of a concern in the NHS regarding the extent of the use of services but also, importantly, there is arguably less holistic thinking, such as shown in Crane’s imaginative studies which illuminate the wider benefits of family therapy.
Practice-based evidence

Alongside the evidence that can be generated by controlled studies of the effectiveness of family therapy, there is also substantial evidence that accumulates in various ways from the practice of family therapy. Strong parallels exist with the development of the psychodynamic therapies, where the supporting evidence regarding the utility of therapy was offered in the form of detailed case studies. Classic examples are Freud’s accounts of Anna O and the Wolfman, which described in detail the presenting problems, the clients’ backgrounds and the details of the interventions attempted and indications of outcomes. Not only did such case accounts offer evidence but they also inspired interest and gave other clinicians some insight into this approach. They offered a greater applicability of the findings in the sense that here are some ideas, ways of talking about issues, questions I can ask, and avenues I could pursue with my next client. In short they allowed a greater potential to guide both formulation and specific intervention with our clients.

In addition to case studies, practice-based evidence also develops from the milieu of the work situation. Especially for family therapy, which is frequently conducted in teams, it is possible to watch other therapists work with families and also to discuss with them different techniques and interventions, and to evaluate what progress is being made. Similarly family therapy with its emphasis on recording of sessions has been able to transmit evidence of practice by use of video presentations of sessions.

Evidence-based practice is also complemented by psychotherapy process research, which aims to analyse in detail what happens in therapy in order to extract the active ingredients of change as opposed to just looking at the broad outcomes.

Arguably, both practice-based evidence and evidence-based practice make an overarching assumption that changes in family therapy practice are led by evidence, that is, they adopt an empirical epistemology. However, this may be questionable. Family therapy, as we have seen, has moved from the early directive structural and strategic approaches to the more non-directive and narrative approaches. But why has this occurred? There is scant evidence to support that these early models were less effective. In fact, the evidence available seems to be to the contrary, since the most robust evidence available is for these earlier methods. However, we can suggest that attitudes to therapy have shifted on bases other than evidence alone, and are more to do with how we are comfortable seeing ourselves in our work and what kind of a relationship we wish to have with our clients rather than simply a question of effectiveness. In effect these are philosophical, moral and ethical questions relating to issues of social control, and whether we want to be seen as maintaining dominant forms of mental health and family life. Given that family therapy started from a radical and critical position of resisting the pathologizing tendencies of orthodox psychiatry and the individualistic stance dominant in Western culture, it is perhaps understandable that as a movement we want to maintain our radical and critical position. Interwoven with this are contrasting questions of deciding whether something ‘makes people better’ or alternatively makes them better ‘controlled’, fitting into oppressive sociocultural positions. It is tempting to try to avoid these more awkward
questions but, as we saw in the earlier chapters, critiques of family therapy, for example, from feminist positions, pointed out that some aspects of family therapy might have been effective but at the cost of maintaining inequalities of power between genders and adults and children. Kuhn (1996) has referred to shifts in scientific understanding in terms of ‘paradigm’ shifts, in that change is seen to occur as a result of new ways of thinking rather than just through the dogged accumulation of evidence. Perhaps we should add that shifts in family therapy have also been due to moral and ethical shifts within the practice.

Family therapy, as we have seen throughout this book, needs to be considered within historical and cultural contexts. What is accepted as ‘normal’ and appropriate ways of being a family and the roles that members play within it has shifted dramatically during the twentieth century and will no doubt continue to do so into the twenty-first century and beyond. When families come to us with their problems they now increasingly define these from diagnostic definitions: ‘I think Jimmy has ADHD, Asperger’s syndrome, attachment disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder’, and so on. Not infrequently we might find ourselves as therapists in disagreement with these labels. The outcome of therapy then is not at all clear. For some families, a good outcome is that their ideas are accepted and a label applied, medication given and support to the family to manage in this framework organized. However, there are broader moral and ethical issues here regarding labelling and the longer-term effects on a child’s identity and physical health. In some cases it is even possible that we as therapists might view a child who continues to be somewhat troublesome as a better outcome than a well-behaved, labelled and medicated one. This is an oversimplified example, but outcome studies may mask some of these complexities of living, beliefs and ideologies that make up the family life. A related example is when we look at family therapy in different cultural contexts. Rudi Dallos has seen family work in Singapore and was surprised by some of the reasons for children being referred for family therapy. These included being rude once to a teacher, not being motivated enough with their homework and occasional rudeness to a parent. Singapore society is very driven by achievement and respect, and obedience in families is still very valued. However, for family therapy to be seen to be effective in the UK we might not expect such ‘high standards’ of motivation and respect from children in families. What counts as a successful outcome therefore is by no means straightforward.

The kinds of questions we may wish to ask can be grouped into the following categories. Evaluation research may be concerned with questions about the effectiveness of family therapy:

- comparison of systemic family therapy with other forms of therapy, such as cognitive therapies
- comparisons between different types of systemic therapies
- effectiveness of systemic therapies for different types of disorder.

Process research is concerned with more specific questions about how therapy works and what the active ingredients may be:
the therapeutic alliance – the relationship between the family and the therapist and how this relates to the effectiveness of different types of interventions

- how change occurs – different stages in therapy, changes in family dynamics, family beliefs and emotional dynamics
- therapist variables – gender, race, experience of the therapist
- family members’ experience and expectation of therapy and how this relates to change, experiences of different types of interventions
- supervision, for example comparisons of reflecting team versus consultation approaches.

Family theory research is research that is aimed at exploring family life more broadly than just the therapeutic context:

- family dynamics in relation to different types of disorders and problems
- family roles, such as gender roles and cultural expectations
- decision-making in families, power and influence strategies
- family communicational processes
- emotions and family dynamics
- family life cycle processes, transitions and change.

These three broad categories of research are to some extent distinct but also show considerable overlap. Evidence from therapy, for example, informs family theory and in turn theoretical research about family dynamics also offers ideas for the development of practice. Research is associated predominantly with evaluation, and this may not always be the most inspiring. Reiss (1988: 34) argues that in order to ‘do family therapy research without dying of boredom’ we might wish to concentrate on process and conceptual research:

Our true passion . . . is reserved for demonstrating to others by what mechanisms we have achieved effectiveness . . . what we cherish and what we believe permits us to be effective is our insight into family life and its relationship to psychiatric symptomology.

In our experience many trainee family therapists share Reiss’s view. Evaluation of the effectiveness of therapy is seen as a laudable and worthy aim but also one that underwhelms rather than overwhelms them with enthusiasm. Arguably evaluation on its own provides a bland picture that may be of interest to purchasers of services but ultimately is of little value to clinicians in terms of helping them to improve what they do. Critical to any development of therapy is to develop increasingly sophisticated ideas about the active ingredients of therapy. However, it is also suggested that in order to achieve increases in such understanding it is necessary to develop theories of therapeutic change and family functioning. Pinsof (1988) refers to this as a
‘discovery’ oriented approach as opposed to a ‘confirmatory’ one. He also argues that systemic therapy tends to have general rather than specific theoretical principles and there is a need to develop more specific microtheories. An important example is to consider the nature of the therapeutic alliance. A range of studies, both systemic and individual, has indicated that the relationship between client and therapist is critical to the outcome of therapy. For systemic therapy this poses a range of related questions, for example whether the therapist needs to be allied to every family member, the identified patient, various subsystems, the most powerful or influential members of the family and so on.

Research on natural family dynamics and processes can be of considerable interest but also relevance to therapy. Watzlawick et al. (1974) examined change processes in a variety of natural settings, and these ideas have been extensively applied to work with families and individuals. However, there has subsequently been a dearth of research on natural processes of change in families:

There has been relatively little interest among family therapists in systematic observations of families in non-therapeutic settings. In particular there has been surprisingly little interest in the circumstances and processes that lead to major or substantial change in family patterns in natural settings – changes that, in some instances, might truly be called self-healing.

(Reiss 1988: 37)

This lack of attention to natural healing processes is generally evident in psychotherapy research yet is perhaps least explainable for systemic theory since its roots were so firmly in observations of family dynamics. It is as if we have become fixed in looking only at deadlocks in families rather than how the majority, a vast untreated population of families who experience problems, also manage to resolve these problems themselves. However, there is increasing interest in the question of family resilience (Walsh 1996; Dallos et al. 1997).

Science, research and systemic therapy

Arguably the practice of systemic therapy is one of the therapies that is most compatible with research. This may seem an odd assertion given that there has been considerable criticism that systemic family therapy has lacked rigorous research. Compatibility with a scientific method can readily be seen both in terms of the process and the practice of family therapy. Modern science does not claim to provide definitive explanations; instead it attempts to produce the best possible explanatory model. Furthermore, science is not seen as the dogged accumulation of facts but as developing on the basis of paradigm shifts (Popper 1962; Kuhn 1970a). For example, the move from Newtonian physics to relativity theory involved a creative leap to a new theory which took account of the position of the observer relative to what is being observed. Though this offered a better explanation of the observed facts, it is not seen as a definitive, once-and-for-all theory. Science in its essence involves a continual process of formulating theory, testing and reformulation based on the evidence or feedback. This is consistent with the systemic notion of therapy as guided by a
process of ‘progressive hypothesizing’. Therapists are not trying to capture fundamental truths about a family but instead are attempting to develop more or less useful explanations.

The practice of family therapy also lends itself to scientific research. For example, the common usage of supervision teams means that it is possible to introduce inter-rater reliability measures into observations about family and family–therapist interactions. In contrast to most other therapies, where the therapist works alone with one client, family therapy is public and less subject to potential personal biases. Likewise, the videorecording of sessions is extremely common and this material also offers scope for structured analysis and, for example, inter-rater observational analysis. It is also possible to transcribe videotaped sessions and engage in detailed analysis of the content of the sessions. The hitherto frequent use of tasks or assignments between sessions can also be seen as offering an opportunity for research investigation.

Systemic therapy is not only compatible with the principles of the natural sciences but also and more so with the profound developments in the theoretical and research bases of the social sciences. It has been acknowledged that the positivist principles of the natural sciences – the reliance on objective, observable data – are not sufficient for an understanding of social phenomena. If it is recognized that a fundamental feature of human beings is that we create meanings rather than just behave, then it is not sufficient to simply attempt exploration through experimental or observational approaches. For example, we need to have some ideas about how families experience therapy and what changes occur in their beliefs and explanations in order to understand more about how therapy functions. Furthermore, in order to develop such understandings we may also need to consider how our own experiences may be colouring what we are able to hear families say about these experiences. In the social sciences such issues have been taken up in a range of research approaches.

Varieties of research

There is a common assumption among trainees and many experienced family therapists that research basically involves a choice between giving families a variety of questionnaires or tests and interviewing them in some way. Despite the fact that family therapy relies fundamentally on observation, this is often not even considered as a research possibility. In fact there are a wide range of research methods that have relevance to research into systemic family therapy. The realization of this potential choice and recognition that much of the practice of family therapy can be turned into research can be quite a liberating experience. However, there can be seen to be a fundamental division between quantitative and qualitative research methods.

Quantitative methods rest on positivist assumptions about an objective reality, quantification and reliable measurement. The theoretical basis is drawn from the natural sciences and the aim is to be able to create generalizable models from which specific predictions can be made. These are set out in the form of testable hypotheses, and statistical techniques are employed to assess the probability that the observed
results could have occurred by chance. Evaluative studies of family therapy tend to be in this mould, with the focus on observable changes in symptomatic behaviours. By and large these approaches are also reductionist in that attempts are made to reduce the phenomena to small, focused and manageable components. In evaluation, therefore, it might be argued that change can be reduced to a measure of some key behaviours rather than looking at the complexity of family functioning over time and the multiplicity of potential influences.

*Qualitative* methods are largely based on theoretical positions that are concerned with exploring meanings rather than simply observable behaviours. Constructivist and social constructionist approaches to family therapy fall into this category. Families are seen as creating meanings that guide action and it is change in the meanings of their actions, including the ‘symptoms’, which is of fundamental significance. Simply focusing on the ‘problems’ is seen as inadequate since this would, for example, fail to take into account the processes whereby they have evolved from the conversations in families and between families and professionals. It is suggested that there is no objective reality ‘out there’ but that the researcher or therapist is inevitably bringing a set of their own assumptions that colours what they see. In order to conduct research there is a need to engage in a collaborative process of exploration with the family. In effect, the family helps the researcher to form an understanding of the family’s world.

*Ethnography* emphasizes that the understanding of social phenomena involves the researcher becoming immersed in the subject matter. An example would be a study of street gangs in which the researchers join and live with the gangs for a period to gain an idea of what this experience is like; to become immersed in their activities and to learn their language, idioms and vocabulary. Similarly, Vetere and Gale conducted a study which involved the researchers living in with families for several weeks to gain an insight into their lives (see Vetere and Gale 1987: 168–9). On the basis of this immersion the researcher formulates and successively reformulates his or her hypotheses or guiding propositions. Rather than simply attempting to eliminate the researcher’s ‘biases’, ethnography recognizes that this is both a futile and sterile endeavour. Instead, the researcher continually attempts to reflect on how the events being studied impact on him or her and also how these alter and change. Part of this reflection involves a consideration of the researcher’s social and cultural contexts, for example how a researcher’s white middle-class background may influence their perceptions and reactions to the actions and beliefs of black youths and their behaviour in gangs.

Such conscious use of self is also reminiscent of the therapist’s involvement with a family. We will explore a variety of such qualitative methods in some more detail later, but the significant point is that research methods in social sciences parallel the shifts from first- to second- and third-order cybernetics. There is an emphasis on the inevitability of the observing position and also on the observer in turn being influenced by their social and cultural contexts. As in the example of youth gangs, a family therapist or researcher is involved in attempting to understand a family set of beliefs – in a sense, attempting to learn their language.

At the extremes, these two positions are worlds apart. However, it is possible to see considerable overlaps – for example, measurement and quantification may be included in both approaches. The number of times a family employs a particular
concept in their descriptions may be meaningful and add to the picture given by an analysis of the meanings of their explanations and stories, for example, how important and central the theme currently is for the family. It is also possible to distinguish the approaches in terms of their technical aspects as opposed to the conceptual differences. For example, interviews are usually regarded as a qualitative approach but the analysis of the content can include quantification into themes or categories. It is our suggestion that it is useful to think of ways of integrating the approaches, especially if we are interested not just in evaluating therapy but exploring the processes of change.

Returning to our three broad categories of research – evaluation research, process research and family theory research – we can see that there is a range of different research methods that are located within these – see Sprenkle and Moon (1996) and Wynne (1988) for very helpful overviews of the variety of family therapy research possible. These are summarized in Figure 8.1.

---

**Case studies**

These consist of in-depth explorations of the effects of therapeutic treatments, or a family’s experiences of different kinds of event, such as changes in their relationships over time. The researcher may employ a variety of methods within a case study – such as observation, interview, asking the family to keep diaries, observations of people outside the family – to build a rich and detailed picture.

Case studies may be individual or multiple case studies, for example a study might consider in depth the experience of a family who have had a positive vs a negative experience of therapy.

**Interview studies**

These consist of the use of interviews with family members, either individually or together (or both). The interviews are usually transcribed and explored to gain a picture of the nature of people’s understandings, beliefs and experiences of various family events (loss, break-up, transitions), or their experience of therapy. Due to the extensive time involved in analysis, interviews usually involve a relatively small number of people, for example, 20 families would be a sizeable sample.

Focus groups are used in an approach where a group of people are interviewed, for example, members of a family support group or a group of therapists. Such interviews allow further information to emerge through the mutual prompting of ideas that surface through discussion.

**Questionnaire/survey studies**

These involve the use of questionnaires designed to explore family members’ beliefs and feelings about various issues, for example, aspects of their lives, experiences of therapy, attitudes to services. Questionnaires may involve a large sample to gain a broad picture, or general attitudes to various issues. They also allow the use of statistical methods to allow predictions to be made, for example about various trends such as gender differences, family attitudes to divorce or support services.
These studies can also involve selecting a particular sample – for example, family therapists working with different approaches – to explore their views and employ a process of feedback to the participants to arrive at a consensual view, for example the key differences between narrative and strategic approaches (Delphi studies).

**Experimental or comparative studies**

These usually involve some attempts at control or manipulation of certain variables by the researcher. For example, different types of therapy may be compared or attempts made to compare the responses to different types of interventions.

Frequently standardized measures may be employed, such as inventories of family functioning – for example, the FACES measure of family cohesion and adaptability (Olson et al. 1989). Statistical techniques may also be employed, for example, to assess significance of differences between types of treatment and to allow generalizable predictions to be made.

**Observational studies**

These involve various forms of observations of families. The kind of observations may vary from external observations where the researcher attempts to gain a relatively ‘objective’ picture, for example of family communication patterns, to more subjective or participant observation where the researcher tries to become immersed and fully understand the nature of family experiences. In turn, the observations may vary from structured – using quantifiable ratings of predetermined aspects of family dynamics – to unstructured, where an informal approach is used and particular events are focused on as and when they emerge as important.

**Figure 8.1** Varieties of research methods

**Evaluation research: does family therapy work?**

A much repeated critique of family therapy is that there has been inadequate research designed to evaluate its effectiveness in comparison to other treatments and in terms of types of problems and family variables. Eisler (2002: 129) makes the point that ‘there is now considerable evidence that a range of family interventions are effective for most child and adolescent disorders . . . as well as many adult disorders including schizophrenia, depression and drug and alcohol abuse’. This general conclusion is supported by a substantial body of evidence. We need to note here, though, that family therapy takes the position that problems are to do with relationships in families and do not simply reside inside one person. Hence evaluation of effectiveness needs to take both these factors into account. Potentially change in the system means that the long-term changes are more likely to be better since if a person attempts to change while the family system remains the same there is a strong likelihood that he or she will relapse as the system patterns take over. This was exactly the observation that led Jackson (1957) to his initial theory of family homeostasis.
Meta-analysis

The studies have been summarized in various ways: according to types of problems and also in terms of meta-analyses. Meta-analysis consists of grouping the data from a number of studies together as if they constituted one large study with a substantial sample size, thus increasing the power and generalizability of the findings. Such analyses utilize the statistic of ‘effect size’, which measures the size of the difference between, for example, the effects of family therapy on a measure of anxiety for a group of families as compared to a group who receive no treatment. The different average scores for each group are compared with (subtracted from) each other and compared with the overall variations in scores within the two groups. This gives an estimate of the size of the difference due to family therapy found in any one study. The use of the effect size measure can be employed to compare studies which may vary in the number of families involved.

These kinds of reviews have concluded that family therapy has been established as of proven effectiveness in a wide range of areas (Hazelrigg et al. 1987; Markus et al. 1990; Goldstein and Miklowitz 1995; Shadish et al. 1995). These findings are based on a substantial number of reviews of research. Tables 8.1 and 8.2 offer an overview of some of the outcome studies available. They draw extensively on the helpful review of the evidence compiled by Alan Carr (2000a, 2000b). Other reviews that have drawn positive conclusions, for example Cottrell and Boston (2002), have found that family therapy interventions are effective for: conduct disorders, substance misuse, eating disorders and as a second-line treatment for depressions and chronic illness. This has been supported by Asen (2002b), who concluded that there is a strong evidence base for using family therapy with conduct problems in children and eating problems in adolescence. More specifically, Eisler et al. (2002) concluded that family therapy is an effective treatment for anorexia nervosa in adolescence, and that with family therapy many children, even with severe anorexia, can be managed on an outpatient basis.

The studies listed in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 are drawn from a broad spectrum of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Research studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol and substance misuse</td>
<td>Stanton and Shadish (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child abuse and neglect</td>
<td>Brunk et al. (1987), Nicol et al. (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic pain</td>
<td>Mason (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Arnow et al. (1985), Barlow et al. (1984), Baucom et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosexual problems</td>
<td>Leff et al. (2000), Jones and Asen (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital distress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
family treatments, including some that adopt a behavioural as opposed to a narrative social constructionist approach – for example, parent training programmes for children with behavioural problems (Serketich and Dumas 1996). This involves training and coaching parents in applying behavioural principles, such as use of start charts or tokens to increase positive and decrease negative behaviours. It is recognized that these approaches also work because they help parents to function consistently in agreement with each other and to encourage a belief that views the child’s problems as linked to external factors rather than as due to their basic ‘wickedness’. In contrast, there have been studies using narrative approaches. March and Mulle (1998) developed this into a treatment programme called How I ran OCD off my Land, which used the idea of ‘externalizing’ obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) by giving it an unpleasant nickname. The child and their family worked together to identify situations which led to the OCD and to find ways of driving it away from their lives. Similarly, Silver et al. (1998) found that a narrative family therapy approach was more effective in treating soiling than standard behavioural approaches. Some of these studies are of relatively new programmes but others are tests of long-standing approaches such as Stanton’s work (Stanton and Shadish 1997) on integrated family therapy approaches, combining structural and strategic approaches, for alcohol and drug abuse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Research studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adolescent anorexia</td>
<td>Eisler et al. (2000), Robin et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolescent depression</td>
<td>Kolko et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosomatic problems, non-organic</td>
<td>Silver et al. (1998), Sanders et al. (1994), Gustafsson et al. (1986), Lask and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pain, asthma, etc.</td>
<td>Matthews (1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional problems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression and grief</td>
<td>Black and Urbanowicz (1987), Brent et al. (1997), Kolko et al. (2000), Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>(1990), Barrett et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive compulsive disorders</td>
<td>March et al. (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct problems</td>
<td>Serketich and Dumas (1996), Webster-Stratton and Hammond (1997), Dadds et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temper, tantrums, defiance and</td>
<td>(1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-compliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>Barkley et al. (1992), Lalongo et al. (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity (in children)</td>
<td>Hazelrigg et al. (1987), Markus et al. (1990), Shadish et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic physical illness</td>
<td>Hazelrigg et al. (1987), Markus et al. (1990), Shadish et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Group comparison evaluative studies

These are perhaps the best known of all research designs. The most widely employed method in clinical research had been to compare two groups of clients, for example, those undergoing a particular treatment and those who are not receiving any treatment (a control group). The inclusion of a control group is to identify whether change in a group of people may be happening naturally as a result of time spent engaged in any activity. These studies also employ pretest and posttest measures, usually a range of standardized tests and questionnaires, and may in addition include ratings of change based on structured observation. Participants are randomly allocated to either the treatment or control groups so that biases, such as severity of problems, age, abilities and resources, do not obscure or bias the results. Statistical tests are typically employed to determine the probability of whether the changes pre- and post-therapy could have occurred by chance. A standard benchmark of probability is that if the chances of this are less than 5 per cent it is concluded that the effects due to the treatments are significant. However, there have been occasions where consternation is caused when it is found that non-treatment and the effects of spontaneous recovery can be as good as therapy (Rachman and Wilson 1980).

A drawback of such group-based experimental studies can be that individual differences in response to treatments may be obscured. Also, such studies may tell us little about the active ingredients of a treatment. Reiss (1988) argues that in a climate of competing resources for services the main aim of such studies is often to reassure or convince fund-holders to maintain or increase resources rather than to develop our knowledge of therapeutic effectiveness. This kind of design is also subject to ethical criticisms in that the control group is not allowed the benefit of assistance when they may be in considerable distress. In this section we will examine a number of approaches to evaluative research.

Dare et al. (1990) attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of family therapy in comparison to individual supportive therapy for women suffering from anorexia. A sample of 80 women participated in this study, and each was randomly assigned to one of the two treatment groups. Individual supportive therapy (an average of 16 sessions) was a symptom-focused treatment which made use of a broad range of therapeutic interventions including behavioural, analytic and strategic techniques. Family therapy (an average of nine sessions) adopted a range of approaches including structural, strategic and systemic approaches.

The therapy was also adjusted according to the age of the women. With the younger group the first phase was focused predominantly on the eating problem and on encouraging the parents to take charge. Once progress with weight gain was established, other family issues relating to the eating were discussed. Later the sessions moved towards the encouragement of autonomy and enabling the young women to take control of their eating and discussions of their eventual leaving-home transitions and the impact this had on the parents’ marriage and so on. Four therapists took part, providing both the family and individual treatments in order to control individual variables. Both groups were intended to have approximately the same number of sessions, though the individual group on average had 16 as opposed to nine sessions for the family therapy group. With the older age group there was no initial attempt to
get the parents to take charge. Instead the focus was more on issues of separation and
on reducing the use of the eating disorder as a medium of communication.

In addition, the women were divided into four subgroups in order to facilitate
exploration of a range of related specific questions:

1. age at onset of the anorexia was 18 years or under, and duration less than
   3 years \((n = 21)\)
2. age at onset of the anorexia was 18 years or under, and duration more than
   3 years \((n = 19)\)
3. age at onset of the anorexia was over 18 years \((n = 14)\)
4. women suffering with bulimia \((n = 19)\).

Seven women in total dropped out of treatment.

Outcome measures were taken immediately after the cessation of treatment and
at a one-year follow-up. In addition, the initial assessment included a measure of
expressed emotion between the patients and their parents. Progress was classified in
terms of three categories:

- **good outcome** – a weight of more than 85 per cent of normal, resumption of
  menstruation and an absence of bulimic symptoms
- **intermediate outcome** – a weight of more than 85 per cent of normal, but no
  resumption of menstruation, bulimic symptoms occurring no more than once per
  week
- **poor outcome** – body weight less than 85 per cent of normal or bulimic symptoms
  occurring more than once per week.

For the first group, aged 18 or less at time of onset and duration less than
three years, family therapy was found to be significantly superior to individual
treatment. There were no significant (statistically) differences for the other groups,
though family therapy appeared to be somewhat less effective for the post-18 onset
subgroup.

A related finding was that dropout from treatment was significantly related to the
level of expressed emotions. For example, in family therapy a high level of critical
comments expressed by the mother towards the patient was likely to predict an early
dropout from treatment.

Overall the study suggested that family therapy is an effective approach with a
younger age group, especially where the symptoms are of relatively short duration.
The authors also discuss the nature of the processes of change and conclude that the
apparently contrasting techniques of putting the parents in charge of the younger
group and of encouraging the parents to disengage from the older group share the
function of exploring and clarifying the boundaries between the generations, and of
accepting the need to consider new ways of coping in the face of the life cycle changes
that need to be negotiated.
Evaluative case studies

These have a long tradition in clinical research, spanning the famous case studies of Freud’s pioneering work and the early case studies in the systemic literature which, for example, explored the nature of communication and family dynamics in relation to various types of problems, such as schizophrenia and anorexia (Weakland 1976; Haley 1976b; Minuchin et al. 1978). These typically involved the presentation of extended pieces of transcripts from therapeutic sessions with families, with a commentary and theoretical analysis. The reports could include details of individual cases or multiple case studies offering comparisons and contrasts across a number of families. The development of systemic family therapy can be seen to owe much to the accumulated knowledge gained by combining such case studies conducted by different therapists in a variety of contexts with families. This produced a form of meta-analysis where the combination of many case studies built a generalizable picture. It also permitted a sequential testing of theories and models through the selective exploration of different cases and examination of the significance of cases which suggested exceptions or inadequacies of the models (Yin 1994). For example, generalizations about anorectic family types as conflict-avoiding and enmeshed might be questioned by description of cases showing family dynamics that do not fit with this generalization. A progressive use of case studies to test theories through ‘falsification’ is consistent with the pure version of the scientific method (Popper 1962).

Bennum and Lucas (1990) examined the effects of an educational programme for six couples where one partner had a long-standing psychiatric history of schizophrenia. The programme offered information about schizophrenia and systemic family management, including problem-solving and communication training. This was followed by eight sessions of treatment in which the ideas were explored and applied by each couple to their particular concerns. The effects of the programme were assessed by means of a standardized test, the Psychiatric Assessment Scale, and a 5-minute sample of speech from the non-clinical spouse about their partner was used to assess the level of expressed emotion. A personal approach to assessing change was also employed by means of a personal questionnaire. Each couple generated four target problems that they hoped would be addressed during the treatment programme. These were then turned into statements such that each partner could rate improvements on a four-point scale. The measures were employed eight weeks before the course, before and after the two-day course, following the eight week programme of treatment where the skills were applied to specific problems, and at follow-up – 3, 6 and 12 months after treatment had ended.

The results were analysed for each of the six cases to provide an individual profile of change. In addition, commonalities in the changes across the six couples were also drawn out. Positive changes, especially in terms of the personal questionnaire, and problems identified specifically by each couple were found and were maintained over the follow-up period. Partners generally felt more confident about their ability to cope and there were indications of deterioration in symptoms. Individual factors were also examined – for example, the two spouses who had been rated as having high expressed emotion at the start of the treatment and who showed a change to low expressed emotion had become less critical and emotionally hostile to their partners.
Observational studies

Case studies can combine elements of observational studies. Of particular interest for therapeutic work are studies that have explored in detail the processes of change in family therapy. This can involve a variety of methods, but there is a growing interest in qualitative case studies that focus on the processes of conversations in family therapy. Specifically these are concerned with exploring changes in meanings surrounding the problems as therapy progresses. Such studies complement clinical practice and do not necessarily require any additional burden to be placed on the clinician.

Observational studies have been highly important in systemic family therapy. They laid the basis for ideas regarding family dynamics as displaying pattern and predictability. Initially observational studies predominantly took an ‘outside’ perspective in that families were observed in order to identify ‘objective’ patterns and structures. Minuchin (1974) and Minuchin et al. (1978), for example, conducted studies (see Chapter 2) to investigate the relationships between family dynamics and emotional arousal in family members. A wide range of studies has been conducted to explore causal links between family dynamics and types of disorder. An example of the use of observational measures has been the work on expressed emotion (Vaughn and Leff 1985) and the related concept of parental affective style (Doane et al. 1981, 1984, 1985). Expressed emotion (criticisms, warmth or hostility, and over-involvement) is measured from interviews with each parent on their own. Affective style on the other hand is measured directly from family interactions. Doane et al. (1981, 1985) have shown that a high level of expressed emotions, which are found to be associated with relapse in families with a schizophrenic member, is also shown directly in their interactions.

Most observational studies have involved such structured observation and have adopted a quantitative approach. However, participant observation is an interesting alternative. In participant observation the observer includes himself or herself as part of the study. For example, this could involve accounts not only of the therapist’s observations of a family but also of their reactions, feelings, memories triggered regarding their own family and so on. Though few specifically participant observational studies have been conducted, arguably most case studies of family therapy involve participant observation since the therapist comments on therapeutic processes in which he or she is integrally involved. An interesting and little repeated study was conducted by Vetere and Gale (1987) in which researchers lived with families for a period and were able to observe family dynamics in their natural setting, for example, interactions at meal times, leisure activities and disputes. A structural framework based on Minuchin’s structural family therapy model was employed to categorize the observations but in addition the researchers also commented on their own reactions, possible influences they may have had on the family, and so on.

Questionnaire and self-report studies

These formats are perhaps the most common type of research in family therapy. Particularly in relation to evaluation, many studies have been conducted which employ a variety of measures such as satisfaction questionnaires and various tests, for
example the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck 1967) and FACES (Olson 1989), to assess change in family therapy. Specifically many studies have been conducted to compare the effectiveness of various forms of family therapy or to compare family therapy to other forms of therapy or treatment. These studies have mostly been quantitative in nature, with the intention of producing ‘objective’ and reliable information about the comparative effectiveness of family therapy. Such studies, though making strong claims for scientific objectivity, essentially rely on subjective measures in that family members in completing tests and questionnaires are offering self-reports – their view of how they feel and of the family dynamics.

Questionnaires vary in their design, but most contain a balance of closed and open-ended questions. The following is an example of a closed question:

Please rate each statement according to how well it describes your family, and tick the appropriate box.

We resolve most emotional upsets that come up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree strongly</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, questionnaires may include a range of open-ended questions which invite participants to offer their own views in their own words. It is possible to phrase these in the format of circular questions:

- Who would you say in your family most wanted to go for therapy and who least wanted to?
- Why do you think this was the case?
- What has been the most significant way that therapy has effected your family?

The analysis of responses to such open-ended questions is more complex and less easily quantifiable. However, it is possible to start with a content analysis, for example, by attempting to find categories into which the responses fall. This can include a quantitative analysis, such as the number of times certain categories are referred to – for example, if the therapist’s personality is mentioned frequently as a key factor by most families, it may suggest that this is seen as important by the family members.

**Therapy process research**

The aim of process studies is not simply to produce evaluations of therapy in terms of outcome but to reveal more about the nature of the therapeutic process – the active ingredients of therapy. Many therapists write eloquently about what they do and their reasons for conducting the work in various ways. However, it may be the case that our ideas about what works and why may not closely match what, for example, families perceive to be helpful. Process research can be helpful in distinguishing between therapeutic approaches but also in drawing out commonalities. For example, a good, positive therapeutic relationship seems to be central to all forms of family therapy, and
even to all psychotherapy. We might also suggest that different forms of family therapy, such as narrative and strategic approaches, share some important features, such as utilizing spontaneous events or changes that families themselves initiate, reframing problems and working with families in a pragmatic and experimental manner. In this section we will review a number of studies that have attempted to explore aspects of the process of family therapy, starting with a study that has attempted to explore the nature of the therapeutic alliance in family therapy.

A therapeutic process study

From a variety of studies in psychotherapy the nature of the therapeutic alliance has emerged as a central feature. Quinn et al. (1997) attempted to explore the extent to which this is also true for family therapy. However, in contrast to individual therapies the situation is more complex since there are a range of alliances – each individual member and the therapist, subsystems (for example, the parents) and the therapist, and the family overall and the therapist.

Quinn et al. employed an instrument called the Interpersonal Psychotherapy Alliance Scale (IPAS). This scale, developed by Pinsof and Catherall (1986), assesses the relationships between the client and therapist, therapist and other important family members, and the family group and therapist. The IPAS questionnaire consists of a series of statements, such as ‘The therapist cares about me as a person’, ‘The therapist has the skills and abilities to help me’ and ‘The therapist and I are in agreement about the goals of therapy’, to which a response is made on a seven-point scale ranging from completely agree to completely disagree. This measure was taken at the end of the third therapy session since by then the nature of the relationships between the family members and the therapist would reasonably be expected to have become established.

Seventeen couples undergoing marital or family therapy took part. At the termination of therapy the families and couples were asked to rate how effective the therapy had been in terms of two questions: the degree to which they felt that the goals of therapy had been met and the degree to which they believed the changes would last more than six months.

The results showed strong, statistically significant positive correlations between the ratings of the therapeutic alliance and the family’s estimates of success of therapy. The more highly the family members rated the relationship with the therapist, the better the eventual outcome. Some specific findings were that most positive outcomes in therapy were associated with the women, more than the men, feeling aligned with the therapist with respect to the therapeutic task, but also believing that other family members were also working well with the therapist.

In-depth single case process study

Frosh et al. (1996) aimed to identify some of the factors that are involved in the process of change during the course of family therapy. Rather than imposing any manipulations, this study explored a piece of family therapy that had already taken place. Hence there was no possible bias effect since the therapist had no idea
beforehand that the sessions would be analysed. Permission was asked after the sessions had already taken place.

Videotapes of six out of eight sessions of a programme of family therapy were transcribed and analysed in detail. The parents had recently separated – a decision made by the father and initially resisted by the mother. The analysis was based on a grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967) approach in which themes are allowed to emerge from the analysis rather than imposed a priori. The transcripts were initially analysed to elicit themes in the conversations between the therapist and family regarding change. Successive readings were made of the text to refine the categories. From this analysis two predominant themes emerged: managed and evolving change (though other complex issues were also evident). The concept of managed change contained the idea that change occurred through people actively attempting to do things differently, in contrast to evolving change which occurs spontaneously and naturally. These beliefs or discourses about change were seen to be employed strategically in different ways at different times by the family members in order to meet their own needs. The father who had initiated the separation argued that change was spontaneous and talking about things – trying to manage change – was pointless. This seemed to fit with his wish not to reverse his decision to leave as a result of therapy, whereas his wife initially did wish to reverse the separation.

The analysis involved presenting extensive examples of these two concepts of change and mapping how their usage altered as therapy progressed. Over the course of therapy, family members were seen to move from relatively polarized and rigid positions in their views of change, to a recognition that therapy could be helpful in helping them come to terms with their separation. The family conversations gradually showed a greater tolerance of alternative ideas of change.

Exploring the experience of family therapy

Despite the fact that one of the most common applications of family therapy has been in relation to children’s problems, there has been little research on how children experience therapy and what this might tell us about ways of making the process interesting and effective for them. Stith et al. (1996) explored the experience of 16 children undergoing therapy with their families (12 families in total). One of the children was aged 5, nine were between 8 and 9, five were pre-adolescents (aged 10–12) and one early adolescent (age 13). Fourteen of the children were white and two were African-American. Ten of the children were in single-parent families (headed by single mothers), four were in nuclear families, one was in a remarried family, and one was being raised by grandparents. Eleven of the 12 families presented with child-focused problems and the remaining family identified marital problems as the main concern.

Therapists were asked to invite families to participate, and the families were then contacted by a researcher. Children were usually interviewed while the parents were seeing the therapist.

A semi-structured interview lasting about half an hour was employed. Children were invited to tell their experience of therapy in their own words, but a number of general questions were included, such as: When you and your family talk about coming here, what do you call this place? What happens when you and your family
come here? What do you like or don’t you like about coming here? Do you ever wonder about the people behind the mirror? What do you think about them? An attempt was made to compare the children’s accounts with their parents’ or a teenage sibling’s perceptions of the child’s experience. These interviews employed a number of questions, such as: What do you think Mary (for example) thinks about coming to family therapy? How does she respond when it’s time to come to therapy?

The interviews were transcribed and then members of the team each independently analysed two of the initial transcripts employing a grounded theory framework (Glaser and Strauss 1967). This involved systematically reading through the transcripts and coding each sentence, combining these into preliminary categories, and progressively sifting and recoding these categories. These codes were employed to generate more refined questions for the subsequent interviews. This was an iterative process, with the interviews being successively analysed and refined. The categories were then discussed by the team and refined until no new categories emerged.

The children’s experiences were found to fall into four areas or themes:

1. The reactions of the children to the process of videotaping and live supervision. All of the children were aware of the mirror and that there were people behind it, but not all were aware of the purpose of this arrangement:

   **Interviewer:** Have you ever wondered who those people are back there? What do you think their job is?

   **Child:** To see what we’re doing and to tell the counsellor if they’re doing good or if they want to improve things, or like to just see what’s going on in families . . . and seeing what their problems are and seeing what their advantages are.

   (Boy, aged 9)

2. How they understood why they and their families came to therapy. Most children saw the existence of problems that needed solving as the main reason the family had come:

   Mom and Dad get into fights and stuff and they didn’t get along.

   (Girl, 9)

   We’re coming here to make our family a better place . . . a better family, to make us have happier lives.

   (Boy, 8)

3. How they described what happened in therapy. A dominant theme was the children’s desire to be included in the therapy. They generally did not like being left in the waiting room and wanted to be actively involved in talking not just about themselves but about issues in the family more generally. They also preferred to be able to engage in activities, such as drawing or ‘games’, such as sculpting:

   I feel comfortable when we are talking about someone else, then I can contribute.

   (Boy, 8)
I don’t mind the questions. It’s just all the time and everything. Like they ask me a question and they make a question out of my answer.

(Girl, 12)

4 What they said had changed during the time they had been coming to therapy. The children talked about what had changed in how they felt during the therapy itself and how things had changed at home. Generally they described becoming more comfortable with therapy as time went on. The therapy was generally seen as having helped to solve particular problems:

Before I had tons of problems, like at school, but now I’m doing OK.

(Boy, 11)

It’s brought everybody closer. Everybody’s been able to talk about their problems. They can talk it out and come together. Usually, everybody’s apart and they keep their feelings to themselves and just let it happen.

(Brother, 15)

The key conclusion reached was that children wished to be included but did not wish to be the sole focus. They wanted to learn more about the workings of their family, help in the solutions of problems, and not have their own troubles be the focus. However, an hour of ‘adult talk’ may be too much for many children, and therapists need to find ways of connecting with children through activity and play. The parents’ and siblings’ responses also suggested that children were more comfortable the more they knew about the reasons why the family had come for therapy. Discussing this and the reasons for the technology may be very useful in the initial sessions. Finally, the researchers suggested that therapists who are interested in children, able to express warmth and connection to them, and willing to operate in the children’s world, will have more success involving them in therapy.

Family theory research

The origins of family therapy arose from research studies into the nature of communication and its relationship to the development of pathology. This quickly developed into a plethora of enthusiastic studies which attempted, for example, to discover causal links between patterns of family dynamics and types of pathology. This led to research on the nature of ‘psychosomatic and anorexic’ families, ‘schizophrenic’ families, ‘addictive’ families and ‘delinquent’ families. Though of some value, much of this line of research has not proven fruitful, partly since it is extremely complex to classify families and also because such work missed the systemic understanding that family systems inevitably have a uniqueness and unpredictability and evolve and change over time. Nevertheless, studies attempting to explore theoretical models for families can also be valuable, for example in pointing to common tasks and processes that families undergo, how family beliefs are shaped, the impact of the wider culture and the dynamics of families in various contexts. Our first study in this section is an attempt to explore the last question – how families function in settings other than the therapy suite.
A participant observational study

Vetere and Gale (1987) aimed to explore the nature of interaction of families presenting with child-focused problems. Though we know much about how families interact in the context of family therapy suites, we know less about how they actually act in their home situations. Furthermore, less is known about the detailed nature of interactions and what it feels like from the ‘inside’. A participant observational approach was employed whereby a researcher lived with a family for three weeks. During this time she engaged in the full range of family activities, such as meals, outings, domestic duties and leisure pastimes, including watching television and playing games. The researcher kept detailed notes of the family interaction, primarily using a structural systemic format noting the family structure: family boundaries, subsystems, hierarchy, alliances and triangulations. In addition, detailed notes were kept on the emotional atmosphere, the impact on the researcher and inferences about the possible experiences of the various family members.

The study suggested that family dynamics as observed in the homes were analogous to those typically observed in therapeutic situations. However, the timing and pacing were on a different timescale. For example, arguments, disagreements, sulking and so on could last for days, in contrast to the accelerated pace of events in therapy. The analysis of family beliefs from the repertory grid analysis suggested that the family dynamics were significantly shaped by the nature of the families’ beliefs. These had a stability and, for example, were at the basis of patterns of scapegoating that could occur. A wide range of gender stereotyped behaviour and ideas also became evident as part of the observations, such as implicit expectations about domestic roles, duties and obligations.

Interview studies

Next to questionnaire-based studies, interviews are perhaps the most common form of research, especially qualitative research. The purpose of an interview is simply to enable participants to express their views, opinions, explanations, accounts and narratives about something. One of the advantages of an interview is that it enables us to hear what is important to members of a family rather than imposing a set of questions on them. Interviews may vary in the extent to which they are prestructured – at one extreme, an interview may resemble a verbally administered questionnaire; at the other, interviews may be largely unstructured and represent a conversation between interviewer and interviewee. Perhaps most commonly, a semi-structured compromise is employed where the interviewer does have a range of questions but also aims to explore issues as they arise. Some elaborations on interviewing have been suggested; one important addition is to consider the interview a collaborative venture. For example, the interview can be in two parts so that following a break (either during the interview or at a later stage) the interviewer asks the respondent to comment on the process and suggest their own questions, and the interviewer may comment upon some of the key issues that have struck them and invite reflections. Also, the interviewer can offer a written summary of their impressions to a family and hold a subsequent interview to discuss the family’s reactions to these.
In this way there is a greater sensitivity to focusing on questions that are of relevance to the interviewee than to questions assumed to be important by the interviewer. Interestingly, though family therapists have developed considerable skills in interviewing families there has been a relative dearth of studies that employ interviews of couples or families. These can of course be complemented by interviews with each individual member. However, conjoint interviews offer the bonus of a wide range of interactional material, including the nature of family conversations regarding different areas, how families jointly remember events, differences in opinions and how these are dealt with. Outside family therapy, interviews with groups of people can be found in focus group studies, the aim of these being that the group processes facilitate opinions and ideas surfacing since members may prompt each other to consider issues and voice a wider range of opinions than they might otherwise.

A conjoint interview study

Dallos et al. (1997) aimed to explore processes of resilience in families and, in particular, the accounts that family members offered of how problems had developed. In order to offer some contrasts, two groups were interviewed: a group of young adults who had experienced extended mental health problems and their families, and a group of young people who were not known to have a clinical history. The study employed retrospective interviews which were intended to draw out accounts from both groups of how initial difficulties had been dealt with. One of the key hypotheses was that the nature of the initial perceptions of problems may lead to attempted solutions that can serve to aggravate, rather than alleviate, distress. A semi-structured interview format was developed which included drawing a lifeline on which key positive and negative events from the child’s birth were plotted. Families were interviewed together. This produced accounts of the key events, early indications of difficulties and details of attempted solutions. In addition, the conjoint interviews gave a picture of how families construct memories, including who is dominant in telling the story, differences in their memories and, more broadly, how memories of key events are constructed for the identified patient.

The interviews were videotaped and transcribed and independent analyses performed to generate common themes in the accounts and the influence of dominant discourses, such as medical models of emotional distress. These themes were successively checked against the transcripts and revised. A count of the frequency of different themes mentioned by the families was also produced. In addition, the videotapes were examined to produce a map of the family dynamics. The summaries of the analyses were discussed by the researchers and also shown to some of the participants to corroborate the analysis. The results indicated that there was surprisingly little difference between the two groups in their accounts of the severity of early difficulties experienced. However, the clinical group’s accounts indicated fewer resources, such as emotional ‘spare capacity’ in the family and practical support available. Also, the clinical group showed less ability to contemplate alternative narratives (negative as well as positive) about how events may have proceeded along different paths.
Case study series

Palazzoli et al. (1989) employed a research/therapeutic approach in which the developmental nature of psychosis in young adults and the efficacy of a therapeutic approach were explored simultaneously. Combining detailed notes on the developmental history of the problems in families, the team employed a standard package of treatment to investigate commonalities and differences in 149 families’ responses. A feature of their approach was the use of the ‘invariant prescription’ in which the parents are instructed to go out together on a secret outing; the children are not to be informed of any details of where the couple are going or what they will do together.

The intervention was regarded as both a therapeutic and a research technique. Its aim was to explore the developmental hypothesis that children experiencing psychotic disturbance have become entangled and embroiled in a no-win stalemated struggle between their parents. Over the years it is suggested that one or other child in the family, perhaps as a consequence of some special sensitivity or the timing of their entry into the family, becomes progressively conscripted into siding with one parent against the other and ultimately betrayed when the parents eventually redirect their attentions to each other, thereby also emotionally abandoning the child.

The invariant prescription is intended to both reveal and help break up this pattern. The responses of the children and their families were seen as providing a test of the developmental hypothesis and of the efficacy of this therapeutic approach. The responses of the families were categorized into various types. For example, a common feature to the invariant prescription was a display of extreme anger by a non-symptomatic sibling, which was seen to reveal and challenge their secret collusion in gaining a favoured and powerful role in the family.

The findings of the team, based on more than 50 families presenting with psychotic symptoms in a young adult, supported the developmental hypothesis and indicated that the invariant prescription provoked significant positive changes in the families. The changes were measured in terms of standard psychiatric measures based on the American Psychiatric Association (1980) family perceptions and on independent observations and ratings by the therapy team members.

Discussion and reflections

As we have discussed, there is considerable pressure from managers and purchasers of therapeutic services to provide evidence of effectiveness. More broadly, this has been described as the need to develop evidence-based practice. This is perhaps especially significant for family therapy since it is seen as a high-cost resource, especially when conducted in teams, and also requires more in the way of resources such as video equipment. At times it might appear that an audit of the effectiveness would be sufficient. Family therapy, along with other forms of psychotherapy, has become increasingly subject to scrutiny in terms of effectiveness and costs. It is important for both clinicians and families to have evidence that these treatments produce positive changes and even that they do not do harm! However, as we have seen, measuring change is not simple and straightforward. Related to this, an important finding from across a wide range of therapies is that most therapies work
equally well and that it is important to identify what are the common factors across therapies. One strong candidate, as we have seen, is the therapeutic relationship. Therapy, then, is not so much about technical skills and methods but about human relationships, contact and the closeness that arises in the crucible of the encounters of family therapy.

We hope that you have also seen in this chapter that evaluative studies can and need to do more than just offer broad data of effectiveness. Good research helps to reveal the nature of the therapeutic process and also to develop general theory about family functioning. Without knowledge of what aspects of therapy were significant and the nature of the experience for families, evaluation may just become a sterile activity. Given the limited time that most clinicians have available for research, they may therefore be more reluctant to undertake such activity. One of the challenges for research into family therapy, and into other forms of psychotherapy, is for the research to be compatible with the process of clinical work. Qualitative research, for example the kind of study conducted by Frosh et al. (1996), points towards such a compatible approach.

As we indicated at the start of the chapter, family therapy, with its techniques of videorecording and live supervision, lends itself readily to the collection of material that can subsequently be analysed and presented as good qualitative research. In turn, it may be that such qualitative studies can be pursued as larger studies including some quantitative measures. However, we do feel that the traditional view that research must involve quantitative measures is no longer tenable. Further, we suggest that research that does not include qualitative aspects, such as attempts to consider family members’ views and experiences, is seriously limited.

There follows a list of some key reference texts relating to family therapy research. In addition, we have included some papers relating more broadly to psychotherapy research which you may find interesting to follow up, such as work on readiness to change, the therapeutic alliance and explorations of clients’ perceptions of significant events in therapy.

**Key texts**

**Varieties of research**


**Family therapy outcome studies**


Family therapists are a curious and distinctive breed among mental health professionals. They have broken down a number of professional taboos, especially concerning secrecy, and they practise openness, direct observation of therapy and give each other live supervision, the sharing of experiences, and they treat people as persons rather than as patients. Mavericks that they are, they are relatively unconcerned with the formal degrees [family therapists] have, they tend to practise what they preach and are relatively frank about their own family struggles, thereby decreasing the usual distance between the professional and seeker of help. Family therapists have strong convictions about the validity of their work and firmly believe they’re where the action’s really at.

(Mendelsohn and Napier 1972)

This final chapter is not so much a summary of the book but rather a drawing of the reader’s attention to some of the themes addressed that we consider most relevant in 2009.

While in 2009 colleagues would say that family therapy and systemic practice are part of the mental health establishment, there is, in our view, still a maverick element. Committing ourselves to being influenced by feedback and listening collaboratively means we are constantly and publicly demonstrating our own process of change. Another reason for systemic practice probably remaining the chosen modality for a minority of therapists is the sheer complexity and emotional demand on practitioners when talking with more than one person at a time, which makes a systemic approach simultaneously more authentic and more daunting for practitioners and clients alike.

It may, therefore, be helpful to take a bird’s-eye view of what we see as the key contributions to psychotherapy of a systemic approach. The original ideas, as we have seen, came from the fields of cybernetics and systems theory. Central to both of these was the concept of feedback. If we pause to think for a moment, we realize that this concept has become as widespread as, for example, the concept of the unconscious in psychodynamic theory. The value of, for example, offering comments on people’s performance has been central to education and training prior to the formal explication of the concept of feedback in the 1950s. However, the application of the concept
in the area of human relations has offered some radical revisions to many of our previously cherished concepts. For example, the notion of a stable, invariant, biologically determined personality is challenged by the notion of people’s actions and experiences as shaped by the processes of feedback in different social contexts and co-creation of shared meanings. Even within a family a daughter may, for example, act and experience herself as a different person when alone with her mother, caught in the middle of a conflict between her parents or playing with her siblings.

In clinical work a systemic approach moves us away from a rigid, positivistic view of people and problems, away, for example, from attempts to assess and explain, to a propositional ‘as if’ view where the emphasis is on understanding the context (circumstances and relationships) where the problem occurs. Since people are seen as part of their social systems and the complexity of their interactions and spirals of feedback is too great to allow simple predictions, it frees us as therapists from becoming drawn into futile searching for ‘the truth’. That is not to say that we ignore ‘facts’, such as abuse or the economic conditions in which a family are immersed, but that we are less likely to be led into becoming set in how we see and explain difficulties. When abuses are so overwhelmingly present in clients’ lives we are clear that our first priority is to attempt in collaboration with our clients to create safety so that clients can be in a space where therapy can proceed. Sometimes this propositional view may be puzzling to others. One of us recently presented with his therapy team an outline to the Community Mental Health Team (CMHT) of the systemic therapy service that had been developed for families in the adult mental health services. There was considerable interest expressed in the service, especially in the way we worked together as a team. The consultant psychiatrist heading the CMHT repeatedly asked us if we ever disagreed about the best treatment for a family, what happened if we disagreed and who had the final say. We replied that, rather than attempting to reduce differences, we welcomed these and utilized them with our families. For example, the family could be invited to listen to our reflecting team discussion, or the therapist could share with the family some of the differences of opinion in our team. If the therapist had a clear view of what they wanted to do which differed from the supervision team we could employ the therapist’s ideas pragmatically, as an experiment, and agree to make adjustments based on the feedback from the family.

In short, a systemic approach can liberate us from trying to ‘get it right’, to experimenting, observing what seems to work and letting the family members tell us what is helpful. In keeping with this emphasis on the importance of feedback, a systemic approach continually challenges our ideas and even our currently fashionable interests. One family (Mr and Mrs B) gave us feedback in our final sessions with them that one of the things they had found most useful was the suggestion that the parents go out together as a couple and perhaps discuss their future and how best to help their daughter, who had been very embroiled in their conflicts. In part this was a relatively straightforward and structural suggestion reminiscent both of the first phase of systemic family therapy and the third phase, invariant prescription (Palazzoli et al. 1989). On the other hand, the father had experienced an earlier reflecting team discussion as critical of his position – suggesting to him that he was intransigent about making a commitment to repairing his relationship with his wife. This certainly was not the intention of the team in their discussion, nor the focus of what they felt they
had said. However, it was what the father had heard. A commitment to listening to
the feedback from a family helps to avoid forming possibly mistaken assumptions
about the effects of our messages to them or what they believe. Fundamentally the
issue is not about getting it right but of offering ideas that family members may
be able to use. George Kelly (1955) referred to therapy as enabling an elaboration
of a person’s belief system. Likewise, systemic therapy regards offering ideas and
stimulating curiosity in families as enriching and opening the doors to changes in
behaviour.

**Current state of the art**

As we saw in Chapter 6 contemporary approaches are much inspired, both by social
constructionist theories and practitioners, to conversations across the boundaries of
different models of therapy. However, strands from earlier approaches coexist along
with developments of interest in language, conversation and a collaborative approach
to therapy. In the twenty-first century, as we have seen, there is less emphasis on
techniques and more on the process of family therapy as a series of collaborative
conversations. However, these approaches exist, for example, alongside solution-
focused therapy, which is inspired by earlier strategic approaches. Though solution-
focused approaches do have some overlap with social constructionist therapies, it is
also possible that they have gained considerable popularity because they claim to be
relatively brief. In the context of state-funded services, such as the National Health
Service in Britain, this is obviously attractive since they are less of a drain on staff time
and other resources. Arguably the relative speed of family therapy in comparison to
other psychotherapies is still one of its perceived strengths.

It is fair to say that many, if not most, experienced practitioners employ ideas or
strands from the earlier phases in the development of systemic theory and practice.
Taking heed of Jackson’s (1965a) original caution to regard family concepts, such
as rules, homeostasis, boundaries, and so on ‘as if’ rather than objective entities allows
us to employ a whole range of ideas. Moreover, we should note that social con-
structionism is not another theory to compete with others but more a critical position
or meta-theory that allows us to consider how other theories develop and are
employed (Dallos and Urry 1999). Therefore we can employ earlier ideas pragmatically
without becoming obsessed by whether they are true or not. As in our example
above, it may be possible to continue to employ eminently useful ideas, such as
strengthening the parental subsystem, if we do so in a collaborative way. For example,
Mrs B commented that it had been useful that we ‘told them to go out as a couple’.
Mr B immediately added that, ‘No, we weren’t told, we were asked . . . he never told us
to do anything, just made suggestions and asked the right questions . . . he’s quite
crafty, really, I think’.

Twenty years ago, in the midst of phase II (late 1980s), hearing a client call a
therapist ‘crafty’ might have generated conversations among therapists about the
extent to which a therapist thus described was being manipulative or therapy itself
misunderstood by one client. Today we would probably be pleased that the client felt
able to offer the therapist their feedback and take it as evidence of the client’s experi-
ence of the non-expert stance of the therapist. In the world of family therapy and
systemic practice, ‘same behaviour, different meanings’ might be a slogan for clients and therapists alike.

As we survey the field in 2009, systemic practice is well established around the world. Possibly Britain has a leading position in the application of systemic ideas in public and voluntary health and welfare agencies as well as in private practice. Far more professionals in Britain have a family therapy qualification than there are family therapy posts. Nevertheless, in CMHTs and social service departments up and down the country, the work of systemic practitioners is noticed and sometimes acknowledged by admiring colleagues. What we hear noticed is the capacity of systemically trained practitioners to clarify context and ‘see the wood from the trees’.

It is also the case in 2009 that different therapeutic approaches, psychodynamic, cognitive, behavioural, rational-emotive and systemic, are now and will be more and more in conversation with each other. This may be one of the most positive legacies of social constructionism in that it allows us to regard various approaches as different discourses or ways of explaining problems without getting caught in unhelpful debates about which is correct. Also, research into how psychotherapies work has been revealing a number of common factors, such as the importance of the therapeutic alliance, the readiness of clients to embark on therapy, and when it is most appropriate to work collaboratively as opposed to a more directive approach. This suggests some commonalities across therapies about what helps to produce change. Similarly, an exploration of what stimulates change across a wide range of contexts – political, military, industrial, educational and personal – was one of the projects attempted earlier by the MRI team at Palo Alto (Watzlawick et al. 1974).

In the twenty-first century, systemic therapists are far more comfortable acknowledging how throughout the history of systemic family therapy feelings and emotions have played a critical role, and this contributes to greater ease of conversations across the boundaries of models – particularly with colleagues using intrapsychic approaches. However, systemic therapists, rather than seeing emotions as embedded in the residues of past experience, regard feelings as shaped both by the past and current interactions. An analysis of emotions, especially in terms of the patterns of attachments connecting generations of families, is an important theme that is likely to continue to develop into the twenty-first century. As we have seen, recent studies of attachment suggest that the family members’ abilities to represent their relationships with each other internally and to have internal reflections and dialogues is significantly related to their attachment experiences (Fonagy et al. 1994). A level of emotional security and connection appears to be necessary for children in families to be able to reflect on and creatively generate ways of seeing and solving the inevitable problems that arise. Similarly, this also suggests that a level of trust is an essential ingredient of family (and other) therapies in order for change to occur. Again this connects with the realization of the importance of the therapeutic alliance.

A related exciting area of development may be the increased interest in how each member of a family internalizes their experiences. Some of the earliest experiences children have are of the ways their parents act towards them and towards each other. The nature of these experiences shapes the internal landscape of the child. Importantly, they shape the child’s abilities to empathize and develop ideas about others’ minds – to become able to see things from other people’s points of view. Though
interest in this is not new as such, there are fascinating developments from attachment theory, observations of family conversations, and neurobiology. A related area is work on how children learn some core abilities, such as memory, and how families collaboratively construct memories of previous events (Edwards and Middleton 1988; Crittenden 1998; McCabe 1991). As a way of understanding both family life and the processes of therapy it is vital to explore more broadly the nature of memory. For example, a frequently observed phenomenon is that one member of a family, frequently the mother, takes on the role of the narrator and others of mentor and censor. Similarly, observational studies of non-clinical families have suggested that such role-taking is a typical feature of how families collectively co-construct memories each time they engage in reminiscing of events (Hirst and Manier 1990). Such studies fit with contemporary narrative approaches, with their emphasis on how the past may be variously edited and reappraised each time a family engages in recalling events and experiences (Anderson and Goolishian 1988a; Penn and Frankfurt 1994).

**Crystal-ball gazing**

In Chapter 8 we reviewed some approaches to research and evaluation in family therapy. There is a growing interest in developing research, and this has become a part of family therapy training. As we have seen, family therapy originally arose from a research base in communications and observational studies of family dynamics. With the impetus to apply ideas the research emphasis possibly receded in the first and second phases but in twenty-first century Britain, with the emphasis on evidence-based practice needed to support funding, research continues to regain a central position. Already such research is revealing important connections between different therapies, such as the importance of the therapeutic alliance and insights into what other aspects of therapy families find helpful. Perhaps one of the important evolutions of research has been a move towards a collaborative versus expert researcher format. Instead of doing research to or on families, there is an increasing emphasis on collaborative research, which invites families to reflect and comment on a researcher’s emerging findings and attempts to include family members’ own accounts.

**Developmental perspectives**

Systemic theory and therapy have possibly shied away from attempting to produce yet more developmental models. It has been argued that these can easily lapse into becoming linear and inflexible. There have been some attempts, such as the family life cycle models, but these have received considerable criticism on the grounds that they tended to become normative and blaming, for example, in suggesting that some family environments are more maladaptive or pathological than others. In twenty-first century multicultural Britain, therapists must be able to normalize all different shapes and sizes of family. However, there is a need to consider developmental processes, otherwise family therapy runs the risk of simply staying at a pragmatic level of what helps to produce change but without any notion of how problems evolve. Furthermore, without knowledge of human growth and development it is difficult for family therapy to move towards offering some ideas regarding prevention and
resilience. One approach which may continue to be fruitful is the exploration of family history – the patterns of attachments and resulting narratives that families hold about the nature of their early relationships and how these serve to shape their current dynamics. An exploration with a family, for example, of the patterns of attachments through three generations, can help to generate new connections and narratives about their current relationships. Systemic therapy’s emphasis on current patterns of interactions is increasingly being woven in with a collaborative appraisal with families of how their patterns may be showing aspects of history repeating itself. Some of the British schools of family therapists have been particularly influential in promoting such an analysis of family dynamics in their family historical contexts (Papadopoulos and Byng-Hall 1997).

**Review and summary**

We have argued that it helps to distinguish between systemic family therapy as having developed through three phases and a fourth period, the twenty-first century, taking us into a look at current practice in 2009. More specifically, we have suggested that it helps to differentiate the second phase – with its emphasis on the subjective and unique nature of family – and perspectives drawn from the third phase – featuring the application of social constructionist ideas where the emphasis is on commonalities of experience, for example, the common experiences of women in families and of families of ethnic minorities. At the same time we have suggested that the first phase recognized some of the connections between individual experience and culture, for example in emphasizing some of the cultural norms and values that guided families’ and therapists’ assumptions and expectations. Though arguably some of these ideas were at times naive or at worst oppressive, they did recognize that families did not simply exist in a subjective social vacuum, as some excesses of constructivism might suggest.

We suggest that as therapists it is necessary and possible to keep in mind the three phases of systemic practice. In the first phase, first-order perspectives draw our attention to patterns and regularities in families’ lives and experiences. In extreme cases, such as abuse, it makes sense to acknowledge realities of actions and processes. The emphasis on communication as complex and multifaceted also helps us to be more attentive to the emotional and behavioural aspects of family life.

In the second phase, a second-order view, however, cautioned us to consider the uniqueness of what such actions may mean to a particular family and to be sensitive to differences between families who superficially appear to display similar patterns and problems.

In the third phase, social constructionism in some ways turns the clock back, alerting us that family life can be predictable and rulebound, but with the recognition that these tendencies are not simply constructed by families but shaped by the cultural context, including economic realities and the commonly held ideas or discourses about family life. These common aspects of any given culture can be seen to shape family life so that certain patterns and regularities appear; for example, despite considerable changes, common patterns of gender roles and emotional styles are still played out. In a culture where affordable childcare is not readily available, women are
likely to take on the bulk of childcare and consequently become more involved with their children, with the men being more peripheral.

We have also indicated that since the first edition of this book family therapy can be seen as having moved into a fourth phase, the twenty-first century, which has involved an integration of perspectives, such as psychodynamic and attachment theory with systemic theory. We have also witnessed the development and application of systemic ideas to other contexts, such as institutions and organizations, and also to work with individuals and parts of family systems. We might even suggest that we have witnessed a much broader assimilation of systemic ideas – for example, we frequently now hear politicians mention ‘systemic’ factors when they discuss problems such as crime, violence and drug usage, and speak of the need for ‘systemic’ solutions. Certainly this connects to the imaginative ideas of the pioneer of systemic family therapy, Gregory Bateson. He had argued that linear, reactive thinking was one of the curses of Western societies and has fuelled conflicts and wars. Let us hope he was right – that an awareness of circular patterns and a move away from linear thinking, blame and hubris in human relations may be a positive step forward not only, as we have seen, in relation to family problems but also to a wide range of human situations and conflicts.

**Integrations**

Along with many other practitioners, we find it helpful to start by looking for patterns in the families with whom we work, and to consider how what we are seeing is partly our own personal view or prejudice, and also how families and our own views are shaped by the wider cultural context. We argue that in the twenty-first century we can move nearer to a neutral and compassionate view of family dilemmas and struggles. This is in contrast to the earlier phases, in which we could either explicitly or implicitly blame families for their difficulties. Instead, we are hopefully more alert to the idea that both family members and we as therapists need to assume responsibility where necessary. For example, it helps to understand that, though abuse can be comprehended in terms of regimes of privilege accepted in a culture, unless this is challenged and resisted the abuse will be perpetuated. At times one implication for therapy is to have ‘political’ conversations with families where we explore not only their private histories but also the history of their culture.

The ability to describe and distinguish context – the situation or circumstances in which certain relationships and problems are enacted – is probably the single most important contribution of family therapy and systemic practice to the field of psychotherapy. More than any of the other psychotherapies, family therapy enables professionals to work with relationships in a way that promotes the renegotiation of relationships and empowers clients to view themselves and those with whom they are most importantly connected as relational beings who must negotiate life transitions for better or for worse and, when it is for worse, have and can create opportunities for vital renegotiations of life transitions and relationships.

The work of a family therapist and systemic practitioner is mostly about facilitating such renegotiation and is therefore not limited to talking with families, but is useful for consultation with colleagues, for the internal and external consultant, for working
with therapeutic groups, team-building and in education, primary care settings and many other contexts.

The list of applications is long and is a tribute to the creativity of therapists and we believe to the relevance of systemic thinking for all disciplines. It is this ability to be versatile and flexible in the application of systemic ideas which most characterizes the British scene. Our hope is that this book will continue to be used both as a resource for people new to the field and that more experienced practitioners will see themselves and their ideas in these pages and be stimulated to continue to develop innovative practice in the field of family therapy and systemic practice.
Postscripts

Since the beginning of the twenty-first century, there have been a number of significant losses internationally of pioneers in the field of systemic and family therapy, all of whom appear in Chapters 1, 2 or 3 of this book. In the pages that follow we offer a bird’s-eye view of each of these pioneers and their distinctive contributions to the field of family therapy and systemic theory and practice.

Tom Andersen (1936–2007)

Though Tom Andersen once made clear in an interview, ‘Please be careful and do not say “Tom Andersen developed the reflecting teams”’, referring to the collaborative nature of the development of the idea, it is for the idea of the concept of the reflecting team that he will be best remembered. This is regarded as one of the major ‘post-modern’ contributions to the therapeutic process, and grew out of a discomfort with talking about clients away from their presence when working as part of a team of therapists observing a session. It was Andersen who had the idea to allow the therapists to become observed by the patients while discussing the session that had just taken place, and who wrote about the practice in The Reflecting Team: Dialogues and Dialogues about Dialogues (1990).

Born and raised in Oslo, Andersen began his career as a family doctor in the north of Norway, before completing training in social psychiatry and going on to become professor of Social Psychiatry in the Institute of Community Medicine at the University of Tromsø, the most northern university in the world, where he spent his entire career.

Andersen first became interested in applying systemic ideas to his work out of a growing criticism of orthodox psychiatry, and its tendency to think in terms of labels and categories.

As well as collaborating with Harry Goolishian, Lynn Hoffman, and Peggy Penn, among others, Andersen travelled extensively, most notably throughout Europe, Russia, Africa and North and South America, and often joined in with the work of a local therapist or team whilst there. He also regularly brought the rest of the therapeutic world to Tromsø with his June seminars, run annually for over two decades, in
which guests and speakers including Luigi Boscolo, Gianfranco Cecchin, John Shotter and Karl Tomm were encouraged to interact with the focus on their own experiences, a clear move away from the scientific, evidence based discussions dominant in family therapy at the time.

When we finally began to use this mode we were surprised at how easy it was to talk without using nasty or harmful words. Later it became evident that how we talk depends on the context in which we talk. If we choose to speak about the families without them present, we easily speak ‘professionally,’ in a detached manner. If we choose to speak about them in their presence, we naturally use everyday language and speak in a friendly manner.

(Andersen, T. (1995) Reflecting processes; acts of informing and forming: you can borrow my eyes, but you must not take them away from me, in S. Friedman (ed.) The Reflecting Team in Action, New York: Guilford Press. pp 11–37)

Suggested reading


Insoo Kim Berg (1934–2007)

Insoo Kim Berg is best known as one of the co-founders of Solution Focused Brief Therapy, setting up the Brief Family Therapy Centre in Milwaukee with her husband, Steve de Shazer, and writing numerous papers and conducting workshops globally on the approach.

Berg was raised in Korea. Her family was in the pharmaceutical manufacturing business, and in 1957 Berg moved to the USA to continue her pharmacy studies before deciding to shift her focus to social work.

Berg was attracted to family therapy but became dissatisfied with the ineffectiveness of many of the techniques of the time, particularly those drawn directly from psychoanalysis which did not take properly into account the complex nature of working with families. Inspired by the systemic ideas of Jay Haley and others, Berg decided to train at the Mental Research Institute in Palo Alto and worked there with Haley, as well as John Weakland and Paul Watzlawick.

The move to California also led to a meeting with Steve de Shazer, and the pair went on to Milwaukee, setting up their own practice. Berg’s clinical technique so impressed de Shazer that he later said that he ‘had spent most of his career trying to accurately identify and describe in writing everything that Insoo did when she did
solution-focused therapy’. Early on, though, their ideas proved controversial amongst colleagues, and in response they set up their own practice, which became the Brief Family Therapy Centre. Solution Focused Brief Therapy switched the paradigm from solving problems to building solutions, focusing on the client’s own abilities to know what is best for them. Therapists engage in language games with the client to jointly produce exceptions – identifying behaviours the client was engaged in before the problem existed, and solutions – a description of life without the problem.

Berg maintained an extremely active schedule throughout her career. As well as her work in Milwaukee, she travelled throughout Europe, Asia and North America conducting workshops and served on the editorial board of a number of journals, including the *Journal of Marital and Family Therapy* and *Family Process*.

Clients only look at it from one way, the way that gets them stuck. So we give them another way of looking at it. They are in the same situation, but turning it just a small degree helps them look at things from a different angle. And I think that is where the solution comes from. Not because every thing we say is right or smarter.
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**Ivan Böszörményi-Nagy (1920–2007)**

Böszörményi-Nagy is best known for developing the contextual approach to family therapy, which emphasizes the role of ethics and justice, trust and fairness, in maintaining trans-generational patterns within families, and between families and wider society.

Leaving his native Hungary in 1948, where he had worked as a teaching assistant at the University of Budapest Neuroscience Clinic, Böszörményi-Nagy settled for a time in Chicago, before taking a position at the Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute in Philadelphia in 1957 to study the connection between family relations and schizophrenia. Böszörményi-Nagy went on to work at the Institute for 20 years, before heading the Family Therapy Section in the Department of Psychiatry at Hahnemann University, now Drexel University, from 1974 to 1999.

Böszörményi-Nagy, like many of his generation, was trained as a psychoanalyst, but, unlike other pioneering thinkers in systemic therapy, looked to incorporate and develop these ideas in his therapy, rather than break with them – anticipating the growing rapprochement that we witness today. His major innovation, contextual therapy, looks at the web of invisible loyalties, legacies and ledger balances that operate within families, often across generations. A breakdown of trust can lead to an
imbalance in the family system. For example, a victim of abuse as a child may grow up feeling an urge to abuse their own children as a way of ‘balancing the ledger’. The way out of this, and the role of the therapist, is to bring to light this web of loyalties and offer alternative options, opening up trust within the family system and breaking patterns maintained across generations. To this end, the therapy itself highlights fairness on all levels, and the contextual therapist strives to ensure solutions are relevant and just to all members of the family.

After retirement, Böszörményi-Nagy served as Professor Emeritus in the Programs in Couple and Family Therapy at Drexel University, a programme he had founded. He was also a founding member of the American Family Therapy Academy, as well as founding the Institute for Contextual Growth, where he and his wife, Catherine Ducommun-Nagy, offered training in contextual therapy.

Do we see history moving toward freedom for the strong only, without respect for the authority of justice, or do we see it as moving toward ordered fairness, that is, accountability, for the welfare of the weak as well as the strong?


Suggested reading

David Campbell (1943–2009)

David Campbell was a consultant clinical psychologist based for much of his career at the Tavistock Clinic, London, and best known for his work as a leading proponent of social construction and the Milan approach, his pioneering applications of systemic ideas to organizational contexts, and his rare ability to engage others with ideas, leading to a role as one of the foremost figures in systemic psychotherapy in the UK.

Born in Chicago in 1943, Campbell completed his studies in the USA, gaining a doctorate from Boston University in 1971 before moving to Britain and soon afterwards taking up a position in child psychotherapy at the Tavistock Clinic in 1972, where he worked until his death 37 years later.

Campbell’s clinical work and his teaching and writing continually informed each other throughout his career, driven by a view of relationships as created and potentially transformed through dialogue. Against the grain of the interventionist
approaches of many of his American counterparts in the formative years of Family
Therapy, Campbell emphasized working with families in order to engage them to find
solutions, seeing his view as one among, and co-dependent upon, the others involved
in the system. Particularly influenced by the ideas coming out of Milan, he became
a leading proponent of the approach in the UK, editing, in 1985, *Applications of
Systemic Family Therapy: The Milan Approach* with Ros Draper – and the partnership
continued with the Systemic Thinking and Practice Series, published by Karnac
Books, which currently totals more than 50 books.

A talented disseminator of ideas, Campbell was highly influential as a teacher,
writer and speaker within the fields of systemic psychotherapy and elsewhere –
training and presenting at conferences internationally on the subjects of families,
mental health and communities. Beyond the boundaries of the public and voluntary
sectors, Campbell was also innovative in applying ideas from systemic psychotherapy
to practice within organizations generally, becoming a successful consultant and
authoring and editing books such as *Organizations Connected: A Handbook of Systemic
Consultation* and *The Socially Constructed Organization*.

I grew up in a family that had strong opinions, and since I was the last
child, I felt that the family values were not open for negotiation by the time
I came along . . . so I am today fascinated by the way realities are created
and held in place through a social process, and how an individual can take
part in the process without losing his or her own voice.
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Karnac.


Karnac.

Systemic Consultation*. London: Karnac

**Gianfranco Cecchin (1932–2004)**

One of the leading thinkers of Milan systemic family therapy, Gianfranco Cecchin
was a member of the Milan Group, best known for developing a method of circular
questioning as a way of engaging families and gathering information from sessions.
Cecchin himself particularly emphasized the social constructionist aspect of this
approach, rejecting fixed notions of reality, highlighting the effect of the therapist as
observer and authority, and suggesting the position of ‘curiosity’, a standpoint from
which the therapist’s pre-conceived ideas and perceptions, if not completely set aside,
are placed below the line.

Cecchin grew up in Vicenza, north-east Italy, where he was a childhood friend
with Luigi Boscolo, his longest-standing collaborator. Initially training in psychiatry
and psychoanalysis, he eventually grew disillusioned with the practice and searched for other ways of working with psychiatric patients.

For Cecchin and his associates, the linear thinking of the psychoanalytic model depended on a belief that the stories it uprooted were true, and the modality seemed too absorbed in its own view of reality. Cecchin emphasized instead the systemic, contextual and circular aspects of meaning-making, and undertook a shaking up of the structures of reality that families were bound up in, as well as the structures that underpinned the therapeutic situation.

Drawing inspiration from the USA, and in particular the writings of Gregory Bateson and Paul Watzlawick, Cecchin was one of the originators of the Milan systemic approach in 1971, with Luigi Boscolo, Mara Selvini Palazzoli and Giuliana Prata. The group disbanded in 1979, and Cecchin continued working with Boscolo, setting up their own institute at the Centro Milanese di Terapia della Famiglia, and preferring to be referred to as the Milan Associates, in order to distinguish their work from the previous group. Unlike some of his colleagues, Cecchin continued to work with students throughout his career, feeling that the challenges they brought refreshed his thinking.

One should feel she is the master of her existence, even in the worst conditions. It is not a paradoxical message, [it] is a message of esteem. I esteem you as an independent, active person, you can be active even in your tragedy. This is the postmodern message. Maybe the genome makes you mad, but even in there you have some freedom, some autonomy. That is the therapeutic message.
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Steve de Shazer (1940–2005)

Steve de Shazer is best known as a driving force behind Solution Focused Brief Therapy, setting up the Brief Family Therapy Centre in Milwaukee with his wife, Insoo Kim Berg, and writing ground-breaking books on the approach.

De Shazer grew up in Milwaukee, the son of an electrical engineer and an opera singer. He originally trained as a classical musician and worked as a jazz saxophonist
as a young man, going on to gain a degree in Fine Arts and then a masters in Social Work before becoming a therapist.

Solution Focused Brief Therapy (SFBT) evolved as a shift away from the focus on diagnosis and treatment in traditional psychotherapy. Drawing together de Shazer’s wide-ranging theoretical knowledge and Berg’s clinical experience, the approach was influenced by Erickson and Wittgenstein among others, and integrates a detached focus on the problem with a social constructionist perspective. Solution Focused Brief Therapy focuses on the client’s own abilities to know what is best for them, and therapists engage in language games with the client to jointly produce exceptions – identifying behaviours the client was engaged in before the problem existed, and solutions – a description of life without the problem.

De Shazer lectured on his ideas across the globe, and SFBT, particularly suited to a wide range of clinical applications, has become one of the most popular approaches to psychotherapy in the world. As well as founding the centre in Milwaukee, de Shazer was a member of the European Brief Therapy Association Board and served as President of the Solution-Focused Brief Therapy Association Board of Directors. Through centres such as The Brief Therapy Practice in London, his ideas continue to gain influence and are attractive to purchasers in the public sector.

My rule of thumb is that if the client doesn’t talk about it, then it is none of my business.
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Ian Falloon (1945–2006)

Ian Falloon is best known as a pioneer of family interventions for schizophrenia, and for developing the psychoeducational approach known as Behavioural Family Therapy – which shifts the focus from the patient to a complex behavioural analysis of the whole family environment.

Falloon was raised in Masterton, New Zealand. He trained in medicine at the University of Otago before studying in London, where he became interested in behaviour therapy, and Los Angeles, where he developed and tested his own model of family intervention on the basis of that interest – a randomized controlled trial of the use of family interventions in the prevention of exacerbations of schizophrenia.

Falloon’s approach to therapeutic intervention in the case of schizophrenia strongly emphasized the role of the family’s behaviour. The aim is to recognize and
restructure exchanges of positive behaviour, often using written contracts between family members.

Alongside his clinical and research interests, Falloon will be remembered for his skill in formalizing and training, shown in his 1988 publication, the *Handbook of Behavioural Family Therapy*, and his contribution to the evidence base for family interventions for schizophrenia, which determined the NICE guidelines. Falloon’s work took him across the globe, working with and training teams in early intervention, relapse prevention, and restoring daily living to people with schizophrenia. After a period of living and working in the UK, Falloon moved back to New Zealand to take up the post of Professor of Psychiatry in the University of Auckland, before moving to Umbria, Italy, and running training courses from his home.

*We’re trying to get the family to work together as their own therapists so that we can sit back and just give them encouragement. Once they’ve learned to do this, we can fade into the background.*


**Suggested reading**


See ‘Helping families aid schizophrenics’.

**Jay Haley (1923–2007)**

Jay Haley is one of the founding figures of family therapy. He is known for his influence in steering the course of family therapy in its early days, collaborating with some of its pioneering figures and holding a number of defining positions, including co-founder of the Family Therapy Institute in Washington, DC, founding editor of the journal *Family Process* in 1962, and director of family research at the Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic from 1967 to 1974. Haley pioneered techniques such as filming therapy sessions and using one-way mirrors. His work on brief and solution focused therapy, and in particular the exuberant way in which he presented them, were highly influential.

Haley had an eclectic background, completing degrees in theatre and library science before undertaking a masters in communications at Stanford, where he was invited to join the team working with Gregory Bateson on schizophrenia, which led to the seminal paper ‘Towards a theory of schizophrenia’, and the proposal of the ‘double-bind’ theory.

Working with Bateson in 1952 provided Haley with a systemic model, and his subsequent work with Milton H. Erickson between 1955 and 1971 led to the application of this model to working with families. Haley’s own therapeutic style was solution
focused, offering brief interventions that focused on concrete and immediate problems and experimented with possible solutions inspired by both therapist and client – against the dominant ideas of the time, which saw therapy as an ongoing process focused on the therapist leading the client towards an understanding of their past. Haley’s thinking in this area was highlighted in *Problem Solving Therapy*, one of the most influential books in the field.

As well as Bateson and Erickson, Haley notably worked with Salvador Minuchin while in Philadelphia in the late sixties. He also held posts at Howard University, the University of Maryland, the University of Pennsylvania, and at the time of his death was research professor in marital and family therapy at Alliant International University in San Diego.

It’s the therapist’s job to change the patient, not to help him understand himself.

(Conversation with James Masterson, Phoenix psychotherapy conference, 1985)

Suggested reading


See also ‘Conversation with James Masterson’.


Driven to a career in therapy by his own traumatic experiences as a bomber pilot in the Second World War, Robin Skynner is best-known as one of the major pioneers of family therapy in the UK, founding the Institute of Family Therapy and promoting systemic ideas to a lay audience through books such as *Families and How to Survive Them*.

Skynner grew up in Cornwall, and had a public school education before volunteering for the RAF in 1940, at the age of 18. He later said that it was partly the ‘mysterious insanity’ of people killing each other on such a scale that drew him to psychiatry. Yet at the same time, the unique trust between pilot and navigator offered hope that solutions could be found. Skynner enrolled at University College Hospital and qualified in medicine in 1952, going on to psychiatric training at the Maudsley Hospital, working at first in child psychiatry.

Skynner was influenced by systemic ideas while at the Maudsley Hospital, and particularly by S.H. Foulkes, a pioneer of group analysis in Britain who had developed group approaches to treating war neuroses. This interest in group work led, in 1959, to the founding of the Group Analytic Practice by Skynner and other disciples of Foulkes, specializing in the training of group, family, and marital therapy. Skynner himself, in 1977, went on to found and become the first chairman of the Institute of Family Therapy.
As well as his many clinical and teaching roles, and founding the Institute of Family Therapy, Skynner was also instrumental in the development of the Association for Family Therapy and regular contributions to its *Journal of Family Therapy* were among his prolific writing output. Skynner had a notable working relationship with his second wife, Prudence, in establishing credibility for therapy with couples and families. His two books co-written with John Cleese, *Families and How to Survive Them* and *Life and How to Survive It* did much to promote systemic ideas to a lay audience, as did his admissions of his own need, along with the majority of people, for therapy – he maintained that only one in 20 could consider themselves in optimum mental health. Skynner, ahead of his time, would make his own emotions and responses a central part of the therapy session. Even after suffering a stroke in 1993, Skynner continued to travel and lecture across the world.

[The family] has enormous creative potential, including that of life itself, and it is not surprising that, when it becomes disordered, it possesses an equal potential for terrible destruction.


Suggested reading


**Paul Watzlawick (1921–2007)**

Paul Watzlawick is best known for his work in communication theory at the Mental Research Institute (MRI) in Palo Alto, as one of the three founding members of the Brief Therapy Centre, and for his contributions to constructivist theory. Watzlawick’s influential ideas include that one cannot not communicate, and that people create their own suffering in the very act of trying to fix their emotional problems.

Watzlawick was born in Austria, the son of a bank director. He earned a PhD in modern languages and philosophy from the University of Venice in 1949, going on to study analytical psychotherapy at the C.G. Jung Institute for Analytic Psychology in Zurich. In 1960, he was invited to Palo Alto by Don Jackson, where he spent the rest of his career, first in research at the MRI, and then also teaching psychiatry at Stanford University. Watzlawick continued a private practice until 1998.

Opposed to psychoanalytical ideas, Watzlawick emphasized relationships over introspection, and believed that human well-being relied on communicating effectively with others. His 1967 book, *Pragmatics of Human Communication*, written with Beavin and Jackson and following in the footsteps of Bateson, sets out the principles of interpersonal communication and looks at the part these principles have to play in the formation of mental and behavioural disorders. Watzlawick’s work in
communication went on to become the foundation for his contribution to the Brief Therapy Centre at MRI, as well as his ideas on constructivism, which gained popularity in part through Watzlawick’s playful and engaging approach, drawing on an eclectic range of influences and using examples from popular film and everyday life.

As well as work at MRI, Watzlawick was a member of the clinical faculty in the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at Stanford University Medical Center from 1967 until his death. He also lectured and taught internationally, travelling back to his native Europe to perform speaking engagements.

It is difficult to imagine how any behavior in the presence of another person can avoid being a communication of one’s own view of the nature of one’s relationship with that person and how it can fail to influence that person.


Suggested reading


Michael White (1948–2008)

The Australian psychotherapist Michael White was best known for his work, with David Epston, in shaping personal accounts and memories by viewing them as stories which can be rewritten, leading to the practice of narrative therapy set out in the influential 1990 publication of Narrative Means to Therapeutic Ends.

Raised in a working-class family in Adelaide, White left school at 16. After some time as a welfare probation officer, he returned to education to train as a social worker and, in 1983, he and his wife Cheryl set up the Dulwich Centre in Adelaide as a base for their work.

White was influenced early in his career by systems theory and cybernetics, though these interests moved aside to make way for a wider approach drawing on literature, anthropology and philosophy, in particular Michel Foucault’s notions of power and subjectivity. White’s influences culminated in a postmodern influenced separation of the self from the problem, and narrative therapy sees the root of problems in the methods we use subconsciously to make meaning for ourselves – both of the past, and in shaping our future course of action. By realizing that a problem becomes a problem because of the stories we associate with it, we can take a step back from the problem and ‘re-author’ those stories which have a negative effect on our lives.

White devoted a large part of his life to travelling to communities devastated by trauma, such as the Native American Indian and Australian Aboriginal communities,
in order to use storytelling and narrative techniques to heal the past and build foundations for a new vision of the future. He also used income to finance projects to develop war-torn regions of the world, such as the West Bank and Rwanda. Just a few months before his death, White set up the Adelaide Narrative Therapy Centre in his native Adelaide, with the aim of both providing counselling and training services and further exploring the possibilities of narrative therapy.

The person is not the problem. The problem is the problem.

Suggested reading


Lyman C. Wynne (1923–2007)

Wynne was a researcher in psychiatry, best known for his work on schizophrenia, which questioned dominant ideas that blamed the early environment of the sufferer, in particular the role of the mother, and looked instead at the condition in the light of the family as a unit. These ideas were influential in showing the effectiveness of family therapy, and played a large part in its subsequent development.

Wynne grew up in an impoverished but intellectual Danish family on a farm in Minnesota. He received a full scholarship to Harvard University in 1941, going on to earn a bachelor’s degree, medical degree, and PhD in social psychology; and trained in psychology, psychiatry and psychoanalysis. Wynne joined the National Institute of Mental Health in 1952 and served as chief of the adult psychiatry branch from 1961 to 1971, before taking up a position as department chairman and professor at the University of Rochester Medical Center’s department of psychiatry, from which he retired in 1998.

Inspired by the ideas of his mentor, Erich Lindemann, on the ‘social orbits’ of disorganized families, Wynne’s insights, as early as 1947, into the cause of schizophrenia led to a shift in the way the patient was regarded within the family unit, taking blame away from the parents.

Wynne’s later work retained his interest in family communication patterns and combined it with a focus on the interaction of genetics and the environment in the development of schizophrenia, spending 30 years on a study, with Pekka Tienari and Karl-Erik Wahlberg of adopted children in Finland whose birth mothers had schizophrenia. The study confirmed that those who had a genetic disposition to schizophrenia had a high sensitivity to family problems, and that communication variance within family units led to a higher risk of mental disorders.

Influential as a clinician, a teacher, and a scholar, Wynne was active in promoting the practice of family therapy and was president of the American Family Therapy Academy in 1986 and 1987. In 1997, he and his wife Adele endowed the Wynne Center for Family Research at the University of Rochester.
Suggested reading
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See also Key Texts, Chapters 4 and 5.

### Attachment


**Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder**


**Child abuse**


**Child protection and the legal framework**


Sholevar, P. (2006) The family and the legal system: the search for an intelligent integration, in
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Coordinated management of meaning
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**Divorce and mediation**


Walker, J. (1988) Divorce and conciliation: a family therapy perspective, in E. Street and
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between parental psychological violence, other family disturbances, and children’s
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**Working with children**
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Carr, A. (2008) The effectiveness of family therapy and systemic interventions for child-
Effectiveness of Psychotherapy.* London: Routledge.
Magazine for Family Therapy*, 97: 17–19.
Freeman, J., Epston, D. and Lobovits, D. (1997) *Playful Approaches to Serious Problems: 
Narrative Therapy with Children and Their Families.* New York: W.W. Norton.

**Working with individuals**


**Working with older adults**


A frequent cry from therapists and trainees alike is, ‘What do I say next? How can I get them to talk about X?’ The formats for exploration given in this chapter represent some of the tried and tested ways we have developed in working with different, often difficult, situations. These formats are not intended to be precise blueprints or instructions to be followed; rather they are to be looked upon as signposts and markers on the territory which can provide ideas about the route for practitioners to take in different contexts, and suggestions about how to use the feedback from clients.
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Format for exploration of communicational styles

The de-escalation of negative affect, not the reciprocation of positive affect (the quid pro quo hypothesis) discriminated happy from unhappy marriages in our studies.

(Gottman 1982)

The aim of this exercise is to develop skills in analysing communication and to develop a critical perspective, including an awareness of the potential subjective nature of inferences about communication.

Trainees split into two groups; one will take part in a role play in which a family is interviewed by a therapist, and the rest of the group will act as observers/supervision team, who carry out an analysis of the family’s communicational styles and of the communication between therapist and family. This external analysis by the observers is then compared and contrasted with the internal (participant) observations of the participants in the role play.

Role play: Trainees offer a family scenario and people volunteer to take part in the role play. This group separates in order to enter into the family roles. A genogram summarizing the family and presenting problems is depicted.

Observers: Observers discuss: (a) the dimensions that will be employed for the communicational exercise; (b) aspects of the open-ended analysis:

1 The following dimensions are employed for the family as a whole:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enmeshed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unequal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Differentiated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Covert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Escalating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Insensitive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Individual communicational styles: relative contribution to the discussion, communicational tactics, intentions and meta-communication, attempts to clarify intentions, and so on. Each observer focuses their analysis on one participant. If possible, at least one participant has more than one observer in order to be able to offer some indication of inter-rater reliability – perceived differences.

3 Sequential analysis: analysis of sequences of communication, especially in subgroups such as parents, mother–child, father–child, sibling subsystem. Note
examples of positive and negative escalations, for example, symmetry, mutual attacking versus praising, complementarity, one person attacking the other, validating/placating to de-escalate sequences.

4 **Language employed:** recurring phrases, metaphors, recurring words and concepts.

5 **Gender differences:** dominance, initiation, use of questions versus assertions, emotional sensitivity to each other’s communications and underlying feelings and intentions, and so on.

**Participants:** Participants also fill in the scales and consider their experience of the interaction, including categories above, while observers are carrying out the analysis.

**Discussion:** Observers offer their external ratings of the group as a whole on the dimensions and briefly a summary for each individual participant while participants remain in role. The feedback should not become too personally negative or attacking in any way. The participants then offer their overall ratings and impressions of the group and indicate impressions of each others’ styles, intentions and tactics.

The similarities and differences between the external and internal analysis are drawn out. Implications for therapy are considered, for example family’s observation of their communication on video playback, specific work with subgroups of the family to clarify communication, and so on.

**For notes**
Format for exploring the value of the consultation process

1. In trios, each person is asked to think about a problem he or she might have in working with couples or families in his or her place of work (or in applying systemic thinking to therapeutic work with individuals).

2. Each person describes the conflicts or contradictions he or she experiences in trying to deal with this problem.

3. One person agrees to be interviewed by another and the third acts as an observer.

4. The interviewer for about 10 minutes should use circular questions to:
   - identify the patterns of behaviour that have developed around the conflicts
   - formulate ideas on how this pattern maintains important relationships and beliefs in the workplace
   - explore which behaviours of the interviewee maintain this pattern.

5. After 10 minutes, the interviewer and observer talk, with the interviewee eavesdropping, and develop a hypothesis.

6. After 10 minutes, the interviewer continues asking questions to explore the hypothesis.

7. After 10 minutes, the interviewer and observer meet to decide what feedback to give to the interviewee (intervention).

8. The interviewer offers the feedback to the interviewee and invites the interviewee to give some feedback to interviewer and observer to discuss the process of the exercise and, in particular, to address the question of what difference the consultation has made to their thinking about the problem.

9. Each member of the trio is then asked to comment on their learning about consultation as a result of the exercise.

For notes
Format for exploration of balance of power in relationships

Create a simulation with a couple, one or two therapists and an observing team.

1. **Explore decision-making:**
   - How are decisions made?
   - Who usually makes the decisions, has the final say?
   - Areas of expertise – do they have responsibilities for decisions in different areas?
   - How were these specializations decided?
   - Are these specializations common, gender stereotyped, and so on?
   - How are differences/disagreements dealt with, resolved?

2. **Explore influence tactics:** how does each partner influence the other? What tactics are used? Examples include: threats, flattery, involving others, negotiation, crying, bribery, withdrawing, promises, reasoning.

3. **Explore power bases:** explore what resources each partner has in order to exert influence, remembering there are:
   - *objective power bases* – power that is relatively independent of the relationship: money, physical strength, education, property, technical skills, and so on and
   - *subjective power bases* – power that is tied into the relationship and exists as long as the relationship exists: attractiveness to the other, fulfilling the other’s needs, reassurance, company, sexual attraction to each other, interest in the other, care of the home, care of children.

4. **Summarize for each partner:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power bases</th>
<th>Influence tactics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Her</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Him</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. **Discussion:**
   - Who has more power and/or influence and why? What are the effects on the relationship?
   - What are the culture and gender inequalities, common problems posed for couples?
   - What are the changes over the life cycle of their relationship? Was the relationship better/worse when power was more/less equal?
   - How would the relationships change if the distribution were different?
   - As a couple, how can they try to resist societal/cultural bases of gender inequalities?

6. **Feedback from the observing team.**
Format for exploring co-therapy issues

- Who is in charge? Is there a professional hierarchy to be acknowledged, such as consultant and social worker?
- How do you agree or disagree on what to do in a session?
- Do you share and/or respect one another’s beliefs about how change occurs for clients?
- Can you disagree in the session with the co-therapist?

*Ground rules:* Make a contract with your co-therapist.

Therapist 1

Therapist 2

\[ A = \text{Area of agreement} \quad D = \text{Area of disagreement} \]

These areas need to be explicit at the outset of working together.

*Before:* discuss and agree on strategies and themes to explore.

*After:* review and plan for next time, responses to families and feedback.

Co-therapy will be uncomfortable for therapists and family if A and D are not stated.

Advantages of co-therapy

- Good for beginning therapists and students.
- Therapist can operate an observer/participant model.
- Good with very needy families where there is very early deprivation.
- Can be good with single-parent families.
- Good for demonstrating to families how to communicate clearly and openly.
- Therapists support one another in challenging system, promoting ideas for change and responding to resistance in system to change.

Disadvantages of co-therapy

- More time-consuming for professionals in the long run.
- Can inhibit development of individual style.
- Can induce dependency.
Format for exploration of communication

The aim of this exercise is to enable a pair to become aware of how their communicational styles may be constructing unhelpful circularities or escalating sequences. The pair are asked to role-play a couple, a parent and a child, two friends, client and therapist, and be interviewed by a third person.

A typical problematic communication sequence or episode is identified. The interviewer tracks the circularity and asks the pair to enact the sequence.

- The interviewer asks A: ‘What is it about the way B communicates that is difficult?’
- A demonstrates.
- The interviewer asks A: ‘How does that feel? How could B could do it differently so that you felt better?’
- A demonstrates.
- The interviewer asks B: ‘Could you try that?’
- B discusses, negotiates.
- A and B rerun the sequence.
- B tries new style.
- The interviewer asks A: ‘Did that feel better? How? Why?’

Then go through the same sequence again, with the interviewer beginning by questioning B.

Finally, the interviewer asks both: ‘Do you think you might be able to try that? What might get in the way?’

For notes
Format for exploration of the life cycle of a couple’s relationship: plotting the development of the relationship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>positive</th>
<th>Now</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sexual intimacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moving in together</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back together</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Past

- quarrels
- fights
- split up
- no intimacy

negative

- fancying others

Couple’s relationship

- Plot what the couple regard as key positive and negative events so far in their history and stories.
- Discuss agreements and disagreements.
- Explore explanations for these events.
- Discuss initial expectations and beliefs and how these have shaped their relationship.
- What were their initial perceptions of each other?
- How might their relationship have developed differently – positively and negatively?
- What are their expectations of the future? What might stay the same, what may change?
- How do they think the history of their relationship constrains or frees up possibilities?

For notes
Format for exploring couple relationships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What brings you here today?</td>
<td>Your dreams and hopes</td>
<td>Developing a story you like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Aspects of Loss and Separation)</td>
<td>What needs are not being met?</td>
<td>Monitor and rebuild relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequences of script</td>
<td>Disappointments</td>
<td>Develop and observe relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two people making one whole: individual strengths</td>
<td>How do you want to rewrite the script?</td>
<td>Rules for feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What was the script?</td>
<td>Your dreams and hopes</td>
<td>Two separate people creating relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What did parents and grandparents think of you getting together?</td>
<td>What needs are not being met?</td>
<td>Managing, accepting and enjoying difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you want to rewrite the script?</td>
<td>Disappointments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What keeps you together?</td>
<td>What stops you:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you have to do to become as determined to succeed at the relationship as you are not to yield to more hurt/ = (??) make yourself vulnerable again</td>
<td>(a) getting closer?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewrite the script</td>
<td>(b) separating?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What stops you:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) getting closer?</td>
<td>What hurts now?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) separating?</td>
<td>Can you imagine recovering?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What hurts now?</td>
<td>Process of change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you imagine recovering?</td>
<td>How would you like to be able to be together?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process of change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How would you like to be able to be together?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For notes
**Format for an exploration with disappointed clients**

Often clients come to us having already been to one or many other agencies and are full of complaints, or clients return to us after one or two sessions, saying: ‘Yes, but you haven’t fixed Johnny/Lucy and that’s what we wanted’. This format offers the practitioner ideas about what should be covered in a session and suggests questions to ask along the way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What</th>
<th>How</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledge the possibility of a fresh start in therapy.</td>
<td>How would you like us to listen to you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What would you like us to be able to do?</td>
<td>What would you like us to be able to do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What else has been tried?</td>
<td>What else has been tried?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do we need to talk about for this not to be a waste of your time?</td>
<td>What do you think has been useful for this family, what has not been useful?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you think has been useful for this family, what has not been useful?</td>
<td>How would you like us to listen to you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We wanted you to fix Lucy/Johnny.</td>
<td>How will we know if we are listening as well or worse than . . .?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We need to negotiate and/or clarify what you want from us.</td>
<td>What difference would you like us to make here?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let us renegotiate our contract.</td>
<td>I want to get clear in my mind what is important to you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify differences.</td>
<td>What do we need to talk about for this not to be a waste of your time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note differences that are problems and those differences that are not.</td>
<td>Let’s ask Lucy/Johnny their views and what they want. May we?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are there any connections/links between what everyone is saying and what clients would like to be different?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do these ideas/wishes seem like a good basis for our work today?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We have talked, in our first session, about working together on X. Is that no longer important or relevant?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When we met last time we agreed to work on X. Do we need to change that now/today or agree something different for today?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If we were able to work together on X what would change look like or what would we be able to do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>How would these changes show in relationships in your family?</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                                           | Are there other changes in relationships you would like to look forward to?
**Format for a couple exploring beliefs and expectations using a family tree**

First plot the couple’s genogram with each partner’s parents, siblings and relationships. Then explore constructs/beliefs through the genogram:

- Who is most or least like each partner?
- Which relationship is most or least like the couple? In what ways?
- How have these relationships evolved and changed?
- What explanations do the couple have for the causes of these changes?
- How have other couples resolved/managed problems?
- How does the couple think their parents (or other significant relationships in the genogram) have influenced their relationship?
- What have the couple tried to incorporate or copy from their parents’ (or other) relationships, or tried to avoid or reject?
- What social, cultural or historical factors may have influenced the relationships?

For notes
Format for developing observational skills

When watching a practitioner at work, consider the following questions as you observe:

1. What theory do you see the practitioner using?
2. What skills do you see the practitioner using?
3. What ideas do you have about the practitioner’s use of herself/himself?
4. When the practitioner gets stuck, how does s/he deal with that?
5. What theory does s/he use when s/he gets stuck?
6. Why do you think the consultant phones through and why at that time?
7. What aspects are making you tense and why do you think this is the case?

For notes
Format for developing reflective practice

Useful questions to ask yourself when monitoring your behaviour as a practitioner:

A  What are you doing (when with clients)? That is, an explanation for what you are
doing in relation to how you hope what you are doing will make a difference.
B  What is the feedback you are getting from A?
C  How do you use the feedback?
D  What are you learning from A, B and C?

For notes
Format for exploration for a first session

As we have said, formats offer guidelines for practitioners. Here the What column identifies areas of work for a first session or meeting, while the How column suggests questions for practitioners in accomplishing this piece of work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What</th>
<th>How</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Introduce the setting, team and how we work.</td>
<td>What brought you here?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who else is involved?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Track the history of referral (see below).</td>
<td>Who referred the client (attendance of referrer preferred).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What other agencies are involved?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What has helped/not helped in past?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Assessment of whether referral is appropriate. Can the team offer anything?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Exploration of family members’ expectations, why the family has come. Identify areas of work with the family and agree to start work or agree not to work.</td>
<td>Other family members/friends with views/ideas about the problem and for us to be helpful what would we have to do/what would have to happen between us for coming here to be useful?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 History of problem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• When did it begin?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How does it show?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• For whom is it a problem?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

History of referral

Which agencies? Map network.
What is the client’s significant relationship system?
What is the client’s definition of the problem?
Interest clients in how we are thinking about what they are telling us.
Redefine the problem.
Contract/engagement with client.
Clarifying expectations with respect to change/realistic goals. What has it been like talking with us?
Agree on next appointment and agenda.
Format for exploration of the ending of therapy

People often ask us how to end therapy. A simple format is offered here based on the idea of a review session, which can be the last session or happen by arrangement with clients several weeks or up to six months after the last appointment. The aim of this review session is to enable clients to take positions from which they can comment on the process of therapy, their learning and change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What</th>
<th>How</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create a context for a conversation about therapy.</td>
<td>Looking back, what has happened for you as a family since we began meeting? How have our meetings been as you expected and/or different?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable clients to review the experience of being in therapy.</td>
<td>What has happened to the concerns/worries that brought you to therapy? Are there any ways in which you are different together as a family since we began working together?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable clients to give feedback to therapist and one another.</td>
<td>For my own learning [therapist says] what would you like me to know about what went well and what I could have done differently in our sessions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarify with clients that they feel they know how to monitor their relationships and access help when necessary.</td>
<td>Are you able to talk with one another about how things are between you and say if anyone feels uncomfortable? If relationships ever became very strained again or symptoms appeared, what would you want to do for one another?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Format for promoting the co-construction of ideas in a team/work group/family

Connecting conversations – ‘weaving’

This exercise is a development of the sequential discussion (see Key British texts, Campbell et al. 1992) and can be used any time a couple or group needs to address difficult issues about which there are many and diverse opinions and where the pair or group are searching for new solutions.

Following this format enables people to share ideas, work as a team and see how new ideas emerge when people listen to and stay connected to one another. Participants experience how their ideas contribute to a systemic solution and the whole is bigger than the sum of its parts.

1. Someone in the group identifies/chooses a topic for discussion.
2. The group discuss the subject in sequence. Group members do not have to speak in any order (for example, clockwise or anti-clockwise) but everyone has to have a turn to speak in the first round before moving to the second round.
3. When you decide to speak, first comment on what the previous person has said (how you notice you connect or how you notice you react/disconnect to what previous speaker has said), and when you speak add only one new idea of your own to the conversation.
4. Keep your comments brief (add one idea only) and allow the discussion to go around the group four or five times noticing how you feel and the emerging themes in conversation.
5. Try to allow yourself to put your comments to the group and let the discussion develop through the group’s process rather than through individuals developing their own ideas.
6. When you finish the ‘weaving’ discuss your experience, the significant content that has emerged that you want to hold onto/is useful for the issue you are addressing and plan any action you jointly want to take.
7. You may want to use the headings below when reflecting on your experience of using this format for exploration and collaboration

SURPRISES

LEARNINGS

SATISFACTIONS

DISSATISFACTIONS

DISCOVERIES
Glossary of terms

**analogic**: a non-verbal means of communicating, using physical movements and expressive bodily actions, including speech tone and volume variations. There is often a close equivalence between the content of what is being communicated and the choice of these means. For example, irritation might be expressed by a clipped intonation, the lips compressed without a smile.

**circularity**: the situation where what happens is in some way determined by some precursor event and has also had some effect on that first event, where it is not possible to determine ‘which came first, the chicken or the egg’. This way of viewing the world grew out of biology and ecology. It is consistent with a linear conception if the latter is seen as treating just one small segment of a larger interrelated whole.

**circular questioning**: questions asked with the intention of revealing differences between people who are members of some system. The questioner expects that the answer will help them to refine their working hypothesis (see below) and so to become interested in asking a further question based on feedback from their respondent. It is this process between the questioner and the respondent, driven by feedback, which changes the respondent’s perspective on their situation and stimulates new thinking.

**co-construction**: a form of interaction between two individuals or groups where neither pre-judges the form that the output of their interaction will take, but each puts forward their respective contributions, confident that the result will be more effective than a similar effort being made by either of them alone (see also hermeneutic).

**complementarity**: a form of relationship where two people or groups, although differing in characteristics or attributes, find that they can fit together in achieving a shared goal, either by accepting reciprocity (as in a hierarchical, one-up-one-down fit), or by the periodic and accepted reversal or alteration of their relative position.

**cybernetics**: derived from the Greek word meaning ‘to steer’. Cybernetics is the science of systems which are capable of self-direction and guidance by the ability to alter their activity on the basis of information returning feedback about the results of previous action. Cybernetics has led to the development of so-called ‘intelligent’ systems.

**discourse**: conveys the important idea (after Wittgenstein) that our concepts, the basis of our thinking, are expressed by words, which are located in language. We use these to engage in action with others to accomplish practical, ceremonial, and communicative activities. We can talk therefore of the speech-act as central to our interactions with others. This constitutes a form...
of life or reality in which a person can be seen as a meeting point of many discourses, for example, a discursive subject.

double-bind: a form of contradictory communication seen (Bateson et al. 1956) to be causal in the development of schizophrenia and other disturbances. The central aspects are contradictory communication in different modalities (for example, saying 'I love you' with a tense and angry bodily posture) and an overarching injunction that the incongruity is not to be discussed and that the participants must not attempt to leave the relationship.

ecology of ideas: the collection of individuals’ beliefs – usually implicit or unconscious – that, by their interconnectedness and mutual relevance, underpin a social system.

epistemology: the study of how we think and arrive at decisions, how we explain how we know what we know. A system of ideas or connected beliefs about how we view and explain the world, cf. George Kelly’s (1955) notion of a ‘construct system’.

equiﬁnality: a law of system relationships which holds that the same eventual goal can be reached from differing starting points and by differing intervening processes/steps.

expressed emotion: a set of factors relating to the emotional tone in family life – critical remarks, emotional over-involvement and general warmth or coldness. High expressed emotion – extreme criticisms, coldness and over-involvement – in families is seen to increase the chances of relapse of members recovering from mental illness.

feedback: information about the results or consequences of a previous action returning or looping back into a system in order to regulate subsequent action. The connection can be positive feedback, which increases the initial behaviour emitted leading to escalation, or negative feedback, leading to a reduction of the divergence from some stable setting or equilibrium.

first-order cybernetics: this is the view that biological and social systems can be seen as self-regulating systems analogous to mechanical systems. It is argued that families can be objectively described in terms of how they function and maintain balance states or homeostasis.

hermeneutic: interpretative (as of texts), but used also to refer to the process by which meaning and understanding are recognized as evolving in dialogue between people.

instructive interaction: an episode between people where the intent and belief of one person is that the knowledge or beliefs that they hold can be transmitted to the other so that they will end up being able to use such knowledge or beliefs in precisely the way intended by the ‘instructor’. This form of ‘teaching’ contrasts with experiential learning types of interaction, where the objective of one person is to facilitate the development of the other’s capacity for gaining new insights.

linear thinking: the established view of causation derived from classical science that one event, A, directly causes another event, B, to occur. In relation to family life it would be a view that one member can directly cause another to do, say, think or feel something. Similarly, ideas about internal dispositions such as personality can be employed to offer linear explanations (for example, that Jane complains at Robin because she has a ‘controlling’ personality).

meta:- (as in ‘taking up a meta-position’) taking a view of an issue from a different, usually higher, level, for example, metaphysics.

mind-maps: the internalized sense of the connectedness of experiences that an individual has built up through interactions with others that gives security in making decisions about action or in making sense of new experiences.

modernism: the belief that it is possible, by objective and ‘scientific’ research, to arrive at general, universally applicable explanations of ‘how things work’, at theories and quantifiable
‘models’ of phenomena that can be used to predict and control events, from the way plants grow to the way people behave (see also universal solutions).

**modernity:** the paradigmatic position in which reality is held to exist independent of the observer, and where objectivity in the study and description of another person, group, or phenomenon is held to be possible.

**multiple realities:** the perspective that results when reality is viewed as being created by social interaction, so that, in principle, ‘there are as many universes as there are willing describers’ (Watzlawick 1984).

**negative connotation:** the opposite of positive connotation (see below) where the explanation for a situation emphasizes a harmful or destructive effect or intent.

**neutrality:** a stance maintained by a therapist or professional, showing equal and non-judgemental interest in the beliefs and explanations of each family member. This reflects in constructionist thinking the awareness of multiple realities (see above). The stance alone can lead to a significant shift in behaviour among system members who have only been used to privileging one construction of a situation in their attempts to solve a problem.

**paradigm:** a widely shared way of viewing and explaining ‘how things work around here’ for a given community that is largely unspoken and resistant to challenge (see also mind-maps).

**positive connotation/frame:** form of reframing (see below) in which behaviour or situations that are experienced negatively by clients are explained in ways that suggest a positive intention for the system as a whole in the behaviours of the other people or groups associated with the problem (see also negative connotation).

**positivism:** (as in ‘logical positivism’) a point of view that puts forward scientific observations as the only basis for assessing ‘truth’, and that considers arguments not based on observable data as meaningless (see also modernism).

**praxis:** most simply translated as personal theory-in-action or the practical living out of one’s central ideas, conditioned by a hermeneutic (see above) approach to understanding and developing this form of knowledge.

**progressive hypothesizing:** devised by the Milan team, this is an approach which is a micro-cosm of the scientific method – testing and revision of hypotheses based on experimentation and gathering of new data. It involves the formulation of an initial working hypothesis about the relationship between the symptom/s and the family dynamics. This is seen as propositional and subjected to continual review and revision.

**psychodynamic:** the practice of psychotherapy, based on the theories of Freud, where the benefit for the client is held to derive from the giving of ‘insights’ by the therapist, and the use of this insight by the client to come to different understandings of relationships, including those cases where what happens between the therapist and the client is interpreted by the therapist as repeating a pattern between the client and some significant person in their past.

**punctuation:** the act of choosing the point of view from which one will explain a complex set of interrelated events, as in describing to a listener the reasons for a bad relationship by starting with the actions of one of the parties.

**reductionism:** the belief in a method for understanding how complex systems work by breaking their operation down into small subprocesses, each of which is affected by relatively few major variables, making the measurements and prediction of outcomes more manageable.

**reflexivity:** where some action, statement, or question ‘turns back on itself’ and leads to some change in the state of the initiating system component. Used, for example, in the context of ‘reflexive questions’ where a professional, by asking a particular question that refers to concepts
or meanings held by the client system, intends to influence the clients to reorganize their understanding of those concepts in such a way that the issue is seen in a different light.

**Reframing:** putting forward an alternative explanation about a situation clients perceive as problematic so the situation ceases to be viewed as problematic.

**Rogerian:** a form of psychotherapy developed by Carl Rogers, where the chief benefit is held to derive from the therapist showing unconditional positive regard for the client, and which encourages the free expression of feelings associated with the problem incidents and relationships.

**Second-order cybernetics:** the view that a ‘system’ invariably involves an act of observation. Hence there can be no objective system as such, but the system is an ‘as if’ construction. In family therapy the analysis moves to looking not just at the family dynamics but also the nature of the interactions between the family and the therapist.

**Strategic therapy:** where the therapist negotiates goals with the family and then devises tasks for the family members to perform, in the process making it difficult for them to continue with what have been diagnosed as ‘non-normal’ behaviours. It may also help the family to achieve a transition in its evolution which had previously been blocked.

**Structure-determined change:** derived from biology, this view proposes that the form that change takes in a system is determined by the laid-down structures of that system. In the case of human social systems, the change is linked to the prevailing beliefs and sense of context that each person has arrived at as a result of their earlier social interactions, and which are used by the individual or group as a basis for deciding on action in response to perturbations of their system.

**Structural therapy:** where the problems experienced by a family or other system are held to be related to some deficiency in structuring their relationships (such as unclear or absent intergenerational or role boundaries). The therapist/consultant acts as a member of the system in an interaction to block or disrupt what are seen as unhelpful interactions, so that by experiencing themselves in a more ‘normal’ relationship with others, people behave differently, and the problem they previously experienced disappears.

**Symmetrical:** (as in ‘symmetrical relationship’) where people interact with each other in similar ways, usually unconscious, that lead them to mirror each other’s actions, leading to escalating interchanges in which each attempts to reassert advantage over the other or even to compete for who is most ‘ill’ or in need.

**Systemic hypothesis:** the ideas that professionals draw together and which connect the behaviour of all the members of the system, recognizing their particular views of the context and providing an explanation for the presence of the symptom.

**Triangulation:** a process in which two people who are in conflict attempt to recruit a third person on to their side against the other (for example, parents attempting to entice a child into taking their side or a couple attempting to draw a therapist into taking sides).

**Universal solutions:** ideas put forward that are held to provide a generally applicable answer to a frequently occurring problem, or a means of approaching a particular task which, if followed, will always lead to successful accomplishment. These ideas derive typically from a modernist and positivist epistemology.

**Working hypothesis:** the ideas that a professional draws together from initial contacts with the problem system concerning what may lie behind the difficulties being presented. These ideas are meant to guide the consultant’s initial explanation or research and to surface more information about distinctions held by members of the problem system. With this new information, the consultant revises the hypothesis or forms a new one, to continue the process until the professional/s can articulate a systemic hypothesis (see above).
We list here key British texts that have appeared in the three developmental phases we have identified. We mention only books published by British authors and not journal articles or journals. The Journal of Family Therapy, however, deserves mention as a journal that is currently rated by readers worldwide as one of the most popular. Where we have omitted to mention authors and/or publications, we acknowledge here the impossibility of being totally inclusive and ask for the forbearance of any authors we have accidentally omitted to mention. The texts in this list are in chronological order.

**Phase I: 1950s to mid-1970s**


**Phase II: mid-1970s to mid-1980s**


Phase III: mid-1980s to 2000
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The third edition of *An Introduction to Family Therapy* provides an overview of the core concepts informing family therapy and systemic practice, covering the development of this innovative field from the 1950s to the present day.

The book considers both British and International perspectives and includes the latest developments in current practice, regulation and innovation, looking at these developments within a wider political, cultural and geographical context. The third edition also contains:

- A new chapter on couple therapy
- A new chapter on practice development up to 2009
- Sections highlighting the importance of multi-disciplinary practice in health and welfare

Lists of key texts and diagrams, suggested reading organized by topic, and practical examples and exercises are also used in order to encourage the reader to explore and experiment with the ideas in their own practice.

This book is key reading for students and practitioners of family therapy and systemic practice as well as those from the fields of counselling, psychology, social work and the helping professions who deal with family issues.
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